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The Reg Patchett Collection of Crash and Interrupted Mail Lots 250–393
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British Empire & Foreign Countries
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Lots 418–470
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Lots 582–608

Lots 615–661
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Lots 662–690
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Lots 760–780

Gambia, from the ‘King’s Pawn’ Collection Lots 781–874
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British Empire & Foreign Countries
Germany – Zanzibar
Lots 875 – 1443 including
Germany, States & Colonies

Lots 875–887

Hong Kong Lots 938–1018
India & States

Lots 1021–1045

Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika Lots 1076–1105
Malaya & States

Lots 1113–1147

Mauritius Lots 1163–1180
New Zealand

Lots 1211–1234

The Nigerias Lots 1236–1248
The Rhodesias
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Lots 1290–1306
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Bidding Increments
Bidding advances will normally proceed by the following steps:
Up to £100 by £5
£100 to £300 by £10
£300 to £1,000 by £20 or £30 (ie £520, £550, £580, etc.)
£1,000 to £2,000 by £50
£2,000 to £3,000 by £100
£3,000 to £10,000 by £200 or £300 (ie £3,200, £3,500, £3,800, etc.)
Over £10,000 at auctioneer’s discretion
Bids of unusual amounts ‘off step’ will be rounded down to the bid step below and will not
take precedence over a similar bid unless received first.
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Conditions of Business
Conditions mostly concerning buyers
1 The buyer
The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the ‘hammer price’ and
any dispute shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion.
Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal unless there is in
force a written acknowledgement by Grosvenor that he acts as
agent on behalf of a named principal.
2 Minimum increment
The bidding and advances shall be regulated by and at the
absolute discretion of the auctioneer.
3 The premium
The buyer shall pay to Grosvenor a premium of 24% on the
‘hammer price’ inclusive of a sum in lieu of Value Added Tax at
the standard rate and agrees that Grosvenor, when acting as agent
for the seller, may also receive commission from the seller in
accordance with Condition 15.
4 Value Added Tax (VAT)
Lots on which Value Added Tax at 20% is payable by the buyer
on the ‘hammer price’ are indicated in the catalogue with the
sign ‘†’. Lots with an ‘X’ before the lot number have 5%
Importation VAT charged on the hammer price because they
have been imported into the UK. In such cases Grosvenor has
used a temporary importation procedure which in effect means
that the point of importation is deferred until the lot has been sold
by Grosvenor. At that point the buyer is treated as the importer
and is liable to pay the Import VAT due.
5 Payment
Immediately a lot is sold the buyer shall:
(a) give to Grosvenor his name and address and, if so requested,
proof of identity; and
(b) pay to Grosvenor the ‘total amount due’ (unless credit terms
have been agreed with Grosvenor before the auction).
6 Grosvenor may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms
with the buyer before an auction under which the buyer will be
entitled to take possession of lots purchased up to an agreed
amount in value in advance of payment by a determined future
date of the ‘total amount due’.
7 Any payments by a buyer to Grosvenor may be applied by
Grosvenor towards any sums owing from that buyer to Grosvenor
on any account whatever without regard to any directions of the
buyer or his agent, whether express or implied.
8 Collection of purchases
The ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to the buyer
until he has made payment in full to Grosvenor of the ‘total
amount due’.
9 (a) The buyer shall at his own expense take away the lot
purchased not later than 5 working days after the day of the
auction but (unless credit terms have been agreed in accordance
with Condition 7) not before payment to Grosvenor of the ‘total
amount due’.
(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage and
insurance charges on any lot not taken away within 5 working
days of the day of the auction.
(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by Grosvenor staff
is undertaken solely as a courtesy to clients and, in the case of

fragile articles, will be undertaken only at Grosvenor’s discretion.
In no event will Grosvenor be liable for damage to glass or frames,
regardless of the cause.
10 Buyer’s responsibility for Lots purchased
The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to lots purchased
from the time of collection or the expiry of 5 working days after
the day of the auction, whichever is the sooner, and neither
Grosvenor nor its servants or agents shall thereafter be responsible for any loss or damage of any kind, whether caused by
negligence or otherwise, while any lot is in its custody or under
its control.
11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect
If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with
Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is any other breach of either of
those Conditions, Grosvenor as agent of the seller shall, at its
absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it
may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following
rights and remedies:
(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of
contract.
(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots
(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public auction
or private sale and the defaulting buyer shall pay to Grosvenor any
resulting deficiency in the ‘total amount due’ after deduction of
any part payment and addition of re-sale costs and any surplus
shall belong to the seller.
(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the
defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, either at Grosvenor
premises or elsewhere.
(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on
the ‘total amount due’ to the extent it remains unpaid for more
than 5 working days after the day of the auction.
(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same buyer at the sale
or any other auction and release it only after payment of the ‘total
amount due’.
(g) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of the
defaulting buyer at any future auctions or obtaining a deposit
before accepting any bids in future.
(h) to apply any proceeds of sale then due or at any time thereafter
becoming due to the defaulting buyer towards settlement of the
‘total amount due’ and to exercise a lien on any property of
the defaulting buyer which is in Grosvenor’s possession for any
purpose.
12 Liability of Grosvenor and sellers
(a) Each lot is sold as:
(i) Genuine unless otherwise described in the sale catalogue.
(ii) Correctly described (see also clause 12 (f)). The date of any
certificate forming part of the description of any lot will be
included in the description.
(b) A purchaser shall be at liberty to reject any lot if he:
(i) within 7 days gives the auctioneer written notice of intention
to question the genuineness of or, as the case may be, the accuracy
of the description of the lot and/or requests the submission of the
lot to a recognised expert or expert committee in accordance with
the Grosvenor expertising policy separately stated.
(ii) proves that the lot is not genuine or was incorrectly described;
and
(iii) returns to the auctioneer within 30 days of the date of the sale,
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the lot in the same condition as it was at the time of the sale;
provided that the auctioneer may, at his absolute discretion, on
receiving a request in writing from the purchaser, extend for
a reasonable period of time the return of the lot, to enable it to be
submitted to an agreed expert or expert committee.
nb: The onus of proving a lot not to be genuine, or incorrectly
described, is on the purchaser. The inability of a recognised
expert or expert committee to express a definite opinion shall
serve to discharge the onus on the purchaser and shall be a ground
for rejecting the lot concerned.
(c) Where a lot has been submitted for an expert opinion, all costs
for such an option shall be paid for by the person who retains the
item or items to which the opinion relates.
(d) Where the purchaser of a lot discharges the onus and acts in
accordance with sub clause (b) of this clause, the auctioneer shall
rescind the sale and repay to the purchaser the purchase money
paid by him in respect of the lot.
(e) No lot shall be rejected if, subsequent to the sale, it has been
immersed in water, marked by an expert or expert committee,
or treated by any other process, unless the auctioneer’s permission
to subject the lot to such a process has first been obtained in
writing.
(f) Any lots listed under ‘Collections and Various’ or stated to
comprise or contain a collection, issues or stamps, which are
undescribed, shall be put up for sale, not subject to rejection, and
shall be taken by the purchaser with all (if any) faults, lack of
genuineness, and errors of description, and numbers of stamps
within the lot, and the purchaser shall have no right to reject the
lot; except that, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this
sub clause, where before the sale a person intending to bid at the
sale gives notice in writing to, and satisfies the auctioneer, that
any such lot contains any item or items not described in the sale
catalogue, and that person specifically describes such in that
notice, then that item or items shall, as between the auctioneer
and that person, be taken to form part of the description of the
lot for purposes of sub clauses (a), (b) and (d) of this clause.
(g) No lot illustrated in the catalogue shall be rejected on the
grounds of cancellation, centring, margins, perforation or
other characteristics apparent from the illustration. Catalogue
illustrations are not guaranteed for tone or colour and no lot
shall be rejected on the ground of inaccurate reproduction.
Imperfections on covers shall not constitute grounds for return
unless of an exceptional nature.
13 Grosvenor sells as agent for the seller (except where it is stated
wholly or partly to own any lot as principal) and as such is not
responsible for any default by seller or buyer.
14 Any representation or statement by Grosvenor, in any
catalogue as to authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date,
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a
statement of opinion only. Every person interested should
exercise and rely on his own judgment as to such matters and
neither Grosvenor nor its servants or agents are responsible for
the correctness of such opinions.
15 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best served
by attendance at the auction, Grosvenor will, if so instructed,
execute bids on their behalf, neither Grosvenor nor its servants
or agents being responsible for any neglect or default in doing so
or for failing to do so.
16 Grosvenor shall have the right, at its discretion, to refuse
admission to its premises or attendance at its auctions by
any person.
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17 Grosvenor has absolute discretion without giving any reason
to refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to combine any two or more
lots, to withdraw any lot from the auction and in case of dispute
to put up any lot for auction again.
18 (a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to
all actions, proceedings costs, expenses, claims and demands
whatever incurred or suffered by the person entitled to the benefit
of the indemnity.
(b) Grosvenor declares itself to be a trustee for its relevant
servants and agents of the benefit of every indemnity under these
Conditions to the extent that such indemnity is expressed to be
for the benefit of its servants and agents.
19 Any notice by Grosvenor to a seller, consignor, prospective
bidder or buyer may be given by first class mail or airmail and if
so given shall be deemed to have been duly received by the
addressee 48 hours after posting.
20 These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with English law. All transactions to which these
Conditions apply and all matters connected therewith shall also
be governed by English law. Grosvenor hereby submits to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts and all other parties
concerned hereby submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts.

General conditions and definitions
1 In these Conditions:
(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate,
price list and other publication.
(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is knocked down
by the auctioneer to the buyer.
(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in respect of the
lot sold together with any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable
and additional charges and expenses due from a defaulting buyer
in pounds sterling;
(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the
intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, period,
culture or source which is not shown to be such in the description
in the catalogue and which at the date of the sale had a value
materially less than it would have had if it had been in accordance
with that description.
(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the seller being
the ‘hammer price’ of the lot sold less commission at the ‘stated
rates’ and ‘expenses’ and any other amounts due to Grosvenor by
the seller in whatever capacity and howsoever arising.
(f) ‘stated rate’ means Grosvenor published rates of commission
for the time being and a sum in lieu of Value Added Tax thereon.
(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means Grosvenor
charges and expenses for insurance, illustrations, special
advertising, packing and freight of that lot and any Value Added
Tax thereon.
(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 per cent more than the highest bid
received below the reserve.
2 Vendor’s commission on sales
A commission of 15% is payable by the vendor on the hammer
price on lots sold, unless otherwise agreed.
3 VAT
Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising are subject
to VAT at the standard rate where appropriate.
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Further Information for Bidders
Absentee bids
If instructed we will execute bids and advise intending purchasers.
No charge is made for this service. Lots will always be bought as
cheaply as is allowed by such other bids and reserves as are on our
books. In the event of identical bids, the earliest received will take
precedence. Always indicate a ‘top limit’ – the amount to which
you would bid if you were attending the auction yourself. ‘Buy’ or
unlimited bids will not be accepted. All bids must be confirmed
in writing, by fax or email prior to the date of the sale.

Bidding slip
Further advice to bidders and purchasers may be found on the
bidding slip included with this catalogue. Please use this slip when
sending bids to us. It is vital that the slip should be signed.

Buyer’s premium
A buyer’s premium of 24% on the hammer price, inclusive of an
amount in lieu of VAT, is payable by the buyer on all lots.

Imported lots
Lots with an ‘X
X’ before the lot number have 5% Importation Tax
charged on the hammer price because they have been imported
into the UK. In such cases Grosvenor has used a temporary
importation procedure which in effect means that the point of
importation is deferred until the lot has been sold by Grosvenor.
At that point the buyer is treated as the importer and is liable to
pay the Import Tax due.

Pre-sale estimates
The pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective
purchasers. Any bid between the listed figures would, in our
opinion, offer a fair chance of success. However, all lots,
depending on the degree of competition, can realise prices
either above or below the listed estimates.

buyers are advised that lots will not be released until such cheques
have cleared. Purchases will be despatched as soon as possible
upon receipt of your written despatch instructions and full
payment for the lots you have bought. Carriage will be at the
buyer’s expense. Estimates and advice on all methods of despatch
can be provided upon request.
Payments for purchases made by cards issued outside the EU, or
by any corporate card, are subject to a surcharge of 2.5% (+ VAT
when applicable). Cards registered outside the UK will be charged
in the currency of your account unless stipulated otherwise by
you. UK credit cards and all EU cards will be accepted up to a
current maximum amount of £1,000. For your own security
please do not supply your credit card information via email.
Insurance cover will be arranged unless otherwise specified and
will be included in the carriage charge.

Clearance of purchases
Buyers who have not established a credit arrangement with
Grosvenor will be asked to pay for their purchases when they wish
to take possession of them. It is regretted that Grosvenor cannot
take Banker’s references over the telephone at the time of
clearance and that buyers cannot take possession of their
purchases until cheques are cleared.
If buyers wish to pay for their purchases by cheque they are urged
to arrange clearance of their cheques well in advance of the sale
by supplying appropriate banker’s references.
In the case of cheques drawn on foreign banks, £12 must be added
to the invoice total, otherwise such cheques will be returned.
Buyers may be requested to supply a reasonable means of
identification at the time of payment.
Lots will only be released to the purchaser or his authorised
representative if full payment has been received by Grosvenor
together with settlement of any charges due.
■

Please note that invoices unpaid by the due date will incur
interest charges unless an arrangement for extended credit has
been arranged in writing with the auctioneer prior to the Sale.

■

Failure to pay an invoice in full by the due date is likely to
result in our refusal to accept any future bids.

Methods of payment
Payment may be made by transfer direct to the Grosvenor
Philatelic Auctions Ltd. account.
■

Bank of Scotland
P.O. Box 1000, BX2 1LB
Account number: 06741391
Sort Code: 12-24-81
IBAN: GB88BOFS12248106741391
Swiftcode: BOFSGBS1BBL
Please include your name and invoice number with your
instruction to the bank. If paying by this method from overseas
an additional amount (minimum £6) should be added to cover
the bank charges that will be incurred, otherwise your total
balance due may not be cleared.
Alternative methods of payment which will enable immediate
clearance of purchases include cash, bankers drafts, debit and
credit cards (Mastercard or Visa). Please note that Paypal is not
accepted. Although personal and company cheques are accepted,

Overseas buyers please note. Lots sold subject to Temporary
Importation Tax to non-EEC buyers will not be available for
clearing on the day of the sale.

Requests for computer scans
Grosvenor is generally prepared to supply by email on request
a strictly limited number of computer scans of items not
illustrated in the catalogue or on our website. These will be
sent in JPEG format unless otherwise specified.
Requests should be sent to our email address:
info@grosvenor-auctions.co.uk
Please note that we must reserve the right to refuse any
requests that we do not consider practical to meet.
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Live Online Bidding
Grosvenor offers clients the opportunity to bid in real time during our live auctions from
anywhere in the world. Using this service allows bidders flexibility and total control over
bidding. We normally sell at a rate of between 150 and 200 lots per hour and online bidders
are required to be alert and to bid as quickly as would be expected in the auction room.
New clients who wish to register for live bidding are required to contact Grosvenor at least
48 hours prior to the auction with trade references and to request a spending limit. Bidders
must register for each new auction. Registering well in advance of the auction is advised;
bidders who attempt to register during the sale may not be approved in time.
Successful bids using the live bidding system will be subject to a 3% (+VAT where
applicable) charge applied to the hammer price in addition to the Buyer’s premium and
any other relevant charges. Successful absentee bids left on the live bidding system will
also be subject to the 3% charge. We recommend that bidders who do not wish to bid live
should complete and return the bid form included with this catalogue or complete an online
bid form at www.grosvenorauctions.com/bidform
Download our free app. Place bids and manage your account from anywhere.

Auction Agents
The following independent Auction Agents will be pleased to represent you at our auctions.
This list is provided for the convenience of our clients, without recommendation or
guarantee, and all enquiries should be directed to the addresses below.
Trevor Chinery (formerly the Mary Weeks Agency)
9 St Laurence Way Stanwick Wellingborough Northamptonshire NN9 6QS
Telephone 01205 330026 Fax 01933 622808
Email trevortrilogy@aol.com
Website: philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk
Nick Martin (Love Auctions)
Angel House Station Road Sutterton Boston Lincolnshire PE20 2JH
Telephone 01205 460968
Email enquiries@loveauctions.co.uk
Website: www.loveauctions.co.uk
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Advice on References and Condition
Quotations of catalogue numbers and values are taken from Stanley Gibbons catalogues,
and other catalogues named in the text, current at the time of lotting. This auction contains
many items that are unique or of exceptional rarity. It should be noted that all philatelic
items are graded and described in relation to their condition as normally found. Covers in
particular should be expected to have minor imperfections consistent with their age and
passage through the postal system and only significant faults will be described. The
condition of covers will not be considered as grounds for return.
The illustration of a lot in the catalogue or on the internet is deemed to form part of its
description and lots may not be rejected on the grounds of imperfections that are visible
clearly from the illustration.

Grosvenor Extensions Policy
■

Requests for the possible sale of a lot ‘on extension’ must be made in writing not less
than 48 hours before the commencement of the auction.

■

The name of the proposed expert or expert committee must be provided to and
approved by us before the sale. Some experts mark forged stamps and it is particularly
important that permission for submission to these authorities be obtained from us
beforehand.

■

The reason for the extension request must be stated. Requests relating to condition only
will not normally be approved.

■

Extension requests will not be granted for any lot already accompanied by a recent
certificate of authenticity, except by special permission.

■

The sale of any lot identified in its description as having ‘faults’, ‘defects’ or
‘imperfections’ will not be cancelled in the event of these being specified individually on
the issued certificate.

■

Lots will be submitted directly to the nominated expert or expert committee by
Grosvenor, unless otherwise agreed.

Symbols

✪
★
✩
❍

Unmounted Mint

B

Booklet

Mint

C

Cancelled

Unused

E

Essay

Used

F

Forgery

+ Block of Four

L

Literature

b Block of larger than Four

M
P

Miniature Sheet
Proof

R

Reprint

S

Specimen

✉
✈

Used on cover, entire, etc
Airmail

▲ Used on piece or front

Payments by Credit or Debit Card
Payments for purchases made by cards issued outside the EU, or by any corporate card,
are subject to a surcharge of 2.5% (+VAT when applicable). Cards registered outside the
UK will be charged in the currency of your account unless stipulated otherwise by you.
UK credit cards and all EU cards will be accepted only up to a maximum amount
of £1,000.
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First Session, Lots 1 – 393
Wednesday 18th September at 10 am
Miscellaneous and Mixed Lots
1

A British Africa accumulation in eighteen stockbooks and stockleaves, incl. Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Gold Coast
with 1898-1902 set mint, 1902-05 set mint, 1909 set mint, 1912-22 set mint and 1½d. with split “A” mint, 192229 to 10s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d. with ‘extra flagstaff mint, 1938-46 set mint, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
1904-07 to 3r. mint, 1912-21 50r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1935-37 to £1 mint, Nigeria with Lagos 1904 to 2s.6d.
mint, 1904-06 10s. mint, Niger Coast 1892-94 sets mint and used, Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 to 10s. mint, 193852 set mint, Nyasaland 1891-95 to 5s. mint, 1913-21 4s. with break in scroll mint, 1921-33 to 10s. mint, Somaliland
1935 Silver Jubilee 1r. with ‘kite and vertical log’ mint, South Africa 1913-24 to £1 mint, Southern Rhodesia 192429 set mint, South West Africa, Swaziland 1933 set mint, Tanganyika, Togo, Zululand 1888-93 to 1s. mint, 189496 to 4s. mint, etc., very mixed condition. (1,000s)
£3,000-£4,000

2

A mint and used K.G.VI collection in a special album, incl. Aden with 1937 Dhow set mint, Antigua, Bermuda,
Brunei, Cayman Is., Cyprus 1938-51 set mint, Falkland Islands 1938-50 set mint, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Is., Hong
Kong 1938-53 to $10 green and violet mint, India 1937-40 set mint, Kuwait 1939 set mint, Malaya with Perak
1938-41 set mint, New Guinea 1925-27 set mint, New Hebrides 1938 set mint, North Borneo 1939 set mint, 1945
BMA set mint, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 set mint, Sarawak 1945 B.M.A. set, Seychelles 1938-49 set mint,
Singapore, also six sparsely filled K.G.VI loose leaf albums, etc., varied condition. (many 100s) £2,500-£3,000

3

A British Empire collection in a New Ideal album incl. G.B. 1840 1d. (3) and 2d. used, 1929 P.U.C. £1 used, Australia
1932 Bridge 5s. used, Bahamas 1921-29 Specimen set to 3s., 1921-37 to 5s. mint, Canada, Cape of Good Hope
triangulars (4 plus a pair), Cayman Is. 1932 set to 10s. mint, Cyprus 1928 to £1 and 1934 to 45pi. mint, Gambia
1922-29 to 10s. mint with both 3s., Gibraltar 1912-24 to £1 mint, 1921-27 to 8s. mint, 1925-32 to £1 mint, Hong
Kong, India and States, Lagos 1904 to 10s. mint, Malta 1922 £1 mint, Palestine, several revenues incl. Federated
Malay States 1910 $250 used, Natal 1902 £20 fiscally used, Rhodesia 1906 £30 and 1897 £100 used, New Zealand
1899 6d. blue, Great Barrier Is. pigeongram, a few covers, etc.
£2,500-£3,000

4

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection in and Imperial album (vol. 1), incl. Australian States, Barbados, Falkland Islands 1898
2s.6d. and 5s. mint, 1904-12 to 3s. mint, 1921-28 set mint, Gibraltar with 1898 set mint, India, Mauritius 1848-59
1d. worn impression used, 1d. latest impression used, 2d. worn impression used (all with faults), 1859 2d. used,
1860-63 to 1s. used, 1863-72 to 6d. mint, 1900-05 to 5r. mint, New Zealand, Transvaal, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)
£1,800-£2,000

5

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on Imperial leaves, incl. Bahrain 1933-37 5r. watermark inverted mint, Barbuda 1922
set mint, Basutoland 1933 5s. and 10s. used both with R.P.S. certificates (2002), Bechuanaland 1932 set mint
(toned), Burma 1937 to 10r. mint, Jamaica, Kuwait 1929-37 to 10r. mint, Labuan 1896 Jubilee set mint, Leeward
Is. 1890 5s. mint, North Borneo, Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 set mint, Seychelles, Southern Rhodesia 1924-29 set
mint, Somaliland, Swaziland 1933 set mint, Tonga, Transvaal 1903 £1 used, Zanzibar, etc., very mixed condition.
(100s)
£1,500-£2,000

6

A British West Indies accumulation in nine large Lighthouse stockbooks, majority unmounted mint, incl. Anguilla,
Antigua 1921-29 to £1 unmounted, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda 1948 5s. and 10s.6d. booklets, 1953-62 to £1
(two unmounted mint plate blocks of four), British Honduras 1922-33 $5 mint, 1962 Birds 2c. with variety
turquoise-blue omitted unmounted, British Virgin Is., Cayman Is., Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, Montserrat, St.
Kitts-Nevis 1954-63 set in blocks of four, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Is., a good
range of later Q.E.II issues to about 2017, etc. (1,000s)
£1,400-£1,600

7

A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in nine stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. Barbuda 1922 set mint, Falkland Is. 193850 £1 mint (2), South Georgia, Hong Kong, Jamaica 1905-11 2s. Venetian red used, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika,
Leeward Is., Malaya with Straits Settlements 1922-34 to $5 green and red on green mint, Kedah 1921-32 set mint,
Nyasaland 1913-32 £1 mint, Seychelles, Swaziland, omnibus issues, also some modern China, etc. (1,000s)
£1,200-£1,500

10
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8

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection in two New Imperial albums, incl. Great Britain, Bahamas, Bermuda, Canada 1897
Jubilee $1 used, 1928-29 set used, Cyprus, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Malta, New Guinea, Rhodesia,
Zululand, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,500

9

An accumulation in ten albums and stockbooks, incl. extensive thematics with sets, sheetlets, proofs, imperfs.,
wide range of foreign countries with Ajman, Austria, Eastern European miniature sheets, Iceland, Indonesia,
Mongolia, Portugal, Vietnam, range of sheets and sheetlets in a green Lighthouse stockbook with Cape Verde
Hundertwasser sheetlets, Netherlands Legion sheets, United Nations 1955 Anniversary miniature sheet (also
f.d.c.), range of booklets, etc. (1,000s)
£1,000-£1,500

10

An all World collection in six albums (one an Ideal) and on leaves, early to modern, incl. Great Britain with 1840
1d. on cover (2), 2d. on cover, surface printed 1s. on cover (4), Commonwealth with Aden, Canada, Ceylon, Cape
of Good Hope with triangulars (16), Gibraltar, India and States, Nigeria, much Sudan with 1897 set used, 1935
General Gordon set mint, 1941 to 20p. mint, 1951-61 to 50p. mint, Officials with 1936-46 and 1948 sets mint,
Latin America with Argentina, Europe with Germany and States, covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,500

11

A Commonwealth collection in two New Imperial albums, Q.V. to K.G.V, incl. Australia with ‘Roos to 5s., Canada,
Great Britain with line engraved, small range of surface printed to 2s.6d. used, 1887-92 Jubilee values to 1s. green
used, K.E.VII to 1s. used, Hong Kong range of Q.V. with 1880 5c. on 8c. used, 1885 surcharge set used, India,
Labuan 1894-96 set mint, South Australia with range of imperf. and perf. Chalons, 1886-96 values to 2s.6d. and
5s. mint, £5 used, 1904-11 values to 10s. and £1 mint, 1906-12 to 5s. mint, Officials, etc., slightly mixed condition.
(100s)
£1,000-£1,500

X12

A Commonwealth selection, incl. Bermuda 1938-53 5s. green and red on yellow perf. 14 with HPF 49a, 5s. line
perf. 14¼, Cyprus 1904-10 6pi. broken top left triangle [Left pane, R. 7/5], mint, Jamaica 1938-52 line perf. 14 5s.
used, Kenya & Uganda 1922-27 2s. mint, 4s. fiscally used and 10s. mint, all variety watermark Crown to right of
CA, K.U.T. 1938-54 perf. 13¼ x 13¾ 1c. imprint blocks of eight (3) and complete sheet pl. “2 5A” incl. retouched
value tablet [R. 9/6], 1c. complete sheets (3) pl. “2 2 4A” with retouched value tablet, two also with “C” missing in
“CA” watermark [R. 10/2, unlisted], St. Kitts-Nevis 1938-50 set perforated “SPECIMEN”, also perf. 14 5s. bluish
green and scarlet variety break in oval at foot [R. 12/5] mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,500

13

British West Indies, an accumulation in eleven stockbooks, incl. Anguilla, Barbuda 1922 set overprinted
“SPECIMEN”, Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica 1912-20 to 5s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. used block of four, one
with extra flagstaff, Leeward Is. 1890 set mint, 1921-32 to £1 mint, St. Kitts-Nevis 1903 to 5s. mint, 1923
Tercentenary to 2s.6d. mint, St. Vincent, Trinidad and Tobago 1869 5s. mint (2), 1896-1906 to £1 mint (toned),
1922-28 set mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 24c. with extra flagstaff mint, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)
£1,000-£1,200

14

An accumulation of British Pacific Is. in fourteen stockbooks and stockleaves, incl. British Solomon Is. 1907 1s.
used, 1908 set mint, Cook Is. with Aitutaki, Penrhyn Is., Nauru, New Hebrides 1908 sets mint and used, 1938 set
mint, French issues with 1938 set mint, postage dues, Niue, Norfolk Is., Pitcairn Is., Samoa, Tonga 1897 to 5s.,
etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)
£1,000-£1,200

15

A Commonwealth accumulation in two stockbooks, stockcards, on leaves and in packets, incl. Antigua 1870 Stamp
Duty to 4s. mint, Australia 1928 Exhibition 3d. miniature sheet mint, 1948 Arms to £2 mint, Basutoland, Cayman
Is. 1935 10s. mint, Hong Kong Q.E.II sets to $50 unmounted mint, postage dues, Iraq 1918-21 set to 10r. on 100pi.
mint, Ireland 1922 overprints, Leeward Is. 1954 $4.80 unmounted mint block of four with ‘broken scroll’ variety,
Malaya Kedah 1921-22 to $5 mint, New Guinea 1932 Air set to £1 mint, North Borneo, Papua 1932 10s. mint,
Nauru 1937-48 to 10s. mint, Niue 1918 postal fiscal 2s. to £1 mint, Rhodesia 1905 Falls set used, Sudan 1941 Palm
set to 20pi. mint, Trinidad 1896 Specimen set to £1, Transvaal revenues, etc.
£800-£1,000

16

A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in two albums, twenty stockbooks and loose, incl. Aden, India, Malta, New Zealand,
Pakistan 1947 set mint, Papua New Guinea, Rhodesia, range of varieties, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)
£800-£1,000

17

An accumulation of Latin America in fifteen stockbooks, incl. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala with 1886 1c. on 2c. overprint double one inverted
used (Estudio 20 certificate, 1999), Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico,
Venezuela, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£800-£1,000
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18

A mainly mint Q.V. to K.G.VI selection on leaves, incl. Bahamas 1921-37 ½d. to £1 set, Cayman Is. 1907-09 to
5s., Gold Coast 1898-1902 ½d. to 10s. set, Newfoundland with 1911 recess 8c. and 10c. in imperforate pairs, 1919
Air $1 on 15c., 1931 Air with and without watermarks set, 1933 Air set, 1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c., etc., varied condition. (101)
£700-£800

19

An all World accumulation in albums, stockbooks, on pages and loose, incl. much British Empire with K.G.VI
Bermuda to £1, various 1948 Silver Wedding sets, Asia with Japan, Great Britain with pre-stamp entires, etc. (100s)
£700-£800

20

A mainly mint selection with some unmounted, incl. Austria 1950 Birds 1s., 5s. and 10s. blocks of four, 3s. pairs
(2), Belgium 1935 Railway Parcels to 100f., Germany 1921 (May-Dec.) 20m. green background inverted , Iceland
1930 Officials, Italy 1932 Garibaldi, and 1935 Aeronautical sets, Curaçao 1946-47 1½g. to 10g., 1947 Airs less 6c.,
15g. and San Marino 1931 surcharges, mainly good to fine. (122)
£700-£800

21

A selection of G.B. overprinted issues, incl. Bahrain 1933-37 5r. mint, British Levant, British Postal Agencies in
Eastern Arabia, Kuwait 1929-37 5r. and 10r. mint, 1939 15r. mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£600-£800

22

A collection in five albums (one an Imperial), five stockbooks and on leaves in two cartons, incl. G.B. 1840 1d.
with four margins used, 1911 Windsor flight, 1912 Downey Head ½d. booklet pane of six mint, 1939-48 high values
unmounted mint, British Commonwealth, Foreign incl. Austria, Germany 1870s Eagles, 1930 IPOSTA miniature
sheet mint, Switzerland 1943 miniature sheet on cover, 1951 LUNABA miniature sheet mint, Pro Juventute issues,
covers incl. 1924 Everest card used, etc.
£600-£800

23

A stockbook and packets of K.G.VI and early Q.E.II mint, incl. Bahamas 1938-52 £1, 1942 to £1, 1948 £1, Bahrain
1948 to 10r. on 10s., Ceylon 1952 10r. postal fiscal unmounted, Cyprus 1938-51 to £1, Falkland Is. 1938-50 to £1,
1952 to £1 all marginal with plate no. 1, India, several 1948 Silver Wedding sets unmounted, Malta 1938-43 to
10s. unmounted, Nyasaland 1938-44 to £1, 1945 to 20s. unmounted, Pakistan 1947 to 25r. unmounted, Singapore
1948-52 perf. 17½ x 18 set to $5, etc., much unmounted.
£600-£800

24

An accumulation in ten stockbooks, stockleaves and loose, incl. Australia 1937-49 to £1 unmounted mint (3),
1963-65 set unmounted mint, British Guiana 1954-63 to $5 (5) unmounted mint, Canada 1911-22 to 50c. (2)
unmounted, Great Britain 1948 Silver Wedding set in unmounted mint blocks of four, Channel Is., Guyana 196768 Watermark Mult. Script CA 24c. unmounted, watermark w12 1c. overprint omitted unmounted, etc. (1,000s)
£600-£700

25

A mainly Commonwealth accumulation on leaves and in packets, incl. range of 1948 Victory sets mint, Aden 1951
to 10r. on 10s. mint, Ascension 1934 to 5s. mint, Bermuda 1940 ½d. on 1d. complete sheet of fifty mint, British
Solomon Is. 1939-51 to 10s. mint, Burma 1938-40 3a.6p. ‘extra trees’ and ‘tick bird’ flaws in mint pairs, 1940 1a.
on 2a.6p. broken bar in mint pair, Canada 1908 Quebec set mint, 1928-29 to $1 used, Cayman Is. 1935 to 10s.
mint, much India used with cut to shape 1854 1a., K.G.V to 25r., Nova Scotia 1860-63 1c. and 8½c. mint blocks
of fifty, Trinidad and Tobago 1917 (Mar. 5) War Tax 1d. overprint inverted used (not guaranteed), Tristan da
Cunha 1935 to 10s. mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

26

A selection of Great Britain overprinted issues in a stockbook, incl. British Occupation of Italian Colonies, Morocco
Agencies 1903-05 set mint, 1905-06 set mint, 1907-13 2s.6d. mint (2), used (2), etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

27

A collection in a stockbook, on stockcards and loose incl. G.B. 1883-84 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. used, K.E.VII mint
blocks, Seahorses to 10s. used, Gambia from 1880 Cameos with 1886-93 ½d., 2d., 2½d. and 3d. in sheets of fifteen,
values to 1s. mint and used, 1898-1902 set mint, 1902-05 to 3s. mint, 1906 ½d. on 2s.6d. mint, 1909 to 3s. mint,
1912-22 to 5s. mint, 1921-22 to 4s. mint, 1922-29 sets (2) to 10s. mint, values to 5s. used, 1938-46 to 10s. mint
and used, 1948 Silver Wedding £1 used, new issues unmounted mint to 1990s for Gambia plus Ascension, Falkland
Is., Gibraltar, Ireland, Malta, Papua, St. Helena, etc.
£500-£600

28

A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection on stock pages, incl. Aden 1939-48 to 10r. (2), Ascension 1938-51 to
£1, Bechuanaland 1938-52 to 5s. (2) and 10s., British Guiana 1938-52 to $3, Ceylon 1938-49 to 5r. (2), Gambia
1938-46 to 10s., Jamaica 1938-52 to 10s. (3) and £1, Montserrat 1938-48 to £1, Singapore 1938-52 values to $2
and $5, Somaliland 1938 to 5r., Swaziland 1938-54 to 10s. (2), Trinidad & Tobago 1938-54 to $4.80, Turks &
Caicos 1938-55 to 10s., etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£500-£600
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29

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in five albums and three stockbooks, incl. Bahamas 1938-52 set mint, Fiji, Gold Coast,
Leeward Islands 1938-51 to £1 (3) mint, Trinidad & Tobago 1938-44 sets mint and used, etc. (many 100s)
£400-£500

30

An all World accumulation, incl. mainly unmounted mint Commonwealth Q.E.II royal events issues (much 1977
Silver Jubilee), with sets, miniature sheets, booklets, etc., also British Honduras 1891 5c. on 3c. on 3c. variety “FIVE”
and bar double mint, Denmark 1964-70 4sk. imperf. pair mint, German Colonies Kiaochow 1905 1½d. mint,
Iceland 1873 4sk. mint pair, Italy 1864 (Oct. 13) entire from Catania to Palermo bearing 1863-65 15c. tied by
“MALTA-PALERMO/PIROSCAFI POSTALI ITALIANI” keyhole datestamp with another strike alongside, adhesive
with short perfs. at top (R.P.S. certificate, 1966), U.S.A. Toppan Carter 1861 24c. essay in deep green. (100s)
£400-£500

31

An all World selection, comprising Belgium 1859 stampless entire to Genoa, Cape of Good Hope 1893-1902 1d.
watermark inverted used, China 1951 Peace sets unused (6, with 1000f. block of four), Dahomey 1969 50th
Anniversary 30f. imperf. progressive proof block of five, Dubai 1963 postage due 1np. imperf. marginal strip of
six showing progressive omission of centre, France 1978 Sport for All 1f. die proof signed by the artist, Ivory Coast
1939 Rene Caille 2d. and 2f.25 with “COTE D’IVOIRE” omitted mint, Macao 1987 Fans miniature sheet mint, Malta
1965-70 1d. corner block of four with shift of white, Mauritania 1971 Racial Equality two complete sheets of
progressive proofs, Mauritius 1848-59 2d. forgery, 1859 2d. used (two margins), Palestine 1918 revenue bromide,
Panama 1949 Obligatory Tax 1c. on 10c. mint marginal strip of five, one showing overprint partially omitted,
South Africa 1973 Escom misperforated marginal strip of five unmounted mint, and Yemen 1947-58 ½b. to 6b.
part sheets of 40, mixed condition.
£400-£500

32

A Commonwealth selection, with Dominica 1923-33 £1 with Madame Joseph MJ139 c.d.s., Falkland Is. 1960-66
Birds ½d. (100) and 1d. (110, mainly in large multiples) unmounted mint, Ireland 1922 (Feb.-July) Dollard, 1d.
overprint inverted mint, Japanese Occupation of Malaya General Issues with 1942-44 Selangor $2 mint block of
four, one showing only a trace of the second character, Nauru 1973 definitives progressive imperf. proof blocks
of four for values to $1, South West Africa Penalty Tax 1933 overprinted in red to 10s. unused, Tonga Official
1962 Centenary of Emancipation set unmounted mint, British West Indies imperf. blocks incl. British Virgin Is.
1985 Birds in blocks of between 20 and 30, St. Lucia 1985 Nature Reserves in blocks of 24, Montserrat 1985 Orchids
in blocks of 44, 1985 Christmas selection incl. Nevis 1985 Hawks & Herons in blocks of 31, most with margins
and cylinder nos., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

33

An accumulation in fifteen albums and stockbooks, early to modern, incl. mainly Great Britain with 1840 1d. black,
surface printed to 10s. used, 1887-92 Jubilee values to 1s. green mint and used, 1951 Festival set mint, unmounted
mint decimal issues, also Hong Kong, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

34

An Indian Ocean collection in five stockbooks and an album, incl. Ceylon 1935 Silver Jubilee 9c. with dot by
flagstaff mint and used, 20c. with diagonal line by turret mint, British Indian Ocean Territory, Seychelles 189092 set mint, 1893 surcharges mint, 1897-1900 set mint, 1921-32 to 5r. mint, 1938-49 to 5r. mint, 1952 sets mint
and used, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)
£400-£500

35

A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection in a boxed album, incl. Antigua 1932 Tercentenary set unmounted, British
Honduras 1938-47 to $5 unmounted, Fiji 1938-55 to £1 with all perfs. (top two values unmounted), Montserrat
1932 Tercentenary set, Nigeria 1938-51 to 5s. (4) with all perfs., St. Lucia 1936 to 10s. (top three values
unmounted), etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£400-£500

36

A collection in the Ideal album volume II with issues from 1915 to 1930, incl. Austria, Czechslovakia, Ethiopia,
Hong Kong British P.O’s in China, French Colonies, Hungary, Italy, Portugal and Colonies, Switzerland, etc. (100s)
£400-£500

37

A collection in the Ideal album volume I with issues to 1914, incl. Belgium, Canada, France, German States, Great
Britain, Hong Kong, Hungary, Norway, Portugal and Colonies, U.S.A., etc. (100s)
£400-£500

38

An unmounted mint selection of Cambodia and Laos, incl. Cambodia with 1951-52 set and booklet with three
miniature sheets, 1953 Air miniature sheets (3), 1954-55 set with three miniature sheets, 1956 Coronation set,
good range of later issues, Laos with good ranges to 2018 incl. 1952 Anniversary booklet, 1954 Golden Jubilee set,
1956 Buddhist set, 1962-63 Exhibition imperforate miniature sheets (2), 1983 5k. and 10k. overprinted “1983”, etc.
(many 100s)
£350-£400
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39

Various in a carton, incl. Austria 1950-53 Birds Air set used with extra 3s. (3) and 5s. (2) used, Australia 1966-72
5c. blue and 6c. orange marginal blocks of four with full offsets on reverse fine unmounted mint, British Forces
in Egypt 1932 “POSTAL SEAL” 1p. imperf. plate proof block of four, Cyprus 1963 Scout miniature sheet unmounted
mint, New South Wales reprint of the 1852-53 Jervis 6d. brown part sheet of 23 without gum, Sudan 1948 20p.
perf. 13 in unmounted mint blocks of nine and four, etc. (few 100s)
£350-£400

40

A collection of Great Britain and Commonwealth in four stockbooks and an album, incl. better ranges with 1948
Silver Wedding sets, Great Britain with much fine used and Q.V. postal history, British West Indies, etc. ( 100s)
£350-£400

41

An all World accumulation, incl. much Great Britain and Commonwealth with early material, Russia 1920s to
1930s selection, Ireland, Germany, range of postal history with Great Britain pre-stamp entires, etc. (1,000s)
£350-£400

42

A collection in albums and stockbooks in a carton incl. G.B. 1840 1d. (2) and 2d. (2) used, 1887-1900 ½d. to both
1s. mint, 1862-64 1s. pl. 1 on cover to U.S.A., K.E.VII to 10s. used, Antigua from 1862, Australia ‘Roos to 10s. used,
British Forces in Egypt, India, Q.E.II mint sets, Malta, Middle East incl. Saudi Arabia, etc.
£350-£400

43

A selection of varieties in a small stockbook inc. Ascension incl. 1938-53 1½d. black and rose-carmine with ‘cut
mast and railings’ mint, Ceylon, Fiji 1938-55 ½d. perf. 12 with ‘extra palm frond’ mint, Ghana 1967 2n.p. with
green (part of flag) omitted in an unmounted mint marginal block of four, Hong Kong 1949 U.P.U. with ‘crack in
rock’ used, K.U.T., Jamaica, Malta 1938-43 2s.6d. with damaged value tablet mint, Sudan 1927-41 4m. with inverted
wmk. unmounted mint, etc.
£350-£400

44

An early Q.E.II collection in a New Age album, incl. Aden 1953-63 to both 20s. mint, Basutoland 1954-58 to 10s.,
Cayman Is. 1953-62 to £1, Cyprus 1955-60 to £1 used, Falkland Is. Dependencies 1954-62 to £1 mint, Jamaica
1956-58 to £1 mint, Northern Rhodesia 1953 to 20s. used, Nyasaland 1953-54 to 20s. used, Sarawak 1955-59 to
$5 mint, Somaliland 1953-58 to 10s. mint, Southern Rhodesia 1953 to £1 used, Tristan da Cunha 1954 and 1960
to 10s. mint, 1961 to 1r. mint, Turks & Caicos Is. 1957 to £1 mint, etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£350-£400

45

An accumulation on leaves and stockleaves, incl. Bahrain, Gibraltar 1912-24 £1 mint, Greece, India, Kenya, Uganda
and Tanganyika, Malaya with Johore $100 fiscally used (2), Mauritius 1862 cover to France bearing 1860-63 4d.
(2), etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

46

An accumulation in two albums, two folders, stockbook, leaves and loose, incl. China, Germany with a range of
W.W.II, Rhodesia, etc. (many 100s)
£300-£400

47

A collection of Great Britain overprinted issues in three stockbooks, incl. Levant, G.B. Officials, Morocco Agencies,
etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

48

A K.G.VI Commonwealth collection in two New Age albums, incl. Ascension 1938-53 values to 10s. mint,
Bahawalpur 1948 to 10r. mint, Canada, Cayman Is. 1938-48 (with perfs.) and 1950 to 10s. mint, Falkland Is.
Dependencies 1945 6d. overprint sets mint, 1948 Thin Map set mint, Fiji 1938-55 to £1 mint, Hong Kong K.G.VI
to $10 used, India, Kuwait 1950-55 to 10s. on 10s. mint, Montserrat 1938-48 to £1 mint, Tristan da Cunha 1952
to 10s. mint, etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£300-£400

49

A K.G.VI Commonwealth collection in three albums, mint and used, incl. Somaliland, South Africa, Trinidad &
Tobago, British Virgin Is., etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

50

A Far East accumulation of stamps and covers on stockcards, in packets and loose with China incl. 1933 Junk 1c.
in part sheet of 50 mint, 1949 Szechuan Registered Letter Fee set of eight unused, selection of middle period
surcharge covers, also Hong Kong, Manchukuo local overprints, Mongolia and Thailand with unused stationery
etc. (few 100s)
£300-£400

51

A mint and used collection of Latin America in two albums, early to modern, incl. Argentina, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Guatemala with 1897 Exhibition set, Honduras, Panama, Paraguay, Venezuela, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)
£300-£400

52

An accumulation of Far East material, incl. stamps, postcards, covers, China with revenues (some on documents,
some Great Wall issues), F.P.Os, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Tuva, presentation sheets of forgeries from China, Japan
and Korea, etc. (100s)
£300-£400
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53

An all World accumulation in six stockbooks and on stockcards, incl. Hungary Occupation issues, India,
Luxembourg, South and Central America, all World postage dues, some locals and revenues, also some literature,
etc. (many 100s)
£250-£300

54

An all World accumulation in four stockbooks and loose, incl. Canada, Danish West Indies, Germany, New
Zealand, North Borneo, Thailand, U.S.A., etc. (many 100s)
£250-£300

55

A mainly Q.E.II collection in thirteen albums, incl. Australia, British Antarctic Territory, Cyprus with 1955-60 set
used, 1960-61 Republic set used, Newfoundland, South and South West Africa, also a collection of Belgium Congo,
etc. (1,000s)
£250-£300

56

A small Commonwealth selection comprising Cook Is. 1943-54 watermark upright 2s.6d., 5s., 10s. and £1
unmounted mint, Grenada 1938-50 perf. 15 narrow 10s. mint (3), Kedah 1937 $5 used, Kenya and Uganda 192227 1s., 2s., 3s., 4s., 5s., 10s. with watermark inverted and £1 all used with Law Courts c.d.s’s., Newfoundland 18971918 1c. carmine, 2c. orange, 3c. orange and 4c. violet imperf. plate proofs, Papua 1935 3d. ‘accent’ flaw unmounted
mint, Pitcairn Is. 1965 I.T.U. 2s.6d. watermark inverted (S.G. 50w.) unmounted mint, and St. Helena 1922-37
Watermark Mult. Script CA ½d. mint and 5d. used both showing ‘broken mainmast’, mixed condition.
£250-£300

57

An accumulation in sixteen albums, ten stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. Australia, Canada, Canada, New
Zealand, South Africa with Cape of Good Hope, etc. (1,000s)
£250-£300

58

A Great Britain and British Commonwealth collection in four stockbooks, on approval cards, loose, Q.V. to Q.E.II,
incl. some postal history, etc. (100s)
£250-£300

59

An accumulation of mainly Great Britain and Commonwealth sets and singles in three stockbooks, early to
modern, also some better Foreign, some decimal mint in packs, etc. (100s)
£250-£300

60

A range of various Great Britain and Commonwealth in five stockbooks, in packets, on stockcards and loose, Q.V.
to Q.E.II, incl. many colonies, better K.G.VI, fine used Q.E.II, etc. (100s)
£250-£300

61

A mainly used K.G.VI collection in a Crown album, incl. Aden, Bermuda 1938-53 2s. to 10s. used, Cyprus 1938
Silver £1, Gibraltar 1938-51 2s. with ‘bird on memorial’ used, India 1937 25r. used, Hong Kong 1948 Wedding
$10 used, Malta sets to 10s. plus 1943 2d. scarlet with ‘extra windows’ flaw mint, etc.
£250-£300

62

An accumulation in an album, three cover albums, seven stockbooks, two folders and loose, incl. Burma with
postal stationery, Great Britain with 1840 1d. black used (3), Channel Is., range of postage dues, omnibus issues,
etc. (1,000s)
£250-£300

63

Mainly mint selection of later K.G.VI pictorial definitive issues incl. Barbados 1950 set, B.V.I. 1952 set with 3c.
imperf. printer’s working proof (crossed by Brunei Sultan’s head vignette), Cayman Is. 1950 set, Mauritius 1950
set and 1953 5r. booklet, Montserrat 1951 set in singles and plate no. blocks of four, Seychelles 1952 set, Turks &
Caicos Is. 1950 set, most unmounted, mainly fine. (176)
£250-£300

64

An all World accumulation in two albums and loose, early to modern period, incl. range of G.B. presentation
packs and f.d.c’s, 1880 1d. lilacs on cover, Commonwealth with much on piece, foreign countries with Europe,
covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£250-£300

65

A mainly used Q.E.II collection in seven small albums, incl. Fiji, Malayan States, Norfolk Is., North Borneo, Pitcairn
Is., etc. (many 100s)
£200-£250

66

A mainly Q.E.II collection of Atlantic Islands in four albums, incl. Ascension 1963 Birds set used, St. Helena 1998
Marine set used, Tristan da Cunha 1954, 1960, 1962 sets used, a good range of later issues to 2013, etc. (many
100s)
£200-£250

67

An all World selection of varieties on stockleaves, incl. missing colours, double and inverted overprints, Specimen
overprints, imperforates, Austria, Angola, Liberia, Korea, Japan, Russia, etc. (129)
£200-£250

68

A rather untidy old time lot of World stamps in 25 albums in two cartons, with G.B. and Commonwealth but
strength in Europe, incl. a good collection of Czechoslovakia from 1918, 1919 overprints on Austria, Hungary
1925 1k. to 5k., 1925 Olympic Congress set mint, 1926 All-Sokol set used, France, China, Japan, Persia, some postal
history mostly W.W.II, etc.
£200-£250
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69

A collection in ten albums (incl. an early album) and a stockbook, incl. China 1897 surcharges, 1900 $2 used,
Thailand, G.B., Commonwealth incl. Australia, India, France used, Portugal, Switzerland with covers incl. Swiss
Army stamps on cover, postal stationery, etc.
£200-£250

70

A Foreign and Commonwealth accumulation in five stockbooks, incl. China, Eritrea, Egypt, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Italy and Colonies, Philippines, Poland, Russia, San Marino, Vatican, some thematic interest
with Space, Roosevelt, Kennedy, etc. (100s)
£200-£250

71

An accumulation of stamps and covers and cards on stockcards, leaves and loose contained in a carton with fiscals,
revenues, locals, etc. (many 100s)
£200-£250

72

An accumulation in mixed condition on stockcards, leaves and loose contained in a carton with fiscals, revenues,
locals, forgeries incl. a selection of Crete, also some covers and cards, etc. (many 100s)
£200-£250

73

An all World accumulation in five albums and on stock cards, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1948 Silver Wedding
selection, British Occupation of Italian Colonies with varieties, Great Britain with range of large multiples, Ireland,
Morocco Agencies, Tangier, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£200-£250

74

A selection of mainly Commonwealth covers and stamps in small stockbooks, on stockcards and loose, early to
modern. (100s)
£180-£200

75

A large accumulation of modern commemoratives in seven cartons, with World Wildlife Fund in 27 volumes,
Historic Events, also four volumes of The Mountbatten Medallic History of Great Britain and the Sea etc. (1,000s)
£150-£200

76

An accumulation in the remains of an album, in envelopes and in packets, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Europe,
Commonwealth with Australia and Malaya, K.G.V on piece, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£150-£200

77

An early stuck down collection in an Oppens album with British Empire incl. Cyprus, Hong Kong, Straits
Settlements, Europe, China 1878 1ca., 3ca., 5ca. used with blue seal cancellation, etc.
£150-£200

78

An all World accumulation in varied condition in stockbooks, on leaves and in packets contained in two cartons
with mint modern British Empire, G.B., etc. (many 100s)
£150-£200

79

A large leather ledger containing an all World accumulation of mainly 1940s and 1950s fronts and pieces incl.
Italy small piece with 1949 Republic 100l. pair, another large parcel piece with sixteen 1946 100l. carmine values,
also interest in Indonesia, Japan, Malaya, etc.
£150-£200

80

An accumulation in twenty albums and stockbooks and loose contained in three cartons with main interest in
mint and used G.B., also a run of Bureau f.d.c’s to 2008, etc. (many 100s)
£150-£200

81

A mixed selection, incl. Tasmania 1863-80 Postal Fiscal 2s.6d. perf. 11½ unused, Norway 1856-60 2sk. orangeyellow and 3sk. used, Poland range of local issues, a few forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (230)
£150-£200

82

A mint and used K.G.VI collection in a special album, incl. Australia, Gambia, Malayan States with Trengganu
1937 postage due set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£150-£200

83

A collection of Foreign countries in two New Ideal albums, incl. Germany, Portugal and Colonies, South and
Central America, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

84

A wide range of Foreign countries mail mainly to the UK, also some stamps, etc. (100s)

85

Various with strength in Indian States incl. reprints with Barwani, Charkhari, Cochin, Indore, Travancore, also
G.B. with 1948 £1 unmounted mint pairs, covers incl. postal stationery, etc. poor to fine.
£120-£150

86

Illustrated Postage Stamp Album (vols. 1 and 2), for issues to 1899 in fine condition with some supplements and
£120-£150
containing some stamps.

87

A Foreign countries collection in three albums, on pages and loose, early to modern, incl. Europe with France,
Germany with picture postcards, Greece, Netherlands, Scandinavia, Russia, Asia with China and P.R.C., North
Korea, Japan, a few covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£120-£150

£120-£150
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88

A Commonwealth group, comprising Gibraltar 1938-51 perf. 14 1d. yellow-brown, 1½d. carmine, 2d. grey, 3d.
light blue, 6d. carmine and grey-violet, perf. 13½ 2s. black and brown mint, Gold Coast 1876-84 4d. magenta mint,
Malta 1948-53 Self-Government original set of fifteen used on registered locally addressed first day cover and
1965-70 3d. in a complete unmounted mint sheet (10 x 6), all showing a downward shift of the gold, mainly fine.
£100-£150

89

A collection of Foreign countries in an Imperial album (9th edition) incl. Japanese P.O’s in China 1900 ½s. to 50s.
mint, Spain, U.S.A. 1851-55 10c. green imperf., 1857-60 24c. grey-lilac used, etc.
£100-£150

90

An all World duplicated mainly used collection in eleven albums contained in a carton with British Empire incl.
Ascension, etc. (many 100s)
£100-£120

91

General collections in mixed condition in twelve albums contained in a carton with interest in G.B. and British
Empire, etc. (many 100s)
£100-£120

92

A K.G.V collection in a sparsely filled Imperial album volume II, incl. Egypt, etc. (few 100s)

93

Selection comprising Bermuda 1924-32 12s.6d. HPF 54 ‘damaged leaf at lower right’ fiscally used, Dominica 1951
2c. variety “C” of “CA” missing from watermark and Seychelles 1938-49 6c.‘moon’ flaw, used, each with B.P.A. certificate ( 2019), fair to fine. (3)
£80-£100

94

A Foreign countries collection in five albums, middle to modern, incl. much Europe with Germany, Russia,
Scandinavia, Yugoslavia, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£80-£100

95

A collection in four albums and loose incl. G.B., Australia, Hong Kong, Jamaica, India, Nigeria, China, a few covers
incl. Iran, etc.
£80-£120

96

Various in a small carton, strength in Rhodesia with covers and revenues, Poland with thematic issues, poor to
fine.
£80-£100

97

An all World selection in seven albums (four boxed), incl. much Austria, postcards, Danzig with 1937 Exhibition
miniature sheets used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£70-£80

98

Accessories: Three boxed Philatelic albums, two with leaves, some faults, also two FG Popular albums in dark
green with slip cases.
£40-£50

99

Cinderellas: A selection in three stockbooks, incl. exhibition and advertising labels with Belgium and Germany,
locals, revenues, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

£100-£120

99A

- A selection in a stockbook, incl. exhibition labels, range of revenues, etc. (100s)

£100-£120

100 F

Forgeries: A selection of forgeries and reprints, comprising Crete (150), Dominican Republic (100s), Guatemala,
Honduras, and Papal States. (100s)
£200-£250

Literature
featuring the Michael Hellings Philatelic Library
101 L

The Royal Philatelic Collection by Sir John Wilson (1952), leatherbound, good condition (slipcase slightly
damaged).
£40-£50

102 L

The Royal Philatelic Society Centenary Catalogue 1969 hardbound in red half leather on handmade paper, with
gold tooling.
£40-£50

103 L

Airmails: A duplicated selection of 56 handbooks and pamphlets incl. three copies of Field’s 1934 Priced Catalogue,
Newfoundland Airmails by Dalwick and Harmer (two copies), The Air Mails of the British Isles by H.S. Redgrove,
etc.
£120-£150

104 L

Auction Catalogues: Carton full of mainly named auction sales incl. various Burrus, 1961 Byam Egypt, a damaged
copy of the 1925 HRH Mayfair Find, some bound, etc.
£120-£150
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105 L

Australasia and Oceania: A small library of handbooks and Journals contained in two cartons incl. The Emblems
of Victoria 1857-63 by Purves, Tasmania Stamps and Postal History by W. Tinsley, early bound editions of the
Australian Stamp Journal, etc.
£100-£120

106 L

Billig Handbooks: A selection of volumes 1 to 43 missing 34, 35 and 40 but with some others duplicated. (54)
£150-£180

107 L

British Africa: A small library in two cartons incl. Transvaal Postage Stamps by Curle and Basden (1940), some
duplication with five copies of Cape of Good Hope by Stevenson, etc.
£200-£250

108 L

British Europe: A duplicated selection of fourteen publications incl. Cyprus by Castle, the three editions, etc.
£40-£50

109 L

British North America: A small library of 43 handbooks and pamphlets incl. The Postage Stamps of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia by N. Argenti, Boggs 1944 (Vol. I) and 1974 editions, Robson Lowe Vol. V two copies one the
leatherbound edition in two parts with slip case, etc.
£80-£100

110 L

British West Indies: A large section of handbooks and Journals in four cartons incl. British Guiana by Townsend
and Howe in good condition, seven Proud volumes, etc.
£200-£250

111 L

Europe: A small library in three cartons with interest in Finland, Sweden, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Greece
and Turkey, early bound Journals, etc.
£120-£150

112 L

Far East: A selection of 22 publications incl. Hong Kong and Treaty Ports of China and Japan by F.W. Webb, two
copies of Robson Lowe Encyclopaedia Volume III
£120-£150

113 L

- A library mainly for Far East, incl. Hong Kong Post Offices and Postal Cancels in four volumes, auction catalogues,
etc.
£100-£120

114 L

Forgeries: Album Weeds or How to Detect Forged Stamps by R.B.Earee (Third edition, both volumes) and
“Catalogue de Timbres-Fiscaux” by Forbin.
£50-£60

115 L

- A selection of 38 publications incl. Album Weeds Second Edition and Third Edition (both volumes) by Earee,
etc.
£80-£100

116 L

Great Britain: The Postage Stamps of Great Britain vols. 1 to 4, a duplicated selection of 25 various copies mostly
later editions.
£100-£120

117 L

- A duplicated library concerning postal history contained in four cartons with various Wilcocks and Jay County
catalogues, also interest in Channel Is., I.O.M., etc.
£80-£100

118 L

- A small library of stamp publications contained in two cartons incl. A History of The Adhesive Stamps of The
British Isles by Wright and Creeke, Twopence Blue Studies of Plates 1 to 15 by Osborne, various plating guides,
The G.B. Journal vols. 1 to 12 bound, etc.
£80-£100

119 L

- Carton containing 38 publications incl. Twopence Blue Studies of Plates 1 to 15 by Osborne, various plating
guides, etc.
£50-£60

120 L

- A selection of 27 publications mainly concerning the history of the Post Office.

121 L

- Postal History, a carton containing 34 handbooks and pamphlets incl. various Alcock publications, etc.
£40-£60

122 L

- A carton containing approximately 50 softback and hardbound publications with interest in Maritime, T.P.O’s,
etc.
£40-£50

123 L

Hawaii: Hawaiian Numerals by Croker with Yardley bookplate, plus Postage Stamps and Stationery of the
Hawaiian Islands by Luff, Howes and Richards. (2 volumes)
£100-£120

124 L

India: A small library of 33 publications with some duplication incl. various Jal Cooper handbooks with Early
Indian Cancellations and India Used Abroad, also 1903 Indian Postal Guide, The One Anna & Two Annas Postage
Stamps of India by L E. Dawson (1948), etc.
£150-£200

£50-£60
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Literature continued
125 L

India: The Postage and Telegraph Stamps of British India by Hausburg, Stewart-Wilson and Crofton, published
for the Philatelic Society of India 1907, complete with plates bound in green cloth, a rare book.
£150-£180

126 L

Italy: Stamps of Italy Used Abroad by Tchilinghirian and Bernardelli, parts 1 to 6 softbound.

127 L

Journals: The Philatelist, an incomplete run in two cartons with loose editions of the Raconteur, later are bound
volumes.
£120-£150

128 L

- The London Philatelist 1911 to 1934 hardbound, mixed bindings in two cartons.

129 L

Mauritius: Classic Mauritius by Kanai, leatherbound in slipcase, also Mauritius 1847-59 by Kanai hardbound in
card slipcase.
£100-£120

130 L

- Classic Mauritius by Kanai, leather bound in slipcase.

131 L

Melville and Armstrong Publications: A selection of 49 mainly different pamphlets contained in a carton.
£80-£100

132 L

New Zealand: The Postage Stamps of New Zealand vols. I to VIII less vol. V, but with two copies of vol. II incl.
the Perkins Bacon reprints.
£120-£150

133 L

North Borneo and Sarawak: A selection of 22 publications incl. two copies of Sarawak Stamps and Postal History
by Forrester-Wood, various early editions of the Sarawak Journal, etc.
£50-£60

134 L

Price Lists and Catalogues: An interesting selection of 21 mainly early publications incl. 1884 and 1886 (bound)
S.G. catalogues, etc.
£40-£50

135 L

South America: A selection of 39 handbooks and pamphlets incl. The Stamps of Paraguay by C. J. Phillips (1912),
interest in Argentina with various Capt. Jewell reprints, etc.
£80-£100

136 L

Spain: Catalogue of Postage Stamps, Stamped Envelopes and Post Card, Spain and Colonies compiled by The
Philatelic Society, London. Undated but published in 1879. Originally published softbound in green paper wrapper,
this copy having been hardbound and containing the bookplate of a previous owner. a few minor stains otherwise
in good condition, 48pp. The first monograph published by the Royal Philatelic Society London, an important item
of philatelic incunabula. Photo.
£120-£150

137 L

- 33 publications incl. Tort parts I to III, a damaged copy of Die Postwertzeichen Spaniens und seiner Kolonien by
Rudolf Friederich (1894), etc.
£80-£100

£60-£80

£40-£50

£80-£100
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138 L

Spain: Matasellos Españoles: Elementos para formar un catálogo de signos de anulación empleados en España
para inutilizar los sellos adhesivos de correo de 1850 a 1869 by Pedro Monge. Published in 1921 in a limited
edition of 125 copies. 141pp + viii, softbound, in good condition. A classic early work on Spanish postal markings,
very scarce.
£80-£100

139 L

Turkey: The Stamps of Turkey by Passer with plates, rare, only 300 copies produced.

140 L

United States of America: A quantity of handbooks and pamphlets with some duplication in four cartons with
a number of earlier publications incl. a damaged copy of The Nesbitt Stamped Envelopes and Wrappers of The
United States by Gilbert Harrison (1895), 1916 Waterhouse catalogue, Scott 1898 Standard Catalogue of Postal
Cards and Letter Cards, etc.
£100-£120

141 L

Various: An Introduction to Advanced Philately by Sefi, second edition with dust jacket.

142 L

- Various in two cartons incl. 1892 Catalogue Prix-Courant de Timbres-Poste by Moens (1892, cover broken),
Australasian Wreck Mail by Peace (2013), British Post Offices in the Far East by Proud (1991), Canada by Boggs
(1974), Cyprus by Castle (1987), Denmark by Schmidt-Andersen (1951), Indian Airmails by Jain (2003), May Dates
by Jackson (1999), Sierra Leone by Beale (1988), R.L. Encyclopedia Vols. I and V, auction catalogues incl. Gibbs’
Double Heads (Sothebys 1987), etc.
£100-£120

143 L

- An eclectic mix of hard and softbound publications in four boxes, primarily general works and catalogues.
£60-£80

£100-£120

£40-£50

Omnibus Issues
144

1935 Silver Jubilee, a selection in a small stockbook and stockcards, inc. British Honduras 3c., 4c. and 25c. in
mint blocks of four, one in each with ‘extra flagstaff’ (toned), Egypt 1p. mint and used, Fiji 1s. diagonal line by
turret mint, Gibraltar 3d. ‘extra flagstaff’ used, Gold Coast 1d. ‘extra flagstaff’ mint, 1d. ‘short extra flagstaff’ used
(B.P.A. certificat, 2017), Grenada 1d. ‘kite and horizontal log’ used (B.P.A. certificate, 2017), St. Kitts-Nevis 1d.
‘kite and vertical log’ mint, Sierra Leone 1d. ‘short extra flagstaff’ used, 5d. ‘extra flagstaff’ used (R.P.S. certificate,
2003), 5d. ‘lightning conductor’ used (R.P.S. certificate, 2004), Trinidad & Tobago 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ used (R.P.S.
certificate, 2001), etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£1,200-£1,500

145

- A selection in a stockbook, incl. sets complete mint (less British Forces in Egypt), many used duplicates, varieties
with British Guiana 6c. with dot to left of chapel mint, range of sets on covers, etc. (few 100s)
£500-£600

146

- Issues on covers, a selection of thirteen different countries, incl. philatelic and commercial mail, etc. (18 items)
£150-£200

†147

- A small group, comprising Fiji plate number selection with plate 1A 1½d. corner block of four used on piece,
New Guinea set in unmounted mint Ash imprint blocks of four, and Papua set in unmounted mint imprint blocks
of four (extra 2d.), slightly mixed condition. (41)
£100-£150

148

)

- A complete set used on covers, with extra Great Britain, Barbados, Cook Is., Falkland Is. (2), Gibraltar, some are
f.d.i., varied condition. (73 items)
£1,200-£1,500

†149

- The Gerald King Cinderellas, a collection on leaves, mainly Lundy stamps and covers with set perforated with
imprint, sets in blocks of four with imprints, adopted and unadopted essays, specimen stamps, vignette and plate
proofs and two covers, one addressed to Alf Garnett, (of Till Death Us Do Part fame), also perf. and imperf.
cinderella sets from Burma, with article detailing King’s life and his printing technique for the cinderellas.
(39 items)
£80-£100

150

1937 to 1974 Omnibus issues, a selection, incl. 1937 Coronation mint, used and f.d.c’s, 1946 Victory mint and
used, 1947 Royal Visit, 1953 Coronation mint and used, 1960 Europa mint and used blocks of four, 1974 U.P.U.
unmounted mint, 1963 Red Cross unmounted mint, etc. (100s)
£200-£250

151

A selection in an album, two folders and on leaves, incl. 1937 Coronation issues mint (not complete) and used on
covers (complete with duplicates), etc. (few 100s)
£150-£200

152

1948 Silver Wedding, an unmounted mint stock on leaves, mainly fine. (134)

£400-£500
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Thematics
153

154

An extensive collection in 46 albums, incl. Animals, Art, Aviation with better Romania and U.S.A., Bikes,
Birds with Japan 1949 Postal Week 8y. mint (2), Butterflies, Cars, Cats, Chess, Christmas, Cinema, Dogs,
Famous People, Fish, Fruit, Insects, Flowers, Flora and Fauna, Fungi, Horses, Medical, Olympics, Railways,
Red Cross, Religion, Reptiles, Ships, Scouts & Guides with strong Romania, Space, Sport, Transport, Trees,
etc. Identified and priced to sell at approx. £25,000. (1,000s)
£2,500-£3,000

)

155

Trains: South Africa 1919 (Mar. 18) long envelope, reverse with attractive 1d. ‘Big Push’ charity label showing a
steam train, sent registered to U.S.A. with front bearing 1913-24 ½d., 1d., 2d., 2½d. and 3d. tied by Wynberg
datestamps, also with red censor cachet and violet boxed “NORTH AMERICA/GARRETT” datestamp, some
creasing. Photo.
£100-£120
A range of thematics in six albums and stockbooks, incl. World Refugee Year, Food, Art, etc. (100s) £150-£200

Postal History and Covers
156

)

A selection of Commonwealth covers and cards in ten albums and loose, mainly W.W. II censored mail with
Antigua incl. 1943 cover to Argentina franked by 3d. (2) and Leeward Is. 2s. bearing scarce “OPENED BY/EXAMINER B/100” label, Bahamas, Barbados with 1943 cover to South Africa franked 2d., 4d. and 1s. (2) with green
censor label at left, 1943 postcard to U.S.A. franked by 6d. and 1s., bearing octagonal “(crown)/PASSED/I.H.” with
manuscript “16”, and U.S. censor mark, Bermuda 1938-53 perf. 14 10s. yellowish green and carmine-red on green
marginal example used on 1944 (Nov.) opened-out cover with censor label at left and range of transits on reverse,
British Guiana with 1943 airmail cover to U.S.A. franked by 4c. (2), 24c. and 60c. with octagonal “(crown)/PASSED”
with manuscript “33” and white censor label at left, British Honduras 1944 two long envelopes to Guatemala both
with censor labels at left, Cayman Is. 1940 cover to U.S.A. franked by ½d. and 1s. bearing “Opened by Censor.”
green label, 1940 cover to U.S.A. bearing “PASSED BY/CENSOR” handstamp in violet, Montserrat 1943 five covers
to U.S.A. and Canada all with censor labels, North Borneo 1940 censored envelope from a German Jewish refugee
working in Sandakan, St. Lucia 1941 two covers to U.S.A. with green “OPENED BY CENSOR” label, 1942 cover
registered to U.S.A. with white “Opened by Examiner/B/112” label, St. Vincent 1940 cover to U.S.A. with white
“OPENED BY CENSOR” label tied by violet “Passed by Censor No. 6”, 1942 cover to U.S.A. with white “OPENED
BY/CENSOR/St. VINCENT. B.W.I.” label, Trinidad and Tobago 1942 envelope from Internee Camp no. 4 to U.S.A.
bearing “OPENED BY EXAMINER E/17.” in violet, Turks and Caicos Islands 1943 cover with octagonal
“(crown)/PASSED/D/43” in black, also censored in Jamaica, 1944 bearing white “OPENED BY/EXAMINER D/” label,
manuscript “43”, 1945 Air letter to Canada with white label “OPENED BY/EXAMINER I.D./2339” label, also
Constantinople 1883 “EXPRESS D’ORIENT” label in salmon used with 40pa. on 2½d. on 1889 (Apr. 27) front to
England, Cyprus 1880 2½d. rosy mauve plate 14 NE used on 1881 cover to England, Egypt 1861 cover front and
envelope from the same correspondence sent from Cairo to Pigeon Cove, Massachussetts, both rated “1/8”, with
London Paid transit in red and New York Packet receiver, the former showing scarce “PAID/AT/CAIRO” crowned
circle, the latter with handstruck “16/CENTS” in red, range of Gibraltar with 1814 entire to London bearing curved
framed “GIBRALTAR” in red with three disinfection slits, 1829 entire to Malta with “Oct.17.3d.” on the reverse,
1821 entire to England bearing curved framed “GIBRALTAR” in red, 1911 parcel label bearing 1906-11 1d., 1s. and
2s., 1914 stampless postcard to Germany bearing scarce circular “PASSED CENSOR/1-SEP.14/GIB.”, 1917 stampless
envelope to Malta bearing two strikes of unframed “T” and “2D”, Malta 1841 (Jan. 29) entire to France with fine
straight line “Malta Post Paid” (MPP-2c) and red boxed “PAQUEBOTS/DE LA/MEDITERRANEE”, etc. (approx. 350)
£2,000-£2,500

157

)

A selection of Latin America covers and cards in twenty three albums, incl. Argentina 1864 entire to Uruguay
bearing 1864-66 perf. 11½ 10c. green, 1871 stampless cover to Germany bearing octagonal “BUENOS AYRES/PAQ.
FR. J. No. 2” datestamp and framed “F. 48” accountancy mark in blue, 1873 cover to Italy franked by 1867-74 5c.
vermilion type B with handstruck “10” due mark and Italian 50c. (2) postage dues affixed, 1933 (July 9) M.V. Cabo
San Antonio cover to France (caught fire and put back to Las Palma) bearing violet boxed “Correspondence
brulee/a bord du paquebot/Cabo S. Antonio”, Bolivia, Brazil seven 1944-1945 Brazilian Forces in Italy covers to
Brazil all with “ESTACAO POPSTA/F.E.B” datestamps and censor marks, range of Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay 1931 cover registered to Germany franked by 1931 Zeppelin 3p. on
4p. pair and 4p. pair with Zeppelin cachet, 1933 Zeppelin cover to Germany franked by 1933 Zeppelin 22p.50 and
two cachets, Peru, Uruguay 1862 cover to Bordeaux bearing oval framed “ADMos DE CORREOS/MONTEVIDEO”
datestamp, octagonal “MONTEVIDEO” French datestamp and handstruck “8” due mark, 1864 12c. blue fine used
on undated cover to Buenos Aires, 1874 cover to Italy franked by 1868-76 10c. cancelled by barred cancellation,
boxed “F. 50” and part of unframed “10” with Italian 1 lira postage due, Venezuela, etc. (100s)
£1,500-£2,000
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158

)

World Wars I and II, P.O.W. Mail, a written-up collection of covers and cards on leaves, incl. Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, Japan, internee mail, concentration camps with Dachau, Gross Osen, Mauthausen, Sachsenhausen,
labour camps, etc. (78 items)
£400-£500

159

)

World War I, written-up collection of covers and cards on leaves in two file boxes, incl. Egypt, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Italy, Togo with 1915 (Aug. 24) registered philatelic cover from Lome to England franked by 1915
(May) 5s., Red Cross mail, A.P.O’s, F.P.O’s, P.O.W. and internees’ mail, censor marks, propaganda cards, etc. (197
items)
£300-£400

160

)

World Wars I and II, an accumulation in four folders, leaves and loose, incl. Australia, France, Germany, airgraphs,
propaganda cards and some leaflets, also stamps and covers from other periods, etc. (few 100s)
£300-£400

161

)

A K.G.V to Q.E.II selection of covers in three albums, mainly going from the Commonwealth to the U.K., mostly
philatelic, some commercial, some unusual usages. (approx. 240)
£300-£350

162

)

A collection of censored covers and cards with three volumes of W.W.I incl. British, French, German and Russian
and two volumes of W.W.II incl. North and South America, French Colonies and British Empire, also a few
airgraphs, etc. (few 100s)
£300-£350

163

)

A selection of Commonwealth covers, from 1852 to 1988, incl. Malaya correspondence to Thailand, early
Seychelles, Samoa, 1877 1d. on internal Sierra Leone cover, etc. (108)
£250-£300

164

)

A selection of approximately 160 British Empire covers and cards in varied condition incl. censored and P.O.W.
mail, unused stationery with some “SPECIMEN” overprints etc.
£250-£300

165

)

An exceptional assembly of covers and cards franked by later K.G.VI portrait issues from the 1950s, largely
commercial items with airmails, registered, underpaid incl. some with added dues, O.H.M.S ., military and
departmental cachets, variously rated and addressed from Barbados incl. 1952 registered airmail to Venezuela
with scarce “F.I.O.M.” (Found in Ordinary Mail) handstamp, B.V.I. and Falkland Is. incl. ‘Plasmarine’ cards, Cayman
Is., Dominica, Grenada, Mauritius with 1951 to Bangkok showing rare violet “T”, Montserrat, North Borneo with
unusual 1956 2nd class airmail mixed issue franking to Netherlands, O.H.M.S., St. Kitts-Nevis, Seychelles incl. first
flights, Turks & Caicos Is., etc., mainly good to fine. (approx. 250 covers)
£250-£300

166

)

A Far Eastern selection of covers and cards, incl. Japan, Korea, Malaya and States with Federated Malay States
1935 cover to Kampala, bearing on reverse 1924-26 8c. and 10c. postage dues, etc. (few 100s)
£200-£250

167

)

A selection of Middle East covers and cards, incl. Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, commercial mail, etc. (187 items)
£200-£250

168

)

An all World selection of covers, from 1856 to 1909, incl. Commonwealth with Australian States and British
Levant, early Switzerland, Japanese revenue document, French pneumatic post, etc. (41)
£200-£250

169

)

An all World selection of covers, early to modern, incl. G.B. used in Beirut, Asia, 1829 ship letter, Latin America,
a few forgeries, etc. (115)
£200-£300

170

)

An all World accumulation of covers and cards incl. airmails, censored mail, U.S.A., condition is a little varied.
(few 100s)
£200-£250

171

)

An all World accumulation of Foreign covers and cards (109) incl. Cameroon, Ethiopia, Liberia etc. Also a few
stamps, condition is a little varied.
£200-£250

172

)

An all World accumulation of covers and cards in varied condition.

173

)

An interesting group of World covers and much postal stationery, incl. Gold Coast, Hong Kong 1922 “CHINA”
overprinted 10c. registered envelope with 1c., 4c. and 10c. overprinted adhesives from Shanghai to England, 1902
Boer War censor, India, Nyasaland 1897 2d. external card to England, 1905 1d. internal card to Gibraltar, Rhodesia,
New Zealand pictorial letter cards, Germany local issue postal stationery unused and used, etc. Photo on page 23.
£200-£300

174

)

An all World selection of covers and cards, incl. Barbados 1861 entire to Trinidad, franked by 1861 (1d.) blue,
French Colonies, German Colonies, censored mail, etc. (99 items)
£200-£250

£200-£250
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175

)

176

)

A range of covers in a stockbook and loose, early to modern, varied range with useful used South America with
commercial Nicaragua covers mixed condition. (100s)
£160-£180
An all World selection of covers and cards, incl. Germany, Guadeloupe 1859 cover to U.S.A., bearing red Crowned
£150-£200

“PAID/AT/GUADELOUPE”, Netherlands, U.S.A., postal stationery, etc. (251 items)

177

)

A selection of all World postal stationery and covers, mainly South Africa with Cape of Good Hope and Transvaal,
other Commonwealth countries, useful Camping Club Rally, etc. (approx. 100)
£150-£200

178

)

An all World selection of covers, from 1809 to 1971, incl. Commonwealth, Europe, etc. (121)

179

)

A selection of 112 W.W.II censored covers and cards from a range of different countries, mainly censored in
Bermuda.
£150-£200

180

)

A selection of 100 covers and cards in mixed condition incl. censored mail, registered, etc.

181

)

A group of covers, from 1838 boxed “PAYS D’OUTREMER”, 1862 cover from Melbourne to England with 6d. and
1d. (2), Burma 1917/1918 telegrams, Hong Kong, India, Iraq 1923 airmail from Baghdad, 1930s airmails, Boer
War, W.W.II censors, F.P.O’s, P.O.W. card used, Sudan, Germany 1874 registered cover from Dresden to London
with 1g. (2) and 2½g. (2), postal stationery unused and used, 1862 cover from Jacmel, Haiti, etc. (approx. 115)
£150-£200

182

)

A selection of mainly Commonwealth covers, Q.V to Q.E.II, incl. f.d.c’s, Australia, India, Newfoundland, U.S.A.
with “By Fast British Flying Boat” and Aquitania, also stamps with a stockbook of Q.V. to Q.E.II Canada with 1935
13c. mint, India 1960s blocks of four, etc., mixed condition. (200+ covers and 100s stamps)
£150-£200

183

)

An accumulation of British West Indies covers, from 1791 to modern (mainly later), incl. censors, registered,
postmarks, commercial, philatelic, strong Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. (approx. 600)
£150-£180

184

)

Maritime mail, a range of covers (29) and pieces (18) with various markings incl. “POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS”,
Southampton & Harwich ship letter, Southampton packet letter, “DAMAGED BY SEA WATER”, Dublin & Cork
T.P.O, American Mail c.d.s. etc.
£120-£150

185

)

An accumulation of covers and cards with postage due markings, censored mail, Germany with postal stationery,
etc. (100s)
£120-£150

186

)

An accumulation of mainly Foreign modern covers, f.d.c’s, exhibition sheets, etc., also a 1937 to 2003 collection
of Sweden (mainly f.d.c’s) in ten albums. (100s)
£100-£150

187

)

An accumulation of stamps and covers in two albums and loose, middle to modern, incl. Europe, Commonwealth,
etc. (100s)
£100-£150

188

)

Selection comprising Finland 1867 entire bearing 1866 zig-zag roulette 20p. blue on blue, Schleswig-Holstein 1863
entire from Danish P.O. at Hamburg to Kiel bearing Denmark 1863 4sk. brown tied indistinct numeral cancellation
with Hamburg c.d.s and firm’s cachet alongside (sent during period of Schleswig under Danish sovereignty) and
Norway 20ø letter card with 1936 Scouting Jamboree label. (3 items)
£80-£100

189

)

An all World accumulation of covers, from 1860 to modern, incl. Great Britain f.d.c’s, U.S.A., Bermuda. Sold on
behalf of Birdlife International.
£80-£100

190

)

Postal Stationery: An unused and used collection of postal stationery and postcards with Australian States,
Bermuda 1880 ½d. stamp on blue card and ½d. + 1d. stamp on buff card, Canadian Pacific Railway cards (2) used,
China, Japan, Liberia, New Zealand, Sudan, etc. (approx. 95)
£150-£200

191

)

Postal Stationery: - An all World collection of unused and used postal stationery in two old-time albums (one
with cards affixed with linen mounts) predominantly Europe, also Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, Gibraltar,
Liberia, Mauritius, etc. (few 100s)
£150-£200

192

)

- A selection of mainly British Commonwealth wrappers, incl. Cape of Good Hope 1905 ½d. wrapper used from
Cradock addressed “For use of Passengers outward UNION R.M.S. C/o Blandy Bros. Madeira”, uprated with K.E.VII
1d., Transvaal, etc. (31 items)
£150-£200

£150-£200

£150-£200
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207

Ex 173

195

193

)

Postcards: An interesting collection of novelty postcards neatly written up on sheets with a range of different
types with materials, attachments, hold to light, etc. (few 100s)
£250-£300

194

)

- An all World selection of postcards in an album and loose, unused and used, incl. Asia with much Japan,
Indonesia, U.S.A., Egypt, Europe, etc. (approx. 350)
£120-£150

Airmail Stamps and Covers
195 H ( Argentina: 1930 Zeppelin overprint in blue 1p., variety overprint inverted, mint, toned perf., also handstamp of
Francis J. Field and the original invoice for the item. S.G. 284a, cat. £850. Photo.
£250-£300
196

)(

Bermuda: A selection of airmail covers in two albums, from 1925 to 1990, with mostly U.S.A. interest, incoming
and outgoing, incl. several 1925 First Overseas Flight Los Angeles from Lakehurst, many special or first flights,
N.A.S.A covers, etc. (181)
£200-£250

197

)(

- 1937 (Nov. 15) Bermuda-Baltimore via Imperial Airways printed first flight cover to Arkansas franked 3d., 1s.,
with two page Pan American Airways stationery enclosure. Only two examples recorded. Photo on page 24.
£160-£180

198

)(

Bolivia: 1930 (May) envelope to Germany flown on the Europe-Pan America flight, franked by 1930 Air 10c., 15c.,
1930 Zeppelin 1b.50 on 15c. pair, with violet cachet, unframed “Correos Bolivia/1er Serv LZ 14-5-30”. Photo on
page 24.
£180-£200

199

)(

Canada: Newfoundland: 1932 Dornier DO-X $1.50 on $1, used with St. Johns May 19 1932 machine cancellation
on envelope to Scotland, fine. Photo on page 24.
£120-£150

200

)(

- 1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c. tied by St. Johns “26 JUL/33” c.d.s. to envelope to Rome, endorsed “Per General Balbo
Flight” with blue-green flight cachet, backstamped Shoal Harbour July 28 and Lido di Roma receiving datestamp.
Photo on page 24.
£200-£250

201 (
202

)(

- A selection on leaves, incl. 1931 with and without watermark sets mint, 1932 DO-X $1.50 on $1 mint, 1933 set
mint, 1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c. mint, etc., varied condition. (17)
£150-£200
Central America: A selection of flown covers 1920s-1950s, incl. Guatemala, Haiti, Panama, etc. (approx. 50 items)
£200-£250

203 (

China: A selection on leaves, incl. 1921 set mint, 60c. used, 1929 sets mint and used, 1931 (Apr. 16) NankingPeiping flown cover, etc., varied condition. (51)
£300-£350

204 (

Colombia: Compañía Colombiana de Navegación Aérea 1920 (Mar.) 10c. green, (16, most in multiples), 1920
(Oct.) 10c. (47, most in se-tenant pairs) incl. shades, unused, mainly fine. Cat. £5,215.
£600-£700

205 + ( - 1920 (Nov.) “- 30 cvs.-” on 10c. green, fine unused block of four. S.G. 15, cat. £3,400+. Photo on page 24.
£250-£300
206 (

Czechoslovakia: A collection on leaves, incl. 1920 imperforate set in mint vertical pairs, perforated set mint, etc.,
varied condition. (27)
£200-£250

207 H ( Ecuador: 1929 Official 1s. blue, overprint inverted, fine, fresh mint. S.G. O471, cat. £325. Photo also on back cover.
£100-£120
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Airmail Stamps and Covers continued
208 (
209

)(

Egypt: A selection on leaves, incl. 1933-38 Air set mint (less 2m. black and red-orange), 1931 Zeppelin sets (2,
mint and used on piece) 50m. on 27m. pair used on flown cover, 1933 Aviation set mint, etc. (39) £150-£200
Finland: 1930 (Sept. 24) p.p.c. to Germany, franked by 1930 Zeppelin 10m. with special Zeppelin cachet alongside,
also mint pair, fine. Photo.
£150-£200

210 J ( France: 1949-50 1,000f. unmounted mint vertical marginal pair, fine, S.G. 1059. Photo.
211 (

£120-£150

- A collection on leaves, incl. 1927 2f. and 5f. mint, 1936 85c. to 50f. set mint, 1936 (July) 50f. ultramarine on rose
mint, etc., varied condition. (33)
£700-£900

212 m ( - A used selection on leaves, incl. 1927 2f. and 5f., 1936 85c. to 50f. set, 1936 (July) 50f. ultramarine on rose, etc.,
varied condition. (14)
£350-£400
213

)(

French Guinea: 1934 1st. South America flight cover from Conakry, franked 1922-33 1f.50 and 1922-27 10f. on
5f., with red Friedrichshafen cachet, scarce. Sieger 247Ab. Photo.
£250-£300

214 (

Germany: A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1922-23 set used, 1926-31 sets mint and used, 1934 set mint,
etc., varied condition. (103)
£200-£250

215 (

- A collection of Zeppelin stamps and covers, comprising 1928-31 set, 1929 (Mar.) Orient flight covers (2), both
franked 1926-31 Air 2m., 1929 (Apr.) Mediterranean Flight cover and card both franked by 1928-31 1m., 1929 1st
America Flight cover, franked by 1928-31 4m., 1929 (Nov.) Swiss Flight card, franked 1926-27 Air 10pf., 20pf. (2),
1930 (Nov.) Dutch Flight cover, franked by 1928-31 2m., 1932 (July) England Flight cover, franked by 1926-27
50pf. and 1928-31 1m., mainly fine. (14)
£200-£250

216

)(

- 1929 to 1939 selection of Zeppelin covers, cards and a front, incl. 1929 (Mar.) Hungary flight cards (2), 1932 2nd
South American flight card, 1936 (Aug.) Olympic flight cards (2), etc. (19 items)
£120-£150

218

Ex 217
Ex 220

217 (
218

)(

219 (

- 1930 First South American Flight 2m. (2) and 4m. used on flown 1939 (May 18) cover to U.S.A., also mint set
(heavily mounted). S.G. 456, 457. Photo.
£300-£400
- 1930 First South American Flight 2m. (2) and 4m. used on flown 1939 (May 18) cover to U.S.A. usual Zeppelin
cachets, some minor staining, otherwise fine. S.G. 456, 457. Photo.
£250-£300
- 1931 Polar Flight set, mint, hinge remainders, 4m. is marginal (small corner crease), also 1m. used on 1931
(Sept. 11) ‘Mophila’ exhibition flight card (faults).
£200-£250
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222
223

Ex 235

231

232

– 228 –

220 (

237

Germany: 1933 Chicago Flight sets (2) mint (heavily mounted) and used, good to fine. S.G. 510-512. Photo on
page 25.
£300-£400

221

)(

- A group of Zeppelin related material, mainly postcards, also photocards, 1936 insured envelope to London with
1936 Air 50pf. (5) and neat wax seals on reverse, 1938 cover with various commemorative issues and red Graf
Zeppelin cachet, etc. (31)
£100-£150

222

)(

Great Britain: 1933 (May) 1st South American flight cover to Brazil, franked by K.G.V 6d. and 1s. (3) all perfined,
bearing usual red and blue cachets. Photo.
£120-£150

223

)(

- 1933 (Oct.) Chicago Flight cover to Brazil, franked by K.G.V 1d., with usual two Zeppelin cachets, fine. Photo.
£200-£250
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224 (

Greece: A mint and used collection from 1926 to 1943 on leaves, incl. 1933 Zeppelin sets mint and used, 1933
(Oct.) set mint, 1933 Government set mint, 1935-39 grey-white paper set mint, 1941 rouletted 5d. unmounted
mint, etc., varied condition. (142)
£300-£350

225 (

- A selection on stockleaf, incl. 1926 set mint, 1933 (Oct.) set mint, 1933 Government sets mint and used, etc.,
varied condition. (51)
£200-£250

226 (

Hungary: 1931 Zeppelin 1p. used on cards (2), 2p. used on fronts (2) and set used on front, all with the Zeppelin
cachet, fine. S.G. 529, 530.
£100-£120

227 (

- A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1927-30 set used, 1931 set mint and 1p. used on flown card, 1933 sets
mint and used, etc., varied condition. (84)
£300-£350

228 H ( Iceland: 1933 Hópflug Italia set mint, the 5k. a little heavily mounted and with some paper adhesion, otherwise
fine. S.G. 205-07. Photo.
£500-£600
229 (

- A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1930 set mint, 1931 Zeppelin set mint, 1k. used on flown card and
30a., 2k. on flown cover, etc., varied condition. (30)
£250-£300

230 (

Iran: A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1927 to 5k. mint, 1928 set mint, 1928-29 to 30k. mint, 1930 set
mint, etc., varied condition. (113)
£200-£250

231

)(

Italy: 1930 (Dec. 15) Balbo Mass Squadron Flight, Italy to Brazil flight cover to Rio de Janeiro with standard
franking tied by Rome Dec. 15 special flight machine cancellation, signed by the pilots, with Rio de Janeiro Jan.
22, 1931 receiving machine cancellation, very fine. Photo.
£300-£350

232

)(

- 1933 (May) Rome Zeppelin Flight cover to Brazil, franked by 1933 Zeppelin 12l. and 1932 March 2l.75 deep
green, usual blue cachet, fine. Photo.
£200-£250

233 (

- A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1917 25c. on 40c. two used on separate covers, 1932 Dante 10l. +
2l.50 used, 1933 Balbo set (Nann) unmounted mint, 1934 Football set used, 1933 Zeppelin set mint, etc., varied
condition. (141)
£500-£600

234 (

Japan: A selection on leaves, incl. 1919 1½s. used on card, 3s. used on cover, 1929-34 set mint, etc., varied condition.
(27)
£250-£300

235 m ( New Guinea: 1935 Air £2 bright violet and £5 emerald-green, fine used. S.G. 204, 205, cat. £590. Photo.
£200-£250
236 (

- A selection on leaves, incl. 1931 set mint, 1932-34 set mint, etc., varied condition. (55)

£200-£250

237

)(

Palestine: 1934 (Sept. 29) 9th South American flight, Palestinian acceptance, envelope, registered to Brazil, with
red Friedrichshafen cachet, fine and scarce. Sieger 277. Photo.
£250-£300

238

)(

South America: A selection of flown covers 1920s-1950s, incl. Chile, Colombia, Uruguay, etc. (284 items)
£200-£250

239 (

Spain: A collection on leaves, incl. 1920 25c. with overprint inverted mint, also used single on cover, 1926 Air set
mint, 1931 Republica Air set used on cover, etc., varied condition. (87)
£200-£250

†240 ) ( Swaziland: A group of airmail covers, from 1931 to 1962, incl. 1931 (Mar.) First Flight Halfa to Mwanza (franking

includes SG.49a variety), several official usages, also 1948 Jubilee, 1949 Assembly, 1950 Air Mail set and 1951
Pictorial Issue set f.d.c’s. (10)
£100-£150

241 H ( Sweden: 1920 set with inverted surcharges, fine, mint. S.G. 120ca-120ea. Photo.

£500-£600
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242 (

Switzerland: A collection on leaves, incl. 1919-20 set mint, 50c. used (2, one on 1919 cover), 1923-40 35c. on 40c.
used, etc., varied condition. (68)
£250-£300

243 H ( United States of America: 1930 Zeppelin 65c., $1.30 and $2.60, good to fine mint (hinge remainders). S.G. A687A689, cat. £1,500. Photo.
£350-£400
244

)(

- 1930 Zeppelin 65c. on flown cards and $1.30 used on flown cover, fine. Photo.

245

)(

- A collection of covers and cards in six file boxes, incl. a range of first flights, F.A.M’s, C.A.M’s, Pan American
Airways, T.W.A., route extensions, etc. (100s)
£180-£200

246

)(

Zeppelin: A selection of covers and cards, incl. 1931 Hungary flight cards (2) both with Zeppelin 1p. Liechtenstein
1936 (May) North American flight with Zeppelin 2f., U.S.A. 1933 (Oct. 26) cover and card both with 1933 Zeppelin
50c., etc. (10 items)
£200-£250

£200-£250

247 (

An all World collection in four albums, stockbook and loose, incl. Argentine 1928 set mint, Austria, Brazil,
Colombia, Denmark, Germany 1933 Chicago Flight 1m. and 2m. used, Great Britain, Liechtenstein 1931 Zeppelin
set mint, 1f. used on flown cover, 1936 Zeppelin set used on flown cover, Netherlands Curaçao 1934 to 10g. mint
and used, New Zealand, Russia, South Africa, U.S.A., also empty F.G. album with leaves, etc., varied condition.
(100s)
£1,800-£2,000

248 (

A selection in three partly filled approval booklets, incl. China 1921 set mint, Denmark 1925-29 sets mint (2, one
less 25ø), Germany 1930 South America set mint, 1931 Polar Flight set mint, Honduras 1925 5c. overprint in
black, mint vertical pair, Iran 1928 (June) set mint, Italy 1933 Zeppelin set in mint blocks of four, etc., varied
condition. (172)
£800-£1,000

249

)(

A selection of modern airmail covers, incl. B.O.A.C. Comet, Concorde, Qantas, etc.

£200-£250

244
244

254
250

– 243 –
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The Reg Patchett Collection of Crash and Interrupted Mail
Due to the nature of these items individual cover faults are not described. Where fragile some items
have been carefully mounted on their display pages and have not been removed.

252

Africa
250

)(

1925 (Jan. 14) envelope from Paris to Chad, bearing Sower 25c. tied Versailles c.d.s., the plane Jean Casales crashed
on Jan. 18 near Niamey in Niger, with Niamey Feb. 18 and N’guigmi Mar. 15 backstamps. Photo.
£80-£100

251

)(

1925 (Feb. 7) cover from Senegal to Paris, bearing 10c. (2) and 0.05 on 15c. tied Dakar c.d.s’s with “PAR AVION/RAID
DAKAR PARIS/VIA TOUMBOUCTOU/Mission/Le maitre*Arrachart” and “AERONAUTIQUE A.O.F. /COMMANDANT” handstamps alongside, the plane crashed in the Sahara desert on Feb. 20 after navigation issues, with Paris
Mar. 25 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 250220.
£80-£100

252

)(

1927 (Mar. 3) cover from Kenya to London bearing 20c. and 50c. tied Kisumu c.d.s’s, the plane crashed on Mar.
12 when taking off at Lake Victoria, with “Owing temporary failure/Air Service Mail/Forwarded normal route”
cachet in violet. Nierinck 270312a. Photo.
£150-£200

253

)(

1928 (Mar. 26) cover from France to Argentina (redirected to England) bearing Sower 50c. and Merson 2f. pair,
5f. and 10f., plane was forced to land in Mauritania after engine problems on Mar. 3, with Buenos Aires Mar. 17
arrival. Nierinck 280303.
£80-£100

254

)(

1929 (Oct. 24) cover from England to India, adhesive washed off but with clear Rugby roller cancellation, on Oct.
26 the seaplane City of Alexandria hit a buoy on landing, the mail was then transferred to seaplane City of Athens
which crashed on takeoff, this cover with no special marking, Naini-Tal Nov. 7 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 291026.
Photo.
£150-£200

255

)(

1929 (Dec. 4) registered envelope from Madagascar to Paris, bearing 1f.50 on 1f., 2f. and 10f. on 5f. tied Tananarive
c.d.s’s, the plane Ile Bourbon was forced to land on the island of Juan de Nova where the mail was then transferred
by boat, this cover with no special marking, with Aubervilliers Jan. 10 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 291207.
£70-£80

256

)(

1929 (Dec. 12) envelope from France to Singapore, bearing Pasteur 1f.50 and Merson 5f. pair tied Marseille c.d.s’s,
the plane crashed near Syrte in Tripolitania, the mail was then returned to Marseille and forwarded to its
destination, with straight line “COURRIER ACCIDENTE” handstamp in black, Singapore Jan. 25 arrival on reverse
but then unclaimed with Singapore Dead Letter oval in red alongside. Nierinck 291214.
£70-£80

257

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1930 to 1935, comprising 1930 Dornier DO-X cover from Germany
to New York (the seaplane was delayed twice, once at Lisbon after a wing caught fire and again at the Canary Is.
after a wing was damaged by a wave), 1931 Imperial Airways First Flight from Juba to London cover (plane crashed),
1931 (Aug. 1) registered cover from Windhoek to Grootfontein signed by the pilot (Nierinck 310801, plane had
to make an emergency landing), 1935 Paris to Argentina flight cover with “RAID INTERROMPU...” cachet
(350217a), and 1935 cover from England to Ceylon with “Salvaged air mail ex Air/Plane “City of Khartoum”” label
(351231e, plane crashed into the sea near Alexandria). (5 covers)
£200-£300
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Africa continued
258

)(

1930 (Jan. 9) registered envelope from Madagascar to France, bearing 50c., 1f., 2f. and 10f. tied Tananarive c.d.s’s,
the plane crashed into the forest near Brazzaville during takeoff on Jan. 13, with "RAID/ MADAGSCAR FRANCE/
£70-£80
ACCIDENT DU/12 JANVIER 1930" violet cachet on reverse. Nierinck 300113a.

259

)(

1931 envelope and enclosed letter from South Africa to London, adhesives cut off, plane crashed on Nov. 13 during
a storm, with typewritten note written by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs and O.H.M.S. ambulance cover
with Cape Town Nov. 19 arrival. Nierinck 311113a. Photo.
£250-£300

260

)(

1932 (Jan.), two covers from South Africa to England and to Italy, and one from South West Africa to Kenya, the
City of Delhi plane was forced down in a storm on Jan. 29. Nierinck 320129B.
£100-£150

261

)(

1933 (Jan. 10) envelope from Algeria to France, bearing 50c. strip of three tied Algiers duplex, seaplane crashed
during takeoff from Algiers on Jan. 11, with “ACCIDENT D’AVION/Correspondances recueillies en mer/NE PAS
£80-£100
TAXER” cachet, Marseilles Jan. 13 transit on reverse. Nierinck 330111a.

262

)(

1934 (Sept. 18) cover from Libya to New York, bearing 20p. and 100p. tied Sofar c.d.s’s, the plane Koufra crashed
landing at Tripoli on Sept. 30, with “ACCIDENT D’AVION/en Tripolitanie” label. Nierinck 450930a. Photo.
£80-£100

263

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1935 to 1939, comprising 1936 cover from Ethiopia to Milan with
“Ricuperate Incendio drovolante I-ROBI” cachet in red (Nierinck 360927, fire broke out on board the plane which
crashed in Benghazi on Sept. 27), 1937 cover from Belgian Congo to Brussels with “Courrier aerien SABENA/
accidente/ORAN 28 Janvier 1937) cachet in red (370128a, plane crashed near Oran, Algeria), 1937 cover from
Germany to Uruguay (370312, plane crashed into a swamp in Gambia), 1939 cover from England to South Africa
with
“FLYING
BOAT
CORRESPONDANCE
DAMAGED
BY
SEAWATER/VLIEGBOOT
KORRESPONDENSIE DEUR SEEWATER BESKADIG” cachet in violet (390501, Challenger flying boat crashed in
Mozambique on May 1), 1939 cover from Brazil to Paris with “AVION ACCIDENTE” cachet (390502, plane crashed
into a mountain near Marrakech on May 2), and 1939 Inaugural Rome-Rio flight cover to Milan (391224, plane
crashed on Dec. 24 in Morocco). (6)
£200-£300

264

)(

1936 (Sept. 28) England to Johannesburg Air Race cover, bearing G.B. ½d. and Egypt 3m., 5m. and 20m. with green
air race cachet alongside, the plane Double Eagle was forced to land on Sept. 29 near Cairo due to a shortage of
petrol. Nierinck 360929B. Photo.
£80-£100

265

)(

1937 (Oct. 22) cover from Argentina to England bearing 2p. (other adhesives washed off), plane disappeared near
Cape Blanc on Oct. 27, with “Courrier sinistré/ reconstitué par les soins du/ Bureau de Casablanca” and boxed
“DAMAGED BY SEA/ WATER” cachets. Nierinck 371027f.
£80-£100

266

)(

1939 (Mar. 10) registered envelope from Mozambique to Paris, bearing 10c. (other adhesives washed off), the
plane Corsair was forced down and sank into the river Dangu near Juba on Mar. 15, with “AVION ACCIDENTE”
cachet. Nierinck 390315c. Photo.
£250-£300

267

)(

A group of crash covers from 1940 to 1948, comprising 1940 cover from Kindia, French Guinea to Kankan without
cachet (Nierinck 40022, plane crashed while landing on Feb.20), 1943 cover from India to New York with “Salvaged
air mail Cairo-Karachi/despatch No. 65” label (430600a, crash details unknown), 1947 cover from Bone, Algeria
to Paris with “COURRIER RETARDE/AVION DETRUIT AU DEPART/DE BONE LE 7/10/47” handstamp on reverse
(471007, plane crashed during takeoff on Oct. 7) and 1948 cover from Belgian Congo to Brussels with “Accident
Avion Sabena/Avons laisser poursuivre/vers leurs destinations” handstamp (480513a, plane crashed in a storm
near Libenge). (4)
£150-£200

268

)(

1946 (Sept. 4) airletter from London to Jamaica, uprated with 1s. and 3d., the plane Star Leader crashed into woods
shortly after takeoff from Bathurst on Sept. 7, with handwritten note on reverse reading “Salved from BSAA/ “Star
Leader” which/crashed off Gambia/on Sept 7th” alongside Halfway Tree, Jamaica Sept. 16 arrival. Nierinck
460907b. Photo.
£200-£250

269

)(

1950 (Aug. 29) cover from India, the plane Star of Maryland crashed on takeoff from Cairo on Aug. 31, with
“BUREAU DE POSTES/AEROPORT FAROUK/Le retard et l’etat de l’objet/sont du a l’acccident survenu a/l’avion le
31-8-50” label. Nierinck 500831. Photo.
£80-£100

270

)(

1951 (Oct. 14) cover from Cape Town to Durban bearing 2d., the plane Paardeberg crashed in the Ingeli Mountains
on Oct. 15, with “SALVAGED CRASHED PLANE 15/10/51” violet cachet. One of 24 known examples. Nierinck
511015. Photo.
£150-£200
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273

271

– 274 –

277

276

271

)(

1956 (June 24) airletter from Kano to London, the plane crashed into a tree on the runway at Kano airport on
June 24, with “SALVAGED/ARGONAUT AIR/CRASH KANO” cachet in violet. Nierinck 560624a. Photo.
£120-£150

272

)(

A group of crash covers from 1958 to 1975, comprising 1958 cover from Brussels to Belgian Congo with
“SINISTRE/CASABLANCA” handstamp (Nierinck 580518a, plane crashed on May 18 in Morocco), 1960 cover from
Paris to Dakar with “COURRIER ACCIDENTE/DAKAR, le 29 Aout 1960” boxed cachet in blue (600829a), 1968
cover from Windhoek to Hamburg with typed note (680420, plane crashed on Apr. 20 near Windhoek airport),
1974 cover from the Netherlands to South Africa with “RETRIEVED FROM AIR CRASH ON 20/NOVEMBER 1974
£150-£200
AT NAIROBI” cachet (41120, plane crashed on departure from Nairobi airport). (4)

273

)(

1960 (Aug. 24) airletter from South Africa to London, the plane crashed after engine trouble on takeoff from Port
Louis, Mauritius on Aug. 24, with letter from the Melbourne Post Office. Nierinck 600824b. Photo. £80-£100

274

)(

1974 (Nov. 19) envelope from Plymouth to Western Australia, plane was hijacked by terrorists on Nov. 22 and
forced to land in Dubai, then Tunis where the plane and mail were released, with “DELAYED EN ROUTE/AIRCRAFT
£120-£150
HIJACKED” cachet on reverse. Photo.
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Asia
275

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1928 to 1935, comprising 1928 cover from the Netherlands to the
Dutch East Indies with no special markings (Nierinck 281003, plane crashed while landing at Cawnpur in India
on Oct. 3 after hitting a rick of hay), 1931 cover from London to Indo-China (plane was forced to land in Akyab,
Burma on July 6 after a fire on board), 1931 Francis Chichester self-addressed cover from Manila to Japan with
“I certify this letter is no. 383...” cachet (310815, the Gipsy Moth plane became entangled in telephone lines on
taking off from Katsuura), 1931 Kingsford Smith first all Australian air mail service cover from Australia to England
(311126, plane crashed on Nov. 26 near Alor Star, Malaysia), 1931 cover from Netherlands to Netherlands Indies
with special red cachet (341220, plane crashed on Dec. 20 near Rutbah Wells, Iraq), and 1935 cover from Iran to
England (350717, plane caught fire during takeoff on July 17). (6)
£150-£200

276

)(

1929 (May 14) Doisy & Carol flight envelope from India to Burma bearing 3p. (4) with green flight cachets
alongside, on reverse violet cachet of French Consulate General, plane crashed at Akyab in Burma, with red two
line “PLANE CRASHED AT AKYAB./16th MAY, 1928.” cachet. Nierinck 280516. Photo.
£150-£200

277

)(

1931 (Aug. 10) envelope posted at Calcutta from the American Fliers flight from Croydon to Shanghai, with Mrs
Day Label and “ACROSS THE BAY OF BENGAL/to Akyab/by AMERICAN FLIERS” cachet, the plane was forced
down in the jungle near Akyab on Sept. 8, signed by pilot on reverse. Nierinck 310908. Photo.
£80-£100

278

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1936 to 1939, comprising 1936 Athena cover from England to India
(Nierinck 360929, plane caught fire on Sept. 29 during takeoff from Delhi), 1936 signed Paris Saigon air race cover
with “Voyage interrompu/le 26-10-1936 a Karachi” cachet in violet (361026, plane was delayed due to an accident),
1937 cover from Bradford to India (370126A, plane crashed on Jan. 26 near Jacobabad), 1938 cover from Glasgow
to New Zealand with “RECEIVED IN DAMAGED CONDITION/EX FLYING BOAT CALPURNIA” cachet in violet
(381127, plane was wrecked when landing on Lake Ramadi during a storm on Nov. 27), and 1939 cover from
Australia to England with “SALVAGED MAIL/EX CENTURION” cachet (390612bb, plane crashed and sank into
the Hoogly River near Calcutta on June 12). (5)
£100-£150

279

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1940 to 1971, comprising 1940 cover from Netherlands Indies to
Australia with “RECOVERED FROM/LOST FLYING BOAT” cachet (Nierinck 400122a, plane crashed into the sea
on Jan. 22 South of Bali airport), 1947 cover from India to England with “DAMAGED BY SEA WATER” boxed violet
cachet (470823c, plane crashed into the Persian Gulf on Aug. 23), 1951 cover from Bombay to Calcutta with
“SALVAGED NIGHT AIR MAIL/DUM DUM CRASH 21ST NOV 1951” violet cachet (511121, plane crashed on
landing at Calcutta on Nov. 21), 1952 cover from the Netherlands to New Zealand with attached “THIS LETTER
WAS DAMAGED BY FIRE IN A PLANE CRASH AT BANGKOK” typewritten label (520323, plane landed at Bangkok
on Mar. 23 after a fire broke out on board), 1953 postal stationery envelope sent within India with “SALVAGED
MAILS/N.A.S. Air Crash/Nagpur Dated 12-12-53” violet cachet (531212a, plane crashed shortly after takeoff from
Nagpur on Dec. 12), 1953 airletter from Hong Kong to London with “SALVAGED MAIL/”Comet” Crash Near
Calcutta/2nd. MAY 1953” cachet in violet (530502, plane crashed after taking off from Calcutta on May 2), 1953
cover from Australia to London with boxed “SALVAGED MAIL/AIRCRAFT CRASH/SINGAPORE 13.3.1954” cachet
in red (540313a, plane crashed on landing at Singapore on Mar. 13), 1971 Scott Publishing Round the World flight
over (plane crashed near Karaj in Iran then the flight was abandoned), and 1982 envelope from India to the UK
with note from Indian Posts and Telegraphs Department (820622c, plane crashed while landing in a monsoon at
Bombay airport on June 22). (9)
£300-£400

280

)(

1955 (Feb. 1) cover sent within India bearing 1a. pair, plane crashed during takeoff from Nagpur on Feb. 2, with
“SALVAGED MAILS/NAGPUR NIGHT AIR MAIL-CRASH/2nd: Feb. 1955” cachet in violet. Nierinck 550202a. Photo
on page 34.
£100-£120

Australasia
281

)(

A group of crash covers from 1930 to 1983, comprising 1930 registered cover from Brisbane to Tanganyika
(Nierinck 300101, the plane Southern Sky was forced to land near Casino on Jan. 1), 1935 cover from Darwin to
Adelaide (350906, plane crashed on Sept. 6 near Aileron in the Northern Territory), 1944 cover from New Guinea
to Australia with “DAMAGED BY WATER_AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT” cachet (441126, plane crashed into the Coral
Sea on Nov. 26), and 1983 200th Anniversary of Manned Flight signed cover with boxed “BALLOON CRASHED
£150-£200
AFTER TAKE OFF” cachet. (5)

282

)(

1939 (Jan. 9) cover from London to Australia, bearing ½d. (single and pair), plane crashed into the Katherine River
in Northern Territory during takeoff on Jan. 18, with enclosed note from the Adelaide General Post Office. Nierinck
390118a. Photo on page 34.
£100-£120
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Canada
283

)(

1921 (Nov. 23) cover to Halifax bearing Newfoundland Halifax overprint 35c., plane was forced to land on Dec.
10 at Deer Lake after engine trouble.
£80-£100

284

)(

A group of crash covers incl. 1924 cover from Estevan to Winnipeg (241001, plane crashed on Oct. 1 15km from
Estevan, adhesives damaged), 1929 cover to Fort McMurray (290127, plane was forced to land at Forced Resolution
on Jan. 27), 1931 St Johns-St Anthony first flight pilot signed cover (plane forced to lane on Jan. 29 at Rattling
Brook), 1954 cover with “SALVAGED FROM/T-C-A- WRECK” cachet in red (540408Ab, plane collided with another
aircraft in mid air on Apr. 8), and 1957 cover with “Received in damaged condition/at Edmondton, Terminal “A”,
Atla” cachet (plane crashed on Oct. 8). (6 covers)
£100-£150

285

)(

1932 Thor Solberg Transatlantic Flight stampless postcard, signed by the pilot, plane crashed into the sea at Darby’s
Harbour on Aug. 23. Nierinck 320823. Photo.
£100-£120

286

)(

1933 New York-Warsaw Adamowicz brothers and Burgin flight cover, with Brooklyn Aug. 4 c.d.s. and Harbour
Grace Aug. 10 transit, plane crashed on Aug. 8 during landing at Harbour Grace, signed by all three pilots. Nierinck
330808. Photo.
£250-£300

287

)(

1939 Kokkinaki & Gordienko Moscow-New York flight postcard with Miscou Lighthouse Apr. 28 c.d.s., plane
crashed in New Brunswick, Canada after engine fatigue. 32 covers carried. Photo.
£250-£300

288

)(

1941 (Feb. 5) cover from Woodstock to Toronto, with “SALVAGED FROM T.C.A/WRECK OF FEB 5/41” cachet in
violet, plane crashed in a forest near Armstrong. Nierinck 410205b. Photo.
£80-£100

289

)(

1941 envelope from Buffalo to Los Angeles, with “RECOVERED FROM PLANE/DAMAGED OCT.30, 1941 AT/
SHEDDEN ONT. CANADA” cachet and ambulance envelope, plane caught fire and crashed. Nierinck 411030.
£80-£100

Europe
290

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1870 to 1929, comprising 1870 Jules Favre 1 Ballon Monte cover
to Switzerland, 1911 (Sept. 11) illustrated Coronation Flights cover to Reading (Nierinck 110911, plane crashed
on takeoff from London due to engine failure on Sept. 11), 1912 cover franked 5ö with Barnens Dag label alongside
and Lidingo Vilastad Sept. 25 arrival on reverse (120922, monoplane Sommer crashed in Vartan Bay, Sweden on
Sept. 22), 1918 cover from Austria to Krakow (180418, plane was forced to land at Drosing on Apr. 18 after the
engine overheated), 1925 Trans Polar Flight Expedition small postcard from Norway to New York (250522, plane
went down near Spitzbergen, Svalbard), 1929 cover from Argentina to England with “CORRESPONDANCE
AVION...” cachet and ambulance cover (281215, plane crashed near Barcelona on Dec. 15 in fog), 1929 cover from
Katowice to Vienna with “Atterrissage force a/Notlandung in Pohrlitz (C.S.R.)/7.1.1929” cachet in red (290107,
plane was forced down due to engine trouble on Jan. 7 in Czechoslovakia), 1929 cover from France to Vietnam
with “RAID INTERROMPU...” cachet (290219a, plane crashed on Feb. 19 near Bondy, France), and 1929 First
American flight cover from Friedrichshafen to New York with red delay cachet (plane was forced to land in France
and returned to Freidrichshafen before setting off again on Aug. 1). (8)
£400-£500

291 m ) 1910 (Aug. 10) first airmail postcard, the flight from Blackpool to Southport was abandoned after bad weather,
the card then forwarded by ordinary mail on Aug. 26. Nierinck 100909. Photo.
£180-£200
292

)(

1914 (Apr.) Monaco Air Rally postcard with Air Rally label attached, plane had multiple delays including a forced
landing in Chateauneuf and a broken wing landing at Pezenas, signed by the pilot P Verrier. Nierinck 140412.
Photo on page 36.
£80-£100

293

)(

1919 (June 10) envelope with enclosed letter from Newfoundland to London, carried on the First successful nonstop North Atlantic flight crossing made by Capt. J. Alcock and Lt. A Whitten-Brown, in a Vickers Vimy aircraft
from Newfoundland to Clifden, Ireland, bearing “Trans-Atlantic/AIR POST/1919./ONE DOLLAR” (no comma after
“POST”) on 15c. red tied by St. Johns machine cancellation of June 10, plane crashed on landing near Clifton on
June 15, London June 7 arrival on reverse, cover with some tearing and creasing, adhesive with corner fault.
Nierinck 190615. Photo.
£400-£500

294

)(

1924 (Jan. 10) envelope from Morocco to Brussels, plane crashed on Jan. 10 on landing at Valencia, this cover
without cachet. Nierinck 240110. Photo on page 36.
£100-£150
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295

)(

1925 cover from Rabat, plane crashed on Dec. 11 near Alicante en route from Casablanca to Tolouse, with
ambulance cover bearing “Correspondance trouvée dans les debris/de l’avion postal incendie a Alicante le/14
Decembre 1925” label. Nierinck 251211. Photo.
£120-£150

296

)(

1926 (Feb. 3) cover bearing Sower 25c. pair, plane crashed at Canet village near Perpignan in heavy fog on Feb. 5,
with ambulance envelope and “avion incendie” handwritten note. Nierinck 260205c. Photo.
£250-£300

297

)(

1927 (June 21) “NEW YORK to PARIS/via/Airplane AMERICA” illustrated cover, bearing 5c. tied New York c.d.s.,
plane took off on June 29 then on July 1 crashed just off the coast of Normandy, with “VER-S/-MER/CALVADOS/
£400-£500
2-7/23” c.d.s. alongside. Nierinck 270701a. Photo.

298

)(

1927 (Aug. 14) envelope to New York carried on the attempted flight by aviators Kohl, Loose and von Hunefeld
from Dessau across the Atlantic in the aeroplane Bremen, bearing 3m. (6), 2m. (3) and 1m., plane diverted back
to Dessau after encountering fog, with “Zuruck/Flug nicht durebgeführt” cachets in red. Nierinck 270814a. Photo.
£100-£150

299

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1928 to 1931, incl. 1928 cover from Morocco to Paris with
“ENVELOPPE DETERIORE...” cachet (Nierinck 281004a, plane crashed on Oct. 4 into the mountains near Genoa),
1930 Girier-Weiss Pondicherry France flight cover (300204, plane was forced to land in Rome on Feb. 4), 1930
cover from India to England (301030, Imperial Airways plane crashed on Oct. 30 near Boulogne), 1930 cover from
Belgium to Belgian Congo with special red boxed cachet (301208, plane was forced to land on Dec. 8 at Los
Alcazares), 1931 cover from Beirut to Argentina without cachet (310315, plane crashed on Mar. 15 on takeoff
from Barcelona), 1931 Justice for Hungary cover from USA with special cachet and Budapest c.d.s. in green
(310716Aa, plane was forced to land near Budapest on July 16 due to a shortage of fuel), 1931 cover from Indochina
to France (310817, plane was forced to land in the sea near Capri on Aug. 17), and 1931 (Dec. 19) First All Australian
air mail envelope from England to New Zealand (320115, the plane Southern Star was forced to land in a cherry
orchard on Dec. 18 after hitting fog and a shortage of fuel). (8)
£300-£400

300

)(

1928 (Sept. 7) cover from New York to Paris, bearing 1c., 5c. and 20c., with “Mail Rescued at Sea from
Plane/Abandoned 400 Miles from Paris” cachet, plane was forced down into the sea near the Scilly Isles on Sept.
13, Paris Sept. 15 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 280913a. Photo.
£150-£200

301

)(

1929 cover from Sweden to New York, bearing 5k. block of four and 20ö. and 25ö. singles tied multiples strikes
of the special Stockholm-New York cachet, plane was forced down in the ocean near Reykjavik on June 9. Nierinck
290609. Photo on page 38.
£120-£150

302

)(

1929 (June 13) First French Transatlantic flight cover with special cachet, plane left Maine on June 14 then during
the flight a stowaway was found in the fuselage, the flight then stopped twice at both Comillas and Mimizan due
to fuel problems, finally finishing at Le Bourget. Nierinck 290614. Photo.
£200-£250

303

)(

1929 Williams & Yancey (signed by the latter) U.S.A.-Rome flight, stampless cover addressed to the Governor of
Rome, the plane forced to land at Santander due to mechanical problems, with further signed handwritten note
and Rome July 10 arrival. 21 covers carried. Nierinck 290709. Photo on page 38.
£200-£250
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304

)(

1929 (Nov. 17) postal stationery card fro Travemunde to Spain, plane crashed during takeoff on Nov. 17, with
“Wegen Unfalls des Flug=/boots nicht uber Start=/platz hinaus befordert” label on reverse with Travemunde Nov.
11 cancellation. Nierinck 291117c. Photo.
£150-£200

305

)(

1930 (Oct. 10) Columbia Flight envelope from Newfoundland to England, plane was forced to land at Tresco in
the Scilly Islands, with “Not called for” and “UNDELIVERED FOR REASON STATED/RETURN TO SENDER” cachets
and London Dec. 13 arrival. Nierinck 301010. Photo.
£200-£250

306

)(

1930 (Aug. 6) cover from Stockholm to Berlin, with “L’envoi ci-joint a été en-/dommagé par l’eau au naufrage/de
l’avion Stockholm-Stral-/sund la nuit 6-7 aout 1930./La Direction des postes/de Stockholm” label, plane crashed
into a mountain near Waldemarsvik on Aug. 6. Nierinck 300806a. Photo.
£80-£100

307

)(

1930 (Nov. 11) envelope from Germany to America bearing 1930 South America Flight 2m. and 4m. tied
Friedrichshafen Nov. 13 c.d.s’s, with First Europe-America cachet and Dornier DO X Jan. 30 1931 c.d.s. alongside,
the plane was damaged while moored in Lisbon, with Rio June 22 transit on reverse. Photo.
£150-£200

308

)(

1931 registered cover from Egypt to Greece bearing 27m. tied Cairo May 23 c.d.s, the flying boat Satyrus crashed
in Mirabella Bay on May 24 having damaged its wingfloat when taking off from Heraklion, with Kepkypa May 29
arrival alongside. Nierinck 310524. Photo on page 40.
£80-£100

309

)(

1931 Hillig & Horris Trans-Atlantic flight envelope, on June 24 the plane Liberty left Newfoundland for
Copenhagen, the plane was forced down in Germany due to pilot exhaustion, with Copenhagen June 27 arrival,
also with signed photo of the plane. One of 30 covers carried. Photo.
£150-£200

310

)(

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1932 to 1934, incl. 1932 cover from Casablanca to Nancy with
“COURRIER ACCIDENTE” cachet (Nierinck 320316a, plane was forced to land in the sea near Motril on Mar. 16),
1932 cover from Indochina to London with “COURRIER ACCIDENTE” cachet with error (320328b, seaplane was
stranded on the beach at Crotone on Mar. 28), 1933 cover from Indochina to Geneva (330423, plane crashed on
Apr. 23 after striking a tree on a mountain near Castrovillari), 1933 cover from Morocco to France with
“CORRESPONDANCE AVION/retardée et deteriorée/par suite de l’accident aerien/survenu le 9 MAI 1933” cachet
in violet (330509a, the plane crashed on May 9 after striking a house), 1933 Darius-Girenas souvenir cover from
New York to Kaunas (330716a, plane crashed on July 16 in Prussia), 1933 cover from the Netherlands to the
Netherlands Indies with red Postjager cachet (331209, plane was forced to land at Grottaglie on Dec. 9 after engine
trouble), 1934 “Warsaw” New York to Warsaw transatlantic flight cover signed by the pilot (340627, plane was
forced to land on June 27 in Normandy after a fuel shortage), 1934 cover from Finland to Vienna with “Malmo,
le 7 Juliet 1934...” label (340706a, plane crashed in Finland on July 6 for unknown reasons), 1934 Leonardo da
Vinci cover from Italy to New York signed by the pilot (340819, plane crashed into a mountain on Aug. 19 in
Wales), and 1934 cover from Germany to U.S.A. without cachet (341107, plane crashed on Nov. 7 near Butow).
(12)
£400-£500

311

)(

1932 (July 5) Mattern and Griffin signed round the world flight envelope, bearing U.S.A. 5c., Germany 4pf. and
Russia 15k., plane was forced to land near Moscow on July 7 and the flight was abandoned. Thought to be 10
covers carried. Nierinck 320707. Photo.
£350-£400
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312

)

1933 (Jan. 12) Bosovina cover from Germany to Cairo, plane crashed at Tanagra near Thebes en route from
Salonica to Athens on Jan. 13, without special marking but with Athens Jan. 14 transit and Cairo Jan. 16 arrival,
scarce. Nierinck 330113. Photo.
£250-£300

313

)

1933 (Mar. 3) cover from Egypt to Greece, the seaplane Satyrus was forced down in heavy seas near Gayduronisi
on Mar. 4 while flying from Alexandria to Athens, with Mar. 5 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 330304. £100-£150

314

)

1933 (May 28) cover from Latvia to Danzig, with mixed franking of six stamps tied Riga air c.d.s’s, plane was forced
down due to mechanical trouble near Neustettin on May 29. Nierinck 330529c. Photo.
£80-£100

315

)

1933 (Aug. 26) International Airlines Ltd Western Air Express envelope from Croydon to Plymouth, with 3d.
yellow and black vignette tied by International Airlines cachet, also with “First/Flight/26-8-33.” cachet alongside,
signed by the pilot, the plane had to return to Croydon due to fog. Photo.
£80-£100

316

)

1934 Pond and Sabelli signed air mail envelope from New York to Rome, plane left on May 14 but was forced to
land in Ireland after a broken fuel pipe, with Rome June 11 arrival. Nierinck 340515. Photo.
£180-£200

317

)

1934 (June 20) Zurich-Istanbul-Zurich flight cover from Liechtenstein to Switzerland with “Am 28. Juni auf dem
Luftweg befördert/Zurich-Nepeal-Athen-Istanbul-Belgrad/bis Pfullendorf (Notlandung)” cachet and 1934 (June
26) return cover from same flight. Yugoslavia to Switzerland with same cachet but the first four destinations
deleted, plane was forced to land at Pullendorf on June 28. Nierinck 340628a, c. Photo.
£150-£200

318

)

1935 (Jan. 7) cover from Glasgow to the National Bank of Scotland in Kirkwall bearing 1½d. tied British Industry
roller cancellation, the plane crashed after takeoff on Jan. 8 in the Moray Firth, this cover without handwritten
note. Believed only seven covers known. Nierinck 350108. Photo.
£150-£200

319

)

1935 (Sept. 21) New York-Lithuania flight by F. Waitkus souvenir envelope (Lithuanian stamp unoverprinted),
plane was forced to land at Ballinrobe, Ireland. Nierinck 350921b. Photo.
£120-£150

320

)

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1936 to 1937, incl. 1936 cover from Belgium to Portugal (360420,
Air France plane was damaged at Madrid on Apr. 20), 1936 cover from Germany to Switzerland with Luzern May.
5 machine cancellation on reverse (Nierinck 360430a, plane crashed into Mount Rigi on Apr. 30), 1936 cover from
Singapore to England with “DAMAGED BY SEA/WATER” boxed cachet (360822b, Scipio crashed on Aug. 22 near
Crete), 1936 Gordon Bennett balloon cover from Amsterdam to Warsaw (balloon crashed in Archangel in Russia),
1937 cover from Iraq to Scotland (370505, plane crashed on a beach near Athens on May 5), 1937 cover to
Amsterdam with “SERVICE POSTAL FRANÇAIS...” cachet in violet and cover from Egypt to England with boxed
“DAMAGED BY/SEA WATER/IN AIRPLANE/ACCIDENT” boxed cachet (371001b, f, Courtier flying boat crashed
into the sea near England on Oct. 1), 1937 cover from Palestine to England with boxed “DAMAGED BY SEA/
WATER” and cover to Riga with “SERVICE POSTAL FRANCAIS...” cachet in violet (371205b, e, the plane Cygnus
overturned while taking off from Brindisi on Dec. 5). (9 covers)
£300-£400

321

)

1936 (Apr. 21) cover from France to Berlin, bearing Air 2f., plane crashed during a night flight between Brussels
and Köln on Apr. 21, with handwritten “retardé par accident” note, “AVION ACCIDENTE” cachet and Senlis Apr.
22 datestamp. Nierinck 360421a, b. Photo.
£200-£250
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322

)

1936 (June 15) cover from Bergen to Helgeland, plane crashed into Lihesten mountain on June 16 en route from
Bergen to Tromso, with “Gjenfunnet post/fra Havorn” cachet in violet and handwritten note, scarce. Nierinck
360616a, b. Photo.
£250-£300

323

)

1936 (Aug. 10) cover from Norway to London, with Tonsberg registration label, plane crashed on Aug. 12 50km
from Köln, this cover without ambulance envelope. Nierinck 360812. Around two covers known. Photo.
£200-£250

324

)

1936 (Sept. 24) cover from England to Kenya, the plane Boadicea disappeared while crossing the Channel on Sept.
25, with “SERVICE POSTAL FRANCAIS/Correspondance retardée par suite/du naufrage d un avion/Reconstitué
par le Service Français/NE PAS TAXER” cachets in red. Nierinck 360925b. Photo.
£150-£200

325

)

1936 cover from England to Gothenberg, the plane Boadicea disappeared while crossing the Channel on Sept. 25,
with “The accompanying article which was washed ashore on the coast of England...” label. Nierinck 360925d.
Photo.
£120-£150

326

)

1936 (Dec. 8) cover from England to the Netherlands, bearing 2d. (2), plane crashed during takeoff from Croydon
on Dec. 9, with handwritten note and British resealing labels. Nierinck 361209. Photo.
£100-£150

327

)

1937 (Mar. 22) envelope from Homerton to India, the plane Capricornus was caught in a snowstorm and crashed
in the Rhone Valley in France on Mar. 24 en route to India, with Lucknow Mar. 30 arrival. Nierinck 370324. Photo.
£100-£120

328

)

1937 (July) cover from the Netherlands to Paris (redirected to Italy), with “AVION ACCIDENTE” cachet, plane
caught fire after takeoff from Brussels. Nierinck 370728a. Photo.
£150-£200

329

)

1937 (Nov. 15) cover from Germany to Surrey, plane crashed when landing at Stene on Nov. 16 in heavy fog, this
cover without note. Nierinck 371116, only a few covers known. Photo.
£150-£200

330

)

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1938 to 1939, comprising 1938 cover from Germany to Paris with
ambulance cover (Nierinck 380222b, plane crashed on Jan. 22 in fog near Le Bourget), 1938 cover from France
to Tunisia with “ACCIDENT D’AVION/Correspondances recueillies en mer/NE PAS TAXER” cachet (380209a,
flying boat crashed on takeoff from Marseille), 1938 cover from Morocco to France with “CORRESPONDANCE
AVION...” cachet (380323a, plane crashed on Mar. 23 in the Pyrenees), 1939 cover from London to Belgium with
typewritten note (390314, plane crashed at Haren on Mar. 14 due to bad visibility), 1939 cover from London to
Zurich with bilingual typewritten note (390811f, plane had to make a forced landing at Saint Sauveur on Aug. 11),
and 1939 postcard from England to Norway with ambulance envelope and typewritten note (390815d, plane landed
in water near Copenhagen on Aug. 15 after fire broke out onboard). (6)
£250-£300

331

)

1938 (Sept. 30) envelope from Rotterdam to Italy, plane crashed into a glacier on Oct. 1 between Frankfurt and
Milan, the mail being recovered 15 years later and returned to sender, this cover without note. Nierinck 381001.
Photo on page 44.
£150-£200
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332

)

1939 envelope from Germany to Bognor Regis, with “Beim Flugzeugungluck am 31.8. in Hannover/beschadigt PA
61” label, plane crashed on Aug. 31 after taking off from Hannover. Nierinck 390831a. Photo.
£100-£150

333

)

1939 (Dec. 29) cover to Denmark, plane was bombed and destroyed when taking off from England on Jan. 15,
with "Beskadiget af Sovand" cachet in violet. Nierinck 400115.
£80-£100

334

)

A group of crash covers from 1940 to 1944, comprising 1940 cover from France to Beirut with “ACCIDENT
D’AVION...” cachet (400505d, plane crashed on May 5 after taking off at Marseille), 1942 cover from Switzerland

to Hungary with “durch Flugzeugunfall beschädigt” cachet in violet and another cover from Switzerland to
Bratislava without cachet (421208, plane crashed on Dec. 8, exact details not known), 1943 censored cover from
Spain to Berlin with “Accidente” cachets (details of crash unknown), 1943 cover from America to Scotland with
“DAMAGED BY SA WATER” boxed cachet (430222o, plane crashed into the River Tagus on Jan. 22), 1944 cover
from Belgium to Norway with “Oslo postkontor...” label (440421a, fire broke out on board and the plane had to
make a forced landing in the sea), and 1944 cover from Switzerland to Sweden with “Denna
forsandeise har...” label (441129a, plane crashed on Nov. 29 after an attack by the German military). (7)
£250-£300
335

)

1941 censored envelope from India to Lancashire, plane was shot down in May but details are unknown due to
the military situation, with “DAMAGED AS A RESULT/OF ENEMY ACTION” cachet in red, with handwritten note
on reverse stating “received Sept 15th 41/July 17th”. Nierinck 410500. Photo.
£100-£150

336

)

1941 (Nov. 7) cover from Finland to Sweden with “Lanetye vahvingoittunut...” cachet in violet, plane crashed on
Nov. 7 near Abo. Nierinck 411107. Photo.
£100-£120

337

)

1944 (Aug. 24) cover from Sweden to England with boxed “Damaged through an air-/plane accident in course/of
conveyance” cachet, plane crashed into Kinnekulle mountain on Aug. 29. Nierinck 440829b. Photo. £100-£150

338

)

A group of crash covers from 1945 to 1946, comprising 1945 cover sent within France with “AVION ACCIDENTE”
cachet (Nierinck 450102a, plane crashed on Jan. 2 after takeoff from Le Bourget), 1945 cover being returned to
Canada from England with “SALVAGED FROM/AIR CRASH” cachet in violet (450125, plane crashed during takeoff
from Biggin Hill, Kent on Jan. 25), 1946 cover sent within France with “RETARDE/par suite d’Accident/d’Aviation”
cachet (460205a, plane was forced down on Feb. 5 on Menorca), 1946 cover from Denmark to France with
ambulance cover and label (460903a, plane crashed on Sept. 3 near Stevins), 1946 cover from France to England
without special marking (460904, plane crashed on Sept. 4 after takeoff from Le Bourget), 1946 cover from London
to Amsterdam with typewritten label (461114a, plane crashed on landing at Amsterdam on Nov. 14), and 1947
cover to Stockholm with note from Olav Olsen (470126, plane crashed on Jan. 26 after takeoff from Copenhagen).
(7)
£350-£400

339

)

1947 (Mar. 14) picture postcard sent within France, plane crashed on Mar. 14 in the Vercors, with “Correspondance
recuperée...” typewritten label. Nierinck 470314b. Photo.
£150-£200

340

)

1947, two covers to Denmark, one from France and one from Brazil, both with different “Beskadiget ved...” notes,
plane crashed on landing at Oresund airport on Dec. 29. Nierinck 471229b, d.
£100-£120

341

)

A group of crash covers from 1948 to 1950, comprising 1948 cover from Belgian Congo to London without special
marking (Nierinck 480301, plane crashed on taking off from London on Mar. 2), 1948 cover from Sweden to
London (480704, plane collided with another plane on July 4 while waiting to land at London), 1948 cover from
the Netherlands to London with “DAMAGED BY SEA/WATER” cachet (500203a, plane crashed into the sea off the
coast of England on Feb. 3, 1950 postcard from Denmark to Norway with “Kirkenes postkontor” cachet in green
and handwritten note (500515a, plane crashed in the sea near Harstad on May 15), 1950 cover from London to
Belgium with “COURRIER HELIOCOPTERE/ACCIDENTE” cachet” (500915, helicopter crashed into the Meuse on
Sept. 15). (5)
£250-£300

342

)

1948 (Dec. 19) cover from Romania to Haifa, plane was shot down and crashed in the Taigetos mountains in
Greece on Dec. 21, with “La presente lettre a ete trouvée dans le debris/l’avion (ligne aerienne OK 584 PRAHALYDDA)/ abattu le 21./XII. 1948 pres de Calamata, Grece” label and Haifa Jan. 28 arrival on reverse. Nierinck
481221. Photo.
£100-£150

343

)

1950 airletter from India to Robson Lowe in London, plane crashed into Mont Blanc on Nov. 3, with “Salvaged
April 1951, from the/Air Liner Malabar-Princess, which/crashed in the Alps, November 1950” label, London Apr.
30 arrival on reverse. Nierinck 501103b. Photo on page 46.
£100-£120
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344

)

1951 (Dec. 13) cover from Italy to Amsterdam, plane crashed on Dec. 14 in heavy fog on landing at Amsterdam,
with typewritten note. Nierinck 511214. Photo.
£120-£150

345

)

A group of crash covers from 1951 to 1953, comprising 1951 ambulance cover with “Contiene corrispondenza
dannegiata...” cachet to Rome without contents (Nierinck 511223, plane crashed on Dec. 23 shortly after leaving
Shannon airport), 1952 cover from France to Stockholm with ambulance cover and typewritten note (520304,
plane hit a hill and crashed in Saint Augustin on Mar. 4), 1952 cover from Italy to Amsterdam with ambulance
cover and typewritten note (520322a, plane crashed shortly after takeoff from Rome on Mar. 22), and 1953 cover
from France to new Caledonia with “1.9.53 Accident Avion Paris-Saigon” (530901, plane crashed into Mount
Cenet on Sept. 1). (4)
£200-£300

346

)

1953 (Oct.) envelope (in three pieces) from Germany to Belgian Congo, with note and ambulance cover, plane
crashed and exploded on takeoff from Frankfurt airport on Oct. 14. Nierinck 531014a. Photo.
£100-£150

347

)

A group of crash covers from 1954 to 1955, incl. 1954 cover from Kuala Lumpur to Isle of Man with “DAMAGED
BY SEAWATER/COMET MAIL” cachet in red (Nierinck 540110b, plane crashed on Jan. 10 near Elba Island), 1954
cover from Hong Kong to England with ambulance cover and cover from China to Switzerland both with
“Corrispondenza recuperata in seguito/incidente aereo del 14 GEN 1954” cachet (540114a, plane crashed on landing
in a field near Rome on Jan. 14), 1954 cover from London to Sudan with typewritten label affixed in Khartoum
(540408a, plane crashed into the sea near Sorrente on Apr. 8), 1954 cover from the Netherlands to the USA with
“SALVAGED FROM K.L.M. CRASH AT SHANNON” cachet (540905, plane crashed shortly after takeoff from
Shannon on Sept. 5), 1954 cover from London to Canada with “SALVAGED MAIL/AIRCRAFT CRASH/PRESTWICK
25-12-54” boxed cachet (541225a, plane crashed on landing on Dec. 25), 1955 cover from England to Belgian Congo
with “POSTES ROME GARE AVION...” cachet (550213a, plane crashed on Feb. 13 in the mountains near Rome),
and 1955 cover from Yugoslavia to Germany (551010, plane crashed on Oct. 10 in heavy fog when landing at
Vienna). (8)
£250-£300

348

)

A group of crash covers from 1956 to 1957, incl. 1956 cover from France to New York with
“Courrier.deteriore/Avion accidente” cachet in violet (Nierinck 560127b, plane hit a pylon on landing at Bron on
Jan. 27 and crashed), 1956 cover from Italy to San Francisco with “CORRESPONDANCE ACCIDENTE/EN COURS
DE TRANSPORT” cachet (561123a, plane crashed on takeoff from Rome on Nov. 23), 1957 cover from Russia to
Copenhagen with typewritten label (570815, plane crashed on landing at Copenhagen airport on Aug. 15), and
1957 cover from Barbados to Madeira with “SALVAGED MAIL 19-NOV-57/AQUILA AIR CRASH” cachet in violet
and ambulance cover (571116, plane crashed on Nov. 16 on the Isle of Wight after an engine fire). (5 covers)
£250-£300

349

)

1955 (July 25) postcard from the Netherlands to Israel, plane crashed on July 27 in Greece after being shot down
by the Bulgarian Air Force, with Hebrew boxed cachet in blue-grey. Nierinck 550727a. Photo.
£100-£150

350

)

1956 (Nov. 18) registered postal stationery envelope from Australia to Slovakia, plane crashed on takeoff from
Zurich on Nov. 24, with “endommage/retarde...” typewritten label on front and “Poskozeno (zpozdeno) pri...” label
on reverse. Nierinck 561124a, b. Photo.
£150-£200

351

)

A group of crash covers from 1960 to 1962, incl. 1960 cover from Italy to New York with “SALVAGED
FROM/PLANE CRASH AT/SHANNON AIRPORT” cachet (Nierinck 600226a, plane crashed after takeoff from

Shannon on Feb. 26), 1961 cover with letter from Memphis to Belgium with ambulance cover (610215, plane
crashed near Brussels on Feb. 15), 1961 cover from Germany to Columbia with “Correio recuperado...” label
(610615, plane crashed on landing at Lisbon on June 15), 1961 cover to Cyprus with “SALVAGED MAIL/AIRCRAFT
INCIDENT” cachet (611211, plane crashed during takeoff from Ankara on Dec. 21), and 1962 cover from New
York to Poland with “Zakaczony list...” typewritten label (621219, plane crashed at Warsaw in Dec. 19). (6)
£300-£400
352

)

A group of crash covers from 1965 to 1970, incl. 1965 cover to Grenoble with “COURRIER ACCIDENTE/en COURS
de TRANSPORT” cachet and ambulance envelope (plane crashed on May 28 when taking off from Paris), 1968
Vienna Balloon Flight cover with “BALLON ABGESTURZT/SENDUNGEN/ZUM TEIL BESCHADIGT” boxed cachet
(balloon crashed into the Vienna Post Office Tower on June 6), 1969 Sweden-Denmark rocket mail envelope with
“CRASHED/BY ROCKET/IMPACT” cachet in green, 1969 cover sent within France with “COURRIER
ACCIDENTE/on COURS de TRANSPORT” cachet (690528b, plane crashed on takeoff from Paris on May 29), and
1970 cover from Philippines to Switzerland with typewritten note (700419c, plane caught fire on takeoff from
Rome on Apr. 19). (6)
£120-£150
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353

)

354

)

1963 (Sept. 3) cover from Switzerland to Ghana, plane crashed on Sept. 4 in Durrenash after takeoff from Zurich,
with bilingual “Dem Absender zuruckzugeben...” note. Nierinck 630904. Photo.
£180-£200
1966 (Jan. 20) cover from India to Sheffield, Air India plane crashed in the Italian Alps on Jan. 24, with “RECOVERED
£100-£150

FROM AIR CRASH” cachet. Nierinck 660124b. Photo.

355

)

1966 (Nov. 14) postcard from Ennepetal to Berlin, plane crashed on Nov. 15 near Dallgow, with ambulance cover
and “Sehr geehrter Postkunde!...” note. Nierinck 661115a, c. Photo.
£100-£120

356

)

1967 (Oct. 10) cover from Austria to Cyprus, plane crashed on Oct. 12 after takeoff from Athens when a bomb
on board exploded, with Greek cachet in green. Nierinck 671202. Photo.
£80-£100

357

)

1970 (Feb. 20) envelope from Germany to Israel, plane was en route from Zurich to Tel Aviv on Feb. 21 when a
bomb hidden in a postal bag exploded causing the plane to crash near Würenlingen, with “Correspondance
provenant/du “Coronado” tombé à/ Würenlingen./Office postal Zurich 56” cachet. Nierinck 700221. Photo.
£150-£200

358

)

A group of crash covers from 1971 to 1988, comprising 1971 cover from Austria to England with “AIR CRASH”
cachet (Nierinck 711022a, plane crashed in Belgium on Oct. 2), 1973 cover from Brazil to the Netherlands with
“CORRESPONDANCE ACCIDENTEE/EN COURS DE TRANSPORT” cachet in black, typewritten note and
ambulance envelope (730711a, g, plane crashed on landing at Paris on July 11 after a fire on board), 1984 cover
sent within Scotland with postmasters note (841119, plane crashed into a mountain after taking off from Dalcross
airport on Nov. 19), and 1988 cover with “COURRIER RETARDE/SUITE ACCIDENT AEROPOSTALE/DU 29-01-88”
cachet (880129a, plane crashed on takeoff from Toulouse on Jan. 29). (4)
£200-£300

359

)

1971 (Feb. 16) cover from France to Sofia, plane crashed on Jan. 18 near Zurich after entering fog, with
“Correspondance provenant/de l’avion tombé à/Rümlang/ZRH AP, 18.1.71./Office postale Zurich 58” cachet.
Nierinck 710118. Photo.
£100-£150

360

)

1976 (Sept. 6) cover from London to Turkey, plane collided with another aircraft and crashed into a field on Sept.
10 near Zagreb, with “RECOVERED FROM AIRCRASH/ZAGREB 10-9-76/FORWARDED TO/DESTINATION”
cachets on front and reverse in red. Nierinck 760910a. Photo.
£80-£100

Latin America
361

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1930 to 1935, comprising 1930 cover from Argentina to Paris with
“Accident d’Avion/Correspondances recueillies en mer/NE PAS TAXER” cachet in violet on reverse (Nierinck
300510a, plane crashed and sank into the sea on May 10), 1931 cover from Mexico to Havana with “Mojada en
el accidente/te occurido al hidroavión/“MEXICO” en su viaje inau-/gural” label (310119b, plane crashed in the gulf
of Mexico on Jan. 19), 1931 American Clipper first flight cover (311135, plane was damaged on takeoff from
Barranquilla on Nov. 25), 1934 cover from Italy to Buenos Aires with Cortesia boxed cachet (340128a, plane
overturned while landing on a beach near Fortaleza on Jan. 28), 1934 sent within Colombia with “Demorada la
entrega por/haberse transportado con/el avion “Von Krohn” el/10 de Marzo 1934.” cachet (341310a, plane crashed
in the Andes on Mar. 10) and 1935 World Record Long Distance Flight envelope from Cleveland to South America
(350906a, plane was forced to land in Louisiana). (6)
£200-£300

362

)

1932 (Feb. 26) cover from Argentina to Sheffield, plane was struck by lightning and crashed on Feb. 27 near Setiba
in Mexico, with “DAMAGED BY SEA WATER” cachet. Nierinck 320227e. Photo.
£80-£100

363

)

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1935 to 1951, comprising 1935 cover from Argentina to Geneva
with “COURRIER ACCIDENTE AU BRESIL/LE 3 NOVEMBRE 1935” cachets in violet (Nierinck 351103a, plane
crashed after takeoff from Bahia on Nov. 3), 1935 cover from Chicago to Rio without special marking (351220,
clipper overturned in Port of Spain harbour on Dec. 20), 1937 cover from Argentina to New York with “Recovered
from/Plane N.C. 15065/Aug. 3 1937/Cristobal, C.Z.” cachet (370803a, plane crashed in Mosquito Bay on Aug. 3),
1939 cover sent within Brazil with “ACCCIDENTE DE AVIÃ” cachet (390813b, seaplane crashed and sunk near
Cobras Island on Aug. 13), 1943 cover sent within Brazil with “AVIAO SINISTRADO” cachet (430827, plane crashed
at Santos Dumont Airport on Aug. 27), and 1951 cover to Colombia with “DEMORADA SU ENTREGA...” cachet
(510902, plane crashed when landing in Kingston Bay on Sept. 2). (6)
£200-£300
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United States of America
364

)

365

)

1918 (May 15) Washington-New York first trip picture postcard, bearing 24c. tied Air Mail Service Washington
c.d.s, plane was forced down after takeoff and the mail was forwarded on May 16, postcard with corner clipped.
Ex Eisendrath. Photo.
£150-£200
1918 (June 3) New York-Boston first trip envelope, bearing 24c. tied New York Air Mail Service c.d.s. with “AERIAL
£120-£150

MAIL” cachet alongside, plane was damaged during takeoff. Photo on page 48.

366

)

1918 (Dec. 18) New York-Chicago illustrated first flight cover, bearing 3c. (2) with “By Airplane Mail” cachet
alongside, plane crashed after leaving Cleveland, Ohio. Photo.
£100-£150

367

)

1919 cover from Belgium to Washington, with postmaster’s note, plane crashed at Cleveland whilst attempting
to land en route from New York to Chicago on Sept. 15. Photo.
£120-£150

368

)

1920 (Sept. 13) envelope from New Jersey, with “Damaged Air Mail Wreck/Near Toldeo O 9 14 20” cachet in
violet, plane caught fire during a forced landing on Sept. 14. Photo.
£100-£120

369

)

1920 (Oct. 13) envelope from Illinois to Nebraska, with ambulance envelope bearing “CONTENTS DAMAGED
£100-£150

BY/AIR MAIL FIRE OCT 16” cachet, plane crashed in fog near Batavia, Illinois. Photo.

370

)

A selection of crash and interrupted covers from 1921 to 1927, incl. 1921 cover with letter from Salt Lake City to
Denver with manuscript “Souvenir of U.S. Mail Aeroplane Wreck/at Rock Springs, Wyo, May 5th. 1921/in which
the pilot was killed” (plane crashed when taking off from Wyoming for Cheyenne on May 5), 1922 Lethbridge,
Alberta first flight envelope (Nierinck 220622, plane crashed on June 22 on landing at Minot), 1922 cover from
Los Angeles to Chicago with “Delayed by forced landing/Air Mail Plane-Porcupine/Ridge, Utah, Dec. 15,
1922/Recovered Dec. 27, 1922” cachet , 1925 cover from New York to Illinois with “plane in accident/mail damaged
by water/A.C.LEUDER P.M.” note, 1926 cover from Pasco to Utah (plane was forced down on Oct. 1 near Lucin),
etc. (11)
£300-£400

371

)

1923 (Feb. 25) envelope from Brooklyn to Los Angeles, with “Damaged-in-Airplane/Accident Cochranton/Feb
23 1923” cachet in violet, plane crashed after striking the ground. Photo.
£100-£120

372

)

1927 (Sept. 2) cover from Boston to New Brunswick, with large air mail label, plane crashed on Sept. 2 due to fog
near Wallingford. Photo.
£80-£100

373

)

1927 (Oct. 25) cover from Glendale to Seattle, with “Delayed By Accident/To Plane Oct. 26” cachet, plane crashed
on Oct. 26 after the pilot evacuated and was found a few days later near Saugus, California. Photo. £80-£100

374

)

A selection of crash and interrupted covers from 1928 to 1929, incl. 1928 cover from New York to Chicago with
“Damaged in Mail Place Accident” handstamp on affixed label (plane crashed on Feb. 15 into the river Monogahela
near Pittsburgh), 1928 cover to California with “Received in bad condition/San Francisco” cachet (plane crashed
on Feb. 26 near Marquette, Nebraska), 1928 cover to New York with “REC. ST. PETERSBURG,FLA/AUG. 16,
1928/FR.WRECKED PLANE NC55” cachet (plane crashed into the Gulf of Mexico), 1928 cover from New York to
Idaho with “DAMAGED IN MAIL PLANE/ACCIDENT AT HURON,OHIO/DEC.20 1928 6P.M.” cachet (plane crashed
during a snow storm), 1929 New Orleans-Houston first flight cover signed by pilot (plane was forced down at
Gulfport, Mississippi on Jan. 23), 1929 cover from Vancouver to the Bahamas with “Damaged in Plane
crash/ATLANTA, GA. SEPT 13, ‘29” cachet (plane crashed into a radio mast at Fort McPherson), 1929 cover from
Los Angeles to Kentucky with “Damaged in plane crash/Indianapolis, Ind./Nov. 2, 1929/ROBT.H.BRYSON, P.M.”
label (plane crashed on landing), etc. (13)
£250-£300

375

)

1928 (Nov. 24) air mail envelope from New York to Ohio, bearing 10c., on Nov. 25 the plane crashed during a
snowstorm at West Lebanon, Ohio en route to Louisville, the pilot was killed. Believed only four covers known.
Photo.
£80-£100

376

)

1929, two covers to Ohio, both with ambulance cover and different postmaster’s notes, plane crashed in fog near
Mount Vernon on Oct. 29.
£100-£150

377

)

A selection of crash and interrupted covers from 1930 to 1931, incl. 1930 cover from California to Texas with
“Delay due to wrecked mail plane/January 10, 1930.” cachet (plane crashed into the Wabash mountains), 1930
cover from New York to Missouri with “Damaged by fire in Airplane/Near Goshen IND July 2” cachet (plane
crashed into a pole while flying low), 1931 cover from Seattle to San Francisco with “Damaged in fire ar Roseberg,
Ore” cachet (plane crashed on Mar. 3 after catching fire during landing), etc. (13)
£150-£200
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378
379

378

)

1930 (Feb. 8) cover sent within Minnesota, with “MAIL PLANE WRECKED/IN SNOW STORM” cachet, signed by
Paul B. Sanderson (postmaster of Boudette), plane crashed in Lake of Woods on Feb. 8. Two covers known. Photo.
£100-£150

379

)

1930 (May 30) Bremen-New York catapult envelope with June 6 cachet in red, bearing 15g., 30g. and 50g. tied
Vienna c.d.s’s. Thought to be eighteen covers known. Photo.
£100-£120

380

)

1930 Round the World with John Henry Mears unaddressed 1c. postcard, uprated with Special Delivery 10c. with
East Orange Aug. 1 c.d.s’s, Harbour Grace Aug. 2 transit alongside, plane crashed on takeoff from Newfoundland
on Aug. 3 where the plane was damaged beyond repair. 25 cards carried. Photo.
£100-£150

381

)

A selection of crash and interrupted covers from 1932 to 1933, incl. 1932 envelope from Columbus to California
with ambulance envelope and “SALVAGED/AIR MAIL” cachet (plane crashed on Mar. 19 near Calimesa), 1932
envelope from Los Angeles to Rhode Island (on Mar. 21 a T.W.A. plane crashed into the river Ohio), 1932 cover
from Philadelphia to Seattle with “DAMAGED BY PLANE CRASH/IN WILLAMETTE RIVER” cachet (plane crashed
on May 30 after the engine exploded), 1932 cover from Los Angeles to Washington with P.O. Inspector’s note
(plane crashed on June 2 during landing at Fresno), 1932 envelope from Detroit to California (on July 10 the plane
crashed while attempting to make an emergency landing at Sterling, Illinois), 1932 envelope to California with
note from the U.S.Post Office (plane crashed during an emergency landing on Dec. 13 at McCullough Town,
Iowa), and 1933 cover from Chicago to Massachusetts with “DELAY DUE TO/AIR MAIL INTERRUPTION/
AT/JACKSON MICHIGAN/SEP 16 1933” cachet (plane crashed in a swamp during a storm). (12)
£300-£400

382

)

1933 cover carried on a flight from Pendine Sands, Wales to New York by Amy Johnson and her husband, on July
23 the plane Seafarer was forced to land in a swamp near Bridgeport, Connecticut, after running low on fuel,
signed by both pilots. Four covers carried. Nierinck 330723. Photo.
£500-£600
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388

383

53

)

A selection of crash and interrupted covers from 1934 to 1935, incl. 1934 cover from Ohio to Halifax with
“DAMAGE-DUE-TO-AIR-MAIL/INTERRUPTION AT ALBANY/N.Y.JAN 30TH” cachet (plane caught fire during

takeoff), 1934 envelope from Salt Lake City to Washington (plane crashed while trying to land at Deshler, Ohio
on Feb. 22), 1934 cover from Chicago to Miami Beach (plane crashed on Nov. 28 at Scottsboro, Alabama after
running out of fuel), 1934 envelope from Houston to Chicago (plane crashed on Dec. 8 in Columbia after engine
failure), 1934 cover from New York to Seattle with “DAMAGE DUE TO/AIR MAIL INTERRUPTION/AT/BUFFALO
NY/DEC 19 1934” cachet in violet, 1935 cover from Michigan to California with handwritten note (plane crashed
on Jan. 31 into a river near Glendale, California), 1935 New York-Rome George and Monteverde flight cover
(plane was forced down in the sea on June 22), 1935 cover from Santa Monica to Kingston with “DELAY DUE
TO/AIR MAIL INTERRUPTION/AT/LOS ANGELES CALIF/SEP 1 1935” cachet (plane crashed during takeoff after
striking wires), etc. (11)
£300-£400
384

)

A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1936 to 1941, incl. 1936 cover from Washington to California with
“DAMAGED DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/GOODWIN,ARK/JAN.14-1936” cachet (plane crashed in
a swamp), 1936 cover with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/CHICAGO, ILL, MAY 26 1936”
cachet and ambulance cover (plane caught fire during takeoff), 1937 cover from Detroit to California (plane crashed
on Oct. 17 at Hump Ridge), 1938 cover from Portland to New York with “Delayed and damaged...” label (plane
crashed into Bridger Mountain on Jan. 10), 1941 cover from California to New York with “Damaged when T.W.A.,
A.M.2, Trip 6...” label and ambulance cover (plane crashed on Jan. 23 at St Louis, Missouri), 1941 cover to Canada
with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/MOORHEAD MINN./OCTOBER 30, 1941” cachet in
violet (plane crashed on landing), etc. (14)
£400-£500
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385

)

1937 card from the Hindenburg disaster, endorsed “Mit Luftschiff Hindenburg/3.Mai/1937”, sent on May
5 bearing 12pf. (4) tied by “DEUTSHE LUFTPOST/EUROPA-NORDAMERIKA” violet cancellations, one
adhesive missing, to New York City, with glassine ambulance wrapper bearing three Post Office Department
Officially Sealed labels. With Stamp Institute of America (Arthur Falk) certificate (1982) stating “one of the
finest examples recovered”, the lot also including Hindenberg Crash Mail: The Search Goes On by Arthur
Falk (1976). Photo also on front cover.
On Thursday, May 6, 1937, the airship Hindenburg burst into flames near the mooring mast at Lakehurst, New
Jersey. Well over 17,000 pieces of mail were on board the airship at the time of the crash but only around 368
pieces of mail were salvaged. Of these, 176 were largely unburned, having been stored in a protective, sealed
pouch awaiting postal service on the return flight.
A RARE AND EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE OF A HINDENBURG CRASH COVER FROM THE MOST FAMOUS AND
DRAMATIC AIR DISASTER IN HISTORY.

£7,000-£8,000
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386

)

387

)

55

1939 (Mar. 25) cover from Chicago to Austin, with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA/MAR 25 1939” cachet in violet and postmaster’s note, plane crashed on takeoff from
Brownsville. Photo.
£80-£100
A group of crash and interrupted covers from 1942 to 1948, incl. 1942 cover from Denver to New York with
“DELAYED DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/NEW YORK N.Y./APR 11 1942” cachet (plane overshot

landing and ended up in Flushing Bay), 1942 U.S. Army cover to Illinois with “Damaged by WATER” cachet (on
Oct. 23 a U.S. Army plane hit a passenger aircraft in flight), 1943 cover from Louisville to California with “DAMAGE
DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION/TRAMMEL,KY/JULY 29 1943” cachet (plane crashed after striking a tree),
1944 cover from Hot Springs National Park to Washington with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION/
MEMPHIS,TENN./FEB 10 1944” cachet (plane crashed into the Mississippi River), 1944 cover from New Jersey to
New York with label from Albert Goldman, Postmaster (plane crashed on Dec. 13), 1945 cover with same label
and ambulance cover (plane crashed on Jan. 13 at Goose Bay), 1946 cover from Portland to New York with “DELAY
DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/ELK MOUNTAIN, WYO/JAN 31 1946” cachet, 1946 cover from San
Francisco to Washington with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR-MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/Cheyenne, Wyo/Oct 8
1946” cachet, 1947 cover from Newport to Cleveland with “DELAY DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION
NEAR/NEW YORK, N.Y./MAY 29 1947” cachet, and 1947 cover with “DAMAGE DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION
£150-£200
NEAR RUBY’S INN/UTAH, OCT 24, 1947” cachet. (10)
388

)

1942 cover from New York to Los Angeles with “DAMAGED DUE TO AIR MAIL/INTERRUPTION NEAR/LAS
VEGAS, NEV./JAN 16 1942” cachets, plane struck Spring Mountain and crashed, killing the occupants including

the American actress Carole Lombard. Photo.
389

)

£100-£120

A selection of crash covers from 1948 to 1954, comprising 1948 cover from Baton Rouge to Philadelphia with
“RECOVERED FROM/PLANE CRASH/WASHINGTON D-C” cachet (plane crashed on Jan. 12 near Washington),

1948 cover from Cuba to New York with postmaster’s note (plane crashed on Jan. 21 at Logan Airport), 1948
cover from Kansas to New York with note and ambulance cover (plane crashed on June 15 at Wilburton), 1949
cover from Washington to San Diego (plane crashed on Nov. 28 at Dallas Airport), 1947 cover from Washington
to Seattle with postmaster’s note (plane crashed on Mar. 7 at Minneapolis), 1951 cover from San Francisco to
Denver with “DELAY caused by/Air Mail Interruption/Near Denver/Date 63051” cachet (plane crashed on June
30 into Crystal Mountain), 1951 cover from Montana to Washington with “Damaged in/Plane Accident/Near
Spokane, Wash/JAN 16 1951” cachet, 1954 cover from Phoenix to Minneapolis with “DELAY cause by/Air Mail
Interruption/Near GILETTE WYOMING/Date FEB 26 1954” cachet, 1954 cover from Germany to New York with
“Delay caused by/Air Mail Interruption/New Norwich Conn/Date AUG 3 1954” cachet in violet (Nierinck 540803,
plane crashed on Aug. 3 after possibly running out of fuel), and 1954 cover from Italy to New York with “DAMAGE
DUE TO AIRMAIL INTERRUPTION/EAR N.Y. INT’L AIRPORT DEC.18, 1954” cachet (541218, plane crashed on
Dec. 18 on its forth attempt to land). (11)
£200-£300
390

)

A selection of crash covers from 1955 to 1960 comprising 1955 cover from the U.S. Navy Antarctic Expedition
with “HELICOPTER CRASH/AT KAINAN BAY ICE BARRIER” cachet in violet (Nierinck 550122, helicopter crashed
on Jan. 22), 1955 cover from New Jersey to Washington with “DELAY cause by/Air Mail Interruption/near
DENVER/Date NOV 1 55” cachet in violet and typewritten note (plane crashed on Nov. 1 after a bomb was placed
on board), 1955 cover from Alaska to Salt Lake City with note from postal inspector (plane crashed into a mountain
in Wyoming on Oct. 6), 1955 cover from Brooklyn to Florida wih “DAMAGED IN PLANE CRASH/HOLLYWOOD,
S.C. 12/17/55” cachet in violet (plane exploded in mid air), 1955 cover to New York with note from Dead Letter
Office (plane crashed on Dec. 21 at Imeson Airport), 1956 cover from Hawaii with “DAMAGED IN HANDLING/IN
THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet (plane crashed on Oct. 16 in the sea 1,000 miles from San Francisco), 1957 cover
with “DAMAGED IN HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet (plane crashed on Nov. 8 halfway to Hawaii),
1959 cover from New York to California with “CHICAGO POST OFFICE/ENCLOSURE RECOVERED/FROM PLANE
WRECK 11-24-59” label and ambulance envelope (plane crashed just outside Chicago airport), and 1960 cover from
Illinois to Stamford with “DAMAGED IN HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” and ambulance cover (plane
crashed on Dec. 16 at Statton Island). (9)
£250-£300

391

)

1956 (June 29) envelope from San Francisco, plane crashed into another aircraft on June 30 over the Grand Canyon
en route from San Francisco to Washington, with “DAMAGED IN HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet
in violet. Seven covers known. Photo.
£80-£100
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392

)

A selection of crash covers from 1961 to 1986, incl. 1961 cover sent within Alaska with “DELAYED MAIL DUE TO
FREEZE-UP PERIOD/NO MAIL SERVICE” cachet, 1963 cover from Oklahoma to Kansas with “DAMAGED IN
HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet (plane crashed on Jan. 29 at Kansas Airport), 1971 cover from

Alabama to Illinois with “DAMAGED IN PLANE CRASH/AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA.” cachet (plane crashed on June
22), 1971 cover sent within Alaska with “DAMAGED IN HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet (plane
crashed on Sept. 4 in the Chika mountains), 1972 cover from Charlottesville to Chicago with “DAMAGED IN
HANDLING/IN THE POSTAL SERVICE” cachet (plane crashed on Dec. 8 at Chicago), 1974 postcard from South
Carolina with postmaster’s note (plane crashed on Sept. 11 in Charlotte, North Carolina), 1979 cover from
Washington (a bomb exploded on the plane on Nov. 15, the plane then landed at Dulles Airport), 1985 cover from
New York to Texas with “DAMAGED IN AN AIR, RAIL, TRUCK OR SHIP/ACCIDENT BEYOND CONTROL OF THE
U.S./POSTAL SERVICE” cachet in violet (plane exploded on Aug. 2 near Dallas), and 1986 envelope with
“U.S.P.S./DAMAGED IN CRASH OF/CONTRACT AIRPLANE AT/GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA/5-9-86” cachet
(plane crashed on May 9). (13)
£200-£300

Interrupted and Undeliverable

393

)

A fascinating collection of interrupted and undeliverable mail, with many unusual causes of delay, incl. wide range
of wartime delays, wrong trains, bad handwriting, fires, weather, strikes, address mistakes, flooding, thefts, 1893
cover from U.S.A. to London undelivered because the addressee was unable to read or write, 1905 postcard to
Fareham resent in 1907 after being found in a library book, 1906 postcard with "Beschädigt beim/
Eisenbahnunglück/in Ottersberg" cachet from a train crash on the Hamburg-Köln express, 1914 cover from the
wreck of the Empress of Ireland, 1930 cover from Australia to London with “DAMAGED BY FIRE/ON/S.S.
COMORIN” boxed cachet, 1929 Canton-Yunnan first flight cover, 1931 cover from U.S.A. to Canada with
“FRAUDULENT/Mail to this address returned/by order of the Postmaster General” cachet, 1940 cover from
London to a German in Manchester held at a post office for ten years before being returned, 1941 cover to Harrow
returned with “bombed out” annotation and “DELAYED BY/ENEMY ACTION” (surrounding bomb) cachet, 1942
cover sent to the Rosicrucian Fellowship in America (a pro-Nazi group) intercepted by authorities and returned
to Peru, 1956 cover from New Zealand to England delayed by getting caught in a postmarking machine, 1959
cover sent within England damaged by fireworks in a postbox with post office note, 1968 cover from a boat trapped
in the Suez canal to London with ‘Agapenor’ cinderella, 1970 cover sent within the UK with “DEMOLISHED”
cachet, 1989 postcard sent within France delayed by a mail robbery, 1990 cover sent within the UK delayed for
two years in a postman’s house with post office letter, etc. (approx. 100 covers)
£800-£1,000
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Second Session, Lots 394 – 874
Wednesday 18th September not before 12.30 pm
British Empire and Foreign Countries
Aden

394
Ex 396

395
395

394 s

India used in Aden: 1854-55 4a. cut to shape and used on piece, cancelled by “124” in bars with Aden datestamp
alongside. Photo.
£100-£120

)

- 1856 (July) entire to London, bearing two 1854-55 4a. cut to shape adhesives, both cancelled by “124” in bars,
readdressed within London and bearing Great Britain 1854-56 1d., a few imperfections, otherwise fine and scarce.
Photo.
£500-£600

396 J

1937 Dhow ½a. to 10r. set, the top value a lower marginal plate number example, unmounted mint, mainly fine.
S.G. 1-12, cat. £1,200. Photo.
£400-£500

395

397 J + 1953-63 20s. chocolate and reddish lilac and 20s. black and deep lilac, both in matching plate 1 corner blocks of
four, stamps unmounted mint, the first with some tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. 71, 72.
£150-£200
398

An unmounted mint selection in a stock book, K.G.V to early Q.E.II, incl. 1937 2r., 1939-48 to 10r. (4), 10r. pair,
10r. block of four, 1951 to 10s. on 10r. (5), 1953-63 to 20s. black and deep lilac (6), Protectorate States with Seiyun
1942 5r. corner plate block of four, 1951 5s. on 5r. block of four, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

399

A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1937 Dhow set mint, used to 5r., 1939-48 set mint, 1953-63 to 20s. (2)
mint, etc., varied condition. (163)
£350-£400

400

A mainly mint collection in an album, incl. 1937 Dhow set, 1939-48 set, 1953-63 to 20s. (2), etc. (178)
£300-£350

401

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1937 Dhow set used, Seiyun 1942 set used, South Arabia, etc.,
varied condition. (100s)
£200-£250
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402

A small used selection, incl. 1935 5r. (3, one on piece), Seiyun 1942 5r. block of four with large part imprint, etc.,
mainly fine. (26)
£150-£200

403

A selection of mainly covers and cards, incl. postal stationery, postcards, incoming mail with Saudi Arabia and
Yemen, censored mail, Paquebots, etc. (few 100s)
£300-£400

404

Qu'aiti State in Hadhramaut: Mint and used collection well presented on leaves with comprehensive range of
perf. and imperf. issues. incl. multiples, from 1966 to 1968 incl. 1966 World Cup and I.C.Y. sets and miniature
sheets etc., mainly fine.
£100-£120

Afghanistan
405

A collection in a stockbook, from 1876 to 1967, incl. good Kingdom issues (mainly unmounted), blocks of four,
covers, a few covers, postal stationery, etc. (100s)
£120-£150

Antigua

406

)

1822 (Apr. 22) entire letter ex ‘Codrington’ correspondence to Dodington, Gloucestershire, rated “2/1” and with
fine “ANTIGUA/FEB23” large fleuron on the reverse, fine. Photo.
£300-£350

407

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1879 2½d. used, 1884-87 1s. mint, 1903-07 to 5s. mint, 1913 5s.
mint, 1921-29 to £1 mint, 1932 Tercentenary set mint, 1938-51 set mint, etc., very mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

408

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1879 2½d. red-brown used, 1884-87 set mint, 1903-07 set mint, 1913
5s. mint, 1932 Tercentenary 5s. used with R.P.S. certificate (1999), etc., mixed condition. (73)
£300-£400

Argentina
409

)

1871 mourning envelope to Scotland, endorsed at top “p. H.M.S Douro”, bearing Great Britain 1867-73 1s. plate
4 ML cancelled by “B 32” barred oval, with Buenos Aires, Glasgow and Dalry despatch and receiving marks on
the reverse.
£80-£100

410

)

1877 envelope to France, franked by Argentine 1877-87 8c. lake tied by boxed “BUENOS AIRES” datestamp,
additionally franked by Great Britain 1858-79 1d. plate 167 SC and 1873-80 6d. grey plate 15 HC with indistinct
cancellations but the 6d. tied by red Calais datestamp, handstruck “T” alongside, manuscript “6” and “40” rate
marks, with London, Grenoble transit and receiving marks on reverse. B.P.A. certificate (2011). Photo.
£600-£700

Ascension
411 H

1922 to 3s., also 1934 1d. with ‘teardrops’ flaw, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 1-9, 22a, cat. £475. Photo.

412 m

- 2d. black and grey with variety line through “P” of “POSTAGE”, used, short perfs. and small thin at top, otherwise
fine. S.G. 4a, cat. £650. Photo.
£100-£120

£150-£200
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412

410

413

1938-53, a mint selection, some unmounted, incl. range of perfs. to 10s. unmounted (3), ½d. with long centre bar’
to “E” mint, 1½d. black and vermilion with ‘davit’ flaw unmounted, 1½d. black and rose-carmine block of four
showing ‘davit’ flaw unmounted, 2d. black and red-orange with ‘mountaineer’ flaw unmounted (crease), etc., a
few with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. (50)
£200-£250

414

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1922 set mint, 1924-33 ½d. mint (2) one with ‘broken mainmast’,
other ‘cleft rock’, 1d. mint (3) one with ‘broken mainmast’, other with ‘torn flag’, 2d. used (2), one with ‘broken
mainmast’, other with ‘cleft rock’, 3d. mint with ‘cleft rock’, 1934 set mint, 1938-53 ½d. ‘long centre bar’ to “E”
mint (2), values to 10s. mint (2), 1956 sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£700-£900

415

A K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1922 set mint, 1924-33 set mint, 1934 set mint, etc., varied condition. (35)
£250-£300

416

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1924-33 1d. with ‘cleft rock’ mint, 3s. mint, 1938-53 ½d. perf. 13
with long centre bar to “E” mint (2), 1d. black and yellow-orange perf. 13 unmounted mint block of six, one showing
‘mountaineer’ flaw, 4d. perf. 13 with ‘mountaineer’ flaw mint, 1956 set mint, also some Tristan da Cunha, etc.,
varied condition. (few 100s)
£250-£300

417

A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. 1924-33 to 3s. (top value unmounted), 1934 set, 1938-53 to
10s., etc., mainly fine. (53)
£200-£250

Australia and States

– 420 –

418

Australian States: A collection on Imperial leaves, incl. New South Wales 1897 Jubilee set used, Queensland
1879-81 1s. pale lilac unused, South Australia, Tasmania 1892-99 10s. used, Victoria, Western Australia 1854 1d.
black imperforate used, 1854-55 4d. used (2), 1s. used, etc., very mixed condition. (few 100s)
£600-£700

419

- A mainly used collection in an album, incl. New South Wales 1854-59 1s. pale red, Queensland, South Australia,
Victoria 1884 2s.6d., etc., mixed condition. Stated to cat. £10.000. (few 100s)
£600-£800

420

)

New South Wales: 1873 (May 20) cover from Wanganella to England “per R.M.S.S./Baroda”, franked by 18711902 1d. (2) in combination with Victoria 1867-71 6d., all tied by fine “398” in dots, with despatch c.d.s., Deniliquin
and Melbourne transit datestamps on reverse. Photo.
£400-£450
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421

)

South Australia: 1855 (Oct. 29) envelope from Adelaide to London bearing 6d. (four margins, close at left) tied
neat “66” barred numeral, with Australia Packet Feb. 22 1856 c.d.s. and indistinct London Paid, some soiling.
Photo.
£80-£100

422

)

- 1873 (Aug. 13) cover from Norwood to London “via Brindisi”, bearing 1868-79 9d. tied by “NORWOOD/S.A.”
c.d.s. with additional strike and small crowned circle “R” alongside, red London Paid Sept. 30 arrival below. Photo.
£100-£120

423 H

Tasmania: 1892-99 £1 green and yellow, fine very lightly mounted mint, fresh appearance. S.G. 225, cat. £500.
Photo.
£180-£200

)

- Postal Stationery: 1898 2d. and 2½d. postal stationery envelopes with twelve different views on six of each value,
fine unused complete set. H&G 2, 3. Photo.
£800-£1,000

425 I

Western Australia: Coolgardie Cycle Express 1894 1s., 2s.6d., 1896 6d., 2s. and 5s. unused, poor to good.
£150-£200

424

Australia
426 H

1913-14 First Watermark ½d. (2), 1d. (10), 2d., 2½d. (2), 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 5d., 6d., 9d., 1s. (2), 2s. (toned gum), and
5s., mint, range of shades and dies, mainly fine. (27) Photo.
£500-£600

427 H b - ½d., a mint group comprising single with watermark inverted, block of eight, corner marginal block of twelve
with CA monogram (a few minor tone spots) and corner block of eighteen with one stamp showing ‘bite’ to ‘Roos
tail, mainly fine. (4 items) Photo on page 166.
£250-£300
428 H

- 10s. grey and pink, mint, centred right, some slightly ragged perfs. and heavy hinge, otherwise fine. S.G. 14, cat.
£900. Photo.
£200-£250

429 H

1913-14 recess 1d., a specialised collection on leaves, mainly mint, incl. multiples with imprint block of eight,
shades, re-entries, etc., slightly mixed condition. (143)
£200-£250

430 H

1914-20 ½d. electro 5 lower marginal block of six with CA monogram (small mark on stamp next to monogram),
1d. single with CA monogram, 4d. single with JCB monogram and 1918-20 ½d. with CA monogram, mint, mainly
fine. (4)
£250-£300

431 J

- 5d. brown corner pair with JBC monogram, unmounted mint, vertical crease, otherwise fine. A.C.S.C. 123zb,
cat. $1,750. Photo.
£250-£300

432 H

1915 Second Watermark 2d. (2), 2½d. (3), 9d. (2), and 1s. (2), mint, mainly fine. (9)

£300-£350

433 H

- 2s. brown, mint, very lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 29, cat. £900. Photo.

£200-£250

434 H

1915-27 Third Watermark 2d. (5, one with watermark inverted), 2½d. (2), 3d. (4), 9d. (3, one with watermark
inverted), 1s. (3), 2s. and 5s. (3) mint, range of dies, also 1923-24 6d. and 2s., slightly mixed condition. (26)
£700-£800

435 H

A group of mint imprint ‘Roo multiples, comprising 1915-27 9d. die IIB Mullett pair, 9d. die IIB Harrison pair
(major pulled perf.), 1s. die IIB Mullett pair, 1923-26 6d. Harrison pairs (2), 1929-30 9d. die IIB Ash block of four,
1s. die IIB Ash pair, 1931-36 9d. Ash block of four, and 2s. Ash blocks of four (2), also 1945 ‘By authority’ imprint
blocks of four mint and used, slightly mixed condition. (12)
£350-£400

436 m

1915-27 Third Watermark 10s., three used examples, varied condition. S.G. 43, cat. £1,050.

437 m

- £1 chocolate and dull blue, used with registered oval, lightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 44, cat. £1,600. Photo.
£300-£400

£200-£250

438 J b 1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark ½d. electro 5 CA monogram corner block of eight, unmounted mint, some
minor creasing in selvedge (also with mount), otherwise fine. A.C.S.C. cat. $650. Photo on page 166. £100-£150
439 J b - ½d. electro 5 JBC monogram corner block of eight, unmounted mint, one stamp with minor gum bend, otherwise
fine. A.C.S.C. 63(5)zb, cat. $900.
£120-£150
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440 J b 1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark 1½d. lower left corner block of 24 (4 x 6) with watermark inverted, one
stamp showing “TA” of “POSTAGE” joined, unmounted mint, folded along a few rows of perfs., otherwise fine.
S.G. 51w, cat. £1,080+. Photo on page 60.
£300-£400
441 H

1923-24 Third Watermark 6d., two pairs showing the variety ‘broken leg on kangaroo’, mint, one or two minor
imperfections. A.C.S.C. 21(3)d, cat. $500.
£60-£70

442 H

- 2s. die II Mullett imprint pair, mint with heavy hinge, minor black dot in central selvedge, otherwise fine. A.C.S.C.
38(2)zc, cat. $1,000. Photo on page 60.
£100-£150

443 m

- £1 grey, used, pulled perf. at base, otherwise fine. S.G. 75, cat. £350. Photo on page 60.

444 H

A selection of K.G.V Head imprint multiples, incl. 1924 1½d. Harrison and Mullett pairs, 3d. Harrison pair, 192630 perf. 14 ½d. orange Mullett block of four, 1½d. Mullett pairs (2), 2d. Mullett pair, 3d. Mullett pair, Ash items
with perf. 13½ x 14 ½ block of four, 1d. block of twelve, 1½d. red-brown pair and block of four, 2d. red-brown
block of twelve and block of four, 2d. golden scarlet die II blocks of four, twelve (2) and eighteen, 4d. pair, 5d.
block of four, 1930 with 2d. on 1½d. block of four and pair, 5d. on 4½d. pairs (2) and block of four, 1931-36 1d.
blocks of four (2), 1½d. pair, 2d. pair and blocks of four (3), 3d. pairs (2), 5d. pair and blocks of four (2), 1s.4d.
block of four, etc. (38)
£800-£1,000

445 H

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark, perf. 13½ x 12½ 2d. golden scarlet die II, complete left hand and right hand
panes of forty two, mint, perf. separation, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 99, cat. £2,016+.
£500-£600

446 H

1929-30 Small Multiple Watermark 6d. (2), 9d., 1s., 2s., 5s. and 10s., mint, top value with a few shortish perfs.,
otherwise mainly fine. (7) Photo on page 60.
£250-£300

447 m

- £2 black and rose, used, staining and short perfs. otherwise fine. S.G. 114, cat. £750. Photo on page 60.
£80-£100

448 H

1931-36 Multiple Crown C of A Watermark 6d., 9d., 2s., 5s. and 10s., also 1945 2s., mint, mainly fine. (6) Photo
on page 60.
£150-£200

449 H

- £1 grey, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 137, cat. £650. Photo on page 60.

£180-£200

450 m

- £2 black and rose, fine used. B.P.A. certificate (2017). S.G. 138, cat. £600. Photo on page 60.

£150-£180

451 m

- £2 black and rose, used, shortish perf. at base, otherwise fine. S.G. 138, cat. £600. Photo on page 60.
£150-£200

Ex 453

£150-£200
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2000 Olympics, Australian Gold Medal Winners Printing Trials
At the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games Australia Post created a world first by issuing instant stamps depicting each
Australian gold-medal winner after the medal ceremony, the stamps being made available for sale nationally
coast to coast by midday on the day after the medal was awarded. Digital photographs were taken of athletes
wearing their medals and processed into artwork for rapid approval by the appropriate Olympic officials before
being transmitted electronically overnight to six national printing centres. The sheetlets (2 x 5) of ten stamps each
denominated 45c. and with inscribed panel at right were then printed in pairs by Fuji Xerox Australia Pty Ltd
onto pre-gummed and perforated paper. The following trials, believed unique, were printed before the Games
and are understood to have been later discovered when Fuji Xerox vacated their Sydney premises.
452 b E Perforated trial sheet on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between) depicting men’s hockey team, fourteen stamps
inscribed for “HERB ELLIOTT/400 m”, the others showing two differing inscriptions for James Brown, Men’s
Individual Trap Shooting or Men’s Hockey Team, the panel showing various designers’ names. Photo.
£200-£250
453 b E Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE
HILDRETH/Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, one sheet perforated on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between),
the other imperforate on ungummed paper. Hildreth failed to win a medal, being eliminated at the semi-final stage.
Photo on page 62.
£300-£350
454 b E Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, one sheet perforated on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between), the other
imperforate on ungummed paper.
£300-£350
455 b E

Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, one sheet perforated on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between), the other
imperforate on ungummed paper.
£300-£350

456 b E Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, one sheet perforated on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between), the other
imperforate on ungummed paper.
£300-£350
457 b E Trial sheet depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, printed inverted on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between) resulting in
perforations dramatically misplaced to right.
£200-£250
458 b E Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE
HILDRETH/Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, one imperforate on ungummed paper showing dry inking across
upper row, the other on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between) with upper row showing dramatic large part
dry run of cyan colour. Photo on page 63.
£200-£250
459 b E Trial sheet depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, imperforate on ungummed paper showing dramatic large part omission of red
and almost complete omission of cyan colour. Photo on page 63.
£200-£250
460 b E Trial sheet depicting swimmer Caroline Hildreth, the panel and stamps inscribed “CAROLINE HILDRETH/
Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between) showing dramatic partial omission
of yellow and black and complete omission of cyan and red colours. Photo on page 63.
£200-£250
461 b E Trial sheet with alternative depiction of swimmer Caroline Hildreth in action, the panel and stamps inscribed
“CAROLINE HILDRETH/Swimming: 200m breaststroke”, on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between). Photo.
£200-£250
462 b E

Trial sheet depicting swimmer Matt Welsh, the panel and stamps inscribed “MATT WELSH/Swimming: 200m
backstroke”, on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between). Welsh won the bronze medal in the 200m backstroke
and two silver medals in other events at the Games. Photo on page 63.
£200-£250

463 b E Trial sheet depicting swimmer Hayley Lewis in action, the panel and stamps inscribed “HAYLEY LEWIS/Swimming:
800m freestyle”, on gummed paper uncut (rouletted between). Lewis did not compete at the Games. Photo.
£200-£250
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Australia: 2000 Olympics continued
464 b E Two trial sheets depicting swimmer Ian Thorpe, one sheet perforated on gummed paper uncut (rouletted
between), the other imperforate on ungummed paper, both showing a single corrupted example of the
photographic vignette (this not the image later used) without inscription but with automated print error message
at right. Thorpe was the most successful Australian athlete at the Games, winning three gold and two silver medals.
Photo on page 64.
£200-£250
465

Officials: A mint K.G.V collection, all in multiples, comprising 1914 1d. blocks of four (3, one marginal and one
interpanneau), 1918-20 ½d. marginal block of eight, 1½d. black-brown strip of three, blocks of six and eight, 191823 1d. violet blocks of four (2), 1924 3d. block of four, 1926-30 perf. 13½ x 12½ 2d. scarlet imprint block of four,
3d. pair, 1932-33 1d. Ash imprint strip of four, 5d. Ash imprint block of four and 4d. Ash imprint pair, slightly
mixed condition. (15 items)
£500-£600

466

A collection of mint K.G.V Heads in an album, incl. 1914-20 ½d. watermark inverted block of twelve unmounted,
1d. die I/die II pair mint, 1918-20 ½d. corner block of six showing thin “1” in fraction at right, 1½d. block of thirty
unmounted, 1½d. on very thin paper block of 24 unmounted, 1918-23 to 1s.4d. (3), 2d. electro 16 bright rosescarlet with unlisted flaw showing the bottom frame line filled in, 1924 to 4½d., 1926-30 perf. 14 to 1s.4d, ½d. with
watermark inverted, 1½d. watermark inverted marginal block of four unmounted, 2d. block of four, perf. 13½ x
12½ to 1s.4d., 1d. ‘secret mark’, 1d. ‘flaw under neck’ in pair with normal, 1d. block of six with four stamps die II,
both shades of the 2d. in interpanneau upper marginal blocks of twelve unmounted, 1931-36 to 1s.4d. (2), range
of flaws, retouches, shades, etc., also 1913-14 6d., some used, poor to fine. (100s)
£1,200-£1,500

467

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1915-27 to 5s. used (3), 10s. used, 1923-24 £1 used, 1928 Exhibition
3d. block of four mint, 1948-56 to £2 mint, 1963-65 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

468

A mainly used collection of Kangaroos and K.G.V issues in an album, incl. 1915-27 3d. Dies I and II in pair, a good
range of K.G.V Heads with many varieties, 1924 1½d. scarlet with watermark inverted mint, 1926-30 perf. 13½ x
12½ 1d. Dies I and II in mint pair, Officials with 1926-30 perf. 14 1s.4d., etc. (309)
£350-£400

469

A collection in two albums, from Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania,
Victoria, Western Australia, then Australia with ‘Roos to 5s. used, range of Heads, etc., also some New Zealand,
mixed condition. (100s)
£250-£300

470

A collection on leaves, incl. 1915-27 5s. mint and used, 1931-36 10s. (2) used, £1 used, 1932 Bridge set used, etc.,
varied condition. (150)
£200-£250

Austria
471 J

1935 Winter Relief Fund set, 1945 Graz 1pf. to 80pf. set and 1948-52 Costumes set (less 90g., 1s. ultramarine,1s.
claret, 7s.), all unmounted mint, mainly fine. Michel cat. €415. (56)
£80-£100

472 J

1936 Dollfuss 10s., fine unmounted mint from the foot of the sheet. S.G. 793, cat. £950. Photo.

473 J

1945 Graz Emergency Overprint 1RM. to 5RM sets (2), also unissued 1RM. to 5RM., fine unmounted mint.
£70-£80

474 H

1946 Anti-Fascist unissued 5g.+3g. and 12g.+12g., fine mint. Photo.

475

A mainly mint collection in six albums, two stockbooks and packets, incl. 1867 Coarse whiskers 50k. brown, 188390 perf. 9½ 20k., 1891 24k. perf. 13½, 1896 1g. perf. 10½ mint, 1899-1902 60h. perf. 13 x 13½, 1908 Accession set,
1910 Birthday set, 1925-30 Air set, 1929-31 set, 1930 Rotary set, 1931 Writers set, 1932 Landscape set, 1932 Writers
set, 1933 Ski set, 1933 Relief of Vienna set, 1934-36 set, 1946 Renner imperforate set, 1948-52 Costumes set, 195053 Air set, 1950 Plebiscite set, a good range of later issues to 2001 (unmounted from 1959), minor varieties, postage
dues with 1894-95 set, 1925-34 set, Austro-Hungarian Military Post, Post Offices in the Turkish Empire 1890-96
set, etc., varied condition. (1,000s)
£1,200-£1,500

476 J

A collection of new issues from 2002 to 2018 in envelopes, with miniature sheets, sheetlets, se-tenant blocks,
apparently complete. (100s)
£300-£400

477

No lot

£200-£250

£200-£250
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487

472
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478

479

480

Bahamas
478 m

1861-62 Rough perf. 14 to 16 1d. lake, fine used. S.G. 4, cat. £325. B.P.A. certificate (1991). Photo.

479 m

1862 perf. 13 6d. lavender-grey, a very fine lightly cancelled example. S.G. 19, cat. £475. R.P.S. certificate (2014).
Photo.
£120-£150

480 m

- 6d. lilac, a very fine lightly cancelled example. S.G. 19a, cat. £450. R.P.S. certificate (2011). Photo. £100-£120

481

A mint K.G.VI selection, comprising 1938-52 range of printings to 1s. (4), 5s. (5) and £1, 1938 (July) 4d., 6d. and
8d. unmounted and 1948 Tercentenary set unmounted, the latter set with gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. (49)
£80-£100

482

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1863-77 perf. 12½ 6d. deep violet mint, 1884-90 set mint, 1902-07 set
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1912-19 set mint, 1918 (Feb.-July) 1s. mint, 1921-37 set mint, etc., varied condition.
(108)
£400-£500

483

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1862 perf. 11½ 6d. lavender-grey used, 1884-90 to 5s. mint, 190207 to 5s. mint, 1912-19 to £1 mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. with dot by flagstaff mint, 6d. with dot by chapel mint,
1938-52 to £1 mint (3), 1954-63 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

484

A K.G.VI collection in an album, stockbook and leaves, incl. 1938-52 range of printings to £1 (10), some multiples,
1942 Columbus issue with values to £1 (6) many minor varieties, etc. (100s)
£300-£400

£100-£120

Bahrain
485

An unmounted mint selection, incl. 1938-41 10r., 15r. watermark inverted (3), watermark upright, 25r. (3), 194245 to 12a., 8a. and 12a. blocks of four, 1948-19 to 10r. on 10s. (2), 1950-55 to 10s. (4), 4a. on 4d. cylinder block of
six, 1955-69 type I and type II sets, 2r. on 2s. type III corner block of four, 5r. on 5s. type I corner block of four,
10r. on 10s. with weak entry variety, etc., also a few used, slightly mixed condition. (approx. 200)
£600-£700

486

A selection, incl. 1933-37 1r. to 10r. mint, 5r. used, 1938-41 1r. to 25r. mint (three of each), etc., varied condition.
(60)
£300-£350

Barbados
487 m

1878 1d. type 3a on right half of 5s. dull rose, fine, used. R.P.S. certificate (2011) S.G. 86, cat. £650. Photo.
£150-£200

488

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1852-55 (½d.) deep green used, 1858 6d. used, 1892-1903 set mint,
1920-21 Victory set mint, 1921-24 set mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d. used with ‘bird by turret’, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)
£500-£600
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491
498

494

495

Ex 493

Ex 501

504

Barbados continued
489

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1872 (4d.) dull vermilion used, 1873 5s. dull rose used, 1882-86 to 5s.
mint, 1892-1903 set mint, 1912-16 set mint, 1916-19 set mint, 1920-21 Victory set mint, etc., varied condition.
(165)
£400-£500

490 m

A used collection of Britannia issues on leaves, incl. 1855-58 ½d. (7), 1d. pair and and 14 singles, 1858 6d. (8), 1s.
(4), etc., very mixed condition. (154)
£150-£200
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Basutoland
491

)

492

1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. ‘dot by turret’ and 3d. ‘dot by chapel’ used alongside normal 2d. and 6d. with Maseru c.d.s’s
on 1935 (Sept. 11) registered envelope to Scotland, some toned perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 11f, 13g, cat. £1,100.
Photo.
£250-£300
1938 ½d. to 10s. set unmounted mint and mint 1d. block of four showing the ‘tower’ flaw (variety unmounted),
fine. S.G. 18-28, 19a, cat. £284+.
£80-£100

Bechuanaland
493 S

1887 unappropriated die 1d. to £5 set, all handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type BEC2), mainly fair to fine
with gum. (12) S.G. 10-21s. Photo.
£150-£200

494

)

1896 (July 29) Cape of Good hope ½d. reply paid return card addressed to Zwartkops and showing good strike of
rare “DEVONDALE/JY 29/96/BECHUANALAND” c.d.s. with day date inverted. This believed to be to the only known
example on cover or card. Photo.
£700-£800

495

)

1906 incoming G.B. 1d. stationery envelope addressed to Rietfontein, Cape Colony by woodbrokers Churchill &
Sim, sent from London May 30, variously directed incl. by Camel Post route with a range of transit marks incl.
Mier, B.B. July 24 and Oct. 30 and with framed “UNCLAIMED” in violet. Photo.
£380-£400

496

)

Postal Stationery: Postcards: 1901-03 ½d. PC14 unused “SPECIMEN” and used and uprated with K.E.VII 1d. to
Budapest, 1d. PC 13 unused (rare) and “SPECIMEN”, fine. (5 items)
£180-£200

497

)

- 1907 to 1961, selection with K.E.VII ½d. PC 15 and “SPECIMEN”, 1d. PC 16 and “SPECIMEN”, K.G.V ½d. PC 17
(2), PC 18, K.G.VI 1d. PC 21b, Q.E.II ½d. + 1d. PC 22 unused and used, PC 23 unused.
£60-£80

498

)

Registration Envelopes: 1889 4d. vermilion registered envelope size G RE 15a with overprint omitted, unused,
minor crease across flap, otherwise fine. One of just two recorded examples. Photo.
£180-£200

499

)

- 1889-90 4d. vermilion size G RE 15a dated “28. 2. 89” (4), “SPECIMEN” type 2, RE 15c dated “28. 4. 90” size H
RE16a, “SPECIMEN” type 2 dated “28. 2. 89” and “1.3. 89”, fine. (8 items)
£100-£120

500

)

- 1918 4d. RE 34 (print code EM) commercially used in 1921 from Mochuai to Mafeking with additional 1d. (4),
and 1925 4½d. RE 40 used from Gaberones to Cairo with additional ½d. and 1d. (3), scarce.
£120-£150

501

A collection on leaves, from 1885 incl. 1888 (Jan.) 2s. used, 2s.6d. mint, 1916-19 2s.6d. and 5s. Seahorses mint,
1932 set to 10s. mint, postage dues, also Tati Concessions 1s. to £5 set of six mint, etc. (85) Photo also on back
cover.
£350-£400

Belgium and Colonies
502

A mint and used collection in three stockbooks, incl. 1869-80 to 1f. used (3), 1870 postage due 20c. mint, 18931900 to 1f. carmine and green mint, 1912 to 5f. used (3), 1915-22 5f. “FRANKEN” used, 1918 Red Cross to 2f. + 2f.
used, 1928 Orval set mint, 1931-32 to 10f. mint, 1931 Anti-TB set mint, later unmounted mint with 1948
Monument set, 1949 Centenary set, 1950 Athletic set, 1951 Prisoners set, 1951 Medical set, 1952 U.P.U. set, 1954
Restoration set, Railway Parcel stamps, etc., varied condition. (many 100s)
£350-£400

503 H

A mint selection of miniature sheets, incl. 1924 Exhibition sheet unmounted, 1930 Exhibition sheet, 1936
Borgerhout sheet, etc., mainly fine.
£180-£200

)

Belgian Congo: 1917 (Jan. 24) military occupation of Tabora, officer’s cover registered to Folkestone, England
sent “via Le Cap” franked at double rate by Occupation overprint 50c. cancelled by F.P.O. 1 Tabora c.d.s., with
Belgian Congo registration label showing added “Postes Militaires/Leger post/n1” in ms., self-censored by Lt.
Colonel Thomas, commanding his “Troupes de l’Est”, transit and arrival backstamps. Photo.
£350-£400

504

Bermuda
505

A collection of Ship type plate one 1d. and 2½d. retouches and flaws written up in an album, with enlarged
photocopies identifying listed varieties, slightly mixed condition. (165)
£80-£100

506 H

1918-22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2s., 2s.6d., 4s., 5s. (2), 10s. (2) and £1, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 51b-55. Photo
on page 70.
£250-£300
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Bermuda continued

Ex 506

507

509

513

507 H

1918-22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £1 purple and black on red fine mint. S.G. 55, cat. £275. Photo.
£80-£100

508 H

1924-32 Watermark Mult. Script CA 2s. (2), 2s.6d. (3), 10s. (2, one unmounted) and 12s.6d. mint, top value with
lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine, also 1936-47 set mint. (17)
£200-£300

509 J

- 2s.6d. black and carmine on pale blue showing HPF 54 damaged leaf at lower right, fine unmounted mint. S.G.
89f, cat. £350. Photo.
£120-£150

510

1938-53 Key Plates, selection comprising 2s. (6, two on chalky paper), 2s.6d. (4), 5s. (7, two on chalky paper),
10s. (6, two on chalky paper), 12s.6d. (6, four on chalky incl. deep grey and brownish orange with 1989 Brandon
certificate) and £1 (5), range of shades and printings, some unmounted, also 1938-52 set unmounted mint, mainly
fine. (44)
£700-£800

511 H

- Line perf. 14¼ 2s., 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, 2s. and 10s. with usual streaky brown gum, otherwise mainly fine.
S.G. 116b, 117a, 118b, 119b, cat. £1,800.
£350-£400

512

- Line perf. 14¼ 10s. yellow-green and carmine on green, unmounted mint pair (one stained perf.), perf. 14 12s.6d.
grey and yellow mint from the foot of the sheet (B.P.A. certificate, 1992), and postal fiscal 1937 12s.6d. grey and
orange mint. (3)
£200-£250

513 J

- Perf. 14 12s.6d. grey and yellow right marginal example, fine unmounted mint, some hinge remainders in selvedge.
Brandon certificate (1989). S.G. 120d, cat. £700. Photo.
£200-£250

514

An accumulation of mainly K.G.V and K.G.VI high values, incl. 1918-22 5s. (4) mint, 10s. (2), 1924-32 12s.6d.
mint (5), 1938-53 duplicated with perf. 14 10s. (14), 12s.6d. (13) mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£1,000-£1,200

515

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1875 1d. on 3d. yellow-buff used with Brandon certificate (1997), 18831904 set mint, 1906-10 set mint, 1918-22 set mint, 1921 Tercentenary sets mint, 1924-32 set mint, etc., varied
condition. (101)
£500-£600

516

A K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on stockleaves, incl. 1924-32 12s.6d. with variety nick in top-right scroll fiscally used,
1938-53 perf. 14 10s. mint (12), 12s.6d. mint, shades, etc., varied condition. (142)
£400-£500

517

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1918-22 to £1 mint, 1920-21 Tercentenary sets mint, 1924-32 10s.
mint, 1938-53 12s.6d. grey and brownish orange mint, 1953-62 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

518

An unmounted mint Q.E.II in a stockbook, largely complete from 1953 to 1996, incl. range of shades, perf. changes,
watermark varieties, flaws with 1856 Ocean Race 8d. with dropped “O”, short and long hyphens, 1962 Buildings
2d. broken frame, 1s. broken spire (3), 1967 Cable 1s. broken line, etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£250-£300

519

A selection, incl. K.G.VI to Q.E.II collection of air letters in an album with a range of types, 1938-53 selection,
incl. perf. 14 2s. purple and deep blue on pale blue, shading omitted from top right scroll, used, 2s. broken lower
right scroll mint, 2s.6d. black and red on pale blue, broken lower right scroll, used, 10s. green and deep lake on
pale emerald mint, 12s.6d. grey and brownish orange mint showing scratch on right hand scrolls mint, perf. 14
10s. and perf. 13 2s. and 12s.6d. each showing dent in bottom left scroll mint, covers with 1919 postcards (2) used
to England, one depicting H.M.S. Calcutta, the other Harrington Sound, both marked “Received from H.M.
Ship/No charge to be raised”, 1940 cover to England via Lisbon with red oval “R.N. HOSPITAL/BERMUDA”
overstruck by “PASSED BY CENSOR”, etc., also a range of Italian Colonies with Eritrea Parcel Post 10l. half used.
(48)
£200-£250
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520

71

A Q.E.II mainly fine used collection in an album, earlier issues largely complete with additional reprints, shades,
perforations and watermark varieties. (100s)
£100-£150

521

)

A selection of covers in an album and loose, from 1900 to 1994, mainly modern, incl. U.S.A. military covers,
maritime covers, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

522

)

Postcards: A collection in 23 albums, all periods, mint and used, from 1900 with undivided backs, franked
cards, mostly topographical, real photos, some duplication. (c.10,000)
£2,800-£3,000

523

)

- A selection in a box, middle to modern, incl. St. Georges, Hamilton, smaller towns, beach scenes, houses, roads,
etc. (approx. 250)
£180-£200

Bolivia
524

1826 to 1876 Republic of Bolivia specialised collection of pre stamp covers and entires, well written up in boxed
Plymouth album incl. straightline handstamps with “POTOSI” “ORURO”, “CHUQUISACA” one with ornamental
rectangular frame, “LAMAR” etc., ornamental ovals and handstamps, La Chimba covers (2) with “CORREOS DE
LA CHIMBA BOLIVIA” in oval surrounding masted steamer and “CANCELADO” in ornamental oval, one with
cancellations in blue, the other in black, 1876 (Aug. 7) envelope from Sucre to Lombez (France) with official
“ADMON DE CORREOS/FRANCA/SUCRE” pointed oval, via Cobija with British Postal Agency c.d.s., mainly good
to fine strikes, a few fronts. (38)
£1,000-£1,500

525

1867 Condor issue, 5c. to 100c. a highly specialised, mainly unused, collection written up on leaves with numerous
examples of 5c. incl. a number of shades and types with notes of re-engraving and plate varieties, multiples incl.
blocks of 20 (3), 24 (2) and 25 (6), 5c. light green reconstructed unused sheet being an irregular block of 48 and
a block of 24, deep green sheet of 72, used examples with straight line handstamps, ovals and fiscal cancellations,
a few pieces with faults and some of the multiples with creases, a superb collection and rarely seen in such quantity.
(100s)
£1,200-£1,500

526

A comprehensive collection in two boxed albums, incl. range of early issues from imperfs., 1868 500c. used (not
guaranteed), 1928 surcharges set mint or used, airs with 1930 Zeppelin set mint or used, miniature sheets, etc.,
later to 2014, mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

527

)

A collection of covers in two binders, early to modern with much middle period. (100s)

£100-£150

Brazil
528 m
529

)

1843 ‘Bull’s Eye’ 60r. used (7), good to fine, most are clear impressions.

£300-£400

1857 cover to Buenos Aires, bearing manuscript “1/-” rate mark in red, and a fair strike of the Crowned circular
£80-£100

“PAID/AT/RIO DE JANEIRO”, with Rio de Janeiro datestamp. Photo on page 72.

530

A comprehensive mainly used collection in an Yvert & Tellier album and stockbook, incl. 1843 60r., 1850 to 600r.
(2) with a large range of values to 60r. with many pairs, strips and blocks, 1854-61 280r. strip of three and five
singles, 430r. (2), 1876-77 rouletted set, 1878-79 700r. (2), 1,000r. (2), 1884-88 to 1,000r., 1913 official to 100,000r.,
also 500,000r. unused, 1927 Air official set, 1930 Zeppelin set, “Graf Zeppelin” overprint set, 5,000r on 10,000r.,
5,000r. on 1,300r., 1932 Provisional Government set, 1937-38 Tourist set, 1947-48 Dutra miniature sheet, etc.
(many 100s)
£4,000-£5,000

531

A mainly used collection of early issues on leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1843 30r. (6), 60r. (25), 90r. (2), 1845-46
to 300r., 1876-77 to 500r. (3), 1878 300r. (7), etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£800-£1,000

532

A used selection of early issues in a stockbook, incl. 1843 30r., 60r., 90r., 1845-46 10r. (12), 30r. (9), 60r. (16), 90r.
(8), 1850 to 600r. (5), 1854-61 280r. (3), 430r. (6), etc., mixed condition. (282)
£500-£600

533

An extensive collection in five boxed albums, incl. range of early issues with Bulls Eyes, 1932 Sao Paulo Provisional
set mint or used, 1937-38 Tourist Propaganda set used, miniature sheets, postage dues, etc., later issues largely
complete to 2014, mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

534

A used collection on leaves, incl. 1866-68 to 500r. (7), 1876-77 to 500r. (4), 1878-79 set, 1878 300r. (8), good range
of later issues, etc. (100s)
£200-£250
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529
541

549
545

537

546

– Ex 547 –

550

Brazil continued
535

A mainly used selection on leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1843 60r. (2), 1850 to 600r., range of cancellations, etc.
(few 100s)
£100-£120

British Antarctic Territory
536

A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1963-69 sets with both £1 mint and used, 1971 surcharged sets mint and used,
etc. (few 100s)
£200-£250

British Guiana
537 m

1853-59 imperforate type B 1c. dull red used with good to large margins, fine. S.G. 14, cat. £2,250. Photo
.
£600-£800

538

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1853-55 4c. pale blue used, 1861 1c. reddish brown with Aug. 3 1861
cancellation (earliest recorded use), 1862 2c. yellow type 11 used, 1876-79 96c. unused, 1888-89 to $3 mint, 1889
set mint, 1905-07 set mint, 1905 $2.40 mint, 1934 set, etc., mixed condition. (166)
£1,000-£1,200
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‘ 539

A mint and used collection on stockleaves, incl. 1881 1 on 48c. used, 1889 to 96c. mint, 1905-07 to 96c. mint, 1905
$2.40 mint, 1913-21 to 96c. mint, 1934-51 to $1 mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2c. with ‘dot by flagstaff’ mint and used,
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£300-£350

540

A selection on leaves, incl. 1863-75 perf. 12½-13 to 24c. used, perf. 15 12c. used, 1881 2c. on 96c. type 20 unused,
2c. on 24c. used, 1889 to 96c. used, 1905-07 60c. used, etc., varied condition. (74)
£120-£150

British Honduras
541

)

1896 (Jan. 15) registered printed envelope to Stadthagen, bearing 1888-91 20c. on 6d. tied neat Belize c.d.s. Photo.
£120-£150

542

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1882-87 6d. yellow and 1s. grey used both with R.P.S. certificates (2001),
1904-07 to $1 mint, $5 used, 1922-33 $5 used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), etc., mixed condition. (92)
£450-£500

543

A mint and used collection on stockleaves, incl. 1865 6d. used, 1891-1901 $1 mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 3c. mint
corner block of four, one with extra flagstaff, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£150-£200

British Levant
544

)

Constantinople: 1867 (Apr. 3) cover to London, franked by Great Britain 1865-67 6d. lilac plate 5 AD, tied by “C”
in barred oval, red London Paid datestamp, blue “INSUFFICIENTLY/PREPAID” with “BRITISH POST OFFICE/
£60-£70
CONSTANTINOPLE” c.d.s. in blue on the reverse, a few cover faults.

545

)

- 1867 (May 21) incoming envelope franked by Great Britain 1867-80 6d. deep lilac plate 6 GA tied by London
duplex, also showing “BRITISH POST OFFICE/CONSTANTINOPLE” c.d.s., unframed “NOT-CALLED-FOR” and
framed “UNCLAIMED” both in red, a few cover faults, otherwise fine and scarce. Photo.
£100-£150

546 m

Turkish Currency: 1906 1pi. on 2d. grey-green and carmine, used, slightly discoloured, otherwise fine. R.P.S.
certificate (2001). S.G. 15, cat. £700. Photo.
£150-£200

547 H

British Field Office in Salonica: 1916 “Levant” overprint ½d. to 1s. set good mint, some signed Brun or Champion,
scarce. S.G. S1-S8, cat. £1,400. Photo.
£250-£300

548

)

Postal Stationery: A K.E.VII to K.G.V selection of registered postal stationery envelopes, incl. range of sizes, fine
and fresh, ex U.P.U. archive. (12)
£140-£160

549

)

- Unoverprinted Stamped Postcards: 1892 1d. brown Foreign card (CP 15a), used from Constantinople to London
with “C” in vertical barred oval, fine and rare. Photo.
£140-£160

550

)

- Unoverprinted Stamped Registered Envelopes: 1883 (Oct. 16), 1883 issue 2d. registered envelope (RP 13G), used
from Constantinople to Colchester uprated with 2½d. (3) adhesives, cancelled by 9mm “C” in barred oval, British
Post Office Constantinople c.d.s. code “A” in red. Very fine and rare triple rate. Photo.
£180-£200

551

A mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. Turkish Currency 1902-05 12p. on 2s.6d. and 24p. on 5s., 1921 set, etc.,
British Currency 1905-12 set, etc., varied condition. (64)
£100-£120

552

A Q.V. selection of postmarks, incl. Constantinople, Beyrout with 1873-81 10d., Smyrna with 1858-83 4d. sagegreen (4), slightly mixed condition. (27)
£100-£150

553

)

Selection comprising 1919 (May 5) G.B. ½d. Downey Head stationery card unusually registered from Army P.O.
S.X.3 to London with label and added 1911 30pa. on 1½d. marginal block of six, also seven commercial covers and
two cards sent 1919-21 from British A.P.O. Constantinople, one with boxed “CENSORED BY/5/MILITARY
AUTHORITY” mark and five ‘Zossenheim’ covers sent from Smyrna to Leeds from 1907 (Apr. 6) onward at 1pi.
or 1¼pi. rate. (15 items)
£200-£250

British Occupation of Italian Colonies
554

Eritrea: 1951 “B. A. ERITREA” issue, two telegrams, one franked 30c. on 3d. pair, 1s. on 1s. and 10s. on 10s. pair,
and the other 40c. on 5d., 50c. on 6d., and 2s.50 on 2s.6d. strip of three.
£70-£80
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555

Eritrea: 1951, a group of nine telegrams bearing values to 10s. on 10s., all perfined “Pagato”, sent from Asmara
(7), Massaua and Assab. (9)
£600-£700

556

An unmounted mint selection, incl. Middle East Forces 1943 to 10s. (3) with 2½d., 5d. and 9d. (2) corner control
block of six, Eritrea 1950 10s. on 10l., 1951 10s. on 10l., Somalia 1943-46 9d. corner control block of six, 1950 5s.
on 5s. with guide mark in King’s hair, Tripolitania 1950 to 240l. on 10s. (3), etc., also British Postal Agencies in
Eastern Arabia 1948 Silver Wedding set and 1955-56 2r. on 2s.6d. type II marginal block of four, slightly mixed
condition. (146)
£200-£250

557

)

Postal Stationery: Registered Envelopes: K.G.VI 3d. envelope overprinted “E.A.F.” size H (SR 7), airmail usage
from Mogadishu to Italy, uprated with 2½d., 3d. (3) and 1s. (3), with violet “AIR MAIL” handstamp, vertical fold
otherwise fine and scarce. Photo.
£500-£600

558

)

- Registered Envelopes: K.G.VI 3d. envelope overprinted “E.A.F.” size F (SR 1), airmail usage to Italy, uprated with
6d. and 1s., with violet “AIR MAIL/scritta in Italiano”, fine and scarce. Photo.
£500-£600

559

557

558

560

561

British Post Office in Siam
559 I

1882-85 Watermark Crown CC 6c. lilac, unused, part original gum, fine. S.G. 5, cat. £325. Photo.

£120-£150

560 I

- 24c. green, unused, part original gum, fine. S.G. 9, cat. £800. Photo.

£250-£300

561 I

- Watermark Crown CA 5c. blue, unused, part original gum, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 18, cat. £400.
Photo.
£120-£150

562

A selection, incl. 1882-85 watermark Crown CC 10c. slate, unused (thinned), watermark Crown CA 2c. pale rose
mint, 4c. pale brown unused, 6c. lilac mint, 8c. orange unused, 10c. slate unused, 12c. used, also a few forgeries,
etc., mixed condition. (14)
£400-£500

British Solomon Islands
563

A mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. 1907 set, 1908 set, 1914-23 to £1, etc., varied condition. (48)
£200-£250
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British Virgin Islands
564

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1867 1s. black and rose-carmine unused, 1879-80 2½d. red-brown
used, 1887-89 to 1s. mint (2), 1913-19 to 5s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. with ‘kite and horizontal log’ mint, 195662 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

565

A Q.V. to K.G.V selection on leaves, incl. 1879-80 2½d. red-brown used with R.P.S. certificate (2001), 1888 4d. on
1s. on white paper used with R.P.S. certificate (2001), 1899 set mint, 1904 set mint, 1913-19 5s. used with R.P.S.
certificate (2002), 1922-28 5s. used, etc., varied condition. (57)
£200-£250

Brunei
566

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1906 set mint, 1907 to $1 mint, 1908-22 to $5 mint, 1922 MalayaBorneo set mint, 1924-37 to $1 mint, 1947-51 to $10 mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

567

A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1906 set, 1907-10 set, 1908-22 to $5, 1922 Exhibition set, 1924-37 set, etc., varied
condition. (69)
£300-£350

Bulgaria
568 J

1948 to 1991, an unmounted mint selection, incl. commemorative sets, a few miniature sheets, etc. Michel cat.
€300. (218)
£60-£80

Burma

573

574

569 H

Ex 569

575

1937 3p. to 25r. set mint, 25r. with small part original gum otherwise fine. S.G. 1-18, cat. £2,750. Photo.
.
£500-£600

570 J b Telegraph Stamps: 1946 set in unmounted mint corner blocks of twenty, mainly fine. S.G. T1-T7, cat. £640+ as
singles.
£100-£120
571

An unmounted mint selection, incl. 1938-50 6p. marginal blocks of four (2) showing ‘medallion’ flaw, 1940
Centenary 1a. on 2a.6p. with ‘birds over trees’, 1946 10r. (3), Officials with 1937 2a. block of four, 1939 5r. block
of four, 10r., 1946 to 10r., etc., mainly fine. (156)
£250-£300

572

A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1937 to 2r. mint, 10r. used, Officials with 1939 1r. to 10r. mint, etc. (181)
£100-£120

Japanese Occupation
573 s

1942 (Sept.) 5r. on 30s. pair, the right stamp showing surcharge omitted, used on piece with Twante c.d.s., right
stamp with minor bent corner perf., otherwise fine. S.G. J56d, cat. £325+. Photo.
£120-£150
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Burma: Japanese Occupation continued
574 s

1942 (Oct.) 1c. on ¼a. on 1s. (2) and 2c. on ½a. on 2s. (5) used on piece with faint c.d.s. and manuscript. Photo
on page 75.
£150-£200

575 I + 1943 (Aug.) 1c. orange marginal block of four, perf. x roulette, fine without gum. S.G. J85a, cat. £600+. Photo on
page 75.
£180-£200
576

A mint selection of Japanese Army Administration issues, incl. 1942 (June) (1a.) (2), 1942 (Sept.) selection to 5r.
on 30s., 1942 (Oct.) 10c. on 3a. on 10s., 1942 20s. on 8s., etc., also a range of Savings Stamps with 8c. and 15c.
used on first day postcard with commemorative cachets, not all guaranteed. (38)
£450-£500

577

A selection of Burmese Government issues, incl. 1943 (Feb.) 5c. corner block of four mint (also single used on
cover), 1943 Farmer 5c. (small C) strip of three used on piece, 1943 (Aug.) Independence Day perf. 11 3c. pair
used on piece with violet commemorative cachet, 1943 Shan States set mint, mainly fine, etc. (41) £250-£300

578

An unmounted mint group, incl. 1942 Pyapon 1a. and 2a., 1943 (Oct.) 1c. marginal block of four, 1943 (Oct.) Shan
States 10c. and 20c. marginal blocks of four, etc., mainly fine. (19)
£200-£250

579

A selection of mint Burmese Government issues, incl. 1943 Farmer selection to 30c., 1943 Shan States set, etc.,
also four banknotes. (69)
£180-£200

580

)

581

Two covers with boxed “JAPANESE/SPECIAL/SERVICEPOST/BURMA” cachets, to the same address in Rangoon,
one with Peacock 6p. and the other 1943 (Feb.) 5c. Crest. (2)
£100-£150
A group of W.W.II propaganda leaflets dropped over Burma, some with translations. (9)

£200-£250

Canada and Provinces

Ex 582

Ex 583

Newfoundland
582 P

1897 Discovery 1c. to 60c. set of fourteen plate proofs all in pairs in issued colours on India paper mounted on
card, mainly fine. Photo.
£250-£300

583 ( P 1931 Air set of three, imperforate die proofs in black on thick wove paper, with guide lines and reversed numbers,
fine. Photo.
£200-£250
584

A collection on leaves, incl. 1862-64 1d., 2d., 5d., 6½d. and 1s. unused, 1876-79 3c. blue mint pair, 1897 Anniversary
set mint, 1897-1918 set mint, 1910 set mint, 1911 Coronation set mint, 1919 Air $1 on 35c. mint, 1923-24 set
mint, etc., mixed condition. (179)
£700-£800

585

A selection in a stockbook, incl. 1857-64 8d. scarlet-vermilion used (faults) with Brandon certificate (1989), 188082 1c. mint block of four, 1897 Anniversary to 60c. mint, 1919 Air $1 on 15c. mint (2), 1921 Air 35c., mint, 1932
Air $1.50 on $1 mint, 1933 Air set mint, 1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c. mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£400-£500

586

A selection of early issues, incl. 1857-64 1d. unused (5), 1860 3d. unused (4), 1862-64 6½d. mint, etc., mixed
condition. (25)
£200-£250
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Canada

587

588

589

590

587 m

1851 Laid paper 6d. slate-violet fine with good to large margins, blue cancellation. S.G. 2 £1,300. R.P.S. certificate
(1961). Photo.
£250-£300

588 I

1852-57 wove paper 7½d. deep yellow-green, margins, unused, slightly thinned at top and a little stained
but good margins and scarce. S.G. 12, cat. £13,000. B.P.A. certificate (2003). Photo also on back cover.
£800-£1,000

589 I

1868-90 1c. brown red on thin paper, unused, slightly soiled, otherwise fine. Vincent Graves Greene certificate
(2013). Photo.
£50-£60

590 H

1897 Jubilee $4, large part original gum, minor crease and some perf. faults, also some ink on gum and dot in
margin clear of design, otherwise fine. S.G. 139, cat. £1,300. Photo.
£200-£250

591 H b 1908 Quebec ½c. in marginal block of ten (one showing re-entry), 1c. block of four, one with re-entry in “1908”,
2c., 5c. and 7c. in mint blocks of four with unlisted varieties, mint, some are unmounted, mainly fine. S.G. cat.
£1,000+.
£150-£200
592 +

A group of Admiral issues in mint blocks of four, comprising 1911-22 2c. deep rose-red with vertically misaligned
impressions, deep rose-red with hairlines, 3c. brown (2), 7c. yellow-ochre, 20c. olive-green, 1916 (Aug.) 2c.+1c.
yellow-brown (2), 2c.+1c. deep brown (2), 1922-31 3c. carmine, 10c. blue, and 1926 type 50 2c. on 3c. block of six,
and 8 map stamps and an underpair 1c. coil on cover to UK. (63)
£250-£300

593 +

1911-22 10c. brownish purple, 20c. olive-green, 1921-22 10c. each in a mint block of four, fine. S.G. 210, 212 and
253, cat. £640+.
£150-£200

594 H b - 20c. block of six and 50c. top marginal block of eight with L.B.C. Ottawa imprint, mint, fine. S.G. 212, 215, cat.
£670+.
£180-£200
595 H b 1922-31 1c., 2c. and 3c. in imperforate blocks of eight, fine mint. S.G. 259-261, cat. £528+.

£100-£120

596 J M 1999 Chinese New Year 95c. miniature sheet with variety red and fluorescent tagging omitted, fine unmounted
mint with normal for comparison. S.G. MS 1863 var, EC CA3726MCb. 23 examples known. Photo on page 78.
£120-£150
597 J

2001 Chinese New Year 47c. with variety gold omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2050a, cat. £950, EC
CA4100MCa. Photo on page 78.
£120-£150

598 J b 2003 Year of the Ram 48c., in an unmounted mint sheet of twenty-five with the first two columns showing the
gold omitted, fine. S.G. 2176a, cat. £3,000+. Photo on page 166.
£400-£500
599 +

Postage Dues: A selection of mint blocks of four, comprising 1906-12 1c. (3), 2c. (2), 5c. (2), 1930-32 1c., 5c., and
1933-34 2c. (2) and 10c., slightly mixed condition. (12 items)
£100-£150

600 H

- A mint selection, comprising 1906-28 to 5c. (2) and 10c. (2), 1930-32 to 10c., and 1933-34 to 10s., slightly mixed
condition. (27)
£80-£100

601

A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1859 selection to 17c. used, range of small and large Queens, 1897 Jubilee values
to 50c. mint and $2 used, 1897-98 set mint and used, 1898-1902 set mint and used, 1903-12 to 50c. mint, 1908
Quebec set mint and used, 1911-22 to 50c. mint, range of War Tax issues, 1922-31 to $1 mint, 1928-29 to $1 mint
and used, 1930-31 to $1 mint, 1932-33 to 13c. mint, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland with imperfs., 1897 Discovery set mint, 1919 Caribou set mint, 1928-29 Publicity set mint, etc.,
mixed condition. (100s)
£2,000-£2,500
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602

A collection on leaves, incl. 1897 Jubilee 2c. to $5 mint, 1915 (Feb.) War Tax 5c. mint, 1928-29 set mint, etc.,
mixed condition. (259)
£1,200-£1,400

603

A collection in a Philatelic album, incl. large and small Queens, 1875-92 8c. Registration stamp used, 1893 20c.
and 50c. mint, 1897 Jubilee mint to 50c., used to $1 to $5, 1898-1902 set used, 1903 to 50c. used, 1911-22 to 50c.
mint, 1928-29 to $1 used, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,200

604

A used selection from 1851 to 1864 on leaves, incl. 1851 3d. laid paper used on 1852 (Dec.) cover, 6d. slate-violet,
1852-57 3d. on thin wove paper with B.P.A. certificate (1972), 3d. (2), 6d. and 7½d. on medium hard wove paper,
etc., mixed condition. (35)
£600-£700

605

A mint and used collection in two stockbooks, incl. large and small Queens, 1893 20c. and 50c. mint, 1897 Jubilee
to 50c. mint (2) and used (2), 1897-98 to 10c. mint, 1898-1902 set mint, 1911-22 to 50c. mint, 1928-29 50c. mint,
etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£600-£800

606

A comprehensive collection in twelve albums, incl. 1908 Tercentenary set unused (no gum, 7c. used), 1928-29
50c. mint, 1935 set mint, 1937-38 set mint, 1942-44 War Effort set mint, a very good range of later issues, mint
and used to 2011, booklets, miniature sheets, etc. (1,000s)
£350-£400

607

A selection in two stockbooks and leaves, incl. 1864 2c. unused, British Columbia 1865-67 3d. unused and used,
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

608

A mint K.G.VI collection in an album, incl. 1937-38 to $1 (2), 1942-48 to $1, wide range of booklet panes, booklets
with 1943-46 English, French and bilingual editions, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£180-£200

597
596

Ex 609

Cayman Islands
609 J

1980 Rotary 50c., variety black (Royal Cypher and face value) omitted, two unmounted mint examples, one from
the top right corner of the sheet, with normals for comparison, and 1965 (c.) Revenue £2 and £50 unmounted
mint, all with creasing, otherwise fine. Photo.
£140-£160

610

A Q.V. to K.G.V mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. 1905 set, 1907 set, 1907 ½d. on 5s. and 1d. on 5s. used,
1912-20 to 10s. (2), 1921-26 set, 1932 Centenary set, 1935 set, etc., varied condition. (103)
£500-£600

611

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1907 set mint, 1907 ½d. on 1d. mint (2) and used, 1908-09 10s.
mint, 1921-26 watermark Mult. Crown CA set mint, 1932 Centenary set mint, 1935 to 10s. mint and used, etc.,
very varied condition. (many 100s)
£400-£500

612

A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, comprising 1932 Centenary set, 1935 to 10s., 1938-48 to 10s. (2),
and 1950 to 10s., mainly fine. (60)
£200-£300

613

A selection, incl. 1935 set unmounted mint and used, and 1938-48 to 5s. (2) and 10s. (2) unmounted mint, a few
with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. (72)
£180-£200

614

An unmounted mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1935 10s. (2), 1962-64 to £1 (2), etc., mainly fine. (29)
£120-£150
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Ceylon

619

620

621

615 m

1857-59 1d. two strips of three and two singles, 2d. (3), 5d., 6d. (2), 10d. (2), 1s., used, poor to good. £100-£150

616

- 1d. used (56), 2d. unused (4), used (62), 5d. (19), 6d. unused, used (34), 10d. (11) 1s. (16), also 1857-64 imperforate
½d. unused (10) used (11), very mixed condition.
£1,500-£1,800

617 H

- 2d. and 10d., both three margins, fine mint. S.G. 3, 9, cat. £900

618

A mainly used Q.V. selection on stockleaves, incl. 1857-59 2d. (21), 5d. (5), 6d. (4), 10d., 1s. (3), 1861-64 rough
perf. 6d., 1862 5d., shades, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£500-£700

£70-£80

619 H + 1857-64 ½d. dull mauve in a mint block of four, left vertical pair is creased, top horizontal pair slight crease. S.G.
17. Photo.
£150-£200
620 H + 1863-66 5d. block of four, fine mint. S.G. 53, cat. £1,300+. Photo.

£500-£600

621 H + 1867-70 4d. rose-carmine block of four, mint with patchy gum, some toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 65b, cat. £360+.
Photo.
£180-£200

622

623

622 H b - 2s. steel-blue block of fifteen (5 x 3), mint with twelve stamps unmounted, tone spots and minor creasing
otherwise fine, scarce multiple. S.G.72, cat. £4,175. Photo.
£1,500-£2,000
623 H + - 2s. deep blue block of four with watermark reversed, mint, some tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. 72bx, cat. £800+.
Photo.
£400-£500
624 H b 1882 (Oct.) 20c. on 64c. red-brown, a mint marginal block of 59, being a near complete right hand pane (upper
right corner unit removed), with “29” in lower selvedge, some perf. separation effecting ten or so of the upper
units, otherwise fine and fresh. S.G. 143, cat. £885+ as singles.
£200-£250
625 H + 1883-96 perf. 14 2c. pale brown block of four, mint, fine. S.G. 146, cat. £300+.

£100-£150
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Ex 643

649

641

628

Ex 646

– Ex 650 –

645

638
Ex 631

635

642

Ceylon: 1885 (Jan.-Mar.)
626 H b Watermark Crown CC, perf. 14 28c. on 48c. rose, fresh mint marginal block of 36, with plate number “1” in upper
selvedge, perfs. separated and reattached between columns one and two, a few light creases, small surface mark,
otherwise fine. S.G. 168, cat. £1,440+ as singles. Photo.
£350-£400
627 H

- 30c. on 36c. with watermark reversed, mint corner plate block of four, toned gum and crayon in selvedge,
otherwise fine. S.G. 169x, cat. £72+.
£40-£50

628 I + Watermark Crown CC, perf. 12½ 1r.12c. on 2r.50 dull rose, an unused (without gum) block of four, a few trivial
surface marks, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (2000), S.G. 175. Photo.
£300-£350
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629 H

81

Watermark Crown CA, perf. 14 5c. on 4c. rose showing “CDENTS” mint (faults), another showing broken “S” mint,
and block of four showing ‘cracked 4’ mint. S.G. 178 vars.
£80-£100

630 H b - 15c. on 16c. pale violet mint upper marginal interpanneau block of twenty-four, mint, perf. separation, small
part of selvedge missing and toning to gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 186, cat. £432+. Photo on page 166. £100-£150
631 S

1885 5c. on 8c. to 1r.12c. on 2r.50 set of seven overprinted “SPECIMEN”, with gum, mixed condition. S.G. 187s193s, cat. £1,300. Photo.
£200-£250

632 H b 1885 56c. block of six from the left of the pane, mint with lower four stamps unmounted, gum toning and one
stamp with minor crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 192, cat. £300+.
£100-£150
633 H + - 1r.12 on 2r.50 mint block of four, heavy hinge, minor toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 193, cat. £240+. £100-£150
634 J + 1887 1r.12 unmounted mint block of four, one stamp with light crease, otherwise fine and fresh. S.G. 201, cat.
£140+.
£70-£80
635 m

- 1r.12 with watermark inverted, used with neat registered postmark, horizontal crease at base, otherwise fine.
S.G. 201bw, cat. £375. Photo.
£120-£150

636 H b 1888-90 type 21 2c. on 4c. rose, mint block of eighteen, gum toning otherwise fine. S.G. 211, cat £270+.
£80-£100
637 H + 1890 5c. on 15c. mint block of four, variety surcharge double, a couple of surface tone spots on upper left stamp,
otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (2010) states “with slight ‘bounce’ of five cents”, but observes “is the catalogued
variety”. S.G. 233b, cat. £480. Sold with this opinion only.
£100-£120
638 H

- 5c. on 15. variety ‘Flve’ for ‘Five’ and overprint inverted, mint, blue ink on one perf. at base and one or two slightly
shortish perfs. at top, otherwise fine. S.G. 233d, unpriced mint. Photo.
£700-£800

639 H

- 5c. on 15c., a mint selection incl. marginal pair with “POSTAGE” spaced between “POST” and “AGE”, plate single
with “S” inverted, single with “REVENUE” omitted, corner block of four and single with “Flve” for “Five”, block of
four and single with overprint inverted, also overprint inverted used, slightly mixed condition. (24) £300-£350

640 + P 1893-99 30c. bright mauve and scarlet, imperforate plate proof block of four from the right of the sheet, on
gummed watermarked paper, minor wrinkles, otherwise fine.
£70-£80
641 H

1899 1r.50 on 2r.50 slate with watermark inverted, mint left marginal example, heavy hinge and a few minor tone
spots mainly in selvedge, otherwise fine. S.G. 254w, cat. £325. Photo.
£80-£100

642 m

1899-1900 1r.50 with watermark inverted, used, fine. S.G. 263w, cat. £425. Photo.

643 P

- 2r.25 die proof of the head plate endorsed “BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “12 JUN 99”, and die proof for the
value tablet dated “3 JUL 99”, both on thick card. Photo.
£150-£200

£120-£150

644 H + - 2r.25 mint corner plate block of four, toned gum and a few other minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 264,
cat. £152+.
£50-£60
645 H

1912-25 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 10r. purple and black on red, watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint.
S.G. 318w, cat. £300. Photo.
£100-£150

646 P

1927-29 5r. frame only in an imperforate block of four from the base of the sheet and single from the right of the
sheet, printed in black on surfaced paper. Photo.
£200-£250

647 J + 1938-49 5r., three unmounted mint blocks of four, one lower marginal interpanneau, one lower left corner and
one upper right corner, fine.
£200-£250
648 m b - Ordinary paper block of twelve, c.d.s. used, two with faults otherwise fine. S.G. 397a, cat. £240+.

£80-£100

649 J

1964-72 1r. Tea Picker vertical pair with lower stamp showing brown omitted from the lower three quarters of
the stamp, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 497a var. Photo.
£300-£400

)

Postal Stationery: 1857, complete set of 1d. to 2s. embossed envelopes, also 6d. and 10d. in larger size, fine unused,
rarely available. H&G 1-12. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

650
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651

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves and stockleaves, incl. a range of 1857-59 issues in very mixed condition with
1d. used (10), 2d. (6 with two unused), 5d. used (2), 8d. used, 9d. used, 10d. (3, one is unused), 1s. used, 1s.9d. (3,
one unused), 2s. used (2), 1910-11 25c. to 10r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”. 1921-32 100r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”
(poor), etc. (184)
£1,200-£1,500

652

A Q.V. to early Q.E.II mainly unmounted mint selection, incl. 1863-66 ½c., 1885 25c. on 32c. pair, 1872-80 36c.
(mounted), 1903 2r.25 (mounted), 1910-11 10r. (2, one a plate marginal), 1912-25 20r. (mounted), 1918-19 War
Stamp range with plate numbers, 1927-29 to 20r. (mounted), 1921-32 die II 1r. corner plate pair, die II 1r. corner
plate block of four, 1938-49 3c. line perf. 14 corner single, 5r. singles (13), corner plate strip of three, K.G.VI blocks
of four with imprints and plate numbers, postal fiscal 10r. (3), etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£800-£1,000

653

A Q.V. selection on stockleaves, incl. 1855-57 2d. unused (8), 6d. unused, used (5), 8d. used, 9d. used, 1s.9d. unused
(2), used (2), 2s. used (2), etc., very mixed condition. (125)
£500-£600

654

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1857-59 10d. orange-vermilion used with R.P.S. certificate (1983), 1885
1r.12c. on 2r.50 perf. 12½ x 14 mint, 1910-11 set mint, 1912-25 10r., 20r. mint, 50r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”,
1921-32 50r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., mixed condition. (210)
£300-£400

655

A Q.V. to K.G.VI accumulation on leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1857-59 1s. used (3), 1912-25 20r. mint, revenues,
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£250-£300

656

A mainly used Q.V. selection on stockleaves, incl. 1857-59 2d. (8), 6d. pair, 1s. (2), 1857-64 imperforate ½d. dull
mauve (2), etc., mixed condition. (255)
£200-£250

657

A selection on stockleaves, incl. range of early issues with 1857-59 10d. used, 1867-70 4d. used (4), 6d. unused,
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£150-£200

658

A Q.V. selection on leaves, incl. 1857-59 5d., 6d. (3), 10d. (2), 1s. (2), 1s.9d. and 2s. used, 1883-98 16c. used, 18991900 1r.50 and 2r.25 mint, etc., very mixed condition. (130)
£150-£200

659

A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection on leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1857-59 5d. used, 1s. used (4), 1935-36 set mint, etc.,
mixed condition. (few 100s)
£150-£200

660

A mainly used Q.V. to K.G.V selection on leaves, incl. 1872-80 to 96c., 1903-05 to 1r.50., 1904-05 set, etc., varied
condition. (149)
£100-£120

661

)

Covers: 1889 (Apr. 10) George Steuart & Co. envelope to Edinburgh, bearing 1885 56c. on 96c. drab, tied by
company oval in violet, Colombo c.d.s. and barred obliterator, vertical filing fold left of centre.
£70-£80

China

662 I

1897 Revenue type 20 $1 on 3c. unused, part original gum, fine and scarce. S.G. 91. Photo also on back cover.
£800-£1,000

663 H

1900-06 2c. vertical strip of five, variety imperf. between vertical pairs, mint, some toning, otherwise fine. S.G.
123b. Photo.
£600-£700

664 J M 1941 Thrift and 1944 War Refugees Fund miniature sheets, unmounted mint, the latter with one or two minor
imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. MS605, MS730. Photo.
£100-£150
665 J

1963 Hwangshan Landscapes set unmounted mint, a few minor imperfections, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 21242139. Photo on page 84.
£200-£250
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664

672
663

666 J

671

1971 50th Anniversary of Chinese Communist Party se-tenant strip of three, unmounted mint, some ragged
perfs. at top, otherwise fine. S.G. 2452a, cat. £500.
£60-£70

667 J M 1978 National Science Conference miniature sheet, unmounted mint, one or two minor wrinkles, otherwise
fine. S.G. MS2765a. Photo on page 84.
£150-£200
668 J M 1978 Galloping Horses miniature sheet, unmounted mint, minor marks on reverse, otherwise fine. S.G. MS2781.
Photo on page 84.
£150-£200
669 J M 1978 Arts and Crafts miniature sheet, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS2815. Photo on page 84.

£150-£200

670 J M 1978 Highway Bridges miniature sheet, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS2834. Photo on page 84.

£100-£150

671 J M 1979 Science miniature sheet, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS2900. Photo.

£700-£800

672 J

£400-£500

1980 Year of the Monkey 8f., fine unmounted mint. S.G. 2968. Photo.

673 J M 1995 Peking International Stamp and Coin Exhibition miniature sheet, 46 fine unmounted mint imperf.
examples. S.G. MS4023 var.
£600-£700
674 B

Booklets: 1980 Gu Dong booklet, stain on cover, otherwise fine. SB10. Photo on page 84.

675 B

- A selection from 1981 to to 1991, incl. 1980 Dolphin, 1981 Cock, 1982 Dog, 1983 Terracotta Warriors, 1983 Pig,
1984 Rat, etc. (17)
£350-£400

)

Postal Stationery: 1967 Thoughts of Mao 8c. postal stationery envelope, twenty unused examples, some minor
tone spots, otherwise fine.
£500-£600

676

677

£150-£200

Revenues: An accumulation, incl. stamps and documents, with Sun Yat-Sen Taiwan full and part forms, Hong
Kong China combination receipt, Chihli Provincial Wine Tax stamps, etc. (100s)
£500-£600
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667

Ex 665

668

670

674

China continued
678

People’s Republic, an accumulation in two binders, mainly unmounted mint, incl. 1958 Kuan Han-Ching, 1961
Military Museum, Tang Pottery, 1962 Scientists, 1963 Butterflies, 1963 Pandas, 1964 Yenan Shrine, Peonies,
Bronze Vessels, 1972 Merchant Shipping, Red Flag Canal, 1973 Pandas, Ballet, and 1980 Qi Bashi sets, etc. (100s)
£800-£1,000

679

A selection in a stockbook, incl. Municipal Posts with Amoy, 1897 small surcharge 30c. on 24ca. unused (faults),
1897 1c. on 3c. red type A unused (2, one damaged), 2c. on 3c. type 20 used, 1898 20c., 30c. and 50c. mint, also
some Hong Kong, etc., mixed condition. (299)
£600-£700

680

A 1980s accumulation in packets, on cards and on pages in a carton, incl. Coiling Dragons, postal history and
stationery, etc. (1,000s)
£500-£600

681

A mint collection on stock pages, incl. Shanghai, 1878-93 1c. with small part original gum, 1898 to $1, 1921 air
set, 1936 New Life set, 1941 express letter (-) red and yellow, postage dues with 1904 set, also some early
Communist issues, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

682

A collection from 1878 5ca. yellow used, 1897 Red Revenue 1c. mint, 1923 $5 Hall of Classics block of four used,
1944 War Refugees miniature sheet mint, packets of mint and used incl. locals, Peoples Republic 1974 Acrobatics
set unmounted mint, 1984 Tang Dynasty Painting miniature sheet unmounted mint, 1984 Year of the Rat booklet,
1993, 1999 and 2000 year books, Macau, Taiwan, covers with 1950 Foochow to Swabue, f.d.c’s and cards, etc.
£350-£450
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683

An accumulation, incl. used stamps, presentation booklets, maximum cards, postal stationery, etc., also modern
unmounted mint with much Macao. (100s)
£200-£250

684

A collection from 1885 to 1949 on large handmade leaves with a few Dowager issues, 1929 State Burial set mint,
1932 Scientific Expedition set mint, 1941 Thrift Movement miniature sheet unused without gum, 1944 War
Refugees Fund miniature sheet mint, etc. (few 100)
£200-£250

685

A collection in an album and six stockbooks, from 1885 second issue incl. 1894 Dowager 9c. used, 1897 Red
Revenue 2c. mint, Provinces, Peoples Republic unmounted mint incl. miniature sheets, also with Hong Kong Q.V.
to Q.E.II, Hong Kong China, a few covers, etc.
£200-£300

686 J M People’s Republic, a selection of unmounted mint miniature sheets, incl. 1958 Kuan Han-Ching (mounted), 1958
People’s Heroes Monument 8f., 1979 Great Wall, 1979 Peonies, 1979 National Games, 1979 30th Anniversary of
the Republic, 1980 Qi Bashi, 1980 Lotus, 1981 Twelve Beauties, 1983 Western Chamber, 1984 Tang Dynasty, etc.,
mainly fine. (23)
£600-£700
687

)

People’s Republic, an accumulation of modern postal history, from the 1970s to the 1980s, incl. 1979 cover with
Bridges miniature sheet, f.d.c’s, etc. (100s)
£200-£250

688

)

A selection of 33 covers and cards with Junk and Reaper frankings from various printings, some registered, most
are to overseas destinations, condition is a little mixed.
£120-£150

689

Japanese Occupation: A selection, comprising 1942 (June 13) 1c., Mengkiang 1941 3c., 8c. and 16c. unmounted
mint blocks of four, Nanking and Shanghai 1943 Foreign Concessions set on first day cover to Shanghai with violet
oval cachet, and Revenue 1944 1 on 10s. green and 5 on 5s. brown unused (Barefoot 11 and 12), slightly mixed
condition.
£150-£200

690

- A selection in a stockbook, on leaves and cards, incl. Mengkiang with 1941 on 1931-37 issues 4c. green overprint
type 2 in a mint block of four, North China with a range of Districts, multiples, etc. (few 100s)
£200-£250

Colombia
691

A comprehensive collection in three boxed albums, incl. range of States with Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca,
Cundinamarca, Santander and Tolima, wide range of early issues from imperfs. with Granadine Confederation,
United States of New Granada, United States of Colombia, then Republic issues, Civil War provisionals, 1910
Centenary set used, 1935 Third Olympics set mint or used, 1940 Santander set used, airs with 1932 set mint or
used, registration stamps with 1865 set unused, officials, private air companies with SCADTA 1921-23, 1923-24
and 1929 sets mint or used, etc., later largely complete to 1998, mixed condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,500

Cook Islands
692

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1893-1900 perf. 12 x 11½ 1d. brown used pair, 10d. green used,
1920 set used, 1926 2s.6d. mint, range of later issues, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£200-£250

693

A selection on leaves, incl. 1921-23 10s. mint, 1931-32 set (less 5s.) mint, etc., varied condition. (54) £150-£200

Crete
694 b

Revolutionary Assembly: 1905 5l. to 1d. set in c.t.o. blocks (9 x 3), mainly fine. S.G. V1-V5.

£150-£200

Cuba
695

A comprehensive collection in five boxed albums, incl. range of imperfs., miniature sheets, later with largely
complete issues to 1996, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

Cyprus
696 H

1880 1d. plate 181 GK with large part original gum, fine. S.G. 2, cat. £500. Photo on page 86.

697 m

1921-23 Watermark Mult. Script CA 10pa. to 45pi. set used, mainly good to fine. S.G. 85-99, cat. £750. Photo on
page 86.
£150-£200

£70-£80
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Ex 697

698

701

699

698 m

1923 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 10s. green and red on pale yellow, fine used with part c.d.s. R.P.S. certificate
(2000). S.G. 100, cat. £900. Photo.
£200-£250

699 H

1928 Watermark Mult. Script CA £5 black on yellow, mint, a few blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 117a,
cat. £3,750. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

700 J

1928 Anniversary £1 blue and bistre-brown upper right corner example, unmounted mint (hinged in selvedge),
fine. S.G. 132, cat. £225. Photo.
£100-£120

701 H

1938-44 perf. 13½ x 12 ½ 1pi. orange, fine mint. S.G. 134a, cat. £550. Photo.

702

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1880 4d. sage-green used, 1881 1pi., 2pi., 4pi. unused, 6pi. used, 1882
watermark Crown CA ½ on ½pi. mint (2), 1892-94 set mint, 1894-96 set mint, 1902-04 set, 1904-10 set mint,
1912-15 to 45pi. mint, 1924-28 to 90pi. mint, also 90pi. used with R.P.S. certificate (2000), etc., mixed condition.
(129)
£1,000-£1,200

703

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1880 4d. sage-green unused and used, 6d. grey mint, 1881 1pi.
unused, 1882-86 12pi. mint, 1882 watermark Crown CA ½ on ½pi. mint (2), 1892-94 to 6pi. mint, 1902-04 to 45pi.
mint, 1904-10 to 45pi. mint, 1912-15 to 45pi. mint, 1924-28 to 90pi. mint, 1928 Anniversary set mint, 1934 set
mint, 1938-51 set mint, 1955-60 set mint, 1960-61 set mint, 1963 Scout miniature sheet unmounted mint, etc.,
mixed condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,200

704

A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1894-96 set used, 1904-10 set used, 1928 Anniversary set used, 1934
set used, 1938-51 set mint, 1955-60 set mint, 1960-61 set mint, etc., varied condition. (302)
£450-£500

705

A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, comprising 1928 50th Anniversary set, 1934 to 45pi. and 1938-51
to £1, mainly fine. (42)
£180-£200

706

A collection of postmarks in an album, incl. railway stations comprising type 32 (3), type 33 (3), type 34 (1), type
37 (4), also range of rural postal services covers (57) mainly from around 1978.
£150-£200

£100-£150

Czechoslovakia
707 M

1934 National Anthem 1k. and 2k. miniature sheets, fine unused, both with special folders. S.G. MS334a, cat.
£1,300.
£150-£200

708 J

1959 to 1992, a virtually complete unmounted mint collection of issues in a stockbook, incl. Art series, miniature
sheets with 1962 Exhibition imperf. and perf. sheets, etc. Stated to cat. Michel €2,630. (100s)
£400-£500

711

710

700
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Dominica
709 J b 1951 5c. black and carmine, unmounted mint lower right corner marginal plate no. block of ten (2 x 5), one with
“C” of “CA” missing from watermark, fine, also 5c. unmounted mint upper left corner block of four with one
showing marked distortion of “C” in watermark, the adjoining stamp with pulled perf., otherwise mainly fine. S.G.
125, a, var.
£250-£300
710 H

- 24c. reddish violet and rose-carmine, variety “C” of “CA” missing from watermark, mint, rather heavily mounted
otherwise fine. S.G. 130a, cat. £1,000. Photo.
£180-£200

711 m

- $1.20 emerald and black, variety “A” of “CA” missing from watermark, fine used. S.G. 133b, unpriced used. Photo.
£200-£250

712

A mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. 1874 set unused, 1877-79 set unused, 1903-07 set, 1907-08 set, 1908-20
set, 1923-33 set, etc., mixed condition. (93)
£300-£350

713

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1874 6d. used, 1877-79 4d. with malformed “CE” used, 1903-07
set mint, 1908-20 to 5s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. with dot by flagstaff mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£300-£350

Dominican Republic
714

A collection in three boxed albums, incl. range of early issues from imperfs., 1883 (End) on 1881 5f. on 1p. mint,
1905 1p. grey and black mint, airs, officials, postage dues, miniature sheets, etc., later issues largely complete to
1998, mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

Ecuador
715

A comprehensive mint and used collection in four boxed albums, incl. range of early issues from imperfs., 1904
Calderón set used, 1928 National Assembly set mint or used, Officials, postal tax, airs, miniature sheets, etc., later
with issues largely complete to 1999, poor to fine. (100s)
£400-£500

Egypt
716 +

1881-1902 1pi. marginal imperf. block of four and 1888-1909 1m., 2m. and 5m. imperf. blocks of four, all on
gummed watermarked paper, the latter three with some gum toning.
£200-£250

717 P

1914 issue, a group of imperf. proofs, comprising set in pairs, 3m. corner plate block of four and 2m. plate pair,
fine with gum. (11 items)
£70-£80

718 P

- A group of watermarked imperfs., comprising 1m. marginal block of ten, 4m. marginal block of six, 5m. block
of ten, 10m. marginal block of four, 20m. block of four, 50m. block of four, and 200m. block of four, with full gum,
mixed condition. (7 items)
£70-£80

719 P

1923-24, an imperforate group comprising 5m. block of four and 200m. on gummed paper, 20m. deep green
single, 20m. red-brown pair (creasing) and 50m. pair on ungummed paper, mainly fine. (5 items)
£150-£200

720

1927-37 500m. with oblique perforations from the ‘Royal’ printings, fine with full lightly toned gum. Photo on
page 88.
£100-£150

721 H

1929 Prince’s Ninth Birthday set, with centres in black or brown, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 178a-181a. Photo on
page 88.
£100-£120

722

1939-46 30m. to £1 with oblique perforations, gum toning, 300m. with crease, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 276283 vars. Photo on page 88.
£80-£100

723 +

1945 Birthday 10m. lower marginal block of four with with oblique perforations from the ‘Royal’ printings, fine
with lightly toned gum.
£80-£100

724 b

1947 2m. lower two rows of the sheet (5 x 2) with “A48” control, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from the
‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex King Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo on page 88.
£350-£400
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Egypt continued
725 +

1947 20m. and 40m. corner control blocks of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing,
fine.
£180-£200

726 J + 1952 ‘King of Egypt’ overprint 16½mm in blue on 2m. orange red, variety overprint double in a marginal block
of four, unmounted mint, gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 374a, cat. £560+. Photo.
£100-£150
727

1961 unissued National Union 10m. light brown marginal imperf. pair, fine with gum, one or two very minor
wrinkles and small adhesion on reverse. Nile Post C269. Photo.
£80-£100

728 E

1971 perforated marginal essays of President Nasser and the face of a baby, fine on gummed watermarked paper,
some offset on reverse. Nile Post E546, E547.
£80-£100

729 + C Officials: 1926-35 1m. to 50m. set (less 15m. violet) in corner control blocks of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on
reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing, fine. Ex Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.
£400-£500
730 + C - 1938 1m. to 50m. in corner control blocks of four, imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse from the ‘Royal’ printing,
fine. Ex Farouk, George L. Lee. Photo.
£150-£200
731

Revenues: A heavily duplicated accumulation (five different issues), the majority in sheets of 50 or 100 in a folder,
unmounted mint, etc. (approx. 12,000)
£100-£150

732

A selection, comprising 1879 5pa. used with watermark inverted (2), 1922-23 4m. proof block of four in red brown
(corner crease), 15m. imperf. block of four, 1959 Army Day 10m. imperf. pair, 1960 Aswan Dam 10m. imperf.
pair, postage dues 1884 1pi. and 2pi. forgeries perforated 13½ not 10½, 1898-1907 3m. on 2p. marginal pair with
“3” over “2” mint, block of four with “2” for “3” mint, 1899-1907 1m., 2m. and 4m. imperf. pairs, officials with 1922
1m., 3m., 5m. mint, 2m. used, “Christmas in Egypt” cinderella strip of three, mixed condition. (18 items)
£350-£400

733

A collection in an album, incl. 1884 1pi. postage due mint, 1898-1907 3m. on 2p. postage dues with variety arabic
“3” over “2” mint, 1953 bars on 1945-51 issues 40m. used, on 1952 issue 22m. used, cancellations, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

734

A selection of complete sheets from 1946 Air 30m. to 1965 World Meteorological 80m. incl. Seventh Revolution
Commemoration set, a few with Palestine overprints, etc. mainly fine mint. (42 sheets)
£60-£70

Covers and Cancellations
735

)

Great Britain used in Egypt: 1878 Q.V. 1¼d. postcard (CP 5) used 1878 (Jan. 29) from Port Said to London,
cancelled “B 01” barred oval, also 1d. postcard (CP 27) used 1896 (Nov. 18) from Port Said to London with “PLEINE
£100-£120
MER” handstamp.

736

)

1882 1d. concessionary rate envelope to Kent endorsed “From 37 Co. Sgt. W. Anderson R.M.L.I. Port Said” of the
Royal Marine Light Infantry and countersigned by commanding officer, franked 1d. lilac cancelled by fine Plymouth
Ship Letter “NO22/82” c.d.s. with next day arrival backstamp. Photo.
£600-£700

737 m

Travelling Post Offices, 1882 to 1978, a specialised collection of covers and stamps, divided into three sections
Nile Delta, Suez Canal and Upper Egypt with Alexandria, Cairo, Ramleh, Tanta, Mansua, Port Said, Suez, different
routes between stations, incoming mail, rates, uprated stationery, etc. (351 items, 82 stamps)
£700-£800

)

A selection of covers, incl. censored, paquebot, exhibition, registered, postcards, Khedival, Suez, British, New
Zealand, South Africa, Indian and Australian Forces in Egypt, French P.O.’s, etc. (100s)
£200-£250

738

British Forces in Egypt
739 b P 1932 “POSTAL SEAL” 1p. imperf. plate proof in issued colours on gummed wove paper, block of forty, the upper
ten rows of the sheet with margins three sides, a few minor creases otherwise fine. Photo on page 167.
£600-£700
740 + P - 1p. deep blue and red imperf. plate proof, two left marginal blocks of four, both with full gum, one with light
horizontal crease, otherwise fine. S.G. A1 P.
£80-£100
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British Forces in Egypt continued
741

)

742

1932 “POSTAL SEAL” 1pi. deep blue and red, fine used on 1932 (Oct? 25) envelope (flap missing), tied by purple
retta, front bearing red crowned circular “EGYPT POSTAGE PREPAID” rare number “7” (famously lost down a well
in 1933), vertical crease affecting crowned circle, otherwise fine, also a group of other covers with crowned circles
(seven in red, three in black, various numbers) bearing either 1932-33 1p. or 1934-35 1p. Photo
.£250-£300
French Post Offices: A collection in a stockbook, incl. Alexandria, Port Said 1899-1900 to 5f. mint, range of covers
and cards with 1930 cover franked by Sower 15c. pair with Alexandria c.d.s. and unframed “PAQUEBOT”, etc. (80
covers, 300 stamps)
£350-£400

743 J + Egyptian Occupation of Gaza: 1953 Air 3m. with ‘King of Egypt’ overprint inverted, lower marginal block of four,
light gum toning and folded heavily down central perfs., otherwise fine, also 1955-56 £1 mint. S.G. 64 var.
£100-£150
744

- 1961 unissued National Union 10m. blue-green imperf. pair, fine with gum, one or two minor adhesions. Nile
Post PC9. Photo.
£80-£100

745 J

- 1962 Occupation Anniversary 10m. block of four imperf. unmounted mint, in dark green, toning on reverse,
otherwise fine. Nile Post PC14ct. Photo.
£150-£200

Falkland Islands
746 H

1933 Centenary ½d. to £1 set mint, mainly good to fine. (12) S.G. 127-38, cat. £4,250. Photo.
£1,200-£1400

747 H

- 5s. black and yellow, fine mint. S.G. 136, cat. £950. Photo.

748

Literature: An accumulation in two cartons incl. The De La Rue Definitives 1901-1929 by Bunt, The 1891
Provisionals by Barton, Postmarks and Cachets of the British Antarctic Bases and South Georgia by Youle, run of
Upland Goose journals from 1985 to 2015, also Tristan Da Cunha, etc.
£80-£100

749

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1878-79 1d. unused, 1891-1902 to 1s. mint and used, 1898 2s.6d.
and 5s. mint, 1904-12 3s. green mint (2) 3s. deep green mint and used, 1912-20 to 10s. mint, 1921-28 set mint,
1929-37 ‘Whale and Penguin’ to 5s. mint and used, 1933 Centenary to 2s.6d. mint, 1938-50 to £1 mint and used,
1952 set mint, 1960-66 sets mint and used, Dependencies 1954-62 set used, South Georgia 1963-69 set mint, etc.,
varied condition. (100s)
£1,200-£1,500

750

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1891-1902 2½d. Prussian blue used with R.P.S. certificate (1990), 1898
2s.6d. and 5s. mint, 1904-12 3s. and 5s. mint, 1912-20 5s. deep rose-red, 5s. maroon, 10s. and £1 mint, 1929-37
‘Whale and Penguin’ set mint, etc., varied condition. (40)
£600-£700

751

A mainly mint Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album, incl. 1921-26 set, 1929-37 ‘Whale and Penguin’ to 10s., 1933
Centenary to 1s. and 10s. (gum imperfections), 1938-50 set, 1948 Silver Wedding set, 1952 set, 1960-66 Birds set,
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£500-£600

752

A mainly Q.E.II collection in two albums, incl. 1952 set (less 10s.) mint, 1960-66 Birds set used, 1989-90 Sailing
Ships set unmounted, Dependencies with 1948 thin map set used, South Georgia 1963-69 set, South Georgia and
South Sandwich Islands, British Antarctic Territory, etc. (many 100s)
£300-£350

£300-£350
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747

753 m

A used K.E.VII to Q.E.II collection on leaves, incl. 1904-12 3s., 1921-28 set, 1929-37 ‘Whale and Penguin’ to 10s.,
1938-50 set, 1960-66 set on pieces, etc. (few 100s)
£350-£400

754

Falkland Islands Dependencies: A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1948 Thin Map sets mint and
used, 1954-62 set mint, South Georgia 1963-69 set mint, etc. (few 100s)
£150-£200

Fiji
755

)

1940 (Aug. 7) cover to Illinois franked 5d., endorsed from H.J. Folster at Suva with “YACHT DIRECTOR II”, four
line “TOMBA KO SUVA/Viti Levu/FIJI ISLANDS/3rd AUGUST 1940” and circular pictorial cachet of the American
Museum of Natural History Fahnestock South Sea Expedition, scarce. Photo.
£180-£200

756

A collection on leaves, incl. 1874 2c. on 1d. type 5 used, 1903 set mint, 1906-12 set mint, 1912-23 set mint, 192227 set mint, 1917 postage due 1d. and 2d. used both with R.P.S. certificate (2008 or 2016), etc., varied condition.
(100)
£400-£500

757

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in two stockbooks, incl. 1871 3d. unused, 1872 12c. on 6d. unused, 1912-23 £1 used,
1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. with dot to left of chapel, used, 1938-55 to £1 mint and used, 1940 postage due set mint,
etc., varied condition. (100s)
£300-£400

758

)

A selection of covers and cards in an album, from 1896 to 1954, incl. much unused and used postal stationery
with Specimens, etc. (71)
£150-£180

755

759

Finland
759

)

Postal Stationery: 1845 10 kopek postal stationery envelope on Dutch laid paper with HONIG watermark, type
I with text damaged at top, used to Tammerfors (Tampere), with “RAUMO” straight line handstamp. The intended
usage was for inland letter mail up to 1 lod, this being extended to the whole of Russia from Jan. 22 1849. Photo.
£450-£500
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760

765

Ex 768

760 m

1853 1f. carmine, fine used with light lozenge cancellation, good margins all round. S.G. 72, cat. £4,000. Photo.
£450-£500

761 E

1869 (ca.) ‘Joubert’ essays for unadopted stamp depicting Eugène Louis Napoléon, from the Barre medal design,
in blocks of four in black (73 x 80mm) and green (61 x 80mm), also eight marginal single examples in different
colours (apparently 1902 reprints from the original dies), all on unwatermaked, ungummed paper, fine and
unusual. (10)
£60-£70

762

1924-26 Sower 10c. green with “Ovules PHENA” in margin unmounted mint and used, 10c. “MINÉRALINE”
unmounted mint (3) and used (3), fine. Yvert 188, 188A, cat. €2,890.
£180-£200

763

A mint and used collection on Scott leaves, incl. some early issues, range of Sowers, 1932-39 Peace 90c. scarlet
and 1f.25 olive mint, 1938 Ader 50f. mint, good range of later issues to 1976, etc. (100s)
£400-£500

764

)

A selection of postcards, mostly topographical. (few 100s)

£100-£150

French Colonies
765 H

Algeria: 1924-25 60c. mint pair variety overprint inverted and misplaced, fine. S.G. 24a, unpriced mint. Photo.
£600-£700

766 J b French Morocco: French Protectorate: 1914-21 2p. on 2f. deep lilac and buff, in an unmounted mint block (3 x
5) from the lower right corner of the sheet, all showing variety “PROTECTORAT FRANCAIS” omitted, fine. S.G.
55b, cat. £2,100+ as singles. Photo on page 166.
£150-£200
767 J b French Somali Coast: 1938-40 5f., 10f. and 20f. in unmounted mint blocks of six from the lower right corner,
all showing centres omitted, fine. S.G. 275a-277a, cat. £12,300. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

French Colonies: Indo-China
768 H

1922 1c. on 5c. to 12c. on 60c. set, all variety surcharges omitted, mint, a few gum creases, otherwise fine and
scarce. Dallay cat. €1,850. Photo.
£250-£300

769 H + - 1c. on 5c. in a mint block of four, has paper fold at right resulting in the vertical pair without surcharge, top
stamp has minor trace, remainder of surcharge is on the gum, hinge remainders, otherwise fine and rare. Photo.
£150-£180
770 J

1922-23 2⁄5c. and 4c. both with centre and value double, both fine unmounted mint. S.G. 117a, 122a, cat.£550+.
Photo.
£120-£150

771 J

- 12c. deep brown, variety centre and value double (11c. + 12c.), fine unmounted mint from the top of the sheet.
S.G. 130a, cat. £550+. Photo.
£150-£200

772 B

Booklets: 1927 1p. and 1p.20 booklets plus 6c. pane of ten, 1931 1p.25 and 1p.50 booklets, mainly fine and rare.
Dallay cat. €3,795+. Photo.
£800-£900

773

A collection in two albums and stockcards, incl. Cochin China, Annam and Tongking, Indo-China 1892-96 5f.
used, 1922-23 set in millesime blocks of eight unmounted mint, 1922 postage due 4c. with value double in a
millesime mint pair, 1927 sets unmounted and used, Indo-Chinese Post Offices in China with Canton, Chungking
1908 to 10f. mint, Hoihow 1901 1f. and 5f. used, 1903-04 to 1f. mint, 5f. used, 1906 1f. used block of four, 1919 to
4pi. on 10f. mint, Mengtze 1903-06 25c. mint, 1906-08 to 2f. in millesime mint pairs, 1908 2f. mint, French P.O’s
in China 1894-1903 to 5f. used, 1901 6c. on 25c. mint, 1901-07 postage due set mint, 5c., 30c. with double surcharge,
50c. with triple surcharge mint, 1903 postage due 15c. 15c. blue used, also French Indian Settlements 1903 0,05
on 25c. mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£2,000-£2,500
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771

A collection of covers and cards in two folders and loose, incl. 194(?) cover from Khang Khay to France, with
seven ‘Chargements’ labels and officially sealed label, a good range of unused and used postal stationery with
formula cards, postcards, envelopes, letter cards, also some literature, etc. (191 items)
£350-£400

French Colonies: Indo-Chinese Post Offices in China
775 H

Kwangchow: 1942 2⁄5c., 9c. imperf. and perf., 10c. imperf. (2) and perf., 22c., all without overprints, fine
unmounted mint.
£120-£150

776 H

Yunnanfu: 2⁄5c. on 1c. and 2c. on 5c. first with double “25 CENTS”, other with “2 CENTS” triple, fine unmounted
mint, latter has expertising marks on gum. S.G. 50a, 53a, cat. £550+. Photo.
£120-£150

777

Latakia: 1925-30 0p.10 umounted mint marginal block of six with overprint double and 1926-28 4p. on 0p.25
unmounted mint pair variety overprint double with the second overprint at an angle (also offset of the overprint
on reverse), fine. S.G. 26b, 55b, cat. £392.
£80-£100

778

Syria: 1920 (May-July) “CENTIEMES” 50c. on 2c. interpanneau block of thirty with overprint greatly misplaced,
mint, faults. S.G. 46 var.
£80-£100

779

- A selection, comprising 1924-25 type 14 overprint Olympic Games set mint, 1934 Establishment of the Republic
Air set c.t.o. used, 1946-47 0p.50 to 200p. set imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, set with oblique perforations,
Air 15p. and 25p. imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse (ex King Farouk), and 1958 overprinted Childrens Day set
unmounted mint, slightly mixed condition.
£200-£300

780 J

- 1934 Republic Postage to 100m. and Air to to 100p. unmounted mint marginal examples, some tone spots and
50p. with small part of selvedge missing, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 271-299, cat. £750. Photo.
£100-£150
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West Africa
Study Circle
The WASC is the international specialist society for the study of The Gambia, Gold Coast/Ghana,
The Nigerias, Sierra Leone, Cameroons & Togo, Ascension, St Helena, Tristan da Cunha and the
British Postal Agencies in Madeira, Tenerife, St Vincent and Fernando Po. Its journal, Cameo, which
is published three times a year in full colour, has been awarded several international Gold Medals.
meetings
The study circle meets twice a year in London, usually at the Royal Philatelic Society’s premises in
Abchurch Lane. These events are normally in early March and November. An informal meeting is
also held in Salisbury during July each year. Additionally, a weekend conference is held every second
year. The venue varies; previous meetings have been held at York, Leamington, Chester, Buxton,
Warwick, Edinburgh and very successfully in 2017 at Cheltenham. These have been most successful
with many members bringing their partners to enjoy the social side of the weekend.
auctions
The auctions are timed to allow viewing at the society’s London meetings for those able to attend.
The biennial conference has a live auction. A society postal auction is held twice a year allowing
members the opportunity to buy and sell specialised material at low commission rates.
library
The society has a large library of several hundred volumes of books, catalogues, cuttings etc. which
is generally available for research. Books may be borrowed within the United Kingdom by members.
publications
One of the most active areas of the society is the publication of philatelic literature, ranging from
definitive handbooks on major subjects down to monographs on very specialised topics. All
literature published is made available to members of the study circle at a pre-publication discount
price.
subscriptions
Members may take either a printed or, at a reduced rate, an electronic subscription. For details of
this, or for further information, please contact the Society at www.wasc.org.uk
or via our Membership Secretary John Hossack
28 Saxons Close, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 3LT, UK
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Gambia, from the ‘King’s Pawn’ Collection
1869 – 72 Imperforate, No Watermark

781

782

781 H

4d. brown horizontal pair, good to very large margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 1, cat. £1,200. Photo also
on back cover.
£700-£800

782 H

4d. brown mint horizontal pair with crisp embossing, good to very large margins, fine. Ex Rose. B.P.A. certificate
(2003), S.G. 1, cat. £1,200. Photo.
£700-£800

783

784

785

787

786

783 H

4d. brown, a mint example from the foot of the sheet with large margins and showing embossing much misplaced,
mint, fine. S.G. 1, cat. £600+. Photo.
£200-£250

784 H

4d. brown, an appealing upper left corner mint example with large margins, fine. S.G. 1, cat. £600. Photo.
£200-£250

785 H

4d. brown with good to large margins and exceptionally deep colour, mint, fine. Ex Cramer. R.P.S. certificate
(1969), S.G. 1, cat. £600. Photo.
£120-£150

786 H

4d. brown, good to large margins, mint, fine. S.G. 1, cat. £600. Photo.

787 H

4d. brown, good to large margins, mint with Julius Schlesinger handstamp on gum, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1949),
S.G. 1, cat. £600. Photo.
£120-£140

788 H

4d. brown, good to large margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 1, cat. £600. Photo.

788

– 789 –

790

£120-£140

£120-£140

791

789 I

4d. brown, two examples, one with gum, the other unused, both with four margins, the first slightly rubbed and
soiled, the second with handstamps on reverse, otherwise fine. S.G. 1. Photo. The property of another vendor.
£100-£150

790 H

4d. pale brown, mint and with misplaced embossing, good to large margins, fine. S.G. 2, cat. £500+. Photo.
£180-£200

791 H

4d. pale brown, mint from the lower left corner of the sheet with regular margins, fine and attractive. Ex Weldhen.
S.G. 2, cat. £500. Photo.
£160-£180
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792

795

Ex 794

793

796

792 H

4d. pale brown, attractive with good to large margins, large part original gum, fine. Ex Arnhold, S.G. 2, cat. £500.
Photo.
£140-£160

793 H

4d. pale brown, upper right corner example with good to large margins, mint, fine, Brandon certificate (1980),
S.G. 2, cat. £500. Photo.
£120-£150

794 H

4d. pale brown, two examples with good to large margins, one with large part original gum and signature, the
other apparently unused. S.G. 2, cat. £1,000. Photo.
£120-£150

795 H

4d. pale brown, good to large margins and lightly hinged mint, fine. S.G. 2, cat. £500. Photo.

796 H

4d. pale brown, good to large margins, part original gum, pressed diagonal bend otherwise fine. S.G. 2, cat. £500.
Photo.
£100-£120

797 I

4d. pale brown and 1874 Watermark Crown CC 6d. deep blue with watermark inverted, unused, both with minor
imperfections. S.G. 2, 7w. Photo on page 98. The property of another vendor.
£100-£150

798 H

6d. deep blue, an exceptional example with good embossing, large to very large margins, mint with Julius
Schlesinger handstamp on gum, fine. Ex Dale-Lichtenstein. S.G. 3, cat. £550. Photo.
£200-£250

799 H

6d. deep blue, mint with good to large even margins, fine. S.G. 3, cat. £550. Photo.

800 H

6d. deep blue, good to large regular large margins, large part original gum, fine. B.P.A. certificate (2012), S.G. 3,
cat. £550. Photo.
£140-£160

801 H

6d. deep blue, good to large even margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 3, cat. £550. Photo.

802 H

6d. deep blue, very fresh with good to large margins and large part original gum, tiny thin spot on reverse otherwise
fine. B.P.A. certificate, (2011), S.G. 3, cat. £550. Photo.
£100-£120

798

799

Ex 803

800

804

802

801

805

£110-£130

£140-£160

£140-£160

806

803 m

6d. deep blue good margins, cancelled in red, 6d. blue (2) c.d.s used, one touched at foot, the other exceptionally
fine with “GAMBIA/A/JU 18/72/PAID” strike,. S.G. 3, 4, cat. £650. Photo.
£100-£120

804 H

6d. blue, mint example, fresh and fine. B.P.A. certificate (2009), S.G. 3a, cat. £600. Photo.

£120-£150
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805 m

6d. pale blue, very fine used example of the rare shade with good to large margins and “GAMBIA/A/AU 16/PAID”
c.d.s. in red. B.P.A. certificate (1958), S.G. 4, cat. £1,100. Photo.
£300-£350

806 m

6d. pale blue, an exceptional example of the rare shade with good to very large margins and “GAMBIA/A/AP
£300-£350
12/PAID” c.d.s. in red. Ex Weldhen. B.P.A. certificate (2003), S.G. 4, cat. £1,100. Photo.

807 F

Cameo Forgeries, selection comprising 4d. (11) and 6d. (5) ‘used’, poor to fine. (16)

£80-£100

1874 Imperforate, Watermark Crown CC

808 J

4d. brown mint horizontal pair from the upper right corner of the sheet with good to large margins other sides,
hinged in selvedge clear of design, fresh and fine with good embossing. Ex Dale-Lichtenstein. S.G. 5, cat. £800+.
Photo.
£600-£700

809 J

4d. brown unmounted mint, an upper left corner example with full sheet margins and good margins on the other
two sides, paper hinge in top margin and light handstamp on reverse, very fine and fresh with good deep embossing.
Ex Cornwallis. S.G. 5, cat. £400+. Photo.
£250-£300

809

810

811

810 H

4d. brown horizontal pair, good to extremely large margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 5, cat. £800. Photo.
£500-£600

811 m

4d. brown and pale brown shades used with red Gambia Paid c.d.s. cancellations, the former with good to large
margins and ex Arnhold, the latter with good to large margins just clear at foot. S.G. 5, 6, cat. £425. Photo.
£80-£100

812 H

4d. pale brown, two mint examples with good to very large margins, one showing “RO” of “CROWN COLONIES”
watermark, large part original gum. S.G. 6, cat. £850+. Photo.
£180-£200

813 m

4d. pale brown, scarce horizontal pair from the lower left corner of the sheet, one with light crease and just touched
at top, cancelled by two fine strikes of “GAMBIA/B/A.P 20/82/PAID” c.d.s. in red. Ex Weldhen. S.G. 6, cat. £450+.
Photo.
£100-£120

814 H

4d. pale brown, watermark inverted (unrecorded by S.G. on this shade) exceptional example from the upper left
corner of the sheet with large margins other sides, large part original gum, fine. Ex Weldhen. S.G. 6 var.
Photo.
£350-£400

815 H

4d. pale brown, superb example from the lower right corner with large part original gum and showing weak sloping
label [R. 3/5], large margins other sides, fine. Ex Sacher and Bavington-Jones. S.G. 6 var. Photo.
£300-£350
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Ex 797

814

813

Ex 816

815

817

816 H

6d. deep blue unused, good to large margins, signed A. Diena, 6d. blue, three mint examples with good to large
margins (one with insignificant bend in margin at right), mainly fine. S.G. 7, 8, cat. £1,400. Photo. £200-£250

817 H

6d. deep blue from the lower left corner with large to huge margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 7, cat. £350.
Photo.
£140-£160

818 H

6d. deep blue, exceptional example from the lower left corner with large to very large margins, large part original
gum, fine. Ex Weldhen. S.G. 7, cat. £350. Photo.
£120-£140

819 J

6d. blue horizontal pair from the top of the sheet with good to extremely large margins, hinged in upper selvedge
only, fine. Ex Dale-Lichtenstein. S.G. 8, cat. £700+. Photo also on back cover.
£400-£500

820 J

6d. blue, from the upper left corner with large margins and sheet corner selvedge, paper hinge at top, a little light
corner toning on reverse otherwise fine and fresh with crisp embossing. Ex Cornwallis. S.G. 8, cat. £350+. Photo.
£200-£250

821 H

6d. blue, superb example with very large regular margins and strong embossing, mint, fine. S.G. 8, cat. £350. Photo.
£150-£180

822 H

6d. blue, from the right of the sheet with large margins, sheet selvedge and printer’s guide dot, large part original
gum, fine. S.G. 8, cat. £350. Photo.
£140-£160

823 H

6d. blue, from the foot of the sheet with large regular margins and sheet selvedge, mint, fine. S.G. 8, cat. £350.
Photo.
£140-£160

819

818

821

820

822

823
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826

825

824 H

6d. blue from the foot of the sheet with large to extremely large margins, large part original gum, fine. S.G. 8, cat.
£350. Photo.
£120-£150

825 H

6d. blue, large even margins and good embossing, mint, fine. S.G. 8, cat. £350. Photo.

826 m

6d. blue, used horizontal pair [R. 2/4-2/5] with Gambia Paid c.d.s. cancellations in red, clear to extremely large
margins showing portions of four adjoining stamps, the right-hand stamp with scissor cut into design nevertheless
a scarce and attractive multiple. Ex Sacher and Rose. S.G. 8, cat. £400+. Photo.
£100-£120

827

828

£120-£140

829

827 m

6d. blue, used horizontal pair with light Gambia Paid c.d.s. cancellations in red, clear to large margins. B.P.A.
certificate (1978) notes “Razor slit between stamps and right hand stamp pierced by postmark” nevertheless a scarce
and attractive multiple. Ex Bavington-Jones. S.G. 8, cat. £400+. Photo.
£100-£120

828 m

6d. blue, used horizontal pair with Gambia Paid c.d.s. cancellations in red, good to very large margins touched at
left, scarce and attractive multiple. Ex Bavington-Jones. S.G. 8, cat. £400+. Photo.
£80-£100

829 H

6d. blue, from the upper right corner of the sheet with good to extremely large margins and showing sloping label
[R. 1/5], large part original gum, fine. S.G. 8a, cat. £850. Photo.
£250-£300

1880 – 81 Watermark Crown CC Upright
830 H

3d. pair, 4d. (2) and 1s., mint, mixed condition. The property of another vendor.

£100-£120

1886 – 93 Watermark Crown CA Sideways

831 S

½d. to 1s. set of eight with additional 6d. shade, all handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type GA1) with gum, a
few faults, mainly good to fine and very rare. A similar complete set can be found in the Royal Collection. (9)
Ex Weldhen. Photo.
£300-£400

100
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838

839

840

841

842

843

844
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Gambia: 1886 – 93 Watermark Crown CA Sideways continued

Ex 832

Ex 833

837

832 S

½d. to 1s. set of four overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D11/12) mainly fine with gum, the 1d. a trifle gum
toned but showing double strike of overprint, one albino. S.G. 21s-24s, 32cs, cat. £400+. Photo.
£100-£120

833 S

½d. to 1s. set of four overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D11/12), 2d. small surface mark otherwise mainly
fine with gum. S.G. 21s-24s, 32cs, cat. £400+. Photo.
£100-£120

834

Selection incl. sets mint and used with range of shades to 1s. mint (3) and used (3), ½d. variety watermark Crown
to right of CA marginal unmounted mint, 2d. and 3d. (Mar. 1887 printing, 498 sheets) unmounted mint marginal
blocks of six (the latter showing sloping label), 4d. brown corner marginal mint block of four, 4d. deep brown
mint block of four and complete sheet of fifteen without selvedge, 1s. unmounted mint block of six (toning), etc.
mainly good to fine. (90)
£250-£300

835 H + ½d. to 1s. selection of shades (two sets) in mint blocks of four, comprising two of each value with one of each
being corner marginal, one 2d. with tone spots otherwise mainly fine with many unmounted. (16 blocks) Ex Davies.
£120-£150
836 J b ½d. green, Second delivery (Aug. 1888), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen, unmounted
and additionally showing weak sloping label [R. 1/5], minor toning but scarce. 500 sheets only. Photo.
£120-£150
837 s b ½d. green shade, Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen additionally showing sloping
label [R. 1/5] and long leg to “M” of “GAMBIA” [R. 1/2, 1/5], cancelled and tied to envelope reverse by thirteen
strikes of “GAMBIA/B/JA16/97/PAID” c.d.s. This date is six months earlier than the recorded date of the Seventh
delivery and it is believed that this sheet comes from the Fifth delivery (Dec. 1893) on which the [R. 1/5] long right
leg to “M” variety has not previously been proven (the Sixth delivery would not be a possibility due to the different
perf. comb employed at that time). Photo.
£100-£120
838 J b ½d. myrtle-green, variety watermark Crown to right of CA, Sixth delivery (Mar. 1897), First comb perf. points
down, complete mint sheet of fifteen additionally showing sloping label [R. 1/5], long leg to “M” of “GAMBIA” [R.
1/2, 1/5] and ‘broken nose’ [R. 3/2, 3/3], hingeing in selvedge touches one stamp only, fine. Ex Rose. S.G. 21w, cat.
£1,500+. Photo.
£800-£900
839 J b ½d. grey-green, Seventh delivery (July 1897), Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
additionally showing sloping label [R. 1/5] and long leg to “M” of “GAMBIA” [R. 1/2, 1/5], hinged in selvedge only,
fine. Photo.
£80-£100
840 J b ½d. myrtle-green shade, Seventh delivery (July 1897), Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of
fifteen additionally showing sloping label [R. 1/5] and long leg to “M” of “GAMBIA” [R. 1/2, 1/5], hingeing mainly
in selvedge and with slight backing paper adhesions, fine. Photo.
£80-£100
841 J b ½d. green shade, Seventh delivery (July 1897), Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
additionally showing sloping label [R. 1/5] and long leg to “M” of “GAMBIA” [R. 1/2, 1/5], one stamp with bends,
light hingeing in selvedge and some faint peripheral toning otherwise mainly fine. Photo.
£80-£100
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Gambia: 1886 – 93 Watermark Crown CA Sideways continued
842 J b 1d. crimson, First delivery (Dec. 1889) Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen, hinged in
upper selvedge only, fresh and fine. 1,025 sheets only. S.G. 23 var. Photo.
£100-£120
843 J b 1d. bright carmine, Third delivery (Mar. 1897) Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
additionally showing throat flaw [R. 1/1] and weak sloping label [R. 1/5], hingeing in selvedge just touching one
stamp, fresh and scarce. 408 sheets only. S.G. 23 var. Photo.
£150-£200
844 J b 1d. carmine, pale shade, Fourth delivery (July 1897) Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
additionally showing throat flaw [R. 1/1] and weak sloping label [R. 1/5], hinged and with a little toning in selvedge
otherwise mainly fine. Photo.
£80-£100
845 J b 2d. dull orange, Second delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
unmounted mint, distinctive shade with crisp embossing, fine. 500 sheets only, most being used. Photo.
£120-£150
846 H b 2d. bright orange, Second delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen, hinged
on three and in selvedge, fine. 500 sheets only, most being used. Photo.
£120-£150
847 J b 2d. deep orange, Third delivery (Mar. 1893), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
unmounted mint, crisp embossing, very fine. 1,000 sheets. Photo.
£80-£100
848 J b 2½d. ultramarine, Third delivery (Dec. 1899), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen, hinged
and with a few minor tone spots in selvedge, one stamp creased, another lightly hinged otherwise mainly fine.
500 sheets only, most used. Photo.
£180-£200
849 J b 2½d. deep bright blue, Seventh delivery (Mar. 1897), First comb perf. points down, complete unmounted mint
sheet of fifteen, fresh and fine. 802 sheets only. Photo.
£120-£150

850 J + 2½d. deep bright blue variety doubly embossed, an upper right corner marginal mint block of four hinged in upper
selvedge only and a rare multiple, fine. Ex Sacher. Whitfield and Leibowitz. B.P.A. certificate (1960) S.G. 27 var.
Photo.
£500-£600
851 J b 3d. grey, Third delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete unmounted mint sheet of fifteen incl.
[R. 1/1, 1/5] sloping labels, fine and scarce. 500 sheets only. Photo.
£180-£200
852 J b 3d. slate-grey, Fourth delivery (Dec. 1893), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl. [R.
1/1, 1/5] sloping labels, hinged, and with creasing at upper right, in selvedge only, mainly fine. Photo.
£120-£140
853 J b 3d. pearl grey, Fifth delivery (July 1897), Second comb perf. points up, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl. [R. 1/5]
weak sloping label, adhesions in selvedge and stamps unmounted, fine. Scarce shade, identifiable in this format by
three plate dots in margin at left. Photo.
£180-£200
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Gambia: 1886 – 93 Watermark Crown CA Sideways continued
854 J b 3d. pearl grey, Fifth delivery (July 1897), Second comb perf. points up, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl. [R. 1/5]
weak sloping label, hinged in selvedge only, fine. Scarce shade, identifiable in this format by three plate dots in
margin at left. Photo.
£180-£200
855 J b 4d. deep blackish brown, Second delivery (Mar. 1887), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
incl. sloping value tablet [R. 3/1], hinged in selvedge only, fine and scarce with crisp embossing. 1,010 sheets.
Photo.
£180-£200
856 J b 4d. deep reddish brown, Fourth delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete unmounted mint
sheet of fifteen incl. sloping value tablet [R. 3/1], corner crease in upper left selvedge otherwise fine and scarce
with strong embossing. Photo.
£150-£180
857 J b 6d. olive-green, Second delivery (Mar. 1887), Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl.
sloping labels [R. 1/1, 1/5], hinged in selvedge only, fine and scarce. 500 sheets only. S.G. 32d, da. Photo.
£500-£600
858 J b 6d. olive-green, Second delivery (Mar. 1887), Second comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl.
sloping labels [R. 1/1, 1/5], hinged on two and in selvedge only, some creasing at right otherwise fine and scarce.
500 sheets only. Brandon certificate (2008), S.G. 32d, da. Photo.
£500-£600

859 J

6d. olive-green, 1887 printing, second comb perf., upper right corner horizontal pair, and 6d. deep bronze-green
right marginal horizontal pair, one in each [R. 1/5] showing sloping label, both normal stamps with trivial
imperfections but scarce positional multiples, the former hinged in upper selvedge only (Only 500 possible). S.G.
32d, da, 33c, ca, cat. £465+. Photo.
£500-£600

860 J b 6d. bronze-green, Third delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen incl.
sloping labels [R. 1/1, 1/5], unmounted except two, minor toning on reverse of selvedge otherwise fine and scarce.
1,000 sheets. In “Gambia: Perforated Cameos” by J.F. Rose (West Africa Study Circle, 2011) it is noted that the
sloping label reaches its maximum distortion on the bronze-green shade leading, it is thought, to the withdrawal of
the plate and replacement before the Fourth printing. S.G. 33, a. Photo.
£300-£350
861 J b 6d. deep bronze-green, Third delivery (Dec. 1889), First comb perf. points down, complete mint sheet of fifteen
incl. sloping labels [R. 1/1, 1/5], hinged in selvedge only, some minor toning in selvedge otherwise fine and scarce.
1,000 sheets. S.G. 33c, ca. Photo.
£300-£350
862 J b 6d. grey-olive, Fourth delivery (Dec. 1893), Second comb perf. points down, complete unmounted mint sheet of
fifteen, fresh and fine with crisp embossing. S.G. 34. Photo.
£120-£150
863 J b 1s. dull violet, Second delivery (Mar. 1887), First comb perf. points down and showing dots in hair, complete mint
sheet of fifteen, hinged on one and in selvedge only, mainly fine and scarce. 500 sheets only. S.G. 34. Photo on
page 196.
£100-£120
864 J b 1s. violet, five distinct shades in complete mint sheets, comprising two from Second delivery (Mar. 1887, 500
sheets), two from Third delivery (Dec. 1889, 500 sheets) and one from Fourth delivery (Dec. 1893), odd trivial
stain or bend otherwise mainly fine with most unmounted. Ex Leibowitz. Photo on page 106.
£350-£400
865 J b Selection of shades in fourteen complete mint sheets, comprising ½d. from the First, Third (used, with stamps
individually cancelled) and Fourth deliveries with two additional from either Fourth or Fifth deliveries, 1d. Second
delivery, 2d. Third and Fourth (2) deliveries, 2½d. Sixth and Ninth deliveries, 4d. Fifth delivery, 6d. Fourth delivery
and 1s. Fourth delivery, mainly fine and mostly unmounted.
£500-£600
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Gambia: 1898 – 1902
866 H + ½d. to 1s. set of eight in mint blocks of four, mainly fine. (32) S.G. 37-44, cat. £520+. Photo.

£200-£250

867 H + Selection incl. set overprinted “SPECIMEN” with small part gum, set mint with ½d. corner block of eight, 1d. plate
no. block of six, 2d. plate no. block of four, 3d. deep purple and ultramarine shade, and set used, mainly good to
fine. (45)
£120-£150
868 F

1909 3s. and 1922-29 10s. with Madame Joseph cancellations, fine. The property of another vendor. £80-£100

869 H

1922-29 Watermark Mult. Script CA 3s. slate-purple, fine mint, also 3s. bright aniline mint (toned gum). Holcome
certificate (1996). S.G. 138, 139, cat. £307. Photo. The property of another vendor.
£80-£100

870 J

1938-46 to 10s., 1953-59 to £1 and 1963 to £1, unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 150-161, 171-185, 193-205,
cat. £365. The property of another vendor.
£100-£120

871

A used collection in a boxed album, incl. 1869-72 6d. used, 1874 6d. used, 1880-81 to 1s. (3, all watermark upright),
1886-93 to 1s. (3), 1898-1902 to 1s., 1902-05 to 3s., 1904-06 to 2s. (2), 1906 surcharges, 1909 to 3s., 1912-22 to
5s., 1921-22 to 4s., 1922-29 Watermark Mult. Crown CA to 5s., Mult. Script CA to 10s. (with extra shades of the
3s. and 4s.), 1938-46 to 10s., 1953-59 to £1, 1963 to £1, etc., later to 1966, not all cancellations guaranteed, mainly
fine. (100s) The property of another vendor.
£700-£800

872

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1869-72 4d. unused (2), 1874 4d. and 6d. unused, 1898-1902 set mint,
1902-05 set mint, 1909 set mint, 1912-22 set mint, 1922-29 set mint, etc., varied condition. (123) The property of
another vendor.
£500-£600

873

A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1922-29 to 10s., 1938-46 set, 1963 Birds set, etc., varied condition. (154) The
property of another vendor.
£150-£200

874

An unmounted mint K.E.VII to Q.E.II selection, incl. 1938-46 1s.3d. and 2s. imprint blocks of four, 1953-59 £1
(2), etc., mainly fine. (33) The property of another vendor.
£80-£100
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Third Session, Lots 875 – 1443
Wednesday 18th September not before 3.30 pm
Germany, States and Colonies

– Ex 878 –

876

875

876

Baden: A collection on leaves, incl. 1851-52 1k. (2), 3k. (4), 6k. (2), 9k. (4) used, 1853-58 to 6k. used, 1860-62 to
6k. (3) and 9k. (2) used, 1862 1k. mint and used, 6k. mint (2) and used, 9k. mint and used, 1862-65 values to 18k.
used and 30k. mint, 1862 Rural Postage Due selection, etc., slightly mixed condition. (64 stamps and one cover)
£450-£500

)

The Hof-Post: 1876 envelope bearing 1875-79 10pf. carmine horizontal pair cancelled by manuscript “Gr.
Mutzelberg 16/3”, addressed to “S.M.S Medusa, Berlin, Hof-Postamt”, fine. The hof-post served as a collection and
distribution point for mail to and from the armed forces from the 19th century until around 1897. The corvette S.M.S.
“Medusa” was on duty from July 28 1875 to Sept. 17 1876 in South America, the West Indies and the Mediterranean.
Photo.
£100-£120

877

1923 Inflation issues, an accumulation of sheets and large multiples incl. Oct.-Nov. to 50Md. both perforated
and rouletted, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)
£300-£400

878 J

1933 Welfare Fund perf. 14 x 13 set, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 513-521. Photo.

879

A collection in five albums, incl. States with Bavaria, 1872 small Shield ¼g. used, 5g. used, 1924 Air set mint, 192831 Air set used, 1933 Chicago Flight set used, 1933 Wagner set used, 1933-41 watermark Mesh set unmounted
mint, Occupation issues, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£700-£800

880

A selection of mainly Third Reich postal history covers and cards, incl. various usages, field post, registered, express,
many commemorative issues and special postmarks. (approx. 50)
£250-£300

881

A collection in an album, early to middle period, incl. 1872 to 5g. used, 1872 10g. and 30g. mint, 7k. and 18k. used,
1872 ¼g., 2½g., 7k. used, 9k. unused, 1872 9k. mint, range of mint inflation issues, 1936 Olympic Games set mint,
West Germany 1951 Charity 10pf. + 5pf. and 20pf. + 5pf. pair used on cover, officials, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£150-£200

£250-£300

)

An accumulation of 500+ unused postal stationery cards, envelopes and wrappers with some States but mostly
German Empire, Colonies also some Territories and Occupations, an unusual and interesting range with some
scarcer types.
£300-£350

883 s

Saar: 1920 (Mar.) 5pf. to 10m., all used on separate pieces, mainly fine. Michel 18-31, cat. €1,900. Photo.
£150-£200

882

884 J b - 1950 Stamp Day 15f. + 5f., in a fine unmounted mint complete sheet of ten, scarce. S.G. 288.

£180-£200
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German Colonies continued

885

887

886

885

)

886

)

German South West Africa: 1907 (Dec. 17) postcard to Weimar, Germany endorsed “Drucksache”, franked
3pf. tied by the rare “Osona/DEUTSCH/SÜDWESTAFRIKA/17.12./07” c.d.s. (Putzel A1) in use from Nov. 27
1907 to Feb. 3 1908 only. Photo.
£800-£1,000
- 1908 (May 26) registered cover to Herborn, Germany bearing 5pf. and 25pf. each tied by very scarce “OTJOSONDU/DEUTSCHDEUTSCH/SÜDWESTAFRIKA/ 26’ 5/08” c.d.s. in use from Jan. 1 1907 to July 17, 1908 only with fine

strike alongside with registration label blow (without town name, but showing number altered in ms. from “70“
to “14”), fine and rare usage. Photo.
£500-£600
887 H

901

903

German Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1900 10pa. on 5pf. green mint pair, further handstamped
“Deutsches Reich” in violet, unusual proof. Photo.
£300-£350

900

902

899

904
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Gibraltar

888

896

888 H

1925 £5 violet and black, unmounted mint, lightly toned gum otherwise fine. S.G. 108, cat. £1,600+. Photo.
£400-£450

889

1938-51 to £1 unmounted mint with most extra shades and perfs. incl. perf. 13½ 1½d. carmine and 2s. and perf.
14 3d., 6d. and 5s. (but less perf. 13½ 2d. grey watermark sideways), also 1931-33 set mint, a few with lightly toned
gum, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. 110-113, 121-131. (39)
£280-£300

890

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1886 2d. used, 4d. mint, 1886-87 set mint, 1889 set mint, 1889-96 set
mint, 1898 set mint, 1903 set mint, 1904-08 to 8s. mint, £1 used, 1906-11 4s. and 8s. mint, 1912-24 set mint, 192127 to 8s. mint, 1925-32 £1 red-orange and black mint, etc., varied condition. (109)
£1,200-£1400

891

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1886 4d. and 1s. mint, 1886-87 1s. used (2), 1889 25c. on 2d. with
broken “N” mint, 25c. on 2½d. with broken “N” used, short “1” used, 1889-96 to 5p. mint, 1898 set mint, 1903 to
8s. mint, 1904-08 to 2s. mint (2), 1906-11 to 4s. and used on piece, 1912-24 to £1 mint, 1921-27 to 8s. mint, 193851 to £1 mint, 1953-59 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)
£1,000-£1,200

892 m

A used collection in an album, incl. 1938-51 to £1, 1959 set, good range of later issues to 2002, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

893

Picture Postcards: An accumulation of early to modern cards, incl. black and white, street scenes, local people,
unused and used, some slight duplication, etc. (230 items)
£80-£100

Postal History and Covers
894

)

1816 entire to Fredericton, New Brunswick, bearing Halifax receiving mark on front, some imperfections but
unusual.
£100-£120

895

)

1816 to 1877, a selection of ten covers, variously rated with a range of markings incl. “E.GIB/S.ROQUE/AND BAXA”
etc.
£120-£150

896

)

Great Britain Stamps and Postal Stationery used in Gibraltar: 1867 (Oct.) entire to U.S.A., franked by G.B.
1858-69 2d. plate 9 GJ and 1865-67 6d. plate 6 GC-GD pair, cancelled by “A 26” barred ovals, Gibraltar despatch,
London transit and New York receiving marks. Photo.
£150-£180

897

)

- 1877 (May 14) ½d. stationery card to Madrid, tied by “A 26” duplex, small tear at base and minor staining
otherwise fine and scarce.
£50-£60

898

)

- 1877 1¼d. postcards (2) used 1878 (Mar. 31) to Holland and 1877 (Sept. 6) from Scarborough to Gibraltar, an
unusual pair.
£100-£120

899

)

- 1879 (Oct. 31) cover to Madrid, bearing 1d. pl. 204 tied neat “A 26” duplex, with Madrid Nov. 3 arrival on reverse,
filing fold clear of adhesive. Photo.
£120-£150

900

)

- 1883 (Aug. 4) 1d. postal stationery card used to London with “A 26” duplex and Aug. 8 red arrival c.d.s. Photo.
£100-£120

901

)

- 1884 ½d. brown card (RP 7), used 1884 (Mar. 8) to Barcelona with fine “A26” duplex, rare. Photo. £120-£140
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Gibraltar continued
902

)

Great Britain Stamps and Postal Stationery used in Gibraltar: 1884 (Oct. 20) ½d. postal stationery card used
to Tangier with “A 26” duplex and next day arrival. Photo on page 108.
£120-£150

903

)

1897 (Nov. 17) envelope to Manchester bearing 1889-96 20c. and diagonally bisected 10c. tied by “A 26”, “T”
handstamp at left as bisect unauthorised, Manchester Nov. 22 arrival on reverse. Photo on page 108.
£150-£180

904

)

1898 (Sept. 27) Gibraltar 10c. stationery card with vignette of the Rock, used to Italy cancelled by “A 26” duplex
and light squared circle, scarce. Photo on page 108.
£120-£150

Gilbert and Ellice Islands
905

A mainly mint selection, incl. 1911 set, 1912-24 £1, 1922-27 10s., etc., varied condition. (27)

906

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1911 set mint, 1939-55 sets mint and used, 1956-62 set mint, 1940
postage due set mint, etc.
£150-£200

907 H

A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1911 set, 1912-24 ½d. to £1 set, 1922-27 set, etc., varied condition. (251)
£250-£300

)

Abaiang: Selection of nineteen covers variously addressed incl. type 17 undated cancellation, fine early state on
‘Maude’ envelope bearing Key Plate ½d., 1d. and 1½d., also some later Kiribati covers and Solomon Is. Olympics
2000 $1 coin in presentation box.
£100-£120

908

£200-£250

Gold Coast
†909 m

1884-91 2½d. ultramarine and orange, Pl. 1, showing broken frame flaw [R. 1/3] and cancelled by scarce
“BERRAKU” c.d.s., fine. S.G. 14 var. See “The Postal Services of the Gold Coast to 1901” ed. J. Sacher (2003), p.

209. Photo.

†910

911

£80-£100

1889 1d. on 6d. mint strip of three (faults) and used single, both showing kink in frame underneath value tablet
[R. 8/1]. S.G. 20 var. See “The Postal Services of the Gold Coast to 1901” ed. J. Sacher (2003), p.172.
£100-£150

)

Postal Stationery: 1902 K.E.VII 3d. registered envelope size G and H2 with “SPECIMEN” and size G used to
Liverpool, size H used from Elmina to Bridport via Plymouth and Taunton, fine.
£80-£100

912

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, inc. 1875-76 4d. unused, 1883 ½d. unused, 1884-91 to 2s. mint, 1902
set, 1913-21 to 20s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. mint block of four one with extra flagstaff, also used single, 6d.
with extra flagstaff used, 6d. with short extra flagstaff used, good range of Ghana, etc., mixed condition. (many
100s)
£600-£700

913

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1876-84 2d. and 6d. mint, 1889 1d. on 6d. mint, 1889-94 10s. mint, 20s.
dull mauve and black mint (2), 1902 set mint, 1913-21 set mint, 1921-24 15s. die I mint (thinned), etc., mixed
condition. (97)
£400-£500

†914

A used Q.V. collection on a stock page, incl. 1875-76 1d., 4d., 1898-1902 2d., shades, etc., mixed condition. (57)
£200-£250

909

– 928 –
929
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†915

A K.E.VII to Q.E.II duplicated accumulation in a stockbook, mint and used, incl. cancellation interest, a few
multiples, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

916

A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1948 to 10s. (2), also 1948 Silver Wedding 10s. imprint block
of four used, etc., mostly fine. (63)
£120-£150

†917

Cancellations and Covers: A collection of postmarks on Q.V. issues, incl. Abokobi, Aburi, Accra, Ada (Addah,
seals), Adjuah, Akropong, Akuse, Anamaboe, Appam, Attuabu, Axim, Berraku, Beyin, Bole, Cape Coast (numerals
and c.d.s), Chama, Clearing House, Danoe, Dixcove, Elmina (boxed PAID, two types), Half Assinie, Kintampo,
Kpong, Kumasi, Quittah (in green) and Kwitta, Mansu, Mumford, Obuasi (1903), Odumasi, Prahsu (both types),
Prampram, Prestea, Saltpond, Secondee (and Sekondi), Tarkwa, Winnebah, Victoriaborg (Accra sub-office),
XBorg-Castle, with good to fine strikes (some in colour) of all but two listed town marks (Anum, Attititeh) as
listed in Sacher, pp. 72-79, also examples of Paquebot markings. (80)
£350-£400

918

)

A group of covers, from 1915 to the 1940s, incl. selection of W.W.II military with F.P.O’s, censor marks, earlier
with registered mail, uprated stationery, cancellation interest, etc. (60)
£250-£300

Greece
919

1901-02 issue, a mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 2l. (2) 20l. (2), 30l. and 50l. imperforate colour trials in
pairs, also 3l. in block of four, thick paper set mint, thin paper die I 2l., 3l., 10l., 20l., 25l., imperforate pairs, 3l.
block of four, 10l. block of four and strip of three, thin paper die II, etc., varied condition. (146)
£150-£200

920

Postage Dues: A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1875 vertical plate proof vertical pair in green without
numerals, 1876 perf. 10½ x 10½-11, 1l. (2) mint, 2l. mint, perf. 11½ 40l. mint, 1902 5l. imperforate proof pair in
black, etc., varied condition. (276)
£300-£400

921

A comprehensive collection in seven albums, two stockbooks and leaves, incl. large and small Hermes heads, 1896
Olympic Games 1d. and 5d. mint, set used, 1906 Olympic Games 10l. imperforate pair unused, 5d. used, 1911-23
zig-zag to 25d. mint, 1927-28 Navarino set mint, 1930 Centenary set mint (less 20d.) and used set, 1933 recess
50d. mint, set used, 1934 Stadium 8d. mint, 1939 Ionian set mint, 1951 St. Paul’s set mint, 1952 Birthday set mint,
1952 National Products set mint, 1954 Greek Art set mint, 1954 NATO set mint, and a good range of issues to
2001, range of perf. and minor varieties, etc., varied condition. (1,000s)
£1,400-£1,600

922

A collection of New Territories and Occupation issues in an album, incl. Greek Occupation of Albania 1940 50l.
on 25d. with no accent mint, 1941 Greek Youth postage and air set mint, Crete 1900 black overprint set mint,
1902 overprinted set mint, 1909 overprint type 28 3d. mint, Epirus, Lemnos, Samos, Thrace with Greek Occupation
1920 recess 2d. to 25d. mint, etc. (few 100s)
£300-£400

923

A comprehensive mint and used collection of issues from 2002 to 2018, virtually complete in six albums, incl.
definitives and commemoratives, miniature sheets, booklets, etc. (many 100s)
£250-£300

924

A mint and used collection of issues from 1927 to 1935 on leaves, incl. mint values to 25d. (both), range of perfs.,
used multiples, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£200-£250

925

A collection in an album and three stockbooks, incl. a range of Revenues, Poster and advertising labels, some used
on covers, etc. (100s)
£100-£120

)

A selection on covers and cards in two folders, album and loose, incl. postal stationery, censored mail, Postal
Agency cachets, p.p.c’s, National Currency Protection Service cachets, etc. (few 100s)
£150-£200

927 J

Italian Occupation of Cephalonia and Ithaca: 1941 overprint on 1940 Postal Staff Anti-TB Fund Charity Tax
50l., two unmounted mint vertical pairs showing overprints reading up and down, small collector’s mark on gum.
S.G. 30, a.
£120-£150

926

Grenada

)

Great Britain used in Grenada: 1859 (Apr. 9) cover to London bearing 6d. tied “A 15”, with despatch datestamp
on reverse, filing fold and some toning to adhesive. Photo.
£350-£400

929 I

1863-71 Rough perf. 14 to 16 6d. vermilion, unused, small part original gum, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate
(1978). S.G. 6, cat. £750. Photo.
£150-£200

928
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Grenada continued
930 H

1888-91 2½d. on 8d. grey-brown with variety surcharge double, one inverted, large part original gum, slightly
toned, otherwise fine. Brandon certificate (2003). S.G. 47d, cat. £550. Photo.
£120-£150

931 H

1938-50 to 10s. (5), with all perfs. less the perf. 12 10s., also 3d. with ‘colon’ flaw, mint with some unmounted, a
few with lightly toned gum, otherwise mainly fine. (30)
£200-£300

932 J

- Perf. 12 10s. slate-blue and bright carmine (narrow) right marginal example, unmounted mint, minor gum
wrinkle and very lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 163c, cat. £750. Photo.
£150-£200

)

Postal Stationery: 1883 (Dec. 8) 1½d. card used to Basseterre, cancelled by light “GRENADA/A/DE 08/83”
c.d.s’s with St. Kitts arrival of Dec. 12, climatic staining but very scarce. H&G 2. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

933

934

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1881 (Apr.) 4d. blue mint, 1895-99 set mint, 1902 set mint, 1904-06
set mint, 1908 set mint, 1921-31 to 10s. mint, postage dues 1892 3d. mint, etc., varied condition. (131)
£500-£600

935

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1863-71 6d. dull rose-red used, 1895-99 set mint, 1908-11 to 5s.
mint, 1913-22 to 10s. mint (3), 1921-31 to 10s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. with ‘kite and vertical log’ mint, 193850 to 10s. mint (4), etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£350-£400

Haiti
936

A mint and used collection in three boxed albums, largely complete for basic issues from 1881 to 2003, incl. airs,
miniature sheets, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£180-£200

937

A virtually complete collection from 1954 to 1982 in two stockbooks, mint and used of many sets, miniature
sheets, etc. (100s)
£100-£120

930

– 933 –

932

945

946
952

950
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Hong Kong

Ex 940

Ex 938

943

942

938 I

1862 No watermark 2c. (4), 8c., 12c., 18c., 24c. and 48c., unused, poor to good. S.G. 1-6. Photo.

939 m

- 2c. (7), 8c. (6), 12c. (6), 18c. (7), 24c. (6), 48c. (5) and 96c. (5), used, mixed condition. S.G. 1-7. £1,000-£1,200

940 I

1863-71 Watermark Crown CC 2c. (4), 4c. (12), 6c. (3), 8c. (5), 12c. (3), 24c. (4), 30c. vermilion, 30c. mauve (4)
and 48c., unused or part original gum, mixed condition. S.G. 8-17. Photo.
£1,500-£1,800

941 m

- 2c. (9), 4c. (26, one with inverted watermark), perf. 12½ (6), 6c. (13), 8c. (13), 12c. (17, one with watermark
inverted), 18c. (5), 24c. (8, one with watermark inverted), 30c. vermilion (10), 30c. mauve (12), 48c. (9, one with
inverted watermark), 96c. olive-bistre (3), 96c. brownish black (9, two with inverted watermarks), also forgeries
(17), all used, very mixed condition.
£1,000-£1,200

942 C

- 24c. green, overprinted “CANCELLED” (type D6), unused, very rare. S.G. 14. Photo.

943 I

1876-77 16c. on 18c. lilac unused, collector’s mark on reverse, otherwise fine, fresh appearance. S.G. 20, cat.
£2,250. Photo.
£250-£300

944

947

Ex 948

Ex 951

£600-£800

£400-£500

Ex 953

944 H

- 28c. on 30c. mauve, fine and fresh mint. S.G. 21, cat. £1,600. Photo also on back cover.

945 I

1880 (Mar.-Sept.) Surcharges, 5c. on 8c. bright orange, unused, part original gum, fine and fresh appearance.
S.G. 23, cat. £1,100. Photo.
£150-£200

946 I

- 5c. on 18c. lilac, unused, part original gum, fine. S.G. 24, cat. £950. Photo.

947 I

- 5c. on 18c. lilac, unused, part original gum, a few blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 25, cat. £1,000. Photo.
£120-£150

948 I

1880 (Mar.-Dec.) Watermark Crown CC 2c. (6), 5c., 10c. (2, one with missing corner) and 48c. unused, poor to
good. S.G. 28-31. Photo.
£300-£500

949 I

1882-96 Watermark Crown CA 2c. rose-lake (3), 2c. carmine (4), 4c. (3), 5c. (2 and corner pair), 10c. green (7,
one handstamped “SPECIMEN”), 10c. purple on red (3), 30c. (8), unused or mint, mixed condition. S.G. 32-39.
£800-£1,000

£250-£300

£120-£150

950 J + - 2c. aniline carmine, unmounted mint block of four from the top right corner of the sheet with plate number and
sheet number, some split perfs., otherwise fine and fresh. S.G. 33. Photo.
£100-£150
951

1885 (Sept.) 20c. on 30c. orange-red mint (2), unused, 50c. on 48c. yellowish brown mint and unused and $1 on
96c. grey-olive mint and unused, fair to fine. S.G. 40-42. Photo.
£500-£600

952 H + 1891 (Jan.-Mar.) without Chinese characters 14c. on 30c. mauve, in a mint block of four from the right of the
sheet, fine. S.G. 44, cat. £800+. Photo.
£200-£250
953 H

- 20c. on 30c. grey-green (4), 50c. on 48c. dull purple (3, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”) and $1 on 96c. purple on
red, good to fine mint. S.G. 45a, 46, 47. Photo.
£400-£500
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Ex 954

955

956

956

957

954 H

1891 (Mar.) with Chinese characters 20c. on 30c. grey-green (11), 50c. on 48c. dull purple and $1 on 96c. purple
on red (2, one unused), mainly mint, fair to fine. S.G. 48a-50. Photo.
£250-£300

955 H

1891 Jubilee 2c. carmine showing short “J” in “JUBILEE” [R. 1/6], fine mint. S.G. 51a, cat. £800. Photo.
£150-£200

956 m

- 2c. carmine variety Short “J” in “JUBILEE” and 2c. with variety broken “1” in “1891” fine used. S.G. 51a, c, cat.
£500. Photo.
£150-£180

957 H

- 2c. carmine showing short “U” in “JUBILEE” [R. 1/1], fine mint S.G. 51b, cat. £800. Photo.

958 H

1898 (Apr.) with Chinese characters $1 on 96c. black (2) and grey-black shades, fine mint. S.G. 52, 52a, cat. £700.
£200-£250

960

961

962

£150-£200

965

959

959 J

- Without Chinese characters $1 on 96c. grey-black, fine and fresh unmounted mint from the top of the sheet,
showing plate number, mounted in margin only. S.G. 53a, cat. £2,750+. Photo.
£500-£600

960 H

1898 (Apr.) Without Chinese characters 10c. on 30c. grey-green, a fine very lightly mounted mint example. S.G.
54, cat. £600. Photo.
£200-£250

961 H

- 10c. on 30c. grey-green, fine and fresh mint. S.G. 54, cat. £600. Photo.

£180-£200

962 H

- 10c. on 30c. grey-green, mint, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 54, cat. £600. Photo.

£150-£180

963 H

- With Chinese characters 10c. on 30c. grey-green mint (10, incl. a pair, yellowish green mint (4), fair to fine. S.G.
55, a.
£180-£200

964 H + - 10c. on 30c. grey-green, mint block of four, lower pair are unmounted, fine. S.G. 55, cat. £300+.

£100-£150

965 H

- 10c. on 30c. grey-green, variety Chinese character large, mint with hinge remainders, otherwise fine. S.G. 55c,
cat. £900. Photo.
£150-£200

966 S

1903 Watermark Crown CA 1c. to $5 with extra $1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly good to fine with gum.
S.G. 62-75. Photo.
£200-£250

967 m

- 1c. to $10, with extra 1c. (2), 2c., 4c., 5c. (2), 8c. (2), 10c. (3), 12c. (3), 20c. (2), 30c. (2), 50c., $1 (3), $2 (2), $3, $5
(2) and $10 (2), used, fair to fine. S.G. 62-76. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

968 H

- 1c. to $10, with extra 4c., 5c., 8c., 30c., mint, mainly good to fine. S.G. 62-76, cat. £3,138. Photo. £800-£1,000

969 H

1904-06 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2c. to $10 set with extra 2c., 8c., 20c., 30c. and 50c., mint, mainly good
to fine. S.G. 77-90, cat. £3,487. Photo.
£800-£1,000
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970 m

Ex 968

Ex 967

Ex 969
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Ex 970

1904-06 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 2c. to $10 set with extra 2c. (3), 4c., 5c. (2), 8c. (2), 10c., 12c., 20c. (2), 30c.
(2), 50c. (2), $1 (2), $2 (2), $3 (3), $5 (2) and $10 (2), used, mixed condition. S.G. 77-90. Photo.
£800-£1,000

971 J b - 10c. block of six, 12c. block of eight and 50c. on chalky paper block of eight (with collector’s marks on gum),
unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 81, 82, 85a.
£200-£250

Ex 973

Ex 972

972 H

Ex 975

– 977 –

1907-11 Colour Changes, 1c. to $2 set with extra 1c., 2c., 6c., 10c., 20c., 50c. and $2, also set (less 10c.) overprinted
£250-£300

“SPECIMEN”, mainly good to fine mint. S.G. 91-99. Photo.

973 m

- 1c. to $2 set with extra 1c. (2), 2c. (2), 4c. (3), 6c. (2), 10c. (3), 20c. (2), 30c. (2), 50c. (2), $2 (2), used, fair to fine.
S.G. 91-99. Photo.
£250-£300

974 J + - 20c. block of four and 50c. block of eight, all unmounted mint (except one 50c.), mainly fine. S.G. 96, 98.
£150-£200
975 H

1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1c. to $10 set with extra 1c., 2c., 4c. (3), 6c., 8c., 10c., 12c. (3), 20c., 25c.
type A, type B, 30c., 50c. (10), $1 (2), $3, $5 (4), mint, range of shades and papers, fair to fine. S.G. 100-116. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

976 m

- 1c. to $10 set with extra 1c., 2c., 4c., 6c. (2), 8c. (2), 10c. (2), 12c. (4), 20c., 25c. (6), 30c. (3), 50c. (11), $1 (2), $2
(3), $3 (3), $5 (4) and $10 (4), used, varied condition. S.G. 100-116.
£300-£350

977 H

- 25c. purple and magenta type B and $2 mint, both with heavy hinge, latter with lightly toned gum, otherwise
fine. S.G. 109, 113, cat. £500. Photo.
£100-£150

978

Ex 979

Ex 981

978 J

- $5 green and red on blue-green (olive back), fine unmounted mint. S.G. 115b, cat. £1,200+. Photo. £400-£450

979 S

1921-37 Watermark Mult. Script CA 1c. to $5 set (less 3c. grey and 5c. violet) with extra 25c. all overprinted or
perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with gum. Photo.
£200-£250

980

- 1c. to $5, 2c. green with inverted watermark mint, range of used values with 4c. showing broken character, mainly
fine. (57) S.G. 117-132.
£250-£300

981 H

- 1c. to $5 set with extra 1c. (4), 2c. blue-green, 2c. grey, 3c. (pair), 4c., 5c. (pair), 8c. grey, 8c. orange (5), 10c. (pair),
12c. (3), 20c. (4), 25c., 30c. (2), 50c. (4), $1 (2), $2., $3 and $5., mint, varied condition. S.G. 117-132. Photo.
£500-£600
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982 m

1921-37 Watermark Mult. Script CA 1c. to $5 set with extra 1c. (2), 2c. yellow-green, 2c. grey (7), 4c., 5c. (3),
8c. grey (2), 8c. orange, 10c. (2), 12c. (2), 20c. (2), 25c., 30c. (3), 50c. (8), $1 (2), $2 (4), $3 (5) and $5 (6), used,
varied condition. S.G. 117-132.
£180-£200

983

1935 Silver Jubilee set unmounted mint from the top right corner of the sheet, 5c. used corner block of four, one
with ‘extra flagstaff’, used single with ‘lightning conductor’, used single with ‘short extra flagstaff’, 20c. used with
‘vertical line’, mainly fine. S.G. 133-136.
£250-£300

984 H

1938-52 definitive issue, a mint collection on stockleaves, incl. complete set, range of perforations, shades, chalk
surfaced paper and printings, 30c. yellow-olive perf. 14 (6, two unmounted), $5 dull lilac and scarlet unmounted
mint block of four, $10 green and violet (3), $10 lilac and blue (8, five unmounted), etc., varied condition. (212)
£700-£800

985 m

- A used collection on stockleaves, incl. complete set, range of perforations, shades, chalk surfaced paper and
printings, $10 green and violet (2), $1 red-orange and green and $2 dull lilac and blue, both with short right leg
to “R”, etc., varied condition. (252)
£250-£300

986 J b 1946 Victory set in blocks of six from the upper left corner of the sheet, one in each showing variety ‘extra stroke’
[R. 1/2], fine unmounted mint. S.G. 169, a, 170, a, cat. £250+.
£80-£100
987 I

988

)

989

990

Postcard Stamps: 1879 3c. on 16c. yellow and 5c. on 18c. lilac, unused, a few blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G.
P1, P2. Photo.
£120-£150
- 5c. on 18c. lilac on complete postcard, fine and fresh unused. S.G. P2, cat. £375. Photo.

£180-£200

Postal Fiscals: A selection, incl. 1874-1902 perf. 14 $3 mint, 1880 12c. on $10 unused and used, 1897 $1 on $2
olive-green unused with part original gum, $1 on $2 mint, also a few forgeries and fiscals, etc., mixed condition.
(39)
£700-£900

)

Postal Stationery: 1879 unused formula postal stationery cards with blue printing (2), one with “5/CENTS” on
18c. special postcard stamp and the other with “THREE” on “5/CENTS.” on 18c. special postcard stamp affixed,
latter has some missing perforations at top. H&G 2, 3. Photo.
£400-£450

991

A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in three stockbooks, stockleaves and loose, incl. 1863-71 48c. with watermark
inverted used, 96c. brownish grey used (5), 1876-77 16c. on 18c. used (2), 1880 5c. on 8c. used, 10c. on 24c. used,
1941 Centenary set in mint blocks of four, 1948 Silver Wedding $10 mint (2) and used (3), miniature sheets with
1990 Exhibition sheets (6), booklets, postage dues, cancellations, etc. (1,000s)
£1,000-£1,200

992

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1891 50c. on 48c. dull purple used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1903
$3 mint, 1904-06 $5 mint, 1912-21 to $5 mint, 1921-37 set mint, etc., varied condition. (116)
£700-£900

993

A Q.E.II unmounted mint and used collection of definitive sets on stockleaves, incl. 1954-62 sets mint (3), 196273 to $20 (2), 1966-72 to $20 (3), 1973-74 set (2), 1976 no watermark set, range of shades, inverted watermarks,
etc. (100s)
£700-£800

994

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1862-63 to 48c. used, 1863-71 to 96c. used (2), 1876-77 16c. on
18c. used, 1880 10c. on 16c. used, 10c. on 24c. used, 1891 Jubilee 2c. used, 1903 to $10 used, 1912-21 to $10 used
(2), 1938-52 $5 green and violet mint, $10 green and violet used (2), $10 lilac and blue mint (3), 1948 Silver Wedding
sets mint and used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£600-£700

995

A mainly used Q.V. to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. Post Offices in China 1917-21 to $1 (2), $2 and $10 mint,
etc. (100s)
£400-£500

996

A Q.V. unused or mint selection on stockleaves, incl. 1891 14c. on 30c. unused (2), 1891 Jubilee 2c. unused (3),
1900-01 set of five overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 12c. in a mint block of four, etc., mixed condition. (44) £400-£500

997

A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1863-71 to 96c. brownish black used, 1885 20c. on 30c. mint, 187677 16c. on 18c. used, 1860 5c. on 8c. used, 1938-52 $10 pale bright lilac and blue mint, 1975-82 to $20 used,
cancellations, etc. (100s)
£350-£400
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988
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Ex 1005

998

A selection on an album page, two stockcards and loose with Treaty Port cancellations incl. Hoihow, Yokohama
obliterators, Swatow, Ningpo, also unused Q.V. with values to 96c. brownish grey with part original gum but
damaged perfs. at right, a few covers and cards, etc.
£300-£350

999

An accumulation in two stockbooks, incl. range of modern issues with booklets and miniature sheets, postage
dues, P.O’s in China 1917-21 to $2 used, 1922-27 $2 used, Japanese Occupation 1945 set used, etc. (few 100s)
£200-£250

†1000

A duplicated used accumulation in a stockbook, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Q.V. to 48c., range of cancellations, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£100-£150

1001

A duplicated accumulation of 1990s definitives, incl. some sheets, coil strips, miniature sheets incorporating
definitive design, booklets, etc. (1,000s)
£80-£100

1002 m

A used Q.V. collection on stockleaves, incl. 1876-77 16c. on 18c. (5), 28c. on 30c. (9), 1877 16c. yellow five singles
and a pair, 1880 5c. on 8c. (3), 5c. on 18c. (7), 10c. on 12c. (8), 10c. on 16c. (6), 10c. on 24c. (6), 1880 2c. (10), 5c.
(5), 10c. (8), 48c. (6), 1882-96 30c. (8), 1891 without Chinese characters 20c. on 30c. (4), 50c. on 48c. (3), $1 on
96c. (2), 1891 Jubilee 2c. (6, plus five forgeries), 1900-01 2c. with watermark inverted, 12c. blue block of four, etc.,
mixed condition. (317)
£1,800-£2,000

1003 m

Cancellations and Covers: A Q.V. to K.G.V selection on stockleaves, incl. 1863-71 96c. brownish grey and 1880
10c. on 16c. both with “62B” cancellations, Maritime, British Post Offices in China with Kiungchow, Ningpo, Wei
Hai Wei, etc., varied condition. (326)
£250-£300

)

- An accumulation of covers and cards, incl. 1940 cover registered to U.S.A. franked by 1938-52 $5 dull lilac and
scarlet, $10 green and violet, f.d.c’s with 1948 Silver Wedding set, flown covers, good range of postal stationery,
postcards, cancellations, etc. (100s)
£700-£900

1004

1005 m

Japanese Occupation: 1945 1.50y. on 1s. to 5y. on 5s. set used, fine. S.G. J1-3, cat. £201. Photo.

£70-£80

1006 J b - 3y. on 2s., complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, a few minor creases and backing paper slightly adhering in
one margin, otherwise fine and fresh. S.G. J2, cat. £1,200.
£120-£150

British Post Offices in China
1007 m

Amoy: A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1862 no watermark 18c., 1880 10c. on 12c. (2), 1874-1902 postal fiscal $3,
etc., varied condition. (91)
£150-£200

1008 m

Canton: A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1880 5c. on 8c., 1891 Jubilee 2c., etc., varied condition. (63)
£250-£300

1009 m

Foochow: A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1863-71 48c., 1880 10c. on 12c., etc., varied condition. (97)
£150-£200
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1010

1012

Ex 1014

Ex 1015

Ex 1017

Ex 1018

1016

1010 m

Shanghai: 1863-71 4c. slate perf. 12½, variety wmk. inverted, used with Shanghai “S1” cancellation in blue, a few
imperfections, fine appearance and scarce. S.G. 9fw, cat. £900. Photo.
£150-£200

1011 m

- A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1876-77 16c. on 18c., 1885 $1 on 96c. pair, etc., mixed condition. (118)
£150-£200

)

- 1880 (Nov. 4) envelope to London “pr French Mail” with rare franking of wing-margined 10c. on 12c. blue
tied by “S1” barred oval with “SHANGHAE” despatch c.d.s. and red London Paid arrival of Dec. 13,
backstamped Hong Kong transit of Nov. 8. Ex Gurevitch. Photo.
£900-£1,000

1013 m

Swatow: A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1876-77 16c. on 18c., 1898 $1 on 96c. black, etc., varied condition. (35)
£120-£150

1014 H

1917-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1c. to $10 set with additional 1c., 2c., 4c., 5c., 8c. (2), 10c. (2), 30c., 50c.
(7), $1, $2 and $5, mint, mainly good to fine. S.G. 1-17. Photo.
£800-£1,000

1015 m

- 1c. to $10 set with additional 1c., 2c., 4c. (3), 6c. (2), 8c. (3), 10c. (3), 12c. (3), 20c. (3), 25c. (2), 30c. (3), 50c. (12),
$1 (3), $2 (3), $3 (3), used, varied condition. S.G. 1-17. Photo.
£500-£600

1012

1016 m b - $3 green and purple, in a used block of six (possibly two vertical strips), with oval “REGISTERED/JY 6 21/
£350-£400
SHANGHAI B.P.O.”, faintly soiled, otherwise fine. S.G. 15, cat. £1,650 as singles. Photo.
1017 H

1922-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA 1c. to $2 set with additional 1c., 2c., 20c. 50c. (pair), $2) and $2 (2), mint,
mainly fair to fine. S.G. 18-28. Photo.
£250-£300

1018 m

- 1c. to $2 set with additional 1c. (2), 2c. (3), 4c., 8c. (3), 10c. (3), 20c. (2), 25c. (2), 50c. (2), $1 (2), used, mainly
fair to fine. S.G. 18-28. Photo.
£300-£350

Hungary
1019 + P 1913 Flood Relief set to 60f. + 2f. in imperforate proof blocks of four on unwatermarked paper.

£150-£180

1020 H b 1949-50 U.P.U. set of booklet panes of six, top pairs imperforate on three sides and all imperforate between
vertically, set all with top pairs imperforate on three sides, mint, mainly fine.
£80-£100
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India and States
1021 R

1854 Proofs, Essays and Reprints, 1894 4a. reprint, Spence no. 34 [15], fine. Photo on page 120.

1022 m

1854-55 4a. eleven cut square examples, used, poor to fair.

1023 E

1925 Delhi perforated essays 2a. (6) and 1r., mainly fine. Photo on page 120.

£100-£120

1024 H

1937-40 3p. to 25r. set and 1940-43 3p. to 14a. set, mainly fine mint. S.G. 247-277.

£120-£150

£100-£120
£1,000-£1,200

1025 J + 2000-02 Animals 25p., 50p., 1r., 2r. also 2008-09 Builders of Modern India 1r. and 5r., all in unmounted mint
blocks of four, variety imperforate, mainly fine. S.G. 1923-1925a, 2532, 2537.
£200-£250
1026

1027

Officials: 1864-72 watermarked 4a. green mint horizontal pair, minor toning otherwise fine, signed by J.A.L.
Cooper, and 1922 1a. chocolate imperf. unmounted mint vertical pair, a few minor gum wrinkles, otherwise fine.
S.G. O13, O98 var. Photo on page 120.
£100-£150

)

Postal Stationery: A group of modern postal stationery, incl. aerogrammes, registered envelopes, Gandhi
illustrated, fine and fresh, ex U.P.U. archive. (81, 39 of which are specimens)
£150-£200

1028 P C Revenues: Court Fee: 1872 4r. to 1,000r. imperforate proofs in black on surfaced paper, all overprinted
£100-£150
“CANCELLED”, fine and all marginal. Photo on page 120.
1029

A mint and used collection in two albums, incl. 1882-90 set mint, 1895 2r., 3r. and 5r. mint, 1902-11 set used (25r.
has telegraphic cancellation), 1926-33 15r. and 25r. mint, 1937-40 set mint, 1948 Gandhi sets mint and used, 194952 set mint, 1955 set mint, officials, States, etc. (100s)
£800-£1,000

1030

A collection on leaves, incl. 1854-55 4a. used (3, cut to shape), 1902-11 25r. used with telegraph cancellation, 191123 to 10r. mint, 1926-33 25r. mint, Convention States with Faridkot 1887-1900 set mint, Feudatory States, etc.,
varied condition. (100s)
£500-£600

1031

An accumulation on leaves, stockleaves and loose, incl. flown covers with 1930 (Oct.) four covers flown by Mrs.
Victor Bruce, different stages, Convention States with Nabha 1903-09 12a. and 1r. in mint blocks of four, Feudatory
States with Cochin, Revenues, also some Pakistan, etc. (many 100s)
£300-£400

1032

A mint and used collection in three stockbooks, incl. 1948 Gandhi sets mint and used, 1949-52 set mint, range of
later issues to 2008, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£200-£250

1033

Persian Expeditionary Force: A selection on piece used with 1922 Mohammera (Persia) telegraph cancellations,
comprising K.E.VII O.H.M.S. 5r. on piece, and K.G.V 1a., 12a. and 2r. (2) on piece, 2a. and 5r. pair on piece, 3a.,
8a., 1r. and 5r. on piece, fine strikes. (4 items)
£100-£150

Convention States
1034

A mainly unmounted mint collection in a stockbook, incl. Chamba with 1938 15r. corner block of six (tone spots),
1942-47 25r., officials 1938-40 1r. block of four, pair and four singles, Gwalior 1938-48 25r. blocks of four (3) pair
and single, Jind 1941-43 25r. blocks of six and four, Nahba, Patiala, etc., many are slightly toned. (few 100s)
£1,200-£1,500

1035 H

Chamba: 1938 3p. to 25r. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 82-99. Photo on page 120.

£200-£250

1036 J b - Officials: 1938-40 1r., 2r. and 5r. in unmounted mint interpannau blocks of twenty, very slight traces of toning,
otherwise fine. S.G. O68-O70, cat. £4,440. Photo on page 120.
£700-£900
1037 J + - 1938-40 1r., 2r. and 5r. in interval margin blocks of four, unmounted mint, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G.
O68-O70. Photo.
£150-£200
1038 J + - 1938-40 1r. to 10r. in unmounted mint interpannau blocks of four, very slight traces of toning, otherwise fine.
S.G. O68-O71, cat. £1,248. Photo on page 120.
£200-£250
1039 J b Jind: 1937-38 15r. brown and green in an unmounted mint block of six from the top right corner of the sheet,
slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 125, cat. £660.
£150-£200
1040 J + - Officials: 1939-43 1r. to 10r., in unmounted mint blocks of four, mainly, fine. (4) S.G. O83-O86, cat. £1,420.
Photo on page 120.
£250-£300
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Indian Feudatory States
1041

)

Cochin: Cancellations and Covers: A selection in a cover album and on leaves, incl. registered mail, postal
stationery, official mail, a good range of unused and used Post Office forms, etc. (192 items)
£200-£300

1042

Hyderabad: A duplicated accumulation in a stockbook and on stockleaves, incl. imperforate proofs (56), officials,
etc. (many 100s)
£150-£200

1043

Travancore: An accumulation in two stockbooks and loose, incl. a duplicated range of all issues with shades, perf.
variations, officials, Travancore-Cochin, a few complete sheets, etc. (many 100s)
£250-£300

1044

- A mint K.G.VI collection on stock pages, incl. 1939 Maharaja’s First birthday set, Travancore-Cochin, officials
with 1949-51 6a. on 14ch. block of four, etc. (68)
£100-£150

1045

)

- Cancellations and Covers, a selection, incl. 1943 registered cover, franked by official 1941-42 1ch. and 4ch.
compound perf., 1951 4p. stationery card, registered, additionally franked 1949 3a. on 7ch., postal stationery,
Officials, registered mail, etc. (102 items)
£150-£200

Indonesia
1046

1047

1948 1s. to 2½r. unissued set in imperf. pairs with gum, some minor gum wrinkling, otherwise mainly fine. (21)
Photo.
£250-£300

)

A group of five covers bearing local overprints on Netherlands Indies or Japanese stamps, comprising 1949 (Mar.
23) cover to Medan bearing 7½c. overprinted circular “Indonesia/P.T.T.” and 1948-48 overprints 15c. tied c.d.s.
and straight line “MARBAU”, 1949 (Aug. 8) cover to Austria bearing 1950-52 1c. to 12½c., overprinted “Rep.
Indonesia” 3c. and 5c. tied Soebang c.d.s’s, 1949 (Dec. 27) cover to New York bearing a range of issues incl.
overprinted circular “Indonesia/P.T.T.” Japanese 5s. and overprinted “Rep. Indonesia” Dutch Indies 1c. tied Birth
of Indonesia violet cachet, 1950 (Nov. 21) cover to the Netherlands bearing range of first issues and overprinted
circular “Indonesia/P.T.T.” Japanese 4s., and 1951 (Oct.) registered cover to Germany bearing a range of first issues
and overprinted “Rep. Indonesia” Dutch Indies 1c. tied Semarang c.d.s’s.
£150-£200

Iraq
1048 M

A group of miniature sheets, comprising 1948-51 King Faisal II imperf. and perf. mint, imperf. used, 1949 Air
imperf. and perf. unmounted mint, and 1953 Coronation used on piece, mixed condition.
£150-£200

1049

A collection in three boxed albums, a stockbook and a binder, incl. 1931 to 10r. used, 1932 surcharge set used
(not guaranteed), 1932 to 1d. used, 1953 Coronation miniature sheet mint, officials with 1920-23 no watermark
set used and Script set mint or used, modern issues largely complete to 2014, covers, Kurdistan, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£400-£500

Ireland
1050 J

1922 Thom shiny blue-black overprint 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s., unmounted mint, 5s. has small gum blemish, otherwise
fine. Proschold certificate (1987). S.G. 44-46, cat. £1,400. Photo.
£350-£400

1051

A comprehensive collection from 2002 to 2018 in seventeen albums and stockbook, virtually complete
commemoratives and definitives, with many sheetlets, booklets and premium booklets, miniature sheets, also a
range of used, etc. (1,000s)
£1,000-£1,200

1052

A collection in nine albums, folder, stockbook and on leaves, incl. Great Britain used in Ireland, 1922 (Feb.-July)
½d. to 1s. used, Dollard 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. mint, 1922 Thom ½d. to 1s. set mint and used, 1925-28 narrow date
2s.6d. and 5s. mint, 1935 re-engraved set used, 1940-68 to 10s. (2) mint, and a very comprehensive range of later
issues mint and used to 2001 with sheetlets, miniature sheets, booklets, postal stationery, etc., varied condition.
(1,000s)
£600-£700

1053

A mint and used collection in five albums, incl. 1922 (Feb.-July) to 10d. used, a good range of later issues to 2011
with miniature sheets and booklets, etc. (many 100s)
£200-£250
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1054

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1922 Dollard 2s.6d. mint (2), 1922-23 to 20s. mint, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£100-£150

1055 J

An unmounted mint selection of commemoratives from 1938 to 1957, incl. 1953 Emmet set, etc. Stated to cat.
Michel cat. €430. (42)
£80-£100

Israel
1056 J

A selection of unmounted mint varieties, comprising 1964 Medical Congress £1 corner block of four with shift
of black, 1948 Jewish New Year 15p. with several colours missing corner pair (toning on reverse), 15p. missing
gold, purple, green and bistre in a marginal strip of three, 1972 Independence Day 0.15a. Lions Gate with dry print
of the red, 1983 Military Equipment 8s. and 30s. misperforated marginal strips of three, and 1986 Meterological
Service 50a. misperforated block of fifteen from the top of the sheet, some with normals for comparison. S.G. 285
var., 488 var., 527 var., 913 var., 915 var., 1011 var.
£100-£150

Italy and States
1057

Italian States: A collection in an album, incl. Neopolitan Provinces, Papal States, Parma, Sardinia, many forgeries
and reprints, etc., mixed condition. (315)
£100-£120

1058

Express Mail: 1903 to 1974, a collection on leaves, incl. stamps with 1903 25c. rose imperforate vertical pair from
the base of the sheet, range of covers with 1918 cover to London bearing boxed “EXPRESS FEE PAID 3d” applied
on arrival, study of the usage of labels, etc., an interesting collection. (100 items, 184 stamps) Photo on page 167.
£800-£1,000

1059

Postal Services: Servizio Commissioni 1913 and 1925 sets, also Ricognizioni 1874 10c., mainly fine unmounted
mint.
£70-£80

1060

)

Postcards: A selection, mainly topographical, middle to modern period. (approx. 620)

£100-£150

Jamaica

1062
1061

1061

)

X1062 H

1845 entire letter from New York to Kingston, with “1/4” ratemark and a good strike of the two line “JAMAICA/SHIP
£100-£120

LETTER”. Photo.

1938-52 5s. slate-blue and yellow-orange, the extremely rare line perforation 14, fine and fresh mint. S.G.
132a, cat. £7,000. Photo also on back cover.
£1,200-£1,500

Japan
1063 J

1936, 1938, 1939 (both), 1940 (Apr.) and 1941 (both) National Parks sets, unmounted mint, mainly fine. Michel
cat. €490. (24)
£80-£100
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1064 J b 1937-40 10s., 30s., 50s., 1y., 1942-45 1s., 2s. red, 4s., 5s., 7s., 10s. carmine and pink, each in complete unmounted
mint sheets of 100, slightly mixed condition. S.G. 322, 327, 328, 329, 391, 392b, 395, 396, 398, 399, cat. £2,200.
£150-£200
1065

A collection in a binder with issues from 1871 with strength in later commemorative issues. (100s) £200-£250

1066

A mint and used collection from 1871 to 2002 in varied condition on leaves incl. 1927 U.P.U. set mint, 1929 Air
set mint, etc.
£150-£200

1067

An accumulation in varied condition on leaves and stockcards, packets and loose contained in a carton with a
range of issues. (many 100s)
£150-£200

1068

A mint and used collection from 1871 to 1945 in varied condition on leaves with early issues incl. forgeries, a
selection of items used in China, etc. (few 100s)
£140-£160

1069

A duplicated mint and used accumulation in varied condition in two stockbooks with selection of Koban issues,
etc. (100s)
£80-£100

1070

A duplicated mint and used accumulation in four stockbooks with issues from 1890 to 1980. (100s)

£80-£100

1071

A mint and used duplicated accumulation from 1875 to 1980 in a stockbook.

£80-£100

1072

)

A selection of covers and cards (approx. 110) in varied condition with range of periods incl. commemorative
postcards, etc.
£120-£150

1073

Ryukyu Islands 1948 to 1960, a mainly mint collection on leaves incl. 1948-49 definitives, 1952 Establishment of
Government 3y., etc. (145)
£150-£200

1074

- A mainly mint duplicated accumulation in a binder, on leaves, approval pages and stockcards. (many 100s)
£150-£170

Jordan
1075

An unmounted mint collection in an album, 1960s to 1980s, incl. 1964 Birds set (500f. with crease), 1966 to 1d.,
miniature sheets, etc., mainly fine. (96)
£50-£60

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika
British East Africa

Ex 1076

1077

1078

1076 m

1890 ½a. on 1d., 1a. on 2d. and 4a. on 5d., c.d.s. used, the 1a. on 2d. with some toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 1-3,
cat. £800. Photo.
£200-£250

1077 m

1890-95 ½a. imperf. pair, used with Mombasa squared circles and blue crayon, tiny thin, otherwise fine. S.G. 4a,
cat. £700. Photo.
£120-£150

1078 m

- 2½a. vertical pair variety imperf. between, used, minor horizontal crease and trace of crayon at top, otherwise
fine. S.G. 7cd, cat. £600. Photo.
£150-£200
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– 1079 –

1081

1083

1082

1079 H

1890-95 8a. grey, mint, 1r. grey, unused with straight edge at right, otherwise fine. S.G. 13, 15. Photo.
£120-£150

1080

A selection comprising 1890-95 1r. grey used, 1895 (July 9) 4a. with overprint double used, 4½a. brown-purple
used (with Stolow handstamp), 3r. mint, and India 1900-02 1a. carmine used with Mombasa c.d.s., not all
guaranteed, varied condition. (5)
£300-£400

1081 m

1891 Mombasa Provisionals, “½ Anna” handstamped on 2a. vermilion, initialled “A.D.”, with face value
obliterated, used with Mombasa c.d.s. S.G. 20, cat. £1,100. R.P.S. certificate (2009). Photo.
£200-£250

1082 m

- “½ Anna” in ms. on 3a. black on dull red, initialled “A.B.”, used with indistinct c.d.s., light creasing, very scarce.
B.P.A. certificate (2018) states “corner crease at lower left”. S.G. 24, cat. £2,250. Photo.
£600-£700

1083 m

1895 (July) “BRITISH/EAST/AFRICA” ½a. dull brown, variety overprint double, used with Mombasa squared
circle and blue crayon, straight edge at left, trimmed perfs. at base, otherwise fine. One of only two known
examples. Signed Holcombe. S.G. 33b var. Photo also on back cover.
£1,500-£2,000

Ex 1084

1085

– 1089 –

1084 H

1897-1903 1r. grey-blue, 1r. ultramarine and 2r. orange mint, slightly varied condition. S.G. 92, 92b, 93, cat. £830.
Photo.
£180-£200

1085 m

- 10r. yellow-bistre, fine used. R.P.S. certificate (2013). S.G. 97, cat. £650. Photo.

1086

A collection on leaves, incl. 1890 ½a. on 1d. used with R.P.S. certificate (1983), 1a. on 2d. used with R.P.S. certificate
(1931), 1890-95 8a. grey and 1r. grey unused, 1894 (Nov.) 5a. on 8a. and 7½a. on 1r. used, 1895-96 5r. used, 18961901 set mint, 1897-1903 1r. mint, 3r. used with B.P.A. certificate (2002), etc., varied condition. (53) £500-£600

1087

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. multiples, cancellation interest, 1890-95 mint or unused selection
with 2½a., 1r. grey mint and 4r. used on piece, manuscript value and initials “1 anna” on 3a., 1894 7½a. on 1r.
used, 1895 3a., 5a. used, 1895-96 8a., 2r. used, 1897 2a. strip of six cancelled on 1897 envelope, etc., mixed condition.
(100s)
£380-£400

1088

)

£250-£300

A group of covers, from 1893 to 1961, incl. unused and used postal stationery with a few Specimens, mixed
condition. (33)
£120-£150

East Africa & Uganda Protectorates
1089 S

1903-04 Watermark Crown CC 20r. grey and stone and 50r. grey and red-brown overprinted “SPECIMEN”
(Samuel type D12a) both with vertical crease otherwise fine with gum. S.G. 15s, 16s. Photo.
£120-£150

1090 m

1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 20r. black and purple on red, fine used. R.P.S. certificate (2001). S.G. 59,
cat. £450. Photo.
£180-£200
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1094

Ex 1093

1091 S

1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 100r. overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a), some red ink at lower
right, otherwise fine with gum. S.G. 62s. cat. £700. Photo.
£250-£300

1092 m

- 100r. horizontal strip of three fiscally used, left stamp torn at top left, otherwise fine. S.G. 62.

£150-£200

Kenya & Uganda

1095

1096

1097

1093 H

1922-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA 1c. to £1 set, mainly fine mint. S.G. 76-95 cat. £500. Photo. £150-£200

1094 S

- £10 black and green, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a) in red, slight grease mark, otherwise fine with
gum. S.G. 100s, cat. £900. Photo.
£250-£300

1095 S

- £20 red and green overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D16), slightly toned, otherwise fine with gum S.G. 101s,
cat. £1,600. Photo.
£350-£400

1096 S

- £25 overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a) in red, hinge stain otherwise fine with gum. S.G. 102s, cat.
£1,700. Photo.
£500-£600

1097 S

- £50 black and brown, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a) in red, lightly toned, slight gum disturbance,
otherwise fine. S.G. 103s, cat. £2,250. Photo.
£600-£700

1098

1099

1098 S

- £75 purple and grey, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D16), slightly toned, otherwise fine with gum.
S.G. 104s, cat. £4,250. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

1099 S

- £100 red and black overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D16), with gum, slightly toned, minor corner
crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 105s, cat. £4,750. Photo also on back cover.
£1,500-£1,700
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Ex 1100

Ex 1101

Ex 1102

1107

1111

Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika
1100 S

1935-37 1s. to £1 set perforated “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D19), mainly fine with gum. (14) S.G. 110s-23s, cat.
£500. Photo.
£150-£180

1101 H

- 1c. to £1 set, mint, toned gum, otherwise mainly fine, also additional 2s. and 5s. unused. S.G. 110-123, cat. £475.
Photo.
£100-£120

1102 m

- 1c. to £1 set (less 10c. and 15c.), used, mixed condition. S.G. 110-123, cat. £550. Photo.

1103 H

1938-54 to 5s. (2), 10s. (4, one perf. 13¼) and £1 (2) with a range of shades and perfs., 90c. marginal pair showing
‘break on bird’s breast’, etc., some unmounted, mainly fine. (45)
£120-£150

1104

A collection on leaves, incl. 1903-04 10r. grey and ultramarine mint, 20r. grey and stone overprinted “SPECIMEN”,
1904-07 to 5r. mint, 1912-21 to 50r. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1921 to 3r. mint, 1922-27 to £1 and £5 overprinted
“SPECIMEN”, etc., mixed condition. (95)
£800-£1,000

1105

An unmounted mint mainly K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-54 5s. (4), 10s. (4) and £1 (2 singles, pair and block of
four), etc., also 1938-54 50c. dot removed in pair with normal used and 1948 Silver Wedding 10s. used on piece,
mainly fine. (58)
£200-£300

£100-£150

Kuwait
1106 m

1939-37 to 2r. with watermark upright, used, official 1923-24 1a., 4a. and 8a. used, mainly fine. S.G. 16-26w, O2,
O8, O9.
£200-£250

1107 J

1939 15r. brown and green with watermark upright, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 51, cat. £375. Photo.
£100-£150

1108

An unmounted mint selection, incl. 1945 to 14a., 1948-49 10r. on 10s. (7), officials with 1923-24 10s., 1929-33
10s., 1955-57 type II set, etc., slightly mixed condition. (122)
£350-£400

Lebanon
1109

A mainly mint collection in a Scott album, incl. 1924 (Jan.) Air set, 1930 Silk Congress set, 1954 Air 5p. to 300p.,
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£120-£150

Leeward Islands
1110 H
X1111 H

1938-51 to 5s. (3), 10s. (4) and £1 (4), range of shades, mint, mainly fine. (42)

£120-£150

- £1 brown-purple and black on salmon showing missing pearl variety [HPF 49b], lightly hinged, fine. S.G. 114ba,
cat. £1,700. Photo.
£400-£500

Liechtenstein
1112

An accumulation, incl. 1946 presentation folder with 1946 Exhibition miniature sheets mint and used (2), new
issues from 1992 to 2009 unmounted mint and used, 1997 Saints 20f. mint and used on maximum card and f.d.c.,
maximum cards and f.d.c’s, etc. (100s)
£70-£80
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Malaya and States
1113 H + 1948-49 Silver Wedding sets for the eleven States and also Singapore in fine fresh mint marginal blocks, the
higher values marginal with imprints the lower pair in each unmounted.
£250-£300
1114

An accumulation in eleven stockbooks and leaves, incl. Straits Settlements 1867 32c. on 2a. used (3), 1904-10 $25
fiscally used (3), 1906-07 2c. perf. 14½ mint, 1906-12 to $5 mint, 1912-23 to $5 mint, $25 overprinted “SPECIMEN”,
$100 fiscally used, 1936-37 set mint, Federated Malay Statets, Johore 1891-94 set mint, 1896-99 to $5 mint, 190410 to $5 mint, 1910-19 to $1 mint, 1938 postage due set mint, Kedah 1912 to $3 mint, 1921-32 set to $5 mint,
1937 set mint, Kelantan 1911-15 set mint, 1951-55 set mint, Negri Sembilan 1895-99 set mint, Pahang 1935-41
set mint, Penang, Perak with 1938-41 to $2 mint, Selangor 1935-41 set mint, Trengganu 1910-19 to $3 mint, $24
fiscally used, 1921-41 watermark Mult. Crown CA S1 to $5 mint, a good range of Japanese Occupation, etc., mixed
condition. (1,000s)
£2,500-£3,000

1115

A mint and used selection in six stockbooks, incl. much postmark interest, Straits Settlements, Federated Malay
States 1904-22 $1 mint, Johore 1949-55 set mint, Kedah, Kelantan 1937-40 to $1 mint, 1951-55 set mint (less 30c.),
Negri Sembilan, Pahang 1935-41 set mint, Perak 1935-37 set mint, 1938-41 to $2 mint, Perlis, Selangor 1935-41
set mint, Trengganu, Singapore 1948-52 perf. 14 to $5 mint, 1948 Silver Wedding $5 mint, 1955-59 set mint, etc.
(many 100s)
£800-£1,000

1116

A Q.V to Q.E.II mainly mint good to fine collection in two albums with sets incl. Straits Settlements 1937-41,
Johore 1949-52, 1938 Postage Due, Kedah 1937, 1950-55, Kelantan 1937-40, 1951-55, Malacca, Perlis 1951-55,
Penang 1949-52, Perak 1938-41, Trengganu 1921-41 Script 3c. reddish brown, 8c. grey and $5, 1949-55, 1937
postage due set in vertical marginal pairs (lower stamp in each is unmounted), Malaya Postal Union postage dues,
also Singapore, etc. (100s)
£800-£1,000

1117

A selection on leaves, incl. Federated Malay States with 1900 overprinted on stamps of Negri Sembilan 25c. used
with R.P.S. certificate (1999), 50c. used with R.P.S. certificate (2006), overprinted on Perak $1, $2 and $5
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, $2 used with R.P.S. certificate (2003), Negri Sembilan, etc., varied condition. (151)
£250-£300

Straits Settlements

1119

1118

1118 m

1883 (Apr.) “TWO CENTS” type 20f (“E” wide) on 32c. pale red, fine used, with red circular “STAMPED/
£100-£120

RAINBOW/MALACCA”. B.P.A. certificate (3013). S.G. 60, cat. £350. Photo.

1119 m

1884 (Sept.) “8” on 8c. on 12c. dull purple, used, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2003). S.G. 80, cat. £500. Photo.
£150-£200

1120

1121

1122

1120 m

1904-10 Watermark Mult. Crown CA $100 purple and green on yellow, fiscally used, fine. S.G. 140, cat. £450.
Photo.
£120-£150

1121 m

- $100 purple and green on yellow, fiscally used, fine. S.G. 140, cat. £450. Photo.

1122 m

1906-07 overprinted on stamps of Labuan 2c. perf. 13½ x 14, used, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2000). S.G. 142, cat.
£500. Photo.
£150-£180

£120-£150
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1123 S

1906-12 Watermark Mult. Crown CA $500 purple and orange overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12a),
fine with gum, rare. S.G. 169s, cat. £4,750. Photo also on back cover.
£1,200-£1400

1124 S

1912-23 Watermark Mult. Crown CA $100 black and carmine on blue overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type
D12a) in red, fine with gum. S.G. 214s, cat. £1,300. Photo.
£250-£300

1125 m

- $500 purple and orange-brown, used with red embossed fiscal cancellation, fine. S.G. 215, cat. £600. Photo.
£180-£200

1126 S

1921-33 Watermark Mult. Script CA $500 purple and orange-brown, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel
type D12a), fine with gum. S.G. 240ds, cat. £5,000. Photo also on back cover.
£1,000-£1,200

1127

A collection on leaves, incl. 1879 5c. on 8c. used with R.P.S. certificate (2001), 1883 2c. on 8c. type 20c used with
R.P.S. certificate (2013), 1883 2c. on 4c. used with R.P.S. certificate (2013), 1884 8c. on 12c. type 23 used with
R.P.S. certificate (2003), 1884 (Apr.) 2c. on 5c. blue type 20f. used with R.P.S. certificate (2003), 1906-07 1c. perf.
14½ x 15 used with R.P.S. certificate (2000), 1921-33 $25 used with B.P.A. certificate (2003), etc., mixed condition.
(157)
£500-£600

Malayan States
1128

Johore: A collection on leaves, incl. 1884-91 2c. type 10 with thin, narrow “J” used, 2c. type 12 used, 2c. type 13
used, all with R.P.S. certificates (2013), 1896 $1 used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1904 50c. on $5 used with R.P.S.
certificate (2002), 1910-19 50c. used with B.P.A. certificate (2009), 1918-20 $5 used with R.P.S. certificate (2002),
1922-41 $3 used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), etc., varied condition. (54)
£450-£500

1129

Kedah: A selection, incl. 1912 $3 and $5 used, both with R.P.S. certificates (2001), 1921-32 $3 and $5 used both
with R.P.S. certificates (2001), 1922 Exhibition to 10c. mint, etc., varied condition. (36)
£250-£300

1130 H

Kelantan: 1922 “MALAYA/BORNEO/EXHIBITION” overprint set, fine mint. S.G. 30-38, cat. £425. Photo.
£120-£150

1131 m

Pahang: 1891 2c. on 24c. green type 5, fine used. R.P.S. certificate (2000). S.G. 7, cat. £300. Photo.

1132

Perak: A selection on leaves, incl. 1891 2c. on 24c. green type 33 used with R.P.S. certificate (2013), 1895-99 $2
used (faded) with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1935-37 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (41)
£150-£200

1133 H

Trengganu: 1921-41 Watermark Mult. Script CA $5 green and red on yellow, mint upper marginal example, fine.
S.G. 44, cat. £500. Photo.
£150-£200

£100-£120
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129

1125
1136

1131

Ex 1130

1133

1134

Japanese Occupation
1134 s

Penang, 1942 (Apr. 15) 2c. and 15c. blocks of four, the latter with one stamp showing “N PPON” variety, fine used
on piece with violet commemorative cachets, biro note on piece. S.G. J78, 84, c. Photo.
£180-£200

)

General Issues, 1942 (May) on Perak 8c. scarlet, used on cover to Kuala Lumpur with Gopeng c.d.s., Japanese chop
at left, rough edge at right and punch hole. S.G. J248. Photo on page 130.
£120-£150

1136 s

- 1943 (Apr. 29) 2c. used with 1942-44 6c. on 5c. on piece with violet commemorative cachet, and Japanese 3s.,
5s. and 8s. used on piece with black First Anniversary of the Great East Asia War commemorative cachet. Photo.
£100-£150

1137

A mint and used selection, incl. General Issues 1942 (Apr. 3) on Negri Sembilan 1c. and 3c. with violet overprint
blocks of four mint, 1942 (May) on Negri Sembilan 1c. to $1 set used, etc., slightly mixed condition. (84)
£300-£400

1138

A mint and used selection, incl. Trengganu, General Issues 1942-44 on Selangor 12c. with overprint inverted mint,
etc., slightly mixed condition. (21)
£100-£150

1135

1139

)

W.W.II Military postcard to Japan, with red Japanese chop alongside.

1140

)

General Issues, 1942 (May) on Perak 3c. with overprint inverted and 8c. used on 1942 cover with Malacca c.d.s.,
cover with some tone spots.
£70-£80

1141

)

Penang, 1942 (Apr.) 2c. block of four used on 1942 envelope to Syonan-To with July 7 c.d.s., Japanese chop at
right, stamps a little toned at top and vertical filing fold clear of adhesives. Photo on page 130.
£100-£120

1142

)

Penang, 1942 (Apr.) 1c. black (2) and 3c. pair used on 1942 (July 25) cover to Syonan with neat c.d.s., Japanese
chop at right, filing fold. Photo on page 130.
£100-£150

£50-£60
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1146

1141

1145

1142

1144

1143
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Malaya: Japanese Occupation continued

)

1942 (Dec. 3) censored cover to Gopeng bearing Japanese 1s. pair and 6s. tied Sentul c.d.s’s. Photo. £120-£150

1144 s

1942 (Dec. 8) pieces each bearing Japanese 3s., 5s., 8s. and 25s. tied by black or violet First Anniversary of East
Asian War commemorative cachets.
£70-£80

1145

)

1942 (Dec. 8) cover bearing Japanese 8s. tied by violet First Anniversary of East Asian War violet commemorative
cachet, Japanese chop on reverse, pinhole through cover and part of side flap missing. Photo.
£80-£100

1146

)

1943 (Mar. 30) censored cover with enclosed letter from Cardiff to a Prisoner of War, c/o the Japanese Red Cross
with Japanese chop alongside, with pencil note “Received at Tamuang Camp/Thailand 19 Aug 1944”. Photo.
£120-£150

1143

Singapore
1147

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1948-52 perf. 14 set mint, perf. 17½ x 18 set mint, 1948 Silver
Wedding set mint, 1955-59 set mint, 1969 Founding set mint and miniature sheet unmounted mint, range of later
issues to 2002, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£350-£400

Malta
1148

)

A selection of covers, from 1848 to 1987, incl. postcards, postage dues, good range of K.E.VII, destinations, etc.,
mixed condition. (76)
£250-£300

1149

)

Great Britain Used In Malta: 1870 (June 3) cover to England, franked by 1867-70 6d. plate 8 RC-RD pair, tied
by “Malta/A 25” duplexes.
£90-£100

1150

- A selection of “A 25” cancellations on surface printed issues, incl. 1876-79 2½d. rosy mauve plates 3 to 17, 1862
3d. carmine rose (2), 1865-73 4d. plates 7 to 14, 1876 4d. plate 15, 1877 4d. sage-green plates 15 (2) and 16 (2),
1880 4d. grey-brown plate 17, etc., mixed condition. (147)
£600-£700

1151

- A selection of “A 25” cancellations on surface printed issues, incl. 1883 6d. on 6d., 1880 1s. orange-brown plate
13, 1876 8d. orange, 1862 9d. bistre, 1883-84 4d., 5d. and 1s., etc., mixed condition. (82)
£600-£700

1152

)

1153

1154

- 1878 to 1898, selection of postcards with 1¼d. (RP 5), 1d. (CP 8), 1d. (2, CP 10), 1d. (CP 15), all used with “A 25”
duplexes, also 1d. (CP 15) used to Trieste with Valletta c.d.s., fine.
£180-£200
1860-84 a collection of ½d. issues, incl. 1860-63 no watermark ½d. unused (4) and used, 1863-81 perf. 14 ½d. buff
unused (3), ½d. bright orange unused (3), ½d. orange-brown unused (2), ½d. dull orange unused, ½d. bright orangeyellow unused (2), perf. 12½ ½d. yellow-orange unused, perf. 14 x 12½ ½d. yellow-buff unused (3), etc., varied
condition. (60)
£800-£1,000

)

1928 “POSTAGE/AND/REVENUE” overprint, 1s.6d. horizontal pair from the left of the sheet with variety
imperforate between stamp and margin, used on reverse of K.G.V 3d. registered envelope used locally in
Valletta. Very rare, only seven horizontal pairs exist. Holcombe certificate (1992). S.G. 187 var. Photo.
£800-£1,000
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1155

1156

1155

)

1965-70 5s. with variety gold (framework) omitted, fine used on 1966 airmail envelope to London, fine. S.G. 346b,
unpriced used. Photo.
£100-£120

1156 J M 1972 Christmas miniature sheet, variety imperforate horizontally, fine unmounted mint and extremely rare.
S.G. MS485a, unpriced. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200
1157

A mainly mint Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1860-63 ½d. buff unused, 1885-90 set, 1886 5s., 1899-1901
10s., 1903-04 set, 1904-14 to 5s., 1914-21 to 5s., 1921-22 set, 1922 Self-Government sets, 1922-26 set, 1926-27 set,
1928 set, 1930 set, etc., very varied condition. (206)
£700-£900

1158

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1886 5s. mint and used, 1903-04 set mint, 1904-14 5s. mint and
used, 1914-21 to 5s. mint, 1922-26 to £1 (both) mint, 1926-27 to 10s. mint and used, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d. with
extra flagstaff mint and used, 1956-58 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£600-£700

1159

A mint selection on stockcards, incl. 1863-81 perf. 14 ½d. yellow-buff block of six, 1885-90 to 1s. (2), 1886 5s. rose,
1899-1901 2s.6d. (2) and 10s. (2), 1903-04 set, 1914-21 to 5s. (2), 1921-22 10s., 1922-26 watermark upright corner
block of four, pair and single, 1928 to 10s. (2), etc., varied condition. (199)
£500-£600

1160

A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1885-90 to 5s. mint, 1903-04 set mint, 1904-14 to 5s.
mint, 1922-26 watermark sideways £1 mint, 1926 set mint, 1926-27 set mint, 1930 set mint, 1956-58 set mint,
etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£300-£350

1161

A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint good to fine collection in an album incl. 1886 5s., 1899-1901 to 10s. (also used),
1904-14 to 5s., 1914-21 to 2s. (2), 2s.6d. (2) and 5s. with shades, 1922 Overprints, 1922-26 to £1 (both), 1926-27
Postage set, 1948 Silver Wedding set in marginal blocks, range of later issues, etc. (few 100s)
£250-£300

1162

A Q.V. to early Q.E.II mint and used selection, incl. 1860-63 ½d. unused, 1863-81 ½d. mint or unused (3) and
used, later with high values, some cancellation interest, etc. (83)
£150-£200

1168

1169

1170

1172

1173
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Mauritius

1163 I

1848-59 “POST PAID” Earliest impression 2d. deep blue on bluish paper, unused (without gum), just cut
into, fine and attractive, extremely rare. S.G. 5, cat. £65,000. B.P.A. certificate (1989). Photo also on back
cover.
£3,000-£4,000

– 1164 –

1165

1166

1164 m

- Latest impression 1d. red used with dumb barred oval and 2d. grey-blue used with “3” numeral of Pamplemousse,
former has corner crease, latter has thin spots. S.G. 23, 25. Photo.
£200-£250

1165 m

- Latest impression 1d. red, good to large margins, used with neat “PAID”, small surface mark at top right corner,
otherwise fine. S.G. 23, cat. £800. Photo.
£150-£200

1166 m

- Latest Impression 2d. grey-blue [5], minor thin spots, otherwise fine used. R.P.S. certificate (2012). S.G. 25, cat.
£1,200. Photo.
£300-£350

)

1852 soldier's entire letter headed “Port Louis Mauritius/18th February 1852” endorsed from “Bombardier
G. Grimes Royal Artillery, Mauritius” with personal petition addressed to the Royal Military Asylum in
London, countersigned by commanding officer Lt. Col. T.O. Cater with double oval “PACKET LETTER/
MAURITIUS” despatch, arrival mark of Apr. 2 in red but showing handstruck “2”, the letter not prepaid at
1d. concessionary rate and so charged, scarce and attractive. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

1168 m

1859 (Mar.- Nov.) Lapirot, 2d. blue [Pos. 6], early impression, used with good to large margins, minor
imperfections otherwise a fine copy of this scarce stamp. S.G. 37, cat. £3,250. Photo.
£500-£600

1169 m

- 2d. blue, intermediate impression, [Pos. 2] very large to very close margins, cancelled dumb oval, grease stained,
otherwise fine. S.G. 38, cat. £1,400. R.P.S. certificate (2011). Photo.
£350-£400

1170 m

- 2d. blue, intermediate impression, good to very close margins, cancelled dumb oval, grease stained, otherwise
fine. S.G. 38, cat. £1,400. R.P.S. certificate (1978). Photo.
£300-£350

1167
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1171 m

1859 (Oct.) Sherwin 2d. deep blue [Pos. 9], very fine with good margins, neat “PAID” cancellation, very
scarce. S.G. 40, cat. £8,000. Photo also on back cover.
£1,800-£2,000

1172 m

1859 (Dec.) Dardenne 1d. red, fine used with neat circular framed “PAID”, good to large margins. S.G. 41a, cat.
£1,700. Photo on page 132.
£400-£500

1173 m

- 2d. pale blue with margins, neatly cancelled void oval of bars, fine. S.G. 44, cat. £850. Photo on page 132.
£150-£200

1174

1950 (July) Harrison & Sons new issue presentation card bearing 2c., 5c., 10c. and 12c., also 1953 5r. booklet, both
scarce. S.G. 277, 280-82, SB1.
£150-£200

1175

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1848-59 1d. red latest impression with R.P.S. certificate (2013) used
(thins), 1858-62 (4d.) green used with R.P.S. certificate (2015), (9d.) magenta used, 1859-61 1s. yellow-green used
with R.P.S. certificate (2013), 1860-63 6d. green, 1s. green used with R.P.S. certificate (2013), 1862 1s. deep green
used with R.P.S. certificate (2014), 1878 surcharged set unused, 1879-80 13c. and 38c. unused, 1900-05 to 5r. mint,
1907-07 to 1r. mint, 1910 set mint, 1913-22 to 10r. mint (2), 1921-34 to 10r. mint, etc., mixed condition. (195)
£800-£1,000

1176

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1860-63 9d. mint, 1863-72 6d. green mint, 1900-05 to 5r. mint,
1913-22 to 10r. mint, 1921-34 10r. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 5c. with ‘dot by flagstaff’ mint, good range of later
issues to 2002, duplication, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£400-£500

1177

A collection in a stockbook, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. 1859-71 6d. and 1s. used, 1863-72 selection to 1s. used (4,
one with watermark inverted), 1910 10r. with revenue cancellation, 1921-26 4c. and 15c. with watermark reversed
mint, 1937 Coronation 20c. with ‘line through sword’ unmounted mint (3, two in blocks of four), cancellation
interest with “MAURITUS” (3), a few perfins, etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

1178

A Q.V to early Q.E.II unmounted mint selection, incl. 1921-34 20c. Prussian blue die II corner plate block of four,
etc., also some used with 1948 Silver Jubilee 10r. block of four and 1950 set on pieces, mainly fine. (approx. 180)
£300-£400

1179

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1863-72 2d. unused, 1s. orange watermark inverted unused (straight
edge at left), 5s. unused, 1878 17c. on 4d. unused, etc., varied condition. (159)
£150-£200

1180

A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection on leaves incl. 1913-22 to 10r., 1938-49 to 5r. (2), 10r. (3) with shades,
later sets to 10r, etc. (few 100s)
£80-£100

Mexico
1181

)

1878 cover from Manchester to Puebla, franked by Great Britain 1873-80 4d. sage-green plate 15 GG-GI strip of
three, tied by Manchester duplexes, small handstruck “25cs”. Photo.
£100-£150

Montserrat
1182

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1880 4d. blue mint, 1884-85 2½d. red-brown mint, 4d. blue used with
R.P.S. certificate (1999), 1903 5s. used with R.P.S. certificate (1999), 1904-08 set mint, 1908-14 set mint, 1916-22
to 5s. mint, 1932 Anniversary set mint, 5s. used with R.P.S. certificate (1999), etc., varied condition. (88)
£450-£500

1183

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1903 set mint, 1908-14 set mint, 1916-22 set mint, 1932 Anniversary
set mint, 1938-48 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£200-£250
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1192

1191

1190
1181

1184

A mainly mint collection from 1876 to 1966 in an album incl. 1880 2½d. and 4d. heavily used, 1914 5s. corner
marginal unmounted, 1932 Tercentenary, etc. (few 100s)
£200-£250

1185

A mainly K.G.VI unmounted mint selection, incl. 1951 $1.20 to $4.80 in marginal blocks of four, etc., mainly fine.
(32)
£80-£100

Morocco Agencies
1186

)

Spanish Currency: Postal Stationery: K.E.VII postcards with 5c. on ½d. unused and used (3), 1d. unused and used,
1d. + 1d. reply card unused and used, K.G.V 5c. on ½d. unused (3), fine.
£70-£80

1187

)

- Postal Stationery: Wrappers: K.E.VII 5c. on ½d. with “ULTRAMAR” handstamp, unused and used, 10c. on 1d.
unused (2) and used, K.G.V Downey Head 5c. on ½d. used (2) and used, profile head 5c. on ½d. unused (2), fine.
£80-£100

1188

)

French Currency: Postal Stationery: K.G.V postcards with 5c. on ½d. unused and used from Rabat to Germany,
(with additional ½d.), 10c. on 1d. postcard unused.
£100-£120

1189

)

Tangier: Postal Stationery: 1949 K.G.VI 5½d. registered envelope size F, fine unused.

1190

)

- 1949 K.G.VI 6½d. registered envelope size G, unused (with £2 on reverse), fine. Photo.

£120-£150

1191

)

- 1949 K.G.VI 6½d. registered envelope size H, fine unused, fine and scarce. Photo.

£120-£150

1192

)

- 1949 K.G.VI 8½d. registered envelope size K, fine unused. Photo.

£140-£160

£80-£100
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Morocco Agencies continued
1193

A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint collection in an album incl. 1914-21 to 2s.6d. (2) and 5s., also Tangier with 1948
Wedding set in corner marginal blocks, Qatar 1961 set unmounted, etc. (100s)
£250-£300

1194

An unmounted mint selection in a stockbook, incl. on Gibraltar 1898-1900 5c. corner plate block of six, 1899 20c.
marginal block of four showing hyphen between “nc”, 20c. pair showing broad top to “M”, British Currency 193537 5s. block of four, 1951 set in corner blocks of four (mounted), Spanish Currency 1914-26 1p. on 10d. corner
control block of six, Bradbury 3p. on 2s.6d. marginal block of four, French Currency 1925-34 1f.50 on 1s. blocks
of four (2) and eight, 90c. on 9d. block of ten, Tangier 1944 ½d. and 1d. blocks of twelve, etc., slightly mixed
condition. (100s)
£300-£400

1195

)

Post Offices: Casablanca: 1916 (July 5) to 1919 (May 27) seven censored covers (two registered) and a card to
Gibraltar, Switzerland (5) or U.S.A. (2), each showing large framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR” in black (Gould 5C, the
last in violet), five with resealing tape (one Day type 5, others plain). (8 items)
£350-£400

1196

)(

- 1931 to 1937, a selection of 27 airmail covers (two front only) or cards mainly on leaves, variously rated and
addressed and mainly commercial, incl., 1933 to Huddersfield with 40c. on 4d., 50c. on 5d., 1f. on 10d. and 6f. on
5s., 1934 and 1936 registered to London, etc.
£300-£400

Nauru
1197

)

1907 cover to Jaluit franked by Marshall Islands 10pf. with postmaster’s authorised ms. cancellation “Nauru/
17/9/07”, receiving c.d.s. of Sept. 21 alongside, the cover trimmed and with slight faults but a rare early item prior
to the issue of the Nauru cancellation in July 1908. Photo.
£100-£120

†1198 J b 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. corner block of eight with plate number “36” inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 41.
Photo.
1199

)

£250-£300

1931 (Dec.) cover to Dorset endorsed “S.S. “Le Maire” bearing 1924 ½d. and 1d. cancelled by faint “KONINKLIJKE
PAKETVAART MAATSCHAPIJ” cachets and cancelled by one of two strikes of “POSTES CONDOMINIUM/PORT
VILA.NELLES HEBRIDES” Dec. 21 c.d.s. See “Nauru: 1915 to 1923” by Keith Buckingham, p.88. Photo

.
1200 H

£80-£100

A mint selection, incl. 1916-23 De La Rue 2s.6d. and 10s., 1937-48 white paper set, etc., varied condition. (31)
£120-£150

1205
1197

1199

1202
1198
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Netherlands and Colonies
1201 H

A mint selection on stockcards, incl. 1950 to 1953 Child Welfare sets, 1952-54 Social and Cultural Fund sets, etc.,
mainly fine. Stated to cat. Michel €540. (181)
£100-£120

1202 s

Netherlands Indies: Japanese Occupation: 1942 Naval Occupation overprints on 1933-37 issue, 15c. pair and
50c. single used on piece with Nov. 11 1942 c.d.s’s, fine. Photo.
£120-£150

1203

- A mint and used collection of local Indonesia overprints on Netherlands Indies issues, incl. multiples, also a
small group of Japanese Occupation of Thailand, also 1943 Flag values to 50c. unmounted mint. (90)
£300-£400

1204

- A selection, comprising 1942 (Dec. 8) cover to Penang with Japanese values to 25c. and Netherlands Indies 4c.
with local overprint tied commemorative violet cachets, two parcel pieces from Batavia in Java to Palembang in
Sumatra with chops (Ex Parkes), and ½a., 1a., 5a. and 10a. banknotes.
£180-£200

New Guinea
1205 H

1914-15 “G.R.I.”, German New Guinea surcharged, 5d. on 50pf., mint, some gum disturbance, otherwise fine. B.P.A.
certificate (1981). S.G. 10, cat. £850. Photo.
£100-£120

1206

A collection on leaves, incl. 1915-16 watermark 2 10s. and £1 mint, 1931 Air set mint, 1931 Anniversary 10s. and
£1 mint, 1932-34 Air set mint, 1935 Air £2 mint, officials with 1931 set mint, 1932-34 set mint, etc., varied
condition. (115)
£700-£800

1207

A mint and used selection in a stockbook, incl. 1932-34 £1 used, 1932 Air £1 mint and used, 1935 Air £2 mint,
Papua with 1916-32 to 5s. mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£250-£300

New Hebrides

1208

)

1942 (July 23) Southern Pacific Co. envelope registered to California franked at double rate by “France Libre” 5c.
(2), 10c. (4) and 15c. (4) with Port Vila c.d.s’s and registration handstamp, with fine New Hebrides censor mark
on reverse, Sydney censor resealing tape and handstamps, transit and Sept. 14 arrival backstamps, scarce and
attractive. Photo.
£320-£350

1209

)

1943 (Mar. 23) envelope registered to California franked by “France Libre” 5c. (3) and 15c. (2) with Port Vila c.d.s’s
and registration handstamp, unusually showing Nouméa Mar. 15 c.d.s’s, New Caledonia censor mark and resealing
label, and “Acheminement Suspendu/PAR AUTORITÉ MARTIAL” handstamp (deleted) below, with New Hebrides
censor mark on reverse, Apr. 19 arrival backstamps. Photo on page 138.
£320-£350

1210

)

1943 (Dec. 7) envelope registered to California franked by “France Libre” 5c., 20c. and 25c. cancelled in violet with
Port Vila c.d.s’s and showing registration handstamp with fine New Hebrides censor mark at right, additional
strike on reverse, Sydney censor resealing tape and handstamps, transit and Jan. 18 arrival backstamps, added gum
staining otherwise scarce and attractive. Photo on page 138.
£300-£320
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New Zealand
1211Hb 1901 ½d. mixed perf. mint block of 24, perf. 14 x 11 or perf. 11 and 14 mixed, also lower marginal strip of four,
mainly fine. Photo.
£150-£200
1212 H

1909-16, a mint selection, comprising ½d. single with off-set gum and block of four line perf. 14 (unlisted), 3d.
block of six, 6d. handstamped “CLEANED”, 5d. pairs (3) showing varieties, 1s. block of eleven from the top right
corner of the sheet showing some retouches, mainly fine.
£220-£250

1213

1913 Auckland Exhibition ½d. to 6d. set used, 1973-76 no watermark 8c. variety blue-green (background) omitted
unmounted mint, 1975 Rose 3c. imperforate pair unmounted mint, and 1977 8c. on 4c. with variety bright green
(wing veins) omitted unmounted mint, mainly fine. (7)
£200-£250

1214

1938-44 ½d. orange-brown, 1d. green, 1947 6d. carmine, 8d. violet, each in an imperf. pair, 1d. with gum, others
without gum, 1d. with vertical crease, otherwise fine. (4)
£70-£80

1215 J b 1948 Centenary of Nelson 3d. in an imperforate block of twelve, fine unmounted mint. Ex Bradbury, Wilkinson
Archives. S.G. 767 var. Photo.
£500-£600
1216 J + - 3d. in an imperforate block of four from the base of the sheet, fine unmounted mint. Ex Bradbury, Wilkinson
Archives. S.G. 767 var. Photo.
£180-£200
1217 J

1960-66 3d. imperf. pair, and 1967 3c. imperf. proof block of four, the first with biro in margin, the latter with
small amount of ink on gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 785 var., 849 var.
£80-£100

Postal Fiscals
1218 H

1931-40 25s., mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F159, cat. £700. Photo.

1219 H

- £3 10s. rose, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 165, cat. £2,250. Photo also on back cover.
£700-£800

1220 H

- £4 mint, fine. S.G. F166, cat. £600. Photo.

1221 H

- £4 10s. deep olive-grey mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F167, cat. £2,000. Photo also on back cover.
£600-£700

1222 m

1939 35/- on 35s., used, fine. S.G. F186, cat. £400. Photo.

1223 H

1940 3/6 on 3s.6d. to 22/- on 22s. set, mint, top value with toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F187-F190, cat. £1,100.
Photo.
£300-£400

1224 H

1940-58 mint selection incl. 7s., 8s., 11/- on 11s., 15s., £2, £3 marginal example with watermark inverted, some
unmounted, a few with lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. (17)
£450-£500

1225 H

- 25s. greenish blue, fine mint. S.G. F204, cat. £800. Photo.

£250-£300

1226 H

- 30s. brown watermark inverted, fine mint. S.G. F205w, cat. £400. Photo.

£120-£150

1227 H

- £2 10s. mint, small mark in margin, otherwise fine. S.G. F207 cat. £450. Photo.

£120-£150

1228 H

- £3 green with inverted watermark, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F208w, cat. £250. Photo.
£70-£80

1229 H

- £4 light blue, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F210 cat. £350. Photo.

1230 H

- £5 indigo-blue with watermark inverted, mint, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. F211w, cat. £400. Photo.
£120-£150

1231 H

- 22/- on 22s. scarlet, watermark upright, fine mint. S.G. F216, cat. £450. Photo.

1232

A collection on leaves, incl. 1864 imperforate 1d. carmine-vermilion used, 6d. used, 1878 5s. used, 1902-07 2s.
mint, 1906 Exhibition set mint, 1931 Health set mint, Niue 1918-29 to £1 mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£500-£600

£200-£250

£180-£200

£100-£150

£100-£150

£150-£200
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New Zealand continued
1233

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1899-1903 2s. mint, 1902-07 2s. and 5s. mint, 1909-16 to 1s. mint,
1931 Health set mint and used, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)
£300-£400

1234

A mainly unmounted mint range of definitive and commemorative issues from 1937 to 1977 in an album, some
duplication. (100s)
£150-£200

Nicaragua
1235

A comprehensive collection in five boxed albums, from 1862 to 1989, incl. 1862 5c. mint, 1932 Rivas Railway and
1932 Leon Sauce Railway sets with airs, postage dues, officials, postal tax, miniature sheets with 1949 Baseball
sheets mint, Zelaya, etc., later issues largely complete, mixed condition. (100s)
£400-£500

The Nigerias
1236

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. Lagos 1887-1902 to 5s. used, 1904 to 5s. mint, Niger Coast 1897-98
10s. mint, Nigeria 191914-29 £1 used, 1936 set mint, etc., varied condition. (108)
£250-£300

1237

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. Northern Nigeria 1900 to 2s.6d. mint, Southern Nigeria, Nigeria
with 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d. with ‘kite and vertical log’ mint, 1936 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£250-£300

Lagos
1238

1239

)
)

1865 (Feb. 7) entire to Marseille, bearing “B/LAGOS/FE 7/65” datestamp, “PD” in red circle, London and
£300-£350

“ANGL/AMB. CALAIS” transit marks, with Marseille receiving mark on the reverse. Photo.

1873 (Nov. 10) envelope to England, with large red crayon “5” rate mark, “LAGOS/A/NO 10/73” c.d.s. and Paid
Liverpool datestamp. Ex Sacher. Photo.
£270-£300

Oil Rivers
1240

)

1888 envelope to England, endorsed at top “Brass W.C. Africa/No stamps procurable” also with large handstruck
“6d”, with Liverpool Packet, Bath, Birmingham and Trowbridge datestamps on the reverse, a few cover faults,
otherwise fine. Ex Sacher. Photo.
£350-£400

Niger Coast Protectorate
1241 s

1894 Opobo Provisionals, (May-June) Type 16 “½” in red on right vertical half of 1d. pale blue, tied to piece by
Opobo River “SP 19/94” c.d.s., fine. B.P.A. certificate (2017). S.G. 58c, cat. £350. Photo on page 142. £120-£150

1242 s

- Type 16 “1” in vermilion on half of 2d., used on piece with “OPOBO RIVER/OC 18/94” c.d.s., slightly soiled,
otherwise fine. S.G. 59, cat. £375. B.P.A. certificate (2017). Photo on page 142.
£100-£120

)

- 1894 (Oct. 1) envelope to Twickenham, England, franked by 1894 (May) 2d. lake perf. 14½-15 red and
1894 Opobo Provisional “½“ type 15 in black on on 1d orange left half vertical bisect, tied by Opobo squared
circles with Nov. 5 arrival backstamp, part flap missing but rare. S.G. 53, 62. Photo.
£1,500-£1,800

1244 m

- (Aug.-Sept.) Type 15 “½” in blue, vertically bisected 1d. vermilion used with Opobo River “SP 16/94” c.d.s., a little
toned and slight crease at top. B.P.A. certificate (1963). S.G. 64. Photo on page 142.
£120-£150

1243

Niger Company Territories
1245

)

1899 (Dec. 29) envelope sent by District Agent Alex J. Braham to Edgbaston, England franked 1d. lilac
cancelled by fine strike of “THE ROYAL NIGER Co. C.&L./CUSTOMS/29 DEC 99/OFFICE/ABUTSHI” double
oval datestamp in violet with “PAID/LIVERPOOL/BR. PACKET/25 JA 00/2A” transit in red at left,
backstamped Forcados River Jan 2 and Birmingham Jan. 28 arrival. Alex J. Braham, originally a native of
Birmingham, worked as a district agent of the Royal Niger Company in Anambra and claimed to be the first white
man to travel from Idah on the River Niger to Ogrugu overland. Photo also on inside back cover.

£1,500-£1,800
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1241

1242

1244

Ex 1253
1250

Northern Nigeria
1246

A selection on leaves, incl. 1900 set mint, 1912 set mint, etc., varied condition. (38)

£150-£200

Southern Nigeria
1247

)

1248

1910 (Apr. 17) envelope sent from Burutu franked by 1907 3d. block of four addressed to “Obuasi/Southern
Province/Ashanti/Gold Coast” and showing extremely rare boxed “MISSENT TO/CAPE COAST” at left, with
Forcados Apr. 17, Cape Coast Apr. 28, Sekondi Apr. 30 and Obuassi arrival of May 2 on reverse. Ex McCaig. Photo
on page 140.
£600-£800
A mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. 1901-02 set, 1903-04 £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1904-09 set, 1912 set,
etc., varied condition. (49)
£250-£300

Niue
1249 + P 1938 1s., 2s. and 3s. imperf. plate proofs of frame in black on wove paper, each in a block of four, fine. S.G. 7577 P.
£150-£200

North Borneo
1250 m

1894 Perf. 14 $5 dull purple, fine used with “KUDAT” c.d.s. in blue. B.P.A. certificate (2017). S.G. 85b, cat. £400.
Photo.
£120-£150

1251

)

1917 envelope to Manila, franked Pictorial 2c. and 8c. paying the 10c. U.P.U. rate, tied by “JESSELTON /8/FEB/1917”
c.d.s’s and showing on reverse censor’s initials, Sandakan and Jolo transit marks and Manila Feb. 23 arrival, slight
climatic staining otherwise attractive and scarce. Photo on page 140.
£700-£800

1252

)

1923 registered cover to London franked by Exhibition 8c. and 25c. tied by light “SANDAKAN/26/APL/1923” c.d.s’s
with registration handstamp and stained through to front by large red wax seal, a scarce issue on cover. Photo on
page 140.
£400-£500

1253 H

1939 Pictorials, 1c. to $5 set, mint, the top value unmounted, mainly fine. S.G. 303-317, cat. £1,200. Photo.
£350-£400

1254

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1909-23 to 24c. mint, 1911 to $5 mint, 1922 Malaya-Borneo set
mint, 1931 Anniversary set ($5 no gum), 1939 to $1 set mint, 1945 BMA set mint, 1950-52 set mint, 1961 set mint,
etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

1255

A mint selection, incl. 1897-1902 to 24c. mint, 1931 50th Anniversary set, 1909-23 to 16c. and 24c. mint, etc.,
mixed condition. (44)
£250-£300

1256

A selection in a stockbook and on leaves, incl. postage dues, Labuan 1880-82 6c., 8c., 10c. and 12c. unused, 1881
(June) 8c. on 12c. unused, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£200-£250
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Nyasaland

1257

Ex 1258

1257 m

1895 no watermark 2s.6d. black and bright magenta, fine used with Fort Lister c.d.s. R.P.S. certificate (2002). S.G.
26, cat. 375. Photo.
£120-£150

1258 S

1896 Watermark Crown CA/CC set to £1, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly good to fine with gum. S.G. 32s40s, cat. £450. Photo.
£120-£150

– 1259 –

– 1260 –

1259 S

1896 Watermark Crown CC £10 black and orange and £25 black and green, both overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine
with gum. S.G. 41s, 42s, cat. £750. Photo.
£200-£250

1260 S

- £10 black and orange and £25 black and green, both overprinted “SPECIMEN”, with gum, both with imperfections.
S.G. 41s, 42s, cat. £750. Photo.
£120-£150

1261

A collection on leaves, incl. 1892-93 4s. on 5s. mint, 1897-1900 £1 used, £10 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1908-11 to
£1 mint, 1921-33 10s. green and red on pale emerald used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), etc., varied condition. (60)
£400-£500

1262

A mint K.G.VI selection, comprising 1938-44 to 5s. (2, ordinary and chalky paper), 10s. (2, ordinary and chalky
paper) and £1, and 1945 to 20s. (unmounted), mainly fine. (24)
£150-£200

1263

An unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-44 to £1 (3), etc., also 1938-44 £1 pair fiscally used, mainly fine.
(46)
£100-£150

1274
Ex 1249
1275
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Oman

1264 H

1978 surcharges, the set in unmounted mint blocks, comprising 40b. on 150b. block of twenty-five, 50b. on
150b. block of twenty-four and 75b. on 250b. block of twenty-five, the set with a few minor wrinkles. The
50b. on 150b. block has one damaged stamp, the 75b. on 250b. block with four stamps mounted or showing
minor gum disturbance, otherwise fine, fresh and rare. S.G. 212-214, cat. £62,050. Photo.
£8,000-£10,000

1265

A modern collection in a binder, incl. 1979 Armed Forces Day 100b. block of eight unmounted mint (gum
disturbance), covers, etc. (100s)
£60-£70

Pakistan
1266 m b Officials: 1949 8a. block of 48 used on piece with indistinct cancellations, some toning and folded down one row
of perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. O31, cat. £1,200. Photo on page 167.
£150-£200
1267

A mainly mint collection on leaves, incl. 1947 sets (2), 12a. strip of five with overprint inverted (toned), 1948 to
25r., officials with 1947 sets (3), etc. (448)
£250-£300

Palestine
1268

)

A selection of 1920s to 1940s covers, incl. censored, registered, Gaza with Egyptian Occupation, etc. (44)
£80-£100
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Panama

1269

1269

)

1270

1855 small envelope addressed to the American Legation in Lima paid “6d” in red and with fine strike of
“PAID/AT/PANAMA” crowned circle in red, backstamped Panama Dec. 14 double arc despatch and blue

Lima arrival, scarce usage. Photo.
1270

)

£1,000-£1,200

1879 sailor’s envelope to England at rare 2d. concessionary rate, paid by 1d. red pl. 196 TI, TL tied by light strikes
of Panama C35 duplex, endorsed “From William Greenaway Seaman/H.M.S. Shannon Iquque Via Pannama” with
countersign initials of officer in command George Sturgess and Plymouth Dec 28 receiving backstamp, soiled and
with some faults but a rare rate. Photo.
£500-£600

Papua
1271 H

1932-40 ½d. to £1 set, mint, slightly mixed condition. S.G. 130-145, cat. £550. Photo.

1272

A selection on leaves, incl. 1906 watermark horizontal 2s.6d. mint, 1932-40 set mint, etc., varied condition. (64)
£150-£200

£100-£150

Peru
1273

)

1876 cover to Lima, endorsed “via Panama”, franked by Great Britain 1874-80 6d. grey plate 15 BD and 1873-77
1s. green plate 12 AA tied by London duplexes, Colon transit datestamp, with Peru 1874-86 5c. pair (torn upon
opening) on reverse.
£50-£60

Poland
1274 m

1919 “POCZTA/POLSKA” overprints 3h. violet, fine used, signed on reverse by Jurg Johanh. S.G. 30. Photo on
page 143.
£120-£140

1275 J + 1945 1.50z. on 25g., an unmounted mint block of four from the left of the sheet, handstamps on reverse (some
ink also visible on front), otherwise fine. S.G. 526, cat. £3,000+. Photo on page 143.
£220-£250
1276 L

Literature: The Kingdom of Poland, Poland No. 1 and Associated Postal History by M.A. Bojanowicz (1979), signed
by the author, fine.
£30-£40

Portugal and Colonies
1277 m

1853 5r. (5, one with “48” Azores cancellation, 3 being worn dies), 25r. (2), 50r., 100r. good to fine, all except three
5r. values with clear margins all round, S.G. 1-6, 8, cat. £11,658. Photo.
£400-£500

1278

An accumulation in seven albums, incl. range of early issues with 1853 5r., 50r. used, 1855-56 5r., 50r., 100r. used,
1856-58 5r. used (5), 1862-64 50r. (2) and 100r. used, 1866-67 10r. (2), 20r., 50r., 80r. (2), 120r. (3) used, 1867-70
to 240r. (2) used, 1870-84 values to 1000r. used, 1882-87 perf. 13½ 500r. used, 1892-94 to 300r. used, 1894 Henry
the Navigator set used, 1895 St. Anthony set used, 1925 Branco set used, 1926, 1927 and 1928 Independence sets
used, airs with 936-41 to 50E. used, postage dues with 1898 set used, miniature sheets, etc., later to 2017, mixed
condition. (100s)
£1,000-£1,500
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– Ex 1277 –
Ex 1282

Ex 1271

1279

A selection of used miniature sheets in a binder, incl. 1939 Portuguese Legion, 1940 Centenaries, 1940 Centenary
of Postage Stamps, 1941 Costume, 1944 Exhibition, 1944 Brotero, 1945 Navigators, 1945 President Carmona, 1945
Naval Centenary, 1946 Castles, 1946 Bank, 1946 St. Mary, 1947 Costumes, 1949 Portraits, etc., not all
cancellations guaranteed, slightly mixed condition. (approx. 50)
£500-£600

1280

Portuguese Colonies: A collection in five boxed albums, incl. range of early issues, General Issues both 1951 Holy
Year miniature sheets mint, Angola 1886 to 300r. used, 1948 Tercentenary miniature sheet used, Cape Verde,
Madeira, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese Guinea with 1946 Discovery miniature sheet mint, Portuguese India,
Timor, etc., later to modern issues, mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

1281

- An accumulation in eight albums and loose, early to modern, incl. Angola, Azores, Funchal, Horta, Lourenço
Marques, Macao, Mozambique with covers, Nyassa, Portuguese India, São Tomé et Príncipe, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£350-£400

1282 H

Angola: 1951 Birds 5c. to 50a. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 458-481, cat. £475. Photo.

1283

Azores: A mainly used collection in a boxed album, incl. range of early issues, 1894 Henry the Navigator set used,
1895 St. Anthony set used, etc., later to 2008, slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£150-£200

1284

Macau: An accumulation in a stockbook, incl. 1898-1900 to 78a. used, 1911 Republica set unused, 1913 Vasco da
Gama set mint, 1913-15 Ceres set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£200-£300

1285

- A mint selection from 1930s to 1990s, incl. 1938 Air, 1949 U.P.U. (unmounted), 1953, Arts, 1960 Air 1962 Sports
and 1987 Casino (unmounted) set, mainly fine, later sets mostly unmounted. (100s)
£150-£180

1286

Mozambique: A mainly used collection in two boxed albums, incl. range of early issues, Inhambane, Kionga,
Lourenço Marques, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Tete, Zambezia, etc., later to 1980, slightly mixed condition.
(100s)
£200-£300

1287

St. Thomas and Prince Islands: A mint and used collection in two boxed albums, from 1870 to 1989, incl. range
of early issues, 1948 Fruit set used and miniature sheet mint, postage dues, airs with 1938 10c. mint, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£150-£200

£80-£100

Qatar
1288 J

1966 Fish revalued imperf. set, unmounted mint, minor soiling on reverse, otherwise fine. Michel 302-219, cat.
€700. Photo.
£60-£70

1289 J

1966 Education Day revalued set, fine unmounted mint. Michel 156-161, cat. €700. Photo.

Ex 1288

Ex 1289

£60-£70
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The Rhodesias
1290

A K.G.V to Q.E.II mint and used collection in an album, incl. Rhodesia and Nyasaland 1954-56 sets mint and used,
1959-62 sets mint and used, Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 to 10s. mint, 1938-52 set mint, 1953 sets mint and used,
Southern Rhodesia 1931-37 set mint, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£250-£300

Rhodesia
1291 H

1892-93 £10 brown, large part original gum, corner fault and other minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 13,
cat. £2,750. Photo.
£200-£250

1292 m

1910-13 Perf. 14 10s. deep myrtle and orange, fine used. S.G. 163, cat. £300. Photo.

1293 m

- £1 rose-scarlet and bluish black, fine used, Buhler handstamp on reverse. S.G. 166, cat. £375. Photo also on back
cover.
£120-£150

1294 H

- £1 crimson and slate-black, fine mint. S.G. 166a, cat. £2,000. Photo also on back cover.

1295

A used collection in a boxed album, incl. 1892-93 to 10s. (2), £1, £2, £5 and £10 (cancellations not guaranteed),
1892-94 to 4s., 1896-97 values to 4s. and 10s., 1896 surcharge 1d. on 4s., 3d. on 5s., 1896 on C.O.G.H. to 6d. (2)
and 1s., 1897 £1 (2), 1898-1908 to £2, also £20 fiscally used, 1905 Falls set (extra 5d. and 2s.6d.), 1909-12 to £1 (2,
one with overprint in violet, less 5s.), 1910-13 Double Heads to 5s., 10s. and £1, range of Admirals to 10s., slightly
mixed condition, also a range of unmounted mint Q.E.II issues. (154)
£1,200-£1,500

1296

A collection on leaves, incl. 1905 Falls set mint, 1910-13 2s., 2s.6d., 3s., 5s., 7s.6d. and 10s. mint, 1913-19 die II
perf. 14 £1 unused (regummed), etc., mixed condition. (111)
£800-£1,000

1297

A K.G.V to K.G.VI mint selection, incl. 1913-19 Admirals range of shades to 2s., Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 to
5s., 1938-52 to 20s. unmounted, Southern Rhodesia 1935 Silver Jubilee imperf. proof of the vignette and 1d. with
punch holes and perf. 3d proof with “Waterlow & Sons Ltd/Specimen” handstamp, etc., mixed condition. (66)
£180-£200

£100-£120

£500-£600

Northern Rhodesia
1298 H

1925-29 ½d. to 20s. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 1-17, cat. £800. Photo.

£200-£250

1299 m

- ½d. to 20s. set used, slightly mixed condition. S.G. 1-17, cat. £900. Photo.

£180-£200

1300 J

A K.G.V to early Q.E.II unmounted mint collection on leaves, incl. 1938-52 to 20s. and 1953 to 20s., fine. (42)
£100-£150

1301 m

A K.G.V to early Q.E.II used collection on leaves, incl. 1938-52, 1953 and 1963 to 20s., fine. (74)

£100-£150

Southern Rhodesia
1302

)

1932 (May 27) O.H.M.S. envelope used stampless to New York with fair to good strikes of Salisbury, red Official
Paid/S. Rhodesia and rare “POSTAL SERVICE/FREE/G.P.O. S.RHODESIA” c.d.s’s. Photo.
£180-£200

1303

)

1944 (Oct. 12) censored cover to Australia franked 1937 1d. pair tied by two fair strikes of rare Buhera c.d.s. (Proud
D3) with P.C.90 resealing label and sender’s endorsement on reverse. Photo.
£100-£120

1304

)

1945 (Dec. 24) O.H.M.S. envelope used stampless internally to Salisbury showing good strike of scarce Mtoko/S.
Rhodesia c.d.s. (Proud D6) with violet dated cachet of Vienna Leprosy Hospital, Mtoko at left. Photo.
£180-£200

1305

A collection on leaves, incl. 1924-29 to 5s. used, 1931-37 to 5s. used, 1937 to 5s. unmounted mint, 1953 to £1
unmounted mint and used, etc., later to 1964, mainly fine. (158)
£150-£200

1306

An unmounted mint selection, incl. duplicated 1930s and 1940s commemoratives, 1953 to £1, also Northern
Rhodesia 1953 to 20s., etc., mainly fine. (100s)
£70-£80
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Russia
1307 m

1946 Revolution miniature sheet used and 1950 Moscow Building Plan set used, good to fine. Michel cat. €400.
S.G. MS1224c, 1657-1664.
£80-£100

Saint Helena
1308

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1856 6d. unused, 1864-80 perf. 14 x 12½ 2d. yellow mint, 1903
sets mint and used, 1912-16 set mint, 1922-37 1½d. (3) with ‘broken mainmast’, ‘torn flag’ and ‘cleft rock’ mint,
2d. ‘broken mainmast’ mint, ‘torn flag’ and ‘broken mainmast’ used, 2d. with ‘storm over rock’ used, 3d. ‘torn flag’
mint, 3d. ‘cleft rock’ mint corner pair, 4d. with ‘torn flag’ mint, 6d. with ‘cleft rock’ mint, 8d. ‘torn flag’ mint, 8d.
‘cleft rock’ mint, 7s.6d. and 10s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d. and 2d. both with ‘diagonal line by turret’ mint,
etc., varied condition. (100s)
£800-£1,000

1309

1876 to 1893 mint and used collection, incl. 1864-80 perf. 14 x 12½ 1d. (6 mint, 5 used), 2d. (2 mint, 5 used), 3d.
(5 used), 4d. (2 mint, 2 used), 6d. (8 used), 1s. (9 used), perf. 14 1d. (3 mint, 8 used), 2d. (3 mint, 3 used), 6d. (5
used), 1s. (8 mint with block of four, 10 used), 1884-94 ½d. (2 used), 1d. mint, 2½d. mint, good range of cancellations,
also P.O.W. entire to the Netherlands. Ex R.A.G. Lee. (90)
£800-£1,000

1310

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1856 6d. blue used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1903 set mint, 191216 set mint, 1922-37 watermark Mult. Crown CA £1 mint, watermark Script to 10s. mint, 1934 Centenary set
mint, etc., varied condition. (93)
£500-£600

1311

A K.G.V to K.G.VI mint collection on leaves, incl. 1912-16 to 3s., 1922-27 to 10s., 1934 to 10s., 1938-44 to 10s.,
etc., mainly fine. (55)
£300-£400

Saint Kitts-Nevis
1312

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. St. Christopher 1870-82 perf. 12½ 1d. magenta with watermark inverted
used, 6d. mint, perf. 14 2½d. mint, Nevis 1871-78 perf. 15 6d. unused, 1882-90 1s. mint, St. Kitts-Nevis 1903 set
mint, 1905-18 set mint, 1920-22 set mint, 1923 Tercentenary to 10s. mint, etc., varied condition. (97)
£400-£500

1313

A mint K.G.V to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. 1920-22 to 10s., 1921-29 to 5s., 1923 values to 5s., 1938 to £1
with range of perfs. and shades, etc., mainly fine. (75)
£150-£200

Saint Lucia
1314 H

1864 perf. 14 (1s.) orange and 1882-84 4d. yellow, both showing variety comma below “ST”, part original gum, the
first with minor rub, otherwise fine. S.G. 18 var., 27 var. Photo on page 148.
£100-£150

1315 S

1912-21 to 5s., 1916 (Sep.) War Tax 1d., 1921-30 to 5s., all overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. S.G. 78-88,
90-105, cat. £420. (28)
£200-£250

1316

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1860 (6d.) used, 1863 (6d.) unused, 1882-84 1s. unused, 1904-10
to 5s. mint, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d. with ‘dot to left of chapel’ mint, 1936 set mint, 1938-48 set mint, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£300-£400

1317

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1863 (6d.) used, 1891-98 10s. used, 1912-21 set mint, 1936 set mint,
etc., varied condition. (84)
£150-£200

1318

No lot

Saint Vincent
1319 s

1880 1d. on half 6d. deep blue-green, fine used on small piece. R.P.S. Certificate (1924). S.G. 28, cat. £375. Photo.
£100-£120

1320 m

1881 4d. on 1s. bright vermilion, used, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1954). S.G. 35, cat. £800. Photo.

£150-£200
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Ex 1325

1321

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1861 6d. deep yellow-green used with R.P.S. certificate (2012), 186268 perf. 11 to 12½ 4d. deep blue used, perf. 11 to 12½ x 14 to 16 used, 1869 4d. yellow used with R.P.S. certificate
(2002), 1s. brown used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1875 1s. claret used with B.P.A. certificate (2013), 1875-78
perf. about 15 6d. pale green used with R.P.S. certificate (2016), 1883-84 4d. grey-blue used with R.P.S. certificate
(2011), 6d. bright green used with R.P.S. certificate (2002), 1899 set mint, 1902 set mint, 1904-11 set mint, 191317 set mint, 1921-32 set mint, etc., varied condition. (128)
£600-£800

1322

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1862-68 perf. 11 to 12½ 4d. used (2), 1872 1s. deep rose-red used,
1881 ½d. on half 6d. unused, 1883-84 4d. grey-blue used with B.P.A. certificate (1973), 1s. orange-vermilion mint,
1921-32 £1 used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£300-£400

Samoa
1323

)

1324

)

1886-1900 ½d. (2) and 1895-1900 1½d. on 2d., used on 1895 (Jan. 30) envelope from Apia to U.S.A., fine. Photo
on page 148.
£100-£120
1923 (Sept.) stampless New Zealand O.H.M.S. envelope to Los Angeles with large part cachet “THE SEAL OF THE
HIGH COURT/(arms)/WESTERN SAMOA”, unlisted by Burge, overstruck Apia c.d.s., scarce. Photo on page 148.

£160-£180
1325 H

1945-53 Postal Fiscal 2s.6d. to £2, mint, 30s. and £2 unmounted, mainly fine. S.G. 207-212, cat. £605. Photo.
£180-£200

1326 J

- £3, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 213, cat. £300. Photo.

1327 J

- £3, unmounted mint right marginal example, short perfs. at top, otherwise fine. S.G. 214, cat. £425. Photo.
£80-£100

1328

A collection on leaves, incl. 1914-24 2s. to £1 mint, 1935-42 to £5 mint also £10 mint, etc., varied condition. (107)
£250-£300

1326

1327

£100-£150

Ex 1329

San Marino
1329 m

Charges for Financial Services: 1924 Per Vaglia set of six, fine used., also 20c. to 2l. mint. Sassone 1-6, cat. €7,400.
Asinelli certificate (2003) for the 3l. value. Photo.
£450-£500

Sarawak
1330

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1888-97 to $1 mint and used, 1899-1908 to $1 mint and used,
1932 set mint, 1934-41 to $5 mint, 1945 BMA to $5 mint, 1950 set used on plain f.d.c., etc., varied condition.
(100s)
£500-£600

1331

A selection on leaves, incl. 1889-92 5c. on 12c. used, 1899-1908 $1 used with R.P.S. certificate (2003), 1918 to $1
used, 1932 set mint, 1934-41 set mint, etc., varied condition. (99)
£200-£250
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Saudi Arabia
1332 H

Nejdi Occupation of Hejaz: 1925 (July 1) overprinted on 1917 4pi. on 1⁄8th, fine mint, collector’s mark on gum.
S.G. 213, cat. £500. Photo.
£80-£100

1333 J

1936 1⁄8g. scarlet Charity Tax stamp, unmounted mint, a few gum creases and blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G.
345, cat. £850. Photo.
£100-£120

Seychelles
1334 J b 1913 18c. lower left corner plate block of twenty with one stamp showing split “A”, unmounted mint, minor
creasing, otherwise fine. S.G. 76, a cat. £286+. Photo.
£100-£150
1335 S

1938-49 2c. to 5r. original 1938 set of 15 values perforated “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine with full gum (unmounted).
Photo.
£150-£200

1336 J

- 2c. to 5r. unmounted mint, with some extra shades and papers, fine. S.G. 135-149, cat. £550. (41) Photo.
£180-£200

1337 H

- 2c. to 5r. with some extra papers, and 1952 to 10r. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 135-149, 158-192, cat. £640. (49) Photo.
£120-£150

1338 J

1952 9c. chalky blue showing St. Edward’s Crown watermark error, also 3c. orange marginal block of six (3 x 2)
showing the error in upper selvedge, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 159, b, 16b. Photo.
£160-£180

1339 J

- 45c. purple brown, St. Edward’s Crown watermark error, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 166b, cat. £475. Photo.
£150-£180

1340

An unmounted mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1903 75c. to 2r.25, 1906 1r.50 and 2r.25, 1921-32 5r., 193849 1r. grey black on ordinary paper pair, 1952 to 10r. as marginal singles, etc., also a few used, mainly fine. (approx.
100)
£300-£400

1341

A collection in a stockbook, Q.V. to early Q.E.II, incl. Mauritius used in 1878 2c., 1901 3c. on 36c. with faint
surcharge mint, 1912-16 15c. with split “A” used, 1938-49 to 5r. mint (2), 1952 20c. error St. Edward’s Crown mint,
etc., slightly mixed condition. (100s)
£250-£300

Ex 1335

Ex 1337

Ex 1336

1332
Ex 1338

1334

1333

1339
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Sierra Leone

1342

Ex 1344

– 1343 –

Ex 1345

Ex 1346

1342 H

1912-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £2 blue and dull purple, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 129, cat.
£950. Photo.
£250-£300

1343 S

1921-27 Watermark Mult. Script CA £2 and £5 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, slightly toned, otherwise fine with
gum. S.G. 147s, 148s, cat. £700. Photo.
£200-£250

1344 J

1933 Wilberforce ½d. to £1 set, unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 168-180, cat. £1,100. Photo.

£400-£500

1345 H

- ½d. to £1 set, also 1938-44 to £1, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 168-180, 188-200, cat. £1,240. Photo.

£350-£400

1346 H

- ½d. to £1 set, mainly fine mint. S.G. 168-180, cat. £1,100. Photo.

£200-£250

1347

A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1884-91 set mint, 1896-97 to 5s. mint, 1903 set mint, 1904-05 set mint,
1907-12 set mint, 1912-21 to £1 set, 1921-27 to 10s. mint, 1932 set mint, etc., varied condition. (137)
£500-£600

1348

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection on stockleaves, incl. 1876 1s. mint, 1896-97 to 5s. mint, 1904-05 to 5s. mint and used,
1907-12 to 5s. mint, 1912-21 to £1 mint, 1932 set mint 1935 Silver Jubilee 3d. with ‘extra flagstaff’ mint, etc., mixed
condition. (100s)
£400-£500

1349

A mint selection, comprising 1896-97 to £1 (top value with crease), 1912-21 to £1 with a range of shades, and
1932 to £1 (unmounted), mainly fine. (55)
£250-£300

1350

A mainly K.G.VI unmounted mint selection, incl. 1896-97 5s., 1938-44 £1 marginal block of four, etc., mostly fine.
(28)
£80-£100

Advice on References and Condition
Quotations of catalogue numbers and values are taken from Stanley Gibbons catalogues, and other catalogues
named in the text, current at the time of lotting. This auction contains many items that are unique or of
exceptional rarity. It should be noted that all philatelic items are graded and described in relation to their
condition as normally found. Covers in particular should be expected to have minor imperfections consistent
with their age and passage through the postal system and only significant faults will be described.
The condition of covers will not be considered as grounds for return.
The illustration of a lot in the catalogue or on the internet is deemed to form part of its description and lots
may not be rejected on the grounds of imperfections that are visible clearly from the illustration.
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Southern Africa
Cape of Good Hope

1351

1352

1351 P

1853 1d. imperf. plate proof in black on unwatermarked wove paper, fine. R.P.S. certificate (2005). Photo.
£200-£250

1352 P

- 1d. imperf. plate proof in black on unwatermarked wove paper, fine. Photo.

1353 I

1855-63 6d. slate-lilac, unused part, small part original gum, close to just touched margins, otherwise fine and
scarce. S.G. 7c, cat. £4,500. Photo.
£250-£300

1353

1355

£200-£250

1356

1861 ‘Woodblock’

1354 I

1d. vermilion, touched to close margins, unused, good appearance, very rare. S.G. 13, cat. £17,000. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

1355 I

1d. vermilion, touched to close margins, unused, missing right corner, faults at top, very rare. Philatelic Federation
of Southern Africa certificate (1999). S.G. 13, cat. £17,000. Photo.
£400-£500

1356 m

1d. carmine, good to large margins, used, fine appearance. S.G. 13a, cat. £3,500. Photo.

1357 I

1d. brick-red, unused, close to touched margins, small thin, very rare. S.G. 13b, cat. £50,000. Photo.
£1,800-£2,000

£400-£500
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1361

1358 I

4d. pale milky blue, close to cut into, unused, some repairs. S.G. 14, cat. £25,000. Photo.

£300-£400

1359 m

4d. pale milky blue, used, close to good margins, cut into on two sides. S.G. 14, cat. £2,000. Photo.

£200-£250

1360 I

4d. deep bright blue, missing left corner, touched at places and extensively repaired, unused. One of only
three recorded unused examples of this shade. R.P.S. certificate (2004), S.G. 14c, cat. £120,000. Photo.
£4,000-£5,000

1361 m

4d. deep bright blue, fine used with small to large margins, rare. S.G. 14c cat. £5,000. Photo.

1362 m

4d. carmine error of colour, a used example, just cut into, otherwise fine and rare. S.G. 14ea, cat. £95,000.
R.P.S. (1942) and Brandon (1993) certificates. Photo.
£5000-£6000

1363 I

Mount Currie Express: 1874 1d. green, unused, a few minor imperfections, otherwise fine and very scarce. Photo
on page 156.
£250-£300

1364

A mainly used accumulation of triangulars on stockleaves, incl. 1853 paper slightly blued 1d. block of four, 185563 6d. rose-lilac, 1863-64 6d. deep brown-red pair, 1s. emerald-green (2), much duplication, shades, etc., very
mixed condition. (100s)
£2,000-£2,500

1365

A selection of mainly triangular issues on leaves and stockleaves, incl. 1853 paper deeply blued 1d., paper slightly
blued 1d., 1855-63 6d. pale rose-lilac (8), 1s. bright yellow-green (16), 1s. dark green (8), 1861 ‘Woodblock’ 4d. (3),
etc., very mixed condition. (208)
£1,500-£1,800

1366

A collection on leaves, incl. range of triangulars with 1853 slightly blued paper 1d. unused, 1855-63 1d. rose unused
(2), 1s. deep dark green unused, 1861 ‘Woodblock’ 1d. used (2, poor), 4d. used (4, poor), 1863-64 1d. deep carmine
-red unused (2), 1882-83 5s. used, 1893-98 5s. mint, 1902-04 set mint, etc., very mixed condition. (93)
£1,000-£1,200

1367

An accumulation of triangular issues in a stockbook, incl. 1855-63 1d. rose unused (2), used (4), 6d. pale rose-lilac
used (8), 6d. deep rose-lilac used (6), 1861 ‘Woodblock’ 1d. used (2) and 4d. used (3, very poor), 1863-64 1s. bright
emerald-green used (10), etc., very mixed condition. (137)
£700-£900

1368

An accumulation on leaves, incl. range of triangulars with 1853 paper slightly blued 1d. block of four and 4d. used
on piece, 1855-63 6d. pale rose-lilac used, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)
£350-£400

1369

A collection on leaves, incl. 1853 paper slightly blued 1d. and 4d. used, 6d. pale rose-lilac used (5, three are used
on separate covers), 1s. bright yellow-green used (3), etc., mixed condition. (97)
£300-£400

1370 m

A selection of triangular issues in multiples, incl. 1855-63 1d. rose blocks of four (2), pairs (6) and strip of three,
1863-64 1d. deep carmine-red block of four, etc., mixed condition. (40 items)
£1,000-£1,200

£400-£500
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Southern Africa: Natal

1371

1372

1371 s

1857-61 embossed 3d. rose, an attractive example on piece, cancelled “(crown)/28 DE/NATAL” in blue-black.
R.P.S. certificate (2000) S.G. 4, cat. £400. Photo.
£150-£180

1372 s

- 6d. green used on fragment, cut into at top, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (2005). S.G. 5, cat. £1,100. Photo.
£150-£200

– 1373 –

1375

1373 S

1902 Watermark Crown CC £5, £10 and £20 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, £20 with rounded corner otherwise mainly
fine with large part original gum. S.G. 144s, 145as, 145bs, cat. £1,375. Photo.
£300-£350

1374 S

- £5 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, slightly toned, otherwise fine with gum. S.G. 144s, cat. £275. Photo on page 158.
£80-£100

1375 S

- £20 red and green overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. S.G. 145bs, cat. £650. Photo.

1376

A collection on leaves, incl. 1864-99 6d. mint, 5s. carmine mint, 1902-03 to 4s. mint, 1902 5s., 10s. and £1
overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1908-09 £1 used, 1904 Official set mint, etc., mixed condition. (62)
£300-£350

£180-£200

New Republic
1377

)

Postal Stationery: 1887 2d. violet envelope dated “4 JAN 87” used to Pietermaritzburg with “VRIJHEID/15
MAR 97/NIEUWE REPUBLIEK” oval datestamp and showing fine strike of large “VRYHEID NIEUWE
REPUBLIEK UID AFRIKA/(arms)/POST KANTOOR” cachet at left, some toning with central fold and small

part flap missing but very rare. Only 50 envelopes were prepared and very few have survived. Phil. Fed. of S.
Africa certificate (2001). Photo also on inside back cover.
£1,800-£2,000

Orange Free State
1378

)

A selection of covers and cards, incl. postal stationery, many addressed to overseas destinations. (34)£180-£200

Transvaal

)

1892 (Oct. 15) envelope locally addressed to Sandfontein franked 1887 2d. olive-bistre tied by fine numeral “30”
in triangle with “BLAWBANK/A/15 OCT/92” squared octagon below, a rare ‘proving’ cover, illustrated by Putzel,
from this obscure gold mining town on the Crocodile River. Photo.
£700-£800

1380 H

1902-11 values to 10s. with 2½d. with watermark inverted, and 1903 1s., 2s., £1 mint, some heavy hinges, slightly
mixed condition. Photo on page 158.
£100-£120

1379
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Southern Africa: Zululand
1381 H

1888-93 ½d. to 5s. set, overprinted on Natal ½d. with and without stop, 1894-96 to 4s., also £1 and £5 overprinted
£400-£500

“SPECIMEN”, mint, very varied condition. (23) Photo.

1382

)

1897 (Nov. 19) registered envelope to the U.S.A., bearing 1894-96 4s. tied by Eshowe c.d.s., with Natal Nov. 20
and London Dec. 12 transits and Dec. 24 arrival, rare commercial usage. Photo on page 156.
£600-£700

South African War 1899 – 1902, Siege of Mafeking
1383

)

1899 (Sept. 17) large “The Governor of the/Cape of Good Hope” stampless O.H.M.S. envelope to Surrey, sent by
Major Alexander Godley two days before commencement of works to create the 6 mile perimeter, with straight
line “OFFICIAL-PAID” in red and squared circle despatch and Kimberley Oct. 7 transit on reverse, some faults,
also illustrated maps of Cape Colony and Natal & Kaffraria (1850) and of the Royal Steam Packet Co. routes to
the West Indies. General Sir Alexander Godley (1867-1957) was adjutant to Colonel Baden-Powell and remained
during the siege, Baden-Powell, later referring to Godley in a despatch as his "right hand man". (4 items) Photo on
page 156.
£100-£120

South Africa
†1384

1935 Silver Jubilee, a selection, incl. set in mint vertical pairs with each showing ‘spots above head and behind
neck’, set in mint horizontal pairs showing ‘cleft skull’, range of minor varieties, etc. (block of nine, block of four,
15 pairs, 7 singles)
£100-£150

†1385 J + 1987 unissued Bible Society 40c., an unmounted mint lower left corner block of four, fine. See note below S.G.
628, cat. £1,800+. Photo.

£500-£600

1386 J

Postage Dues: 1967-71 4c. deep myrtle-green and emerald the rare 1969 printing with R.S.A. watermark, in a fine
unmounted mint vertical pair from the foot of the sheet, one with minute inclusion in gum, otherwise fine. S.G.
62c, £375.
£80-£100

1387

Railway Stamps: A mainly used accumulation on stockleaves, incl. mainly parcel post with values to 20s. (10),
duplication, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)
£80-£100

1388

A collection on leaves, incl. 1913-24 ½d. to £1 set mint, etc., varied condition. (114)

1389

A selection of mainly officials, incl. 1926 (Dec.) with stops 6d. mint pair (faults), 1929-31 6d. mint block of four,
one with stop after “OFFISIEEL”, range of multiples, etc. (100s)
£100-£150

£250-£300

South West Africa
1390

A collection on leaves, incl. 1923-26 setting VI £1 pairs (2) mint, 1927 (Apr.) set mint, 1927-30 £1 used, mint to
10s. in pairs, 1931 set in mint pairs, etc., varied condition. (96)
£300-£350

1374

1385

Ex 1380

Ex 1381
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Sudan
1392

1391

Ex 1395
1394

1393

†1391 )

Nile Expedition, Egypt 20p. formula postcard used 1884 to London with Wadi Halfa Dec. 6 c.d.s., Alexandria
Dec. 13 transit alongside, the message written on Nov. 28 in Dongola, the Gordon Relief Expedition had reached
Dongola on its ascent of the Nile and approached Khartoum in February 1885 (too late to save Gordon). Photo.
£100-£150

†1392 )

Dongola Expedition, Egypt 1p. postal stationery envelope used 1896 to London with Wadi Halfa Camp Aug. 2
c.d.s, with Cairo Aug. 9 transit and London Aug. 19 arrival on reverse. Photo.
£50-£60

†1393 )

1898 (Feb. 27) Egyptian picture postcard showing a ‘fellahine’, sent to Japan, bearing Sudan 1m. and 3m. tied by
Tewfekia c.d.s., with Suez Mar. 2 and Singapore to Hong Kong Mar. 23 transit datestamps, Tokyo Apr. 16 arrival,
unusual destination. Photo..
£100-£150

†1394 s

1898 (Apr.) 5m. postal stationery front uprated with 1m., sent from Korti to England, with message on reverse
written on Apr. 15 in Korti stating “Herewith a few more stamps-the last available at the station...”, just a week
after the Battle of Atbara, some imperfections. Photo.
£100-£150

†1395 )

1917 (May 18) O.H.M.S. envelope sent from Cairo to Lieut. Colonel Goode in Khartoum with Field Post Office
c.d.s’s, with Warwickshire Regiment Orderly Room cachet and Shellal-Halfa May 22 transit alongside, also Sudan
5m. postal stationery envelope sent 1917 (Sept. 17) from Sennar to the same addressee. Photo.
£100-£150

†1396 )

1919 (Feb. 13) Egypt 5m. censored postal stationery envelope sent from El Shallal with T.P.O. marking on reverse,
also 1905 picture postcard from Sudan to England and 1905 Sudan 1p. postal stationery envelope sent from El
Obeid to Scotland. (3)
£70-£80
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Sudan continued
1397

A small mint group comprising 1897 Overprints on Egypt 1m. overprint inverted single, official 1903-12 10p. and
1948 4p. in complete sheets, mixed condition. (101)
£180-£200

1398

A mainly mint selection on leaves, incl. 1898 set, 1902-21 set, 1935 Gordon set, etc., varied condition. (99)
£150-£200

†1399

A duplicated Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in stockbook, mint and used, incl. Camel issues, postmark interest, later
pairs and blocks, etc. (100s)
£150-£200

1400

A selection on stockcards and leaves, incl. 1927-41 4m. with watermark inverted in a used pair, officials with 191322 to 10pi. used, etc. (210)
£100-£120

†1401

A mainly mint group on leaves, comprising 1948 Jubilee and Legislative Council, 1954 Self Government issues,
1956 Arab Postal Congress and 1960 Rome Olympics sets, incl. mint blocks, plate markings, minor varieties, etc.
(149)
£70-£80

Swaziland
1402 s

Revenues: 1930 to 1954, interesting selection of seven ante-nuptial contracts, deed of transfer and land documents
variously bearing 1933 values to 10s. (2), 1938-54 values to 10s. (12), etc. good to fine.
£100-£120

Switzerland

1403 m

1854-62 Berne printing thin paper 1f. grey-lilac in a used horizontal strip of three, minor tears in margins
only between stamp, otherwise fine and extremely rare. S.G. 41, cat. £25,500, Zumstein 27 E, cat. 50,000Sfr.
Photo.
£1,200-£1,500

1404 m

1945 PAX 5c. to 10f. set used, with extra 5f. single and pair used on piece, mainly fine. S.G. 447-59, cat. £2,400.
Photo.
£100-£150

1405

)

Postal Stationery: 1846 Geneva 5c. postal stationery envelopes, size 75mm x 139mm and 112mm x 141mm, both
fine unused. H&G 2, 3. Photo.
£400-£500

1406

)

- A selection of used stationery cards, most to Italy, some uprated, W.W.II censored, etc. (27)

£60-£70

1407 H

A mint selection on stockcards, incl. 1945 PAX 3f., 5f. and 10f., Pro-Juventute issues with 1915 set, 1924 set in
unmounted mint blocks of 25, etc., mainly fine. Stated to cat. Michel €1,000. (174)
£200-£250

)

A selection of covers, from 1822 to 1932, with a range of prestamp and stamped, incl. some to Ireland. (38)
£70-£80

1408

Tanganyika
1409 H

1927-31 5c. to £1 set, 10s. has toned perfs., otherwise mainly fine mint. S.G. 93-107, cat. £500. Photo.
£120-£150

1410 m

- 5c. to £1 set, mainly good to fine used. S.G. 93-107, cat. £700. Photo.

1411

A mainly mint selection, incl. 1917-21 20r. black and purple on red, 1921 to 5r., 1922-24 £1, 1927-31 set, etc.,
varied condition. (54)
£350-£400

£180-£200
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Ex 1405

Ex 1409

Ex 1410
Ex 1404

Thailand
1412

An accumulation in a stockbook, leaves and loose, incl. 1883-85 to 1s. mint, 1899 1a. and 2a. used, 1908 Jubilee
sets mint and used, 1912 to 10b. used, 1925-37 perf. 13½-15 Air set mint, 1926 to 20t. used, etc. (100s)
£250-£300

Togo
†1413 )

1905 (Sept. 8) picture postcard showing the Imperial Coat of Arms and German Government House, bearing
10pf. tied Lome c.d.s, sent to England, also unused picture postcard of Anecho Lagoon, and ½d. postal stationery
card sent 1915 from Lome to Switzerland (missing adhesive) written by Rev. E. Burgi, a Swiss supervisor of the
Bremen Mission during the allied occupation. (3 items)
£100-£150

†1414 )

1915 (Oct. 25) envelope to Birmingham bearing overprinted 1d. tied Lome c.d.s with “Passed by censor/at/Lome
(Togo)” cachet, and 1919 (Feb. 24) registered envelope to Saltpond, Gold Coast bearing ½d. strip of five (Accra
overprint) and single (London overprint).
£70-£80

1415

Anglo-French Occupation: British Issues: A selection, incl. 1914 (Sept. 17) 10pf. used on piece, 40pf. used on piece,
both with R.P.S. certificates (2000), 1915 (May) set mint, 1916-20 set mint, etc., varied condition. (33)
£200-£250

†1416

A collection on stock pages, mint and used, incl. range of paper types, cancellation interest, duplication, etc. (128)
£150-£200

†1417

A collection on a stock page, mainly mint, incl. range of minor varieties, multiples (with ½d. and 1d. plate pairs
mint), etc. (87)
£150-£200

Trinidad and Tobago
1418

)

Trinidad: 1917 O.H.M.S . Prisoner of War envelope to the Red Cross in Geneva, with violet “MILITARY
CAMP /Trinidad, B.W.I” and “PRISONERS OF WAR/TRINIDAD/P.C.” cachets and boxed “TRINIDAD/PAID/
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL”, with cursive “Percy W Fraser Capt/Military Camp/Trinidad” handstamp on reverse.

Photo on page 162.

£180-£200
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Trimidad and Tobago continued
1419

)(

1420

Postal Stationery: 1953 to 1986, K.G.VI to Q.E.II airletters, an unused and used selection, variously addressed
with some uprated, good to fine. (44)
£80-£100
A selection on leaves, incl. Trinidad with 1896-1906 to £1 mint, 1901-06 5s. mint, officials with 1894 set mint,
Tobago, Trinidad and Tobago 1922-28 set mint, etc., varied condition. (147)
£300-£400

Tristan da Cunha
1421 H + 1952 ½d. to 10s. set in blocks of four, mint with the top three values unmounted. S.G. 1-12, cat. £560+. Photo.
£150-£200
1422 J + 1960 to 10s. in unmounted mint corner plate blocks of four, fine. S.G. 28-41, cat. £300+. Photo.

£100-£150

1423 J + 2005 10p. Cape Petrel, the scarce variety watermark Crown to right of CA in an upper left corner block of four
with gutter margin at foot, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 837w, cat. £1,200+. Photo.
£200-£250
1424

A mint and used collection to 1972 on leaves with definitive sets complete mint and used 1952 to 1972, 1963
Resettlement 5s. wmk. inverted unmounted mint, a few commemoratives, some duplicates, etc., mainly fine, much
of the mint unmounted incl. 1952, 1954 and 1960 sets. (244)
£700-£800

1425

A collection in four albums, mainly in blocks of four, incl. 1952 to 10s. in unmounted blocks of four, 1954 to 10s.
in unmounted corner block of four, 1961 to 1r. in mint corner blocks of four, 1963 Resettlement set in mint blocks
of four, also 1952 to 10s. used on four pieces, watermark varieties with 1967 10p. watermark Crown to right of
CA unmounted mint, 1972 Flowering Plants 12½p. corner block of six watermark inverted unmounted mint, etc.,
mainly fine. (100s)
£500-£600

1426

A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1952 set mint, 1954 sets mint and used, 1960 sets mint and used,
1961 sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (100s)
£150-£200

Turkey
1427 m

1863-64 on thin coloured paper 20pa. two singles and a tête-bêche vertical pair, also 1862 20pa. postage due (2),
good to fine. used. S.G. 1, D7.
£100-£120

1428

1864 1pi. thick paper, three unused and six used examples, also five forgeries, good to fine. S.G. 6.

£250-£300

1429 m

- 1pi. nine used examples, also five forgeries, good to fine. S.G. 6.

£120-£150

1430

A mint and used collection in two printed albums, incl. 1892 printed matter 20pa. used, 1894 printed matter 5pi.
used, 1916 (Feb.) 5pi. purple used, 1928 Exhibition to 200g. used, 5pi. on 25pi. used, 1930 Railway set used, good
range of later issues to 1968, etc. (100s)
£300-£400

Turks & Caicos Islands
1431

A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1867 6d. unused, 1881 ½ on 6d. and ½ on 1s. unused, ½ on 1s.
type 6 unused, ½ on 1d. type 11 unused, 2½d. on 6d. type 16 unused with B.P.A. certificate (2014), 4d. on 1s. type
29 unused with B.P.A. certificate (2014), 1893 ½d. on 4d. mint (toned), 1900-04 set mint, 1909-11 set mint, 193845 set mint, 1957 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)
£500-£600

1432

A selection, incl. 1881 ½d. on 1s. dull blue type 6 unused, 4 on 1d. dull red type 28 used, 1900-04 set mint, 190911 set mint, etc., varied condition. (106)
£300-£400
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Uganda

1434

1433 m

1898-1902 1a. with large part strike of scarce two line “GONDOKO(RO)/POST OF(FICE)”, fine. Photo on page 162.
£70-£80

)

1912 (Mar. 30) envelope to France franked East Africa and Uganda 3c. strip of three and 6c. tied by rare Bugangadzi
c.d.s’s with day/month date line inverted, backstamped Entebbe Apr. 1, Mombasa Apr. 7 and Réquista (Aveyron)
May 4 arrival. Photo.
£380-£400

1434

United States of America

1435

)

Western Express Mail: 1860 (ca.) 3c. stationery envelope to Miss Hattie Russell, Benicia, California cancelled by
large red oval “LANGTON’S/ DOWNIEVILLE/PIONEER EXPRESS” with fancy printed “LANGTONS/PAID/PIONEER
EXPRESS” imprint part overstruck by blue oval Wells Fargo datestamp of Marysville, most attractive. American
agriculturist and civic leader Harriett Strong, née Russell (1844-1929) attended the Young Ladies' Seminary run by
Mary Atkins in Benicia between 1858 and 1860. As a staunch feminist and advocate of flood control and irrigation
reforms she later became known as both the "Walnut Queen" and “Pampas Lady", the first woman member ever
elected to the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. Photo.
£150-£200

1436

A collection in seven albums and stockbook, incl. 1893 Columbus to 30c. used, 1901 Pan American set used, 191213 Parcel Post set used, a range of later issues with sheetlets, etc. (1,000s)
£200-£250

1437

A small selection, incl. 1847 10c. reproduction unused, 1861-62 30c. used, 1862-66 15c. unused, 1869 10c. unused
and used, etc., mixed condition. (51)
£150-£200

1438

A collection from around 1830 to 2000, incl. wide range of covers and some loose stamps, thematic airmail and
commemorative interest, etc. (100s)
£80-£100
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Vietnam
1439 I b 1945 Famine Relief “2$00” on 15c. + 60c. and “3$00” on 40c. + $1.10 complete sheets of fifty, without gum as
issued, the former with one minor tone spot, otherwise fine. S.G. 26, 27, cat. £3,100.
£180-£200
1440 I b 1945-46 “VIET-NAM DAN-CHU CONG-HOA” 2d. on 3c. and 4d. on 6c. complete sheets of fifty, without gum as
issued, folded down central row of perfs., a few minor tone spots, otherwise fine. S.G. 40, 42, cat. £5,500.
£300-£400

Yemen

1441 J b Kingdom of Yemen 1964 Consulate Service 5b. purple with red Ministry of Communications crest in red and
green framed “YEMEN” handstamp, unmounted mint block of six, marginal at right, fine. Mi. 81a. Photo.
£1,000-£1,200

Zanzibar
1442 S

1908-09 30r. black and sepia 50r. black and mauve, 200r. brown and greenish black, all overprinted “SPECIMEN”,
first two without gum, 200r. with gum. S.G. 241s, 243s, 245s. Photo on page 162.
£120-£150

1443

A selection, comprising 1896 Sultan Seyyid Hamad-bin-Thwain ½a. mint block of eighteen (6 x 3), marginal from
the left of the sheet showing column at right without watermark, 1904 Sultan Seyyid Ali bin Hamoud bin Naherud
Monogram, ½a. to 5r. set overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D12/a) with additional 8a. showing broken “M”
in overprint [R. 4/1] (one of only twelve possible examples) mainly fine with gum, 1a. used on 1905 (Feb. 16)
picture postcard to Naples and (Nov. 11) “Zanzibar” overprint 2a. stationery registered envelope locally addressed,
also ½a. stationery wrapper unusually used 1906 (May 3) to Ngogwe, Uganda, 1926-27 Sultan Khalifa bin Harub,
“CENTS” with serifs master die proof with value tablets blank in grey-black on glazed wove paper (57 x 77mm),
1c. to 75c. set overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type D16x) with gum except 20c., set mint, 1c., 3c. (3), 8c. and
25c. on 1932 registered cover to Philippines, 6c. and 30c. on 1929 registered cover to Birmingham, 6c. on 25c.
stationery registered envelope used 1930 to London. (46)
£350-£400

THE END OF THE SALE
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Autumn
in London

The Grosvenor Autumn sale season is currently in preparation and further
consignments are cordially invited. Forthcoming highlights include the Reg Patchett
Crash and Interrupted Mail, the ‘King’s Pawn’ Gambia, the Douglas Myall FRPSL
Machins and the exceptional collections of Isle of Wight Postal History, Zanzibar
and East Africa Postal History formed by John Minns FRPSL .
Grosvenor’s collector-friendly auctions are celebrated around the world by both buyers
and sellers for their expert presentation and high prices. Contact Andrew Williams or
Constanze Dennis at the address below for information on how to become involved.

Grosvenor
399–401 Strand Third Floor London WC2R 0LT
T: 020 7379 8789 F: 020 7379 9737 E: info@grosvenor-auctions.co.uk

www.grosvenorauctions.com

